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Preface
This volume contains the papers accepted for presentation at the Australasian Language Technology
Association Workshop (ALTA) 2016, held at Monash University in Caulfield, Australia on 5–6 December
2016.
The goals of the workshop are to:
• bring together the Language Technology (LT) community in the Australasian region and encourage
interactions and collaboration;
• foster interaction between academic and industrial researchers, to encourage dissemination of
research results;
• provide a forum for students and young researchers to present their research;
• facilitate the discussion of new and ongoing research and projects;
• increase visibility of LT research in Australasia and overseas and encourage interactions with the
wider international LT community.
This year’s ALTA Workshop presents 20 peer-reviewed papers, including 13 long papers and 7 short
papers. We received a total of 28 submissions for long and short papers. Each paper was reviewed by
three members of the program committee, using a double-blind protocol. Great care was taken to avoid
all conflicts of interest.
ALTA 2016 includes a presentations track, following on from 2015 when it was first introduced.
This aims to encourage broader participation and facilitate local socialisation of international results,
including work in progress and work submitted or published elsewhere. Presentations were lightly
reviewed by the ALTA chairs to gauge overall quality of work and whether it would be of interest to
the ALTA community. In total 11 of 12 submissions where selected for presentation. Offering both
archival and presentation tracks allows us to grow the standard of work at ALTA, to better showcase the
excellent research being done locally.
ALTA 2016 continues the tradition of including a shared task, this year addressing cross-KB coreference.
Participation is summarised in an overview paper by organisers Andrew Chisholm, Ben Hachey, and
Diego Mollá. Participants were invited to submit a system description paper, which are included in this
volume without review.
We would like to thank, in no particular order: all of the authors who submitted papers; the programme
committee for the time and effort the put into maintaining the high standards of our reviewing process;
the chairs Gholamreza Haffari and Andrew Mackinlay for coordinating all the logistics that go into
running the workshop, from arranging the space, catering, budgets, sponsorship and more; the shared
task organisers Andrew Chisholm, Ben Hachey, and Diego Mollá; our keynote speakers Mark Steedman,
Hercules Dalianis and Steven Bird for agreeing to share their perspectives on the state of the field; and
the tutorial presenters Wray Buntine, Simon Gog and Matthias Petri for their efforts towards the two
tutorial sessions. We would like to acknowledge the constant support and advice of the ALTA Executive
Committee.
Finally, we gratefully recognise our sponsors: Capital Markets CRC, Google, CSIRO/Data61, Voicebox
and Monash University. Importantly, their generous support enabled us to offer travel subsidies to
all students presenting at ALTA, and helped to subsidise conference catering costs and student paper
awards.

Trevor Cohn
ALTA Programme Chair
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Invited talks

1

Mark Steedman (University of Edinburgh)
On Distributional Semantics
The central problem in open domain-question answering from text is the problem of entailment. Given
enough text, the answer is almost certain to be there, but is likely to be expressed in a different form
from the one the question suggest—either in a paraphrase, or in a sentence that entails or implies the
answer.
We cannot afford to bridge this gap by open-ended theorem-proving search. Instead we need a semantics
for natural language that directly supports common-sense inference, such as that arriving somewhere
implies subsequently being there, and invading a country implies attacking it. We would like this
semantics to be compatible with traditional logical operator semantics including quantification, negation
and tense, so that not being there implies not having arrived, and not attacking implies not invading.
There have been many attempts to build such a semantics of content words by hand, from the generative
semantics of the ’60s to WordNet and other resources of the present. The ’60s saw attempts based
on generative semantics, while more recently, they have engendered WordNet and other computational
resources. However, such systems have remained incomplete and language-specific in comparison to
the vastness of human common-sense reasoning. One consequence has been renewed interest in the
idea of treating the semantics as “hidden”, to be discovered through machine learning, an idea that has
its origins in the “semantic differential” of Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum in the ’50s.
There are two distinct modern approaches to the problem of data-driven or “distributional” semantics.
The first, which I will call “collocational”, is the direct descendant of the semantic differential. In its
most basic form, the meaning of a word is taken to be a vector in a space whose dimensions are defined
by the lexicon of the language, and whose magnitude is defined by counts of those lexical items within
a fixed window over the string (although in practice the dimensionality is reduced and the relation to
frequency less direct). Crucially, semantic composition is defined in terms of linear algebraic operations,
notably vector addition.
A second “denotational” approach defines the meaning of a word in terms of the entities that it is
predicated over and the ensembles of predications over entities of the same types, obtained by machinereading with wide coverage parsers. (Names or designators in text are generally used as a proxy for the
entities themselves.) Semantic composition can then be defined as an applicative system using logical
opertors such as quantifiers and negation, as in traditional formal semantics.
The talk reviews recent work in both collocation- and denotation- based distributional semantics,
and asks for each what dimensions of meaning are actually being represented. It argues that the
two approaches are largely orthogonal on these dimensions. Collocational representations are good
for representing ambiguity, with linear algebraic composition most effective at disambiguation and
representing distributional similarity. Denotational representations represent something more like a
traditional compositional semantics, but one in which the primitive relations correspond to those of a
hidden language of logical form representing paraphrase and common-sense entailment directly.
To make this point, the talk discusses recent work in which collocational distributional representations
such as embeddings have been used as proxies for semantic features in models such as LSTM, to guide
disambiguation during parsing, while a lexicalized denotation-based distributional semantics is used to
support inference of entailment. I will show that this hybrid approach can be applied with a number
of parsing models, including transition-based and supertagging, to support entailment-based QA with
denotation-based distributional representations. I will discuss work at Edinburgh and elsewhere in
which the semantics of paraphrases is represented by a single cluster identifier, and where commonsense inference (derived from a learned entailment graph) is built into the lexicon and projected by
syntactic derivation, rather than delegated to a later stage of inference. The method can be applied cross2

linguistically, in support of machine translation. Ongoing work extends the method to extract multi-word
items, light-verb constructions, and an aspect-based semantics for temporal/causal entailment, and to
the creation and interrogation of Knowledge Graphs and Semantic Nets via natural language.

Hercules Dalianis (Stockholm University)
HEALTH BANK — A Workbench for Data Science Applications in Healthcare
Healthcare has many challenges in form of monitoring and predicting adverse events as healthcare
associated infections or adverse drug events. All this can happen while treating a patient at the hospital
for her disease. The research question is: When and how many adverse events have occurred, how can
one predict them? Nowadays all information is contained in the electronic patient records and are written
both in structured form and in unstructured free text. This talk will describe the data used for our research
in HEALTH BANK - Swedish Health Record Research Bank containing over 2 million patient records
from 2007-2014. Topics are detection of symptoms, diseases, body parts and drugs from Swedish
electronic patient record text, including deciding on the certainty of a symptom or disease and detecting
adverse (drug) events. Future research are detecting early symptoms of cancer and de-identification of
electronic patient records for secondary use.

Steven Bird (University of Melbourne, University of California Berkeley)
Getting started with an Australian language
At least a dozen Australian indigenous languages are still being learnt by children as their first language.
These children have limited access to western-style education and often gain only limited proficiency
in English. The languages are effectively unwritten, as there are no naturally occurring contexts where
people would need to write the language. The same situation is repeated around the world, where remote
communities do not write their language and do not acquire the national language, and government and
NGO employees who work with these communities must learn to speak an unwritten language without
the help of written resources. In this presentation I will report on early experiences working with
Kunwinjku, a polysynthetic language spoken by 1,200 people in western Arnhem Land, leading to
several open research questions in the area of tools for adult learners of unwritten languages.

3

Tutorials

4

Simpler Non-parametric Bayesian Models
Wray Buntine (Monash University)
Many interesting non-parametric models are now used for modelling discrete, structured data as we
find in language, document and graph analysis. These non-parametric Bayesian models are often based
on a variety of different process models such as the Gamma process, the Beta process, the Pitman-Yor
process, etc. This tutorial will give an introduction to these models and connect to modern Bayesian
non-parametric theory, though doing so in a less former manner.
The basic process models can all be understood in terms of Poisson point processes (PPs) which can be
viewed as an extension of standard prior distributions. When using PPs, one can easily model infinite
lists, where new entries are unfurled and put to use only as data requires it. The Beta process in this
interpretation is just an extension of the Beta prior for Bernoulli models that allows an infinite list of such
Bernoullis. Modern Bayesian non-parametric theory provides general solutions for reasoning with these
kinds of models, including the hierarchical case, though the results are not well known in the machine
learning community. For instance, a hierarchical Pitman-Yor process is acting like an analogue to the
Dirichlet distribution where instead of normalising gamma variables we normalise positive alpha-stable
variables.
With the basic process models introduced, we will then look at some of the standard variants and
Bayesian reasoning with them: hierarchical probability models for trees and n-gram language models,
infinite feature vector models such as the Indian buffet process, infinite stochastic block models and
various models for matrix and tensor factorisation. Some of these results are unpublished or not readily
accessible to neophytes.

Succinct Data Structures for Text and Information Retrieval
Simon Gog (Karslruhe Institute of Technology) and Matthias Petri (University of Melbourne)
The current growth and availability of massive amounts of data gathered and processed by applications
such as Web search engines or translation services has had a profound impact on the algorithmic
requirements of many fundamental data processing tools. At the same time, this has provided ample
motivation for a great deal of new theoretical and practical research on resource efficient algorithms and
data structures.
Over the last decades the research field of the so-called succinct and compressed data structures has
emerged to tackle these challenges. These new kind of data structures provide the same operations
as their classical counterparts within a comparable time complexity but requiring substantially less
space. These solutions usually resort to a careful combination of ideas from data compression and data
structures.
The tutorial will introduce this field of research by presenting the most important succinct data structures to represent set of integers, set of points, trees, graphs and strings together with applications to
Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing problems. The introduction of the succinct data
structures will be sustained with a practical session with programming handouts to solve. This will
allow the attendees to directly experiment with implementations of these solutions on real datasets and
understand the potential benefits to their own projects.

5

Long papers

6

Improving Neural Translation Models with Linguistic Factors
Cong Duy Vu Hoang
University of Melbourne
Melbourne, VIC, Australia
vhoang2@student.unimelb.edu.au
Gholamreza Haffari
Monash University
Clayton, VIC, Australia
gholamreza.haffari@monash.edu
Abstract
This paper presents an extension of neural machine translation (NMT) model to
incorporate additional word-level linguistic factors. Adding such linguistic factors may be of great benefits to learning of NMT models, potentially reducing language ambiguity or alleviating data
sparseness problem (Koehn and Hoang,
2007). We explore different linguistic
annotations at the word level, including: lemmatization, word clusters, Part-ofSpeech tags, and labeled dependency relations. We then propose different neural
attention architectures to integrate these
additional factors into the NMT framework. Evaluating on translating between
English and German in two directions
with a low resource setting in the domain
of TED talks, we obtain promising results in terms of both perplexity reductions
and improved BLEU scores over baseline
methods.

1

Introduction

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) (Devlin et al.,
2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015) is a new paradigm in
machine translation (MT) powered by recent advances in sequence to sequence learning frameworks (Graves, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014).
NMT has already made remarkable results and improvements over conventional SMT (Luong et al.,
2015).
The core idea of NMT is the encoder-decoder
framework where an encoder encodes the source
sequence into a vector representation, and then
a decoder generates the target sequence sequentially via a recurrent neural network (RNN). The

Trevor Cohn
University of Melbourne
Melbourne, VIC, Australia
t.cohn@unimelb.edu.au
use of a RNN provides the ability to memorize
longer range dependencies that are impossible
with standard n-gram modeling - a core component of the traditional Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) framework (Koehn et al., 2003; Lopez,
2008; Koehn, 2010). Unlike the traditional SMT,
NMT offers unique mechanisms to learn translation equivalence without extensive feature engineering efforts.
Though promising, NMT still lacks of the ability of modeling deeper semantic and syntactic aspects of the language. Koehn and Hoang (2007)
presented a factored translation model to address this issue for the traditional SMT framework
(Koehn et al., 2007), where the model incorporates
various linguistic annotations for the surface level
words. Particularly for low-resource conditions,
these extra annotations can lead to better translation of OOVs (or low-count words) and resolve
ambiguities, hence increase the generalization capabilities of the model.
In machine translation with a low-resource setting, resolving data sparseness and semantic ambiguity problems can help improve its performance.
In this paper, we investigate utilizing extra syntactic and semantic linguistic factors in the context
of the NMT framework. Linguistic factors can include bundles of features, e.g., stems, roots, lemmas, morphological classes, data-driven clusters,
syntactic analyses (part-of-speeches, constituency
parsing, dependency parsing). Adding such extra factors may be of great benefits to NMT models, potentially reducing language ambiguity and
alleviating data sparseness further. In this paper,
we explore four word-level factor annotations, including: lemmatization, word clusters, Part-ofSpeech tags, and relation labels in dependency
parse trees (see Figure 1 for an example). We
then propose different neural attention architec-

Cong Duy Vu Hoang, Reza Haffari and Trevor Cohn. 2016. Improving Neural Translation Models with Linguistic Factors.
In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 7−14.
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Figure 1: An example of linguistic factor annotations for a source sentence in English.

Decoder. Next, a decoder operated by another
RNN is used to predict the target y sequentially,
from left to right:

tures to integrate these additional factors into the
NMT framework. Evaluating on translating between English and German in two directions with
a low resource setting in the TED talks data, we
obtain perplexity reductions and improved BLEU
score over the baseline.

2

gi = RNNφdec (ci , yi−1 , gi−1 )
yi ∼ softmax (Wo · MLP (ci , yi−1 , gi ) + bo ) ;
where MLP is a single hidden layer neural network with tanh activation. The model parameters
include φ the weight matrix Wo ∈ RVy ×H and
the bias bo ∈ RVy , with Vy and H denoting the
target vocabulary size and hidden dimension size,
respectively.
Note that the state of the decoder gi is conditioned on its previous state gi−1 , the previously
generated target word yi−1 , and the source side
context ci summarizing the areas of the source
sentence needs to be attended to. Finally, the
model is trained end-to-end by minimizing the
cross-entropy loss over the target sequence and
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is used for optimizing the model parameters .
In what follows, we explore various attention
mechanisms for our case where the input sentence
is annotated with multiple linguistic factors, and
show how the source context ci is constructed.

Incorporating Linguistic Factors

In this work, we investigate the feasibility of factored model idea (Koehn and Hoang, 2007) into
attentional neural translation model (Bahdanau et
al., 2015). As an initial work, we aim to find
how the neural model can benefit from incorporating the additional linguistic factors in source language. Our work is an extension of (Bahdanau et
al., 2015) with the integration of additional linguistic factors. A fully factored neural translation model for both source and target sides is considered as our future work. The following section will discuss our extensions of (Bahdanau et
al., 2015) in §2.1. Assume that we have L layers of linguistic factor annotations. The training data then consists of N training parallel sen(n) )}N
tences {({x(n,`) }L
n=1 where the word
`=0 , y
sequence of the nth sentence-pair is denoted in
the layer zero x(n,0) , its length is denoted by
|x(n) |, its L layers of annotations are denoted by
{x(n,`) }L
`=1 , and the target sentence is denoted by
(n)
y . In what follows, we review and extend the
attentional encoder-decoder neural machine translation for this setting, and explore various neural attention mechanisms operating on the multiple layers of linguistic factors over the source sentence.

2.2

Multi-Factor Attention Architectures

In this paper, we explore various attention mechanisms of integrating linguistic factors as briefly
summarized in Figure 2, including Global Attention, Local Attention, and hybrid Global-Local Attention.
Global Attention. Our first approach has one
shared attention vector for all the annotation layers, forcing each layer to attend to the same positions. This essentially means stacking the representations of all the input embeddings x` into one
h
iT
vector, i.e., xgj = x0j , . . . , xL
. This stacked
j

2.1 Multi-Factor Encoder-Decoder
Encoder. First, to encode the source-side information, we first run each layer of linguistic annotations through bidirectional RNNs (biRNN) for dynamically representing the sequence embeddings,
i.e.,
!
−
→
←
− T
`
`,ψ
`
`
`
hj = biRNNenc xj , h j−1 ; h j+1
; (1)

1

Generally, an RNN can be employed as Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) or
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014). Since the
RNN recurrent structure is not our focus, we ignored its formulation in this paper.
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Figure 2: Proposed attention architectures of integrating linguistic factors for the NMT framework.
makes use of the global hidden representation hg
across all of the layers in generating the local attentions, formulated as:


e`ij = MLP gi−1 , hgj .

representation is used in place of only word embedding xj to encode the input position (eqn 1) to
hgj . It is then used to construct the source context
P|x|
for the decoder, using ci = j=1 αij hgj with


αi = softmax(ei ) ; eij = MLP gi−1 , hgj


h−
←
− iT
→
,
hgj = biRNNθenc xgj , hg j−1 ; hg j+1

In contrast to the local attention the attention for
layer ` depends on the global encoding, hg , rather
than the local encoding for that layer, hl .
In training, we encourage the model to have
similar attentions across the layers by adding a
penalty term to the cross-entropy training objective,

where scalar eij denotes the unnormalized alignment probability between the source word annotation j and target word i, which is produced by
single hidden layer neural network with tanh activation.

(n)

N |y
L
X
X| X

Local Attention. The model may benefit from
different attentions learned for different layers.
Thus, the second idea is to have multiple attentions
for linguistic layers independently, and compute
layer-specific context vectors {c`i }L
`=0 and stack
them up:

T
ci = c0i , . . . , cL
i

; c`i =

Tx
X

n=1 i=1 `=0

(n),` 2

− αi

2

(n),`

where αi
is the attention to the layer ` when
generating the target word i, and we define
(n)
(n),`
1 PL
as the average attenᾱi := L+1
`=0 αi
tion across all layers. Essentially, our regularizer
penalizes parameters which induce layer-specific
attentions deviating from the average attention.

` `
αij
hj

j=1

α`i = softmax(e`i ) ;

(n)

ᾱi



e`ij = MLP gi−1 ; h`j

3

Experiments

Data. We conducted our experiments on TED
Talks datasets (Cettolo et al., 2012) and translate
between English (en) ↔ German (de). For training, we used about 200K parallel sentences, and
used tst2010 for tuning model parameters (phrasebased SMT) and early stopping (NMT). We evaluated on the official test sets tst2013 and tst2014,

where e`ij denotes the alignment score between the
annotation at layer ` and the target word. The
MLP for each layer has a different parameterization.
Global-Local Attention. Finally, we consider
a hybrid global-local attention mechanism which
9

dataset
train
tune-tst2010
test1-tst2013
test2-tst2014

# tokens (K)
4384.68
35.13
22.86
27.40

# types (K)
en↔de
4161.58
19.42
26.22
33.42
3.29
3.87
21.64
2.67
3.08
26.44
3.21
3.66

# sents

# docs

198968
1565
993
1305

1597
16
15
16

Table 1: Statistics of the training & evaluation sets from IWSLT’14,15 MT track (including en↔de)
showing in each cell the count for the source language (left) and target language (right). “#types” refers
to filtered vocabulary with word frequency cut-off 5.
configuration

tst2013

tst2014

#param (M)

8.20
7.84
8.02
7.81
7.48♠

10.98
10.35
10.80
10.28
10.15♠

47.80
50.88
52.06
57.52
57.52

8.76
8.50
8.50
8.29♠

11.81
11.26
11.48
10.95♠

44.46
47.58
48.76
54.22

en→de
Vanilla Attentional Model
w/ glo+all-factors
w/ loc+all-factors
w/ glo-loc+all-factors (w/o regularization penalty)
w/ glo-loc+all-factors (w/ regularization penalty)
de→en
Vanilla Attentional Model
w/ glo+all-factors
w/ loc+all-factors
w/ glo-loc+all-factors (w/ regularization penalty)

Table 2: Perplexity scores for attentional model variants evaluated on en↔de translations, and “#param”
refers to no. of model parameters (in millions). bold: “statistically significantly better than vanilla
attentional model”, ♠ : best performance.
with 1 and 2 hidden layers in the source and target,
respectively. We employed LSTM recurrent structure (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) for both
source and target RNN sequences. For the phrasebased SMT baseline, we used the Moses toolkit
(Koehn et al., 2007) with its standard configuration. To encode the linguistic factors, we used
128, 64, 64, 64 embedding dimensions for each
of lemma, word cluster, Part-of-Speech (POS),
and labelled dependency sequences, respectively.
For training our neural models, the best perplexity scores on tuning sets were used for early stopping of training, which was usually between 5-8
epochs. For decoding, we used a simple greedy
algorithm with length normalization. For evaluation of translations, we applied bootstrapping resampling (Koehn, 2004) to measure the statistical significance (p < 0.05) of BLEU score differences between translation outputs of proposed
models compared to the baselines.

following Cettolo et al. (2014). We chose a word
frequency cut-off of ≥ 5 for limiting the vocabulary when training neural models, resulting in
19K and 26K word types for English and German,
respectively. All details of data statistics can be
found in Table 1.
As linguistic factors, we annotated the source
sentences with lemmas,2 word clusters,3 and POS
tags. We also annotated with the labelled dependency, i.e. by taking the dependency label between
each word and its head (together with its direction,
i.e. left or right)4 in the dependency parse tree.
Also note that the POS tags and dependency parse
trees were extracted from parsing results produced
by Stanford Parser5 and ParZu.6
Set-up and Baselines. We used the cnn library7
for our implementation. All neural models were
configured with 512 input embedding and hidden
layer dimensions, and 384 alignment dimension,
2

NLTK, http://www.nltk.org/
Brown
clustering,
https://github.com/
percyliang/brown-cluster
4
The direction is encoded effectively as 3-bit vector.
5
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
lex-parser.shtml (en)
6
https://github.com/rsennrich/ParZu (de)
7
https://github.com/clab/cnn/tree/
master/cnn

Results and Analysis. We report our experimental results based on standard perplexity and
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) scores, as shown in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Table 2 shows that the
attentional model with our extensions is noticeably better than the vanilla NMT in terms of perplexity. Among the three attention architectures,

3
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configuration

tst2013

tst2014

21.31
25.03
25.43
25.04
25.06
25.92♠

19.16
20.96
22.15♠
21.24
21.29
21.84

29.96
29.85
29.63
29.32
30.45♠

25.13
24.84
25.30♠
24.40
24.72

en→de
Moses baseline
Vanilla Attentional Model
w/ glo+all-factors
w/ loc+all-factors
w/ glo-loc+all-factors (w/o regularization penalty)
w/ glo-loc+all-factors (w/ regularization penalty)
de→en
Moses baseline
Vanilla Attentional Model
w/ glo+all-factors
w/ loc+all-factors
w/ glo-loc+all-factors (w/ regularization penalty)

Table 3: BLEU scores for attentional model variants evaluated on en↔de translations.
taking either its length or the depth of its parse tree
into consideration. Figure 3 and 4 plot the BLEU
score versus these two measures of complexity in
two evaluation sets. As seen, the extra linguistic
layers has helped the translation quality of more
complex sentences compared to the vanilla attentional model.

the glo-loc attention outperformed others, giving
significant improvement compared to the vanilla
model. The use of the loc attention did not give
much improvement. We suspect that the learned
model itself has difficulties deciding which factors
to attend to. The drawback of the glo attention
is that it enforces only one attention mechanism
for all of the layers. This may cause the loss of
individual effects that potentially exist in each of
layers. The glo-loc attention aims at taking advantage of glo attention and solving the limitation of
loc attention with the penalty term, hence giving
better performance.
Table 3 shows the BLEU score results. Compared to Moses baseline, the vanilla attentional
model is superior for en→de and comparable for
de→en translation tasks. It is noticeable that the
attentional model is capable of working remarkably well, despite the relatively small amounts of
parallel data. However, table 3 shows the inconsistency, compared to the respective perplexity scores
in Table 2. For en→de, both glo and glo-loc attention architectures worked competitively well,
giving significantly better BLEU scores than the
vanilla attentional model. Compared to glo, the
glo-loc attention is superior in tst2013, but slightly
detrimental in tst2014 although (its respective perplexity scores are better). These results show that
reductions in perplexity scores do not guarantee
improved BLEU scores, which is particularly true
for de→en translation.
For the analysis, we further investigate the improvement of the translation quality versus sentence complexity. This would show the extent to
which the extra linguistic layers have been helpful in resolving ambiguities of source sentences in
translation. We formalize sentence complexity by

4

Related Work

Recent advances in deep learning research facilitate innovative ideas in machine translation. The
attentional encoder-decoder framework pioneered
by Bahdanau et al. (2015) is the core, opening
a new trend in neural machine translation. Luong et al. (2015) followed the work of (Bahdanau
et al., 2015) by experimenting various options
on the generation of soft alignments with global
and local attention mechanisms. Inspired by remarkable characteristics of state-of-the-art SMT
models, Cohn et al. (2016) incorporated structural
alignment biases inspired from conventional statistical alignment models (e.g. IBM models 1,
2) to encourage more linguistic structures in the
alignment process. Similar in spirit to this, Feng
et al. (2016) made use of additional RNN structure
for the attention mechanism, hence likely capturing long range dependencies between the attention
vectors. Tu et al. (2016) further proposed a socalled coverage vector to trace the attention history
for flexibly adjusting future attentions.
Though having been developed for almost 2
years, the NMT models are currently competitive with state-of-the-art SMT models. However,
NMT models are still lacking of capabilities to
modelling shallow language characteristics, e.g.
the additional annotation at word level of linguistic factors. Such kinds of factors can provide extra
11
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dimensions for data sparseness problem as shown
in earlier works in SMT models, e.g., (Zhang and
Sumita, 2007; Rishøj and Søgaard, 2011; Wuebker et al., 2013). The most closely related work
to ours is the factored translation model for SMT
framework proposed by Koehn and Hoang (2007).
This model evaluated the effects of various linguistic factors (including lemma, POS, morphology) which are annotated for both source and target sides. Our work explored the same manner

in the context of NMT framework though only
considering source side. However, we further explored the annotation with labelled dependency
which potentially inject syntactic information into
neural model. Concurrent to our work, Sennrich
and Haddow (2016) proposed similar idea for the
NMT framework, however, their work has only
explored the so-called global attention whereas we
proposed more attention mechanisms with local
and hybrid global-local attentions. Also, our ex12

periments were conducted in a low-resourced setting in a different domain with TED talk data.

5

Translation Model. In Proceedings of the 2016 Conference of the North American Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics: Human Language Technologies, San Diego, California, June.
Association for Computational Linguistics.

Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a novel attentional encoder-decoder for translation capable of
integrating linguistic factors in the source language. Four linguistic factors were evaluated, including lemmatization, word clustering, part-ofspeech tagging, and labeled dependencies. We
proposed several neural attention mechanisms operating over the factors. Our experimental results
on two language pairs show that the neural translation model with integrated linguistic factors can be
improved, in terms of both perplexity and BLEU
scores.
As our future work, we aim to explore whether
the attentional neural translation model can benefit from linguistic factors, operating over the target language. This work can be considered as the
first work towards fully-factored neural translation
model.
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Abstract
Large volumes of electronic health
records, including free-text documents,
are extensively generated within various
sectors of healthcare. Medical concept
annotation systems are designed to enrich
these documents with key concepts in
the domain using reference terminologies. Although there is a wide range
of annotation systems, there is a lack
of comparative analysis that enables
thorough understanding of the effectiveness of both the concept extraction
and concept recognition components
of these systems, especially within the
clinical domain. This paper analyses and
evaluates four annotation systems (i.e.,
MetaMap, NCBO annotator, Ontoserver,
and QuickUMLS) for the task of extracting medical concepts from clinical
free-text documents. Empirical findings
have shown that each annotator exhibits
various levels of strengths in terms of
overall precision or recall. The concept
recognition component of each system,
however, was found to be highly sensitive
to the quality of the text spans output by
the concept extraction component of the
annotation system. The effects of these
components on each other are quantified
in such way as to provide evidence for an
informed choice of an annotation system
as well as avenues for future research.

1

Introduction

With the advent of electronic health records, large
volumes of mostly free-text clinical documents —
discharge summaries, radiology reports, pathology reports, and patients progress notes — are
now present in the health ecosystem. While these

documents contain much valuable information, it
can only be exploited if effective computational
methods of dealing with clinical free-text are devised. The goal here is to automatically extract
clinical concepts from unstructured clinical documents, thus providing a structured representation
that enables fast and effective access and analysis.
To facilitate the extraction of clinical concepts
from free-text, many automatic systems (known
as medical concept annotators) have been developed. These systems analyse natural language and
annotate specific spans of text to concepts defined
in some external medical terminology/thesaurus.
This workflow can be considered as a two-step
process of extracting candidate spans of concepts
within a given document (known as “concept extraction”) and then assigning appropriate concept
identifiers to each candidate span based on the defined concepts in the domain ontologies (known as
“concept recognition”). Such systems are widely
used in a variety of e-health settings and are critical for activities such as clinical information analysis and reporting (Zuccon et al., 2013), derivation
of phenotypic descriptions (Groza et al., 2013b;
Collier et al., 2014) and medical information retrieval (Zuccon et al., 2012; Koopman, 2014).
Although there are a wide range of available annotation systems, there is a lack of comparative
analysis that provides enough evidence for an informed decision in choosing the most suitable system. Many of these system are developed for a
specific domain (e.g., medical journal article abstracts) and may not be suited to dealing with clinical text. Deployment of these systems can often
only be done in a black-box fashion: without an
underlying understanding of the individual components of a system and its effectiveness.
This paper aims to analyse and evaluate four annotation systems on the task of extracting medical concepts from clinical free-text documents.
Specifically, we investigate the following research

Hamed Hassanzadeh, Anthony Nguyen and Bevan Koopman. 2016. Evaluation of Medical Concept Annotation Systems on
Clinical Records. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 15−24.

questions:

task (i.e., only those UMLS concepts that were
associated to particular disorder-related concepts
in the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT ontology)) A data
set was provided to the participants in order to develop and test their automatic systems (more information about the data set is described in Section 3.3). A similar task was offered in the following year in SemEval 2014 Task 7 (Pradhan
et al., 2014), which applied the same data set as
the ShARe/CLEF task as a follow-up on the concept recognition task. In this paper, we also apply the ShARe/CLEF data set as it provides manually annotated concepts that can be used to evaluate concept annotation systems. However, different to the systems that were specifically designed
for the task and tailored to the data set, we investigate the performance of off-the-shelf annotation
systems for annotating this data set with medical
concepts.

1. How well do common medical concept annotation systems perform on clinical free-text?
2. What is the impact of the core components
of an annotation system (i.e., concept extraction and concept recognition) on their overall
performance?
The analysis of the performances of the annotation systems show that different components of
the annotation systems exhibit different levels of
strengths in terms of overall precision or recall.
When evaluating the performance of the individual
concept extraction and concept recognition components of the systems, it was found that the concept recognition performance was highly dependent on a high performing concept extraction component. This leads to a set of insights over annotation systems from both application and development perspectives.

2

Mirhosseini et al. (Mirhosseini et al., 2014) also
applied a subset of the same data set (i.e., the train
set of ShARe/CLEF data) to compare medical annotation systems (e.g. MetaMap (Aronson, 2001;
Aronson and Lang, 2010), Ontoserver (McBride
et al., 2012)), and a number of standard IR techniques for the concept recognition component of
the shared task (i.e. Task 1b). They considered the concept recognition task as an Information Retrieval technique and used queries with the
spans of text associated with the concepts in the
gold standard. The responses of annotation systems were then evaluated using standard IR evaluation measures, such as Reciprocal Ranker and
Success@K. They converted all the UMLS concepts IDs in the ShARe/CLEF data to one or more
corresponding SNOMED CT IDs and performed
the evaluation on this new version of the data. In
this paper, we investigate an extended number of
annotation systems and use the original dataset
and evaluation metrics for evaluating the end-toend effectiveness of the annotation systems (as opposed to only the concept recognition component
of the systems).

Related Work

Due to the advances in electronic health records
and the availability of large volumes of clinical
text documents, significant interest has been directed towards automating their processing and
analyses. Several workshops and shared tasks
have been designed in recent years to attract researchers to the domain and challenge different
ideas and methodologies for such tasks. The
ShARe/CLEF eHealth shared task in 2013 is one
of them that focuses on the application of Natural
Language Processing (NLP), Machine Learning
(ML), and Information Retrieval (IR) for leveraging health care data1 . Task 1 in the CLEF ShARed
Task focuses on the concept recognition problem,
more specifically, on identifying disorder concepts
from clinical documents. It comprises two subtasks: (i) Task 1a a concept extraction task that
evaluates the systems according to their ability to
extract correct spans of text for disorder concepts;
and (ii) Task 1b a concept recognition task that is
about assigning the correct class of concept (i.e.,
a Concept Unique Identifier or CUI) to each text
span using the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) terminology (Suominen et al., 2013;
Keith and others, 1998). Note that, only a subset
of UMLS concepts were used for this annotation

Funk et al. (Funk et al., 2014) compared three
annotation systems (i.e., MetaMap, NCBO Annotator (Jonquet et al., 2009a), and ConceptMapper (Tanenblatt et al., 2010)) by focusing on tuning
their configurable parameters according to particular ontologies on full-text articles in the biomedical domain. They evaluated the systems un-

1
https://sites.google.com/site/
shareclefehealth/home
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toserver). Brief descriptions of the systems are
provided in the following:
MetaMap is an annotation program that is
developed by the National Library of Medicine
(NLM) to annotate a given text with appropriate
concepts (i.e., UMLS Metathesaurus). MetaMap
has a range of configurable parameters and options
to tune its different NLP and retrieval components
and its output (Aronson, 2001; Aronson and Lang,
2010). The MetaMap service usually requires considerable time in order to process the input text and
annotate concepts (Shah et al., 2009; Soldaini and
Goharian, 2016).
NCBO Annotator is an annotation service that
covers a wide range of ontologies (i.e., more than
500 ontologies) (Jonquet et al., 2009a). Its workflow consists of a syntactic concept extraction step
that employs concept names and synonyms and a
semantic expansion step that tries to enrich the extracted concepts with the semantic features from
ontologies. NCBO provides a set of configurable
options that can be customised according to different settings and applications (Jonquet et al.,
2009b).
QuickUMLS is a concept recognition approach
that employs an approximate dictionary matching
technique (Soldaini and Goharian, 2016). Given
a text, it tries to find highly similar concepts (using the concept’s string) to the given text. Instead
of calculating similarities between all the concepts
in the dictionary and the given text, it applies CPMerge to reduce computation costs (Okazaki and
Tsujii, 2010). CPMerge is an algorithm for approximate dictionary matching. It finds a subset
of concepts that have a number of features in common with the given input.
Ontoserver is a terminology server that provides an Information Retrieval solution to medical concept annotation 2 . It employs SNOMED
CT as the base terminology but also supports
the Australian Medicines Terminology (AMT) and
Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes
(LOINC). It exploits a purposely-tuned retrieval
function and linguistic capabilities such as spell
checking, restrictions and inferences on the source
ontology (McBride et al., 2012). Unlike the above
systems, Ontoserver currently only supports the
concept recognition phase of an annotation system. As a result, Ontoserver is currently unable to
use as input the whole document and perform the

der different settings according to eight ontologies. They found that the systems did not achieve
the best performance with their default parameters
and changes in these parameters had a significant
effect on effectiveness. The ConceptMapper system was found to be the best performing system
across the majority of the ontologies. Different to
our study, is their use of mainly genetic-related
ontologies as opposed to the clinical SNOMED
CT ontology, and their use of published articles
(which are written in more formal language) compared to narrative clinical documents (which are
often in the form of unstructured, ungrammatical,
and often fragmented free-text).
Groza et al. (Groza et al., 2013c) compared four
open medical concept recognition systems (i.e.,
cTAKES (Savova et al., 2010), NCBO Annotator (Jonquet et al., 2009a), BeCAS (Nunes et al.,
2013) and MetaMap) with their default settings.
These comparisons are performed over one semigold and one silver standard data sets comprising
of clinical trials and published abstracts. Their silver and semi-gold standard corpora were (semi)automatically generated using different combinations of the output of their studied annotation systems. Like Groza et al. (Groza et al., 2013c), we
study a range of medical concept recognition systems but with a focus on clinical records and associated gold standard that has been curated by domain experts.

3

Methodology

3.1 Annotation Systems
Automatic annotation systems commonly comprise of two distinct components: (i) Concept Extraction, and (ii) Concept Recognition. The concept extraction component of the systems is responsible for the extraction of candidate text spans
from the input document that potentially refer to
medical concepts, such as, disorders as in the
ShARe/CLEF data. The concept recognition component then aims to assign a domain concept (using one or more base terminologies) that is semantically related to the candidate span of text.
In this paper, we evaluated medical concept annotation systems from both the concept extraction and concept recognition perspectives. The
investigated systems in this study include two of
the most popular medical concept annotators (i.e.,
MetaMap and NCBO annotators) and two of the
more recent systems (i.e., QuickUMLS and On-

2
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http://ontoserver.csiro.au:8080/

noun phrase parser algorithm used as a black-box
will face issues around the parsing of improper
sentences, and hence, likely to produce noisy noun
phrase text spans.

concept extraction to generate suitable text spans
for concept recognition.
Table 1 shows an overview of main components
of the above-mentioned annotation systems. It can
be observed that the annotation systems support
the UMLS terminology to annotate input documents, with the exception that Ontoserver is based
on the SNOMED CT ontology. MetaMap and
NCBO annotators are mainly designed to annotate
biomedical literature while Ontoserver is targeted
towards searching for specific clinical terminology
and QuickUMLS is a generic annotator. All of the
annotation systems provide APIs to access and deploy their respective medical concept annotation
systems.

3.2.3

A Conditional Random Field classifier
(CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) can be used to
automatically extract the boundary of candidate
text chunks. CRF is a probabilistic undirected
graphical model that has shown promising results
in sequence labelling and text classification problems, especially in medical domain (Hassanzadeh
et al., 2014; Kholghi et al., 2016; Groza et al.,
2013a; de Bruijn et al., 2011; Hassanzadeh
and Keyvanpour, 2013). The CRF model was
trained over the training set of the ShARe/CLEF
task corpus using the following features: words
and their lemmas, Part of Speech (POS) tags,
orthographic information (e.g., flagging if words
contain initial capital letter, numerics, punctuations, etc.), character n-grams (i.e, 2 to 4-grams),
and sequential features by including previous and
next words (and their POS tags) in the feature
vector of a given word and flagging if the word is
the first/last word of a sentence. All-punctuation
tokens (such as “||||” used as a separator) and
determiner tokens (including numerical values)
are removed in a preprocessing step. Although
punctuations and determiners are not considered
as independent tokens, they still participate in the
feature vector of their adjacent words (i.e., a word
that has such tokens in its preceding or following
keeps this information in its feature vector).

3.2 Concept Extraction
Concept extraction refers to the identification of
appropriate spans of text that can represent a domain concept. Most annotation systems have
built-in concept extraction modules. However, to
control for the concept extraction component of
these systems, three different concept extraction
approaches, one manual and two computational
approaches, were investigated to generate candidate text spans to evaluate the concept recognition
component of the annotation systems.
3.2.1

Gold Standard

In order to assess the systems concept recognition
performance, the exact gold standard spans of text
were submitted to the systems. The gold standard
text spans were generated by human experts, and
hence, they can be used as a benchmark to assess
the effectiveness of automatic concept extraction
approaches.
3.2.2

CRF Concept Extractor

3.3

Data

The ShARe/CLEF corpus was employed to evaluate the performance of the annotation systems (Suominen et al., 2013). This corpus contains de-identified clinical reports of diverse types,
such as discharge summaries, electrocardiogram
reports, and echocardiogram and radiology reports. In each document, those spans of text
that correspond to disorder concepts were manually annotated by experts. These annotations were
based on the UMLS Concept Unique Identifiers
(CUIs) (Keith and others, 1998). Disorder concepts were considered to be concepts that are subcategories of the Disorder semantic group in the
SNOMED CT ontology. Each span of text, which
can refer to non-adjacent tokens in the documents,
is annotated with a single CUI. Spans of text in the

Noun Phrase Parser

From a lexical perspective, the disorder-related
terminologies are mainly in the form of subjects
or objects of sentences rather than predicates or
actions (e.g., the post-verb component in the following sentence: “The patient was admitted with
headache and dysarthria.”). It is considered that
the noun phrases of sentences in clinical documents are the dominant sources of medical concepts, especially for disorder concepts. Hence, a
parser is employed to extract noun phrases from
documents and form the input for concept annotation systems. One issue associated with this
approach is that the clinical documents are commonly ungrammatical. As a result, an English
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Table 1: Annotation Services Specifications.
Metamap
NCBO
Ontoserver

Supported Terminology
UMLS
UMLS/NCBO
SNOMED CT/AMT/LOINC*

QuickUMLS

UMLS*

Domain
Biomedical literature
Biomedical literature
Clinical terminology use
within health sector
Generic

Software Infrastructure
Prolog
Java
Java
Python & C++

* Can be extended to employ other terminologies.

the automatically identified span is identical to the
gold standard span boundaries, and that the identified span overlaps with the gold standard span
boundaries, respectively.

Table 2: The ShARe CLEF disorder concept
recognition corpus statistics.
No. Documents
All disorder
CUI-less disorder
Non-CUI-less disorder
Disjoint disorder
Non-disorder tokens

Train Set
199
5,874
1,661(28%)
4,213 (72%)
660 (11%)
59,835

Test Set
99
5,351
1,750 (33%)
3,601 (67%)
439 (8%)
56,610

3.5

Experimental Setup

The ShARe/CLEF data set only contains disorder concepts. Hence, the annotation systems were
guided to look for disorder concepts only. Due
to the annotation guideline of ShARe/CLEF data
set (Suominen et al., 2013), a concept is in the
disorder semantic group if it belonged to one of
the following UMLS semantic types: Congenital Abnormality, Acquired Abnormality, Injury or
Poisoning, Pathologic Function, Disease or Syndrome, Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction, Cell
or Molecular Dysfunction, Experimental Model
of Disease, Anatomical Abnormality, Neoplastic
Process, and Signs and Symptoms. Occurrences
of “CUI-less” spans and concepts in the gold standard were removed from the data set as we cannot
expect the annotation systems to find appropriate
concepts for disorder text spans if appropriate concepts cannot be found by a human expert.
Table 3 shows the settings of the annotation systems. These parameters can be used to reproduce
the results that are reported in this paper. It can be
observed that MetaMap, NCBO, and QuickUMLS
systems were restricted to the above-mentioned
UMLS semantic types. Since Ontoserver does
not provide options for such restriction, we filter
the output of this system to only those semantic
types in a post-processing step. In addition, Ontoserver’s annotations are based on SNOMED CT
concept IDs. Since the annotations in the data set
are UMLS concept IDs, the resulting SNOMED
CT IDs were mapped to UMLS concept IDs using
NLM’s Metathesaurus mapping table 3 .
The Stanford CoreNLP toolkit was applied
to extract noun phrases from the clinical docu-

corpus where annotators annotated them as disorders but no UMLS concept have been found for
them were annotated with a “CUI-less” label. The
ShARe CELF corpus comprises separate train and
test sets that consist of 199 and 99 clinical documents, respectively. Detailed statistics of this corpus are shown in Table 2. Disjoint concepts refer
to concepts where their spans cover discontinuous
tokens. Recognising such concepts is more challenging than the regular concepts as the recogniser
should be able to foresee possible tokens that can
be assigned to a concept as a whole.
3.4 Evaluation Measures
The annotation systems were evaluated based
on standard Information Extraction measures,
namely, Precision, Recall, and F1-Score:
Precision (P): TP / (TP + FP);
Recall (R): TP / (TP + FN);
F1-Score (F1): (2 * Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision); i.e, Harmonic mean of Precision
and Recall.
where true positive (TP) indicates that a system
identified a disorder in the same span as that identified by the expert assessors, false positive (FP)
refers to the identification of an incorrect span, and
false negative (FN) indicates that a system failed to
identify a disorder-span that was identified by the
expert assessors.
For the evaluation of the concept extraction
component, The “exact span” and “overlapping
span” evaluation settings refer to the case where

3
Version 2015AB: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/books/NBK9685
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Table 3: Annotation System Settings.
Metamap
NCBO
Ontoserver
QuickUMLS

System Parameters
-J acab,comd,anab,cgab,dsyn,emod,inpo,mobd,neop,patf,sosy, -R SNOMEDCT US, -q
include=prefLabel,cui, ontologies=SNOMEDCT, exclude numbers=true,
longest only=true, semantic types=T020,T049,T190,T019,T047,T050,T037,T048,T191,T046,T184
findConceptsByTermPrefixes, versionedId=http://snomed.info/sct/32506021000036107/version/20160731
threshold=0.7, window=5, similarity name=jaccard,
accepted semtypes=’T020’,’T049’,’T190’,’T019’,’T047’,’T050’,’T037’,’T048’,’T191’,’T046’,’T184’

standard chunks achieved the highest results compared to other concept extraction techniques. This
simulated the upper bounds of these annotation
systems as the human expert generated spans of
text were used as input to the systems. The best
performing concept recognition system in this setting was Ontoserver with 0.7426 F1-score. QuickUMLS and MetaMap achieved comparable results of 0.7409 and 0.7321 F1-score respectively.
Noteworthy was Ontoserver’s ability to achieve a
very high precision of 0.9058, while QuickUMLS
achieved the best recall (i.e., 6893).
For the input spans generated by the noun
phrase parser and the CRF model, a similar pattern
could be observed in the performance of the systems: MetaMap and QuickUMLS achieved higher
F1-scores while NCBO and Ontoserver showed
similar performance. Again, Ontoserver achieved
the highest precision, particularly when applied to
the span generated by the noun phrase parser (precision = 0.6305).
Concept extraction techniques generated candidate spans of text to input into the concept recognition component of the systems. The results suggest that the concept extraction technique greatly
impacted the performance of the concept recognition component. To further investigate this impact, Table 5 shows the evaluation of the two concept extraction approaches against the gold standard text spans. For some application, it may
be sufficient to identify overlapping rather than
exact spans. Therefore, two evaluation scenarios (i.e., Exact and Overlapping, as described in
Section 3.4) were employed to report the results.
The results show that the concept extraction approaches studied follow a naive methodology and
were far from optimal. The results for both noun
phrase generation approaches, however, show that
if the text span evaluation criteria were relaxed to
overlapping spans then a significant improvement
can be achieved in both precision and recall results.

ments (Manning et al., 2014). In this approach,
the resulting parse tree generated from each document was processed to extract the noun phrases
(NPs) from the associated subtrees of clauses of
sentences.
The MALLET implementation of CRF was
used in this paper to train a concept recogniser
model (McCallum, 2002). The text spans of disorder concepts from the ShARe/CLEF training data
set was used to train the CRF model. The data was
converted into BIO format (Begin/Inside/Outside
of spans) in order to have an appropriate formulation of concepts with multiple tokens.

4

Results

Table 4 presents the performance of the annotation
systems. The first column of results shows system
results when the whole document was used as input. The results here would reflect the end-to-end
annotation system for both their built-in concept
extraction and concept recognition components of
the system. MetaMap achieved the highest results with 0.5948 F1-score followed by QuickUMLS and then NCBO. Despite NCBO having
the lowest F1-score of the three systems, its precision was considerably higher than MetaMap and
QuickUMLS. Ontoserver currently only supports
the annotation of short phrases and does not have
a built-in concept extraction module to support annotations at a document level.
To further investigate the effectiveness of an annotation system’s concept recognition component,
the input to the annotation systems were controlled
by providing each system the same spans of text.
The second column of results in Table 4 shows the
results when spans from the gold standard dataset
were used as input into the annotators. The remaining columns show the performance of the annotation systems when input spans were generated
by the noun phrase parser and the CRF model were
used as input.
As expected, system performance on the gold
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Table 4: Concept recognition results. For whole documents as input, MetaMap and QuickUMLS
achieved higher overall F1 scores, while NCBO showed higher precision. Over the various noun phrases,
systems showed much superior results on the gold standard input spans with Ontoserver, in general,
achieving the highest precision and QuickUMLS achieving the highest recall.

MetaMap
NCBO
Ontoserver
QuickUMLS

Document input
(built-in concept extractor)
P
R
F1

P

0.5650
0.6364
0.5140

0.8076
0.7679
0.9058
0.8008

0.6278
0.3742
0.6197

0.5948
0.4712
0.5619

Gold standard
R
F1
0.6695
0.3758
0.6292
0.6893

Span input (via concept extraction)
Noun phrase parser
P
R
F1
P

0.7321
0.5047
0.7426
0.7409

0.5027
0.5789
0.6305
0.4622

0.4903
0.2982
0.3335
0.5075

0.4964
0.3936
0.4363
0.4838

0.3702
0.3767
0.3322
0.3518

CRF
R

F1

0.0401
0.0226
0.0267
0.0406

0.0723
0.0426
0.0495
0.0729

Table 5: Performance of concept extraction approaches in identifying the gold standard text spans. “Exact Spans” and “Overlapping Spans” refer to the case where the automatically identified span is identical
to the gold standard span boundary, and that the identified span overlaps with the gold standard span
boundaries, respectively. Results show that concept extraction performance is very poor but significant
improvements can be achieved when the text span evaluation criteria was relaxed to overlapping spans.
Precision

F1

Exact Spans
0.4986 0.1206
0.0443 0.0477

Noun phrase parser
CRF

0.0686
0.0517

Noun phrase parser
CRF

Overlapping Spans
0.1262
0.9334 0.2224
0.1884
0.1608 0.1735

(noun phrase parser, CRF and the built-in methods
within each annotator) all produced widely varying spans of text. There was a large difference
in the performance between using the gold standard span, which represent an upper bound, and
the spans produced by concept extraction methods. The built-in concept extraction methods all
performed better than the naive noun phrase parsing and CRF methodology. Therefore we, conjecture that the noun phrase parser and CRF start to
show promise when the text span evaluation criteria was relaxed to overlapping spans. Despite this,
there was less variation in different concept recognition methods for the same spans of text. The lesson here is that efforts to improve annotation systems are best directed toward improving concept
extraction.
The concept recognition results show that some
methods were optimal in terms of precision (e.g.,
Ontoserver), while others were optimal in terms
of recall (e.g., QuickUMLS). There are different
use cases for concept annotation systems — some
precision focused (e.g, accurate coding of diagnoses according to medical classification systems
for reimbursement purposes where incorrect codes
could lead to substantial penalties (Pestian et al.,
2007)) and some recall focused (e.g. searching pa-

To assist in the analysis of the concept extraction and concept recognition components of the
systems, Table 6 was included to show the number of input text spans and the number of concept annotations output by each of the annotation
systems. It can be observed that the noun phrase
parser generates a large number of candidate spans
(i.e., all noun phrases in a document), which leads
to higher recall in both exact and overlapping text
span scenarios (0.4986 and 0.9334, respectively)
but low precision (0.0686 and 0.1262). On the
other hand, the CRF model generated fewer candidates and achieved poorer results, especially in
the exact text span scenario.

5

Recall

Discussion

Annotation systems perform two primary steps:
concept extraction and concept recognition. While
most previous evaluations considered the end-toend process (Jonquet et al., 2009a; Aronson and
Lang, 2010; Groza et al., 2013c; Nunes et al.,
2013; Mirhosseini et al., 2014), this papers attempts to consider the impact of these two components separately. The findings are that the concept extraction component significantly impacts
the concept recognition phase. One reason for this
was that the various concept extraction methods
21

Table 6: Number of output annotations by the systems over the test set. NCBO’s built-in concept extractor found far less concepts compared to MetaMap and QuickUMLS. In addition, Noun phrase parser
generated a large number of candidate input spans while the CRF model generated fewer candidates.
# Input spans
MetaMap
NCBO
Ontoserver
QuickUMLS

Built-in concept extractor

Gold Standard

Noun phrase parser

CRF

4,599
2,246
4,331

3,610
3,456
1,874
2,499
3,103

26,113
4,036
1,963
1,900
3,944

3,074
445
231
289
415

and larger datasets (e.g., i2b2 (Uzuner et al., 2011)
or CADEC (Karimi et al., 2015) corpora), and
more detailed comparison of concept extraction
and recognition components (e.g., effect of overlapping spans on concept recognition) will all be
the subject of ongoing work.

tient records for rare diseases where clinicians are
concerned with trying to get as high recall as possible, and will tolerate lower precision results). To
facilitate these different use cases it would be advantageous to configure the annotation system to
optimise for either precision or recall. This may
involve adapting the system to use different concept extraction or concept recognition methods.
In general, it would be advantageous, both from
a system design and system evaluation perspective, to decouple the concept extraction and concept recognition component of such systems.

6

Conclusion

This paper investigated and evaluated four annotation systems (i.e., MetaMap, NCBO, Ontoserver,
and QuickUMLS). The focus was on evaluating and assessing the performances of annotation systems on annotating clinical free-text documents. Concept extraction and concept recognition, which are two main components of a concept annotation system, were independently evaluated in order to provide an in-depth comparison of their performances. The experimental results showed that each annotator exhibited varied performance and that the text spans output by
the concept extraction component of an annotation
system significantly impacts on the performance
of the concept recognition and overall end-to-end
performance of the system.

5.1 Future Work
The medical concept annotation systems studied
were observed to comprise of concept extraction
and concept recognition components with different levels of strengths (e.g., NCBO’s concept extraction module showed less success than its concept recognition module – resulting in low recall but considerable precision). Investigating the
effectiveness of the integration of these components across annotation systems should see gains
in the overall performances. For example, using
the QuickUMLS concept extractor (as it resulted
in the best recall) as inputs to the Ontoserver concept recogniser (as it showed the highest precision). Furthermore, an ensemble of these systems working together may also show promising
results (Kang et al., 2012). For example, a voting
system can be designed to enrich the final annotations with the best outcomes of different systems.
A thorough investigation into the effectiveness
and efficiency of annotation systems including
evaluations of systems for recognising concepts
beyond disorders is also warranted. Comparison of other dimensions, such as execution time,
robustness in terms of domain (e.g., radiology,
pathology, emergency) and type of input clinical
document (e.g., discharge letter vs progress notes),
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Abstract
This study investigates the use of unsupervised word embeddings and sequence
features for sample representation in an
active learning framework built to extract
clinical concepts from clinical free text.
The objective is to further reduce the
manual annotation effort while achieving
higher effectiveness compared to a set of
baseline features. Unsupervised features
are derived from skip-gram word embeddings and a sequence representation approach. The comparative performance of
unsupervised features and baseline handcrafted features in an active learning
framework are investigated using a wide
range of selection criteria including least
confidence, information diversity, information density and diversity, and domain
knowledge informativeness. Two clinical
datasets are used for evaluation: the
i2b2/VA 2010 NLP challenge and the
ShARe/CLEF 2013 eHealth Evaluation
Lab. Our results demonstrate significant
improvements in terms of effectiveness
as well as annotation effort savings
across both datasets. Using unsupervised
features along with baseline features for
sample representation lead to further savings of up to 9% and 10% of the token
and concept annotation rates, respectively.

fort than supervised learning approaches, while
achieving the same effectiveness (Boström &
Dalianis, 2012; Chen et al., 2015; Chen et al.,
2012; Figueroa et al., 2012; Kholghi et al., 2015,
2016; Ohno-Machado et al., 2013). Active learning is particularly important in the clinical domain because of the costs incurred in preparing
high quality annotated data as required by supervised machine learning approaches for a wide
range of data analysis applications such as retrieving, reasoning, and reporting. Active learning is a human-in-the-loop process in which at
each iteration, a set of informative instances is
automatically selected by a query strategy
(Settles, 2012) and annotated in order to re-train
or update the supervised model (see Figure 1).
The query strategy, as a key component of the
AL process, plays an important role in the performance of AL approaches.

Figure 1. Active learning process.

1

Introduction

Active learning (AL) has recently received considerable attention in clinical information extraction, as it promises to automatically annotate
clinical free text with less manual annotation ef-

The learning models at each iteration are typically built using supervised learning algorithms.
The associated output of the learning model (i.e.
the posterior probability) is usually leveraged in
identifying and selecting the next set of informative instances. Hence, it is important to build ac-
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(2) We demonstrate that selected combinations of unsupervised features lead to
more effective models across the AL
batches and also less annotation effort
compared to common hand-crafted features. We do this across a selected set of
query strategies.

curate statistical models early in the process, and
at each iteration. Previous studies have highlighted that the feature set, which is used to represent data instances, is an important factor that
affects the stability, robustness, and effectiveness
of the learning models built across the AL iterations (Kholghi et al., 2014).
In previous studies of AL for clinical information extraction, a set of common hand-crafted
features, such as orthographical and morphological features, was used to build supervised models
across AL iterations and suggested that more
effective models would lead to reduced annotation rates in addition to improved effectiveness
(Kholghi, et al., 2014, 2015, 2016). On the other
hand, the application of unsupervised features,
such as clustering-based representations, distributional word representations, and skip-gram
word embeddings has been shown to improve
fully supervised clinical information extraction
systems (De Vine et al., 2015; Jonnalagadda et
al., 2012; Nikfarjam et al., 2015; Tang, Wu, et
al., 2013). We can therefore hypothesize that
their use within an active learning framework
may result in further reduction of manual annotation effort; however, no previous study has formally evaluated this in the clinical information
extraction context.
In this paper, we investigate the effects of an
improved sample representation using word embeddings and sequence features on an active
learning framework built for clinical concept extraction. Concept extraction is a significant primary step in extracting meaningful information
from clinical free text. It is a type of sequence
labeling task in which sequences of terms that
express meaningful concepts within a clinical
setting, such as medication name, frequency, and
dosage, are identified. We examine a wide range
of hand-crafted and automatically generated unsupervised features to improve supervised and
AL-based concept extraction systems. Our contributions are as follow:
(1) We validate the impact of word embeddings and sequence features on improving the clinical concept extraction systems, as previously studied by De Vine,
et al. (2015), by using an additional dataset (ShARe/CLEF 2013 dataset) for
evaluation. We generate unsupervised
features using a different corpus and then
investigate the combinations of features
that lead to the most significant improvements on supervised models across
the datasets.

2

Related Work

The two primary areas that relate to this work
are: (i) the use of unsupervised sample representations in clinical information extraction, and (ii)
active learning approaches for clinical information extraction.
2.1

Unsupervised Sample Representations
in Clinical Information Extraction

The recent development of shared datasets, such
as i2b2 challenges (Uzuner et al., 2010; Uzuner
et al., 2011) and the ShARe/CLEF eHealth Evaluation Lab (Suominen et al., 2013) has stimulated research into new approaches to improve the
current clinical information extraction systems.
Unsupervised approaches to extract new features
for representing data instances have proven to be
key to more effective clinical information extraction systems (De Bruijn et al., 2011; De Vine, et
al., 2015; Jonnalagadda, et al., 2012; Tang, Cao,
et al., 2013).
Three main categories of unsupervised word
representation approaches have been used in
clinical information extraction systems: (1) clustering-based representations using Brown clustering (Brown et al., 1992), (2) distributional
word representation using random indexing
(Kanerva et al., 2000), and (3) word embeddings
from neural language models, such as skip-gram
word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013).
De Bruijn, et al. (2011) extracted clusteringbased word representation features using Brown
clustering and used them along with a set of
hand-crafted features in developing their systems
for the i2b2/VA 2010 NLP challenge. Their system achieved the highest effectiveness amongst
systems in the challenge. In the same challenge,
Jonnalagadda, et al. (2012) significantly improved the effectiveness of their system by adding distributional semantic features (using random indexing) to their feature set. Tang, et al.
(2013) compared different word representation
features extracted from Brown clustering and
random indexing and found that they are complementary and when combined with common
basic features the effectiveness of clinical
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Figure 2. Word and sequence level feature generation process.
information extraction systems increased. De
Vine, et al. (2015) developed a novel approach to
generate sequence level features by concatenating the accumulated and normalized word and
lexical vectors of each token in a phrase or sentence. Their results demonstrated that unsupervised features generated using word embeddings
and sequence level representations led to supervised models of significantly higher effectiveness compared to those built with baseline handcrafted features.
2.2

al. (2015) also conducted a comprehensive empirical comparison of a wide range of AL query
strategies and found that the least confidence,
which is an informativeness based selection criterion, is a better choice for clinical data in terms
of effectiveness and annotation effort reduction.
They also developed a new query strategy, called
Domain Knowledge Informativeness (DKI),
which makes use of external clinical resources.
They showed that DKI led to a further 14% of
token and concept annotation rates compared to
LC.

Active Learning in Clinical Information
extraction

3

Active learning aims to significantly reduce the
high costs of manual annotation required to build
a high quality annotated data for training phase
of supervised approaches.
Kholghi, et al. (2016) developed an active
learning based framework to investigate the effect of AL in reducing the burden of manual annotation for clinical information extraction systems. In their framework, they apply state-of-theart AL query strategies for sequence labelling
tasks (i.e., Least Confidence (LC) and information density) to the extraction of clinical concepts. They found that AL achieves the same
effectiveness as supervised learning while saving
up to 77% of the total number of sequence that
require manual annotation. Chen, et al. (2015)
proposed new AL query strategies under groupings of uncertainty-based and diversity-based
approaches. They conducted a comprehensive
empirical evaluation of existing and their proposed AL approaches on the clinical concept extraction task and found that uncertainty sampling-based approaches, such as LC, resulted in a
significant reduction of annotation effort compared to diversity-based approaches. Kholghi, et

3.1

Methodology
Unsupervised Sample Representation

We follow the same approach as described by De
Vine, et al. (2015) to generate the unsupervised
features. Figure 2 depicts our pipeline for generating the unsupervised features; these will be
used to augment the supervised hand-crafted features of our classifier.
The pre-processing step includes lower-casing,
substitution of matching regular expressions, and
removing punctuations on the training corpus.
We then generate word embeddings from the
pre-processed corpus using the Skip-gram model
(Mikolov, et al., 2013). We also generate lower
dimensional “lexical” vectors from the preprocessed corpus, which encode character ngrams (i.e., uni-grams, bi-grams, tri-grams, tetragrams, and skip-grams). These vectors are used
to capture lexicographic patterns. A lexical vector is generated for each token by accumulating
and normalizing all the n-gram vectors comprising the token.
We then use the word embeddings and the lexical vectors to construct representations for both
bi-grams and sentences. First, all the lexical
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Figure 3. Description of the features used in this study.
vectors associated with the tokens within a bigram or sentence are accumulated and normalized. The word embeddings for those tokens are
also accumulated and normalized. Then, the resulting lexical and word vectors are concatenated
and normalized to form a sequence representation for the corresponding bi-gram or sentence.
We further cluster the word vectors, bi-gram
vectors and sentence vectors to generate feature
identifiers which are then used in our classifier.
3.2

confidence is estimated based on the posterior
probability of the model. The less the posterior
probability, the less confident the model is about
the sample’s label. The samples for which the
model’s uncertainty is the highest are the most
informative for the AL model.
Information Diversity (IDiv) (Kholghi, et al.,
2015) is based on the idea that in addition to an
informativeness measure, the similarity between
samples can be useful to inform the model. IDiv
selects samples that are informative and diverse
(i.e., those that are less similar to the labeled set).
Information Density and Diversity (IDD)
(Kholghi, et al., 2015) is similar to IDiv with the
difference that, to avoid choosing outliers, it also
considers the similarity between the samples in
the unlabeled set.
Domain Knowledge Informativeness (DKI)
(Kholghi, et al., 2015) leverages the domain
knowledge extracted from an external resource
such as SNOMED CT, in addition to an informativeness measure, to better inform the model.
The domain knowledge in DKI is estimated
based on the longest span of a concept that each

Active Learning Query Strategies

A key element of the AL process (Figure 1) is
the query strategy, which, at each iteration, selects the instances that contain the most useful
information (i.e., informative samples) for the
learning model. We now outline the state-of-theart AL query strategies for clinical concept extraction (Chen, et al., 2015; Kholghi, et al.,
2015).
Least Confidence (LC) (Culotta & McCallum,
2005) is an uncertainty-based approach in which
the model’s confidence (certainty) in predicting
the label of a sample is the criterion to measure
the informativeness of that sample. The model’s
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Table 1. Number of documents (#doc) and sequences (#seq) in the train and test sets of the
two considered datasets.

token belongs to, according to a pre-defined set
of semantic types in the external resource.

4
4.1

Experimental Setup
Feature Groups
i2b2/VA 2010
ShARe/CLEF
2013

Figure 3 shows a short description of all the features used in this study. The baseline feature
groups (A, B, C) include orthographical (regular
expression patterns), lexical and morphological
(suffixes/prefixes and character n-grams), contextual (window of k words), linguistic (POS tags
(Toutanova et al., 2003)), and external semantic
features (UMLS and SNOMED CT semantic
groups as described in (Kholghi, et al., 2015)).
As the previous work demonstrated, learning
word embeddings and sequence features from a
clinical corpus with an adequate amount of data,
and a good coverage of the target data, results in
higher effectiveness compared to a general or
relatively small clinical corpus (De Vine, et al.,
2015). In this study, we use a clinical corpus
composed of the concatenation of the i2b2/VA
2010 train set (Uzuner, et al., 2011), the MedTrack collection (Voorhees & Tong, 2011), and
the ShARe/CLEF 2013 train set (Suominen, et
al., 2013) to generate word embeddings.
4.2

Test Set
#doc
#seq
477 45,025
100
9,273

The corresponding test set of each dataset is used
to evaluate the effect of feature groups on the
performance of models built across AL batches
(see Table 1). The i2b2/VA 2010 task comprises
the extraction of clinical problems, tests and
treatments from clinical reports, while the
ShARe/CLEF 2013 eHealth Evaluation Lab (task
1) requires to identify mentions of disorders.
4.4

Evaluation measures

In our evaluation, the learning model effectiveness is measured by Precision, Recall and F1measure. The evaluation measures are computed
on the test set using MALLET’s multisegmentation evaluator (McCallum, 2002). To
demonstrate statistically significant improvements on F1- measures, we perform a 5*2 cross
validated paired t-test (Dietterich, 1998).
The performance of the AL framework is
evaluated using Annotation Rate (AR), which
measures the number of Sequences (SAR), Tokens (TAR), and Concepts (CAR) required by
the AL framework to reach the target supervised
effectiveness. The lower the annotation rate, the
better the AL framework is considered to be.

#   
       
=
#
   
       

Supervised and Active Learning Settings

In this study, we use an incremental, pool-based,
active learning framework (Kholghi, et al., 2014,
2016). We build models across AL batches using
tuned linear chain Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) (Kholghi, et al., 2014; Lafferty et al.,
2001) with different feature groups. The implementation of CRFs for both supervised and active learning is based on the MALLET toolkit
(McCallum, 2002). In this study, Random Sampling (RS) is used as a baseline for the AL
framework. RS randomly selects samples at each
iteration. All active learning and random sampling baseline setups including the initial labeled
set and batch size (i.e., both less than 1% of the
size of the train set) are based on previous findings (Kholghi, et al., 2015, 2016).
4.3

Train Set
#doc
#seq
349 30,673
200 10,171

5
5.1

Results
Target Supervised Performance

Table 2 presents the effectiveness of the supervised CRFs models, which employ all the labeled
instances in the train sets of the considered datasets, using the different combinations of features described in Figure 3. The highest effectiveness obtained in each feature group is highlighted in bold.
Table 2 shows that the inclusion of the unsupervised word and sequence level features improves
the effectiveness of the supervised model compared to the best baseline feature set ABC. The
models’ effectiveness built using feature groups
ABCD,
ABCDGH,
ABCDGHK,
and
ABCDGHJKM are selected for subsequent

Datasets

We use the annotated train sets developed for the
concept extraction task in the i2b2/VA 2010
NLP challenge (Uzuner, et al., 2011) and
ShARe/CLEF 2013 eHealth Evaluation Lab
(Task 1) (Pradhan et al., 2013) to build learning
models across AL batches using different feature
groups.
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Table 2. Supervised target performance for all sets of features. Statistically significant improvements
(p<0.05) for F1 when compared with ABC are indicated by *.
i2b2/VA 2010

ShARe/CLEF 2013

Sequence Level

Word
Level

Baseline

Features
Word
A
B
C
BC
AB
AC
ABC
D
GH
ABCD
ABCDGH
J
K
ABCDGHJ
ABCDGHK
ABCDGHJK
L
M
ABCDGHJKL
ABCDGHJKM
ABCDGHJKLM

Precision
0.6571
0.8404
0.6167
0.7691
0.7269
0.8368
0.8378
0.8409
0.7773
0.8056
0.8424
0.8502
0.6551
0.6852
0.8488
0.8495
0.8449
0.7361
0.7531
0.8458
0.8488
0.8447

Recall
0.6011
0.8031
0.6006
0.6726
0.712
0.8038
0.8059
0.8066
0.7393
0.7547
0.8127
0.8124
0.6242
0.6433
0.8126
0.8132
0.8116
0.6169
0.6358
0.8086
0.8113
0.8062

F1 measure
0.6279
0.8213
0.6085
0.7192
0.7194
0.82
0.8216
0.8234
0.7578
0.7793
0.8273
0.8309*
0.6393
0.6636
0.8303*
0.8309*
0.8279
0.6713
0.6895
0.8268
0.8296*
0.825

active learning experiments as target supervised
effectiveness, because they result in considerable
improvements in the supervised models’ effectiveness across both datasets.
5.2

Precision
0.2225
0.7858
0.5157
0.7022
0.7163
0.7832
0.8035
0.8095
0.6815
0.7225
0.8042
0.8092
0.6564
0.6305
0.7992
0.8111
0.8093
0.7015
0.672
0.8068
0.8105
0.8117

Recall
0.4317
0.6461
0.4027
0.5118
0.518
0.6472
0.6808
0.6804
0.5581
0.5625
0.6916
0.6898
0.4054
0.4189
0.6916
0.69
0.6889
0.3854
0.3924
0.6881
0.69
0.6873

F1 measure
0.2936
0.7091
0.4523
0.5921
0.6012
0.7087
0.7371
0.7394
0.6137
0.6325
0.7436
0.7448*
0.5012
0.5033
0.7415
0.7457*
0.7443
0.4975
0.4955
0.7427
0.7454*
0.7444

pared to the baseline ABC feature set in
ShARe/CLEF 2013 dataset. The same feature set
(ABCDGH) results in 4% and 6% less TAR and
CAR in i2b2/VA 2010 dataset (highlighted in
green) compared to the baseline ABC feature set
when using LC as the query strategy.
Generally, the addition of word level features
(D, G, and H) gives the best results. Also, on
occasions, the addition of sequence level features
(J, K, and M) gives further improvements, although not consistently. The previous study also
showed that the addition of sequence level features results in less remarkable improvement on
supervised models’ effectiveness compared to
word level features (De Vine, et al., 2015).

Active Learning Performance

We now consider the performance of the active
learning framework in terms of annotation rates.
It is important to note that in these experiments, the models built across AL batches, using
selected feature sets, are required to reach the
target supervised effectiveness achieved using
the corresponding feature set (F1-measures in
Table 2).
Table 3 presents SAR, TAR and CAR for different AL query strategies and for the Random
Sampling baseline. The most effective feature
sets, compared to the baseline feature set ABC
(highlighted in gray), for the models built across
AL batches using different query strategies are
highlighted in bold.
Word and sequence representations result in
less annotation effort across all query strategies
in both datasets compared to the hand-crafted
feature set. We observe 9% and 10% reduction in
token (TAR) and concept (CAR) annotation rates
for the IDiv query strategy (highlighted in orange) when using ABCDGH feature set com-

6

Discussion

The results from our empirical evaluation confirm the previous findings suggesting that the use
of unsupervised features significantly improves
clinical information extraction systems in a supervised learning setting (De Vine, et al., 2015).
Here we have further studied the use of these
features within an active learning framework.
Our results highlight that the use of unsupervised word and sequence level features not only
increases the effectiveness of the models built
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Table 3. Annotation rates for all active learning query strategies and the baseline RS using different
sample representations (feature groups). Results for the baseline feature set (ABC) are highlighted in
gray.
Query
Strategy

RS

LC

IDiv

IDD

DKI

i2b2/VA 2010

ShARe/CLEF 2013

Features
ABC
ABCD
ABCDGH
ABCDGHK
ABCDGHJKM
ABC
ABCD
ABCDGH
ABCDGHK
ABCDGHJKM
ABC
ABCD
ABCDGH
ABCDGHK
ABCDGHJKM
ABC
ABCD
ABCDGH
ABCDGHK
ABCDGHJKM
ABC
ABCD
ABCDGH
ABCDGHK
ABCDGHJKM

SAR
90%
88%
82%
88%
87%
24%
22%
20%
20%
22%
23%
20%
20%
22%
22%
22%
22%
20%
22%
20%
22%
19%
18%
18%
19%

TAR
90%
88%
82%
88%
87%
43%
40%
39%
39%
41%
41%
37%
39%
42%
41%
41%
41%
39%
40%
39%
27%
25%
24%
24%
25%

across AL batches, but also leads to lower manual annotation efforts in the active learning
framework compared to the baseline feature set
ABC (no unsupervised features). We can assume
that the reason is that the better the sample representation, the stronger the updated model is in
terms of effectiveness at each iteration of active
learning. This means that AL query strategies use
a better updated model at each iteration and
therefore choose a better set of informative instances. Hence, by using these data representations, AL requires a smaller number of sequences, tokens, and concepts to reach the target supervised effectiveness. This, in turn, translates
into lower annotation rates. However, not all
combinations of different features always lead to
lower annotation rates in the AL framework
(Kholghi, et al., 2014).
We thus next study the trade-off between effectiveness (F1 measure from Table 2) and annotation rate (CAR from Table 3) to better understand the performance of five selected feature
groups (ABC, ABCD, ABCDGH, and
ABCDGHK). Figure 4 demonstrates the concept

CAR
90%
88%
82%
88%
87%
55%
50%
49%
49%
52%
52%
48%
50%
52%
52%
52%
51%
49%
51%
49%
37%
36%
35%
35%
36%

SAR
97%
83%
88%
91%
76%
24%
19%
20%
22%
20%
24%
20%
18%
20%
20%
25%
23%
20%
21%
22%
20%
17%
18%
20%
19%

TAR
97%
84%
88%
91%
76%
38%
31%
33%
35%
33%
38%
31%
29%
31%
31%
41%
38%
33%
35%
36%
31%
27%
29%
30%
28%

CAR
98%
83%
87%
91%
76%
63%
55%
58%
61%
57%
64%
55%
54%
57%
56%
66%
62%
57%
59%
61%
57%
52%
54%
55%
53%

annotation rate (CAR) values (horizontal axis)
for the best performing query strategy, in each
dataset, when reaching: (1) the corresponding
target supervised effectiveness for each feature
set showed by , and (2) a fixed effectiveness
for all feature sets showed by . These values
are depicted against the effectiveness when training on the full train set (vertical axis) for each
feature set (F1 measure from Table 2). We are
presenting these for LC and IDiv for i2b2/VA
2010 and ShARe/CLEF datasets, respectively as
they achieved the lowest concept annotation rates
as discussed in section 5.2. The fixed effectiveness for all feature sets is determined as follow:
F1 measure = 0.80 for i2b2/VA 2010 and F1
measure = 0.70 for ShARe/CLEF 2013. The aim
of this analysis is to verify whether improvements in terms of supervised effectiveness when
using different feature sets (F1 measure from
Table 2) necessarily scale into improvements in
CAR (i.e., lower annotation effort) and whether
the same behavior is observed in terms of annotation effort reduction when a fixed F1 measure
value is considered for all feature groups. It is
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Figure 4. Analysis of concept annotation rates (CAR) (horizontal axis) at (1) target supervised effectiveness for each feature set (), and (2) a fixed effectiveness for all feature sets () with respect to
the corresponding F1 measure for each feature set from Table 2 (vertical axis). (a) i2b2/VA 2010; (b)
ShARe/CLEF 2013.
important to note that the higher the F1 measure
and the lower the CAR, the better the feature set.
Hence, those points towards the left upper corner
of both plots in Figure 4 perform better both in
terms of effectiveness and annotation rate. Points
marked with the same symbol should be compared to each other.
In terms of target supervised effectiveness (),
Figure 4 shows that feature groups ABCDGH
and ABCDGHK outperform the other feature
groups in i2b2/VA 2010 dataset, both in terms of
effectiveness (F1 measure) and annotation rate
(CAR). While ABCDGH achieves the best CAR
(i.e., the lowest) in ShARe/CLEF 2013 dataset, it
is not the best performing feature group in terms
of supervised effectiveness. The highest F1
measure was achieved by feature group
ABCDGHK in this dataset. The same pattern is
observed when considering a fixed F1 measure
value (). Hence, the feature set that leads to a
supervised model with the highest effectiveness
(F1 measure) does not always lead to an AL
model with the lowest annotation rate. These results demonstrate that improving supervised
models built across the AL batches does not necessarily guarantee a reduction in annotation rates.
Interestingly, the updated model has no role in
selecting the next batch of instances when using
the Random Sampling baseline, as this randomly
selects instances at each iteration. Yet, a better
feature set (e.g., ABCDGHJKM) helps RS to
reduce the annotation rate. If we compare the
updated models at the same batch of RS using
different data representations, for instance ABC
vs. ABCDGHJKM, we observe that by even adding random instances to the labeled set, more
information is injected into the updated model

using the feature set ABCDGHJKM compared to
ABC. This suggests that RS with unsupervised
features has a reduced rate of annotation errors
compared to using the ABC feature set.
These results can be summarized into the following observations:
• A better sample representation using unsupervised features leads to higher effectiveness and less manual annotation effort
not only in an AL framework, but also in a
Random Sampling approach.
• Although there is a relationship between
high effectiveness and low annotation effort, not all combinations of features conducive to the highest effectiveness necessarily lead to the lowest annotation effort.
• The combination of word level features
(D, G, and H) with the baseline handcrafted features, i.e., ABCDGH, generally
performs better than the other feature
combinations across all AL query strategies and datasets, both in terms of effectiveness and annotation rates.

7

Conclusion

This paper presented an analysis of different data
representations using a wide range of feature sets
and investigated their impact on active learning
performance in terms of both model effectiveness and annotation effort reduction. We believe
this is the first study analyzing the effect of unsupervised sample representation using word
embeddings and sequence level features on an
active learning framework built for clinical information extraction.
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The empirical results highlighted the benefits
of unsupervised features in achieving higher effectiveness and lower manual annotation effort in
our AL framework. Word and sequence level
features significantly increase the effectiveness
of the models built across AL batches. In addition, compared to the baseline feature set, they
reduce the manual annotation effort by using a
small number of sequences, tokens, and concepts
to reach the target supervised performance.
Hence, it can be concluded that the manual annotation of clinical free text for information extraction applications can be accelerated using an improved sample representation in an active learning framework. While this could seem intuitive,
we have also shown that improvements demonstrated in a fully supervised framework do not
necessarily translate into improvements in an
active learning framework.
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Abstract
Public health surveillance is challenging
due to difficulties accessing medical data
in real-time. We present a novel, effective and computationally inexpensive
method for syndromic surveillance using
Twitter data. The proposed method uses
a regression model on a database previously built using named entity recognition
to identify mentions of symptoms, disorders and pharmacological substances over
GNIP Decahose Twitter data. The result
of our method is compared to the reported
weekly flu and Lyme disease rates from
the US Center of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) website. Our method predicts the 2014 CDC reported flu prevalence with 94.9% Spearman correlation
using 2012 and 2013 CDC flu statistics
as training data, and the CDC Lyme disease rate for July to December 2014 with
89.6% Spearman correlation. It also predicts the prevalences for the same diseases
and time periods using the Twitter data
from the previous week with 93.31% and
86.9% Spearman correlations respectively.

1

Introduction

Real-time public health surveillance for tasks such
as syndromic surveillance is challenging due to
difficulties accessing medical data. Twitter is a
social media platform in which people share their
views, opinions and their lives. Data from Twitter is accessible in real-time and it could potentially be used for syndromic surveillance. Even
if only a small portion of the tweets contains potentially information about the health of Twitter
users (Jimeno-Yepes et al., 2015a), there is still a
large volume of data that could be useful for public
health surveillance.

Several approaches to predict flu prevalences
from Twitter data already exist. These approaches
either rely on topic modelling (e.g. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003)) (Paul and
Dredze, 2012; Paul and Dredze, 2011) or rely on
regression models on keyword frequency (Culotta,
2010a; Culotta, 2010b).
The topic modelling approach for flu prevalence prediction requires manually labelling a
large number of tweets (e.g. 5,128 tweets) that
are used to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(Joachims, 1999) classifier applied on 11.7 million messages. The predictions on the tweets
are applied on a LDA based topic model to over
millions of tweets (Paul and Dredze, 2012; Paul
and Dredze, 2011). Regression approaches (Culotta, 2010a; Culotta, 2010b) require prior knowledge to develop a keyword list {flu,cough,sore
throat,headache} that could identify tweets relevant to flu.
In this paper, we propose an effective and
computationally efficient alternative for disease
prevalence prediction based on an already existing database developed by (Jimeno-Yepes et al.,
2015b). Our approach to predict disease prevalence does not require manual labelling of Twitter posts to determine whether the posts are related to a particular disease or not. Our training dataset uses aggregated weekly term frequencies, so it is less computationally expensive to train
compared to other approaches trained on millions
of tweets. In addition, compared with regression
approaches (Culotta, 2010a; Culotta, 2010b), no
prior knowledge was used to manually develop a
list of keywords indicative of a disease. Overall, we used our method to effectively predict
the prevalence of flu and Lyme disease one week
ahead of reported CDC data.

Pin Huang, Andrew MacKinlay and Antonio Jimeno Yepes. 2016. Syndromic Surveillance using Generic Medical Entities
on Twitter. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 35−44.

2

Modelling weekly syndromic rate

frequencies to predict the following week
syndromic rates.

2.1 Dataset Introduction
The Twitter data for years 2012, 2013 and 2014
was obtained from the GNIP Decahose,1 which
provides a random 10% selection of available
tweets. From here, only English tweets were considered and retweets were removed.
Each tweet was annotated with three types of
medical named entities: disorders, symptoms and
pharmacological substances (PharmSub) (JimenoYepes et al., 2015b). These entity types are defined
using the UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) semantic types (Bodenreider, 2004). Recognition of entities was performed using a trained
conditional random field annotator. Statistics on
the annotated entities by this classifier for the first
half year of 2014 is available from (Jimeno-Yepes
et al., 2015a). Annotation of pharmacological substances is complemented by using a dictionary
based annotator using terms from the UMLS.
Since just a small portion of tweets contain declared location information, posts containing medical entities were automatically geolocated using
the method presented in (Han et al., 2012). This
geolocation has been used to select tweets from
the USA, since our reference is US CDC.
Based on the annotated tweets in USA, Twitter terms’ counts are aggregated into a weekly basis; then the terms’ counts are normalized by the
weekly total number of the tweets. For three years
data, the sample size of the dataset used for the
prevalence prediction is 156, because only about
52 weeks per year.
The weekly terms’ frequencies data set is then
mapped to the weekly CDC’s data. Three years’
data are available for the flu prevalence prediction.
While year 2013 and 2014’s CDC data is available
for Lyme Disease prevalence prediction, therefore,
the dataset for Lyme disease is with 104 sample
size.

The overall architecture of the proposed
methodology is shown in Figure 1. The first step is
data preprocessing, followed by feature engineering and support vector machines (SVM) (Gunn
and others, 1998) regression modelling.This regression model is trained to combine the engineered features from our Twitter database to perform syndromic prediction.
A major challenge of the first step is mapping Twitter terms with similar meanings from our
database to a unique term. A mapping algorithm
is proposed to map synonyms into a unique term.
After the synonyms mapping, a series of feature
engineering methods are applied to engineer a final set of the most important features. Finally, prediction is made by using a trained SVM regression
model on the final set of features.
Twitter Term
adrenal disease
adrenal disorder
adrenal gland disease
adrenal gland disorder
acne treatment
treatment acne
abdomen pain
abdominal pain
abdominal pains
gut pain

Entity Type
Disease
Disease
Disease
Disease
PharmSub
PharmSub
Symptom
Symptom
Symptom
Symptom

Table 1: A sample of Concept Mapping
EntityType
Disease
PharmSub
Symptom

Found in UMLS
9162
15891
2604

Not Found in UMLS
19454
23556
53142

Table 2: Unique Twitter entities found in UMLS

2.3

Twitter entity synonyms mapping

Terms in medical entities from our Twitter dataset
may have the same meaning but different surface
form, e.g. vomit and throw up. Treating these synonyms as different input features to a regression
model may result in a performance bias. Aggregating weekly term counts for synonyms maximize the probability that each input feature is not
highly correlated to each other.
Therefore, we propose a synonym mapping algorithm that uses the UMLS to map Twitter medical entity synonyms to a unique term. Table 2

2.2 Overall Architecture
The proposed methodology is a predictive model
which aims to achieve the following goals:
• Predict reported CDC flu and Lyme disease
trend using weekly term frequencies to predict syndromic weekly rates.
• Predict reported CDC flu and Lyme disease
trend one week in advance using weekly term
1

Concept
adrenal disease
adrenal disease
adrenal disease
adrenal disease
acne treatment
acne treatment
abdominal pain
abdominal pain
abdominal pain
abdominal pain

http://support.gnip.com/apis/firehose/overview.html
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Figure 1: Overall Architecture
to more than one UMLS concept IDs. In this case,
each UMLS concept ID is related one or more than
one Twitter terms. The most appropriate concept
ID for the Twitter term is the UMLS concept ID
associated with a largest number of Twitter terms.
After determining the most suitable concept ID
for each term, the algorithm continues to identify
the best concept label for each concept ID. Using
concept label instead of the ID helps us have a better understanding of the model outcomes.
A UMLS concept ID may be associated to more
than one Twitter medical terms. The best label
for a concept ID is a Twitter term that appears the
most in the Twitter database. Table 1 shows a sample of the concept mapping.

shows the statistics of how many Twitter entities
could be found or not in UMLS. The unique term
is considered to be a concept term for synonyms.
In UMLS, medical terms with the same meanings
are associated with one concept ID. Twitter terms
are mapped to the UMLS medical terms in order
to find concept IDs for the Twitter synonyms. A C
sharp program is developed to automate this task.
Details of the algorithm is explained as below.
As already mentioned, Twitter terms are annotated with three types of medical entities: symptoms, disorders and pharmacological substances.
So based on the medical entity associated with
each Twitter medical term, these terms are segmented into three groups: Symptom Terms, Disorder Terms and Pharmacological Substance Terms.
In UMLS, each concept ID is associated to a TUI
(Type Unique Identifier), indicating the semantic
type of the concept ID. Three types of TUI are
used for the synonyms mapping: symptom, disorder and pharmacological substances. Each group
of the Twitter medical terms mentioned above are
mapped to three types of concept IDs in UMLS
respectively.
If a Twitter medical term can be found in the
UMLS dataset and it is mapped to only one UMLS
concept ID, the concept ID will be used as reference for the term. If the Twitter term cannot be
found in UMLS, the term will be the reference
concept for itself.
An advantage of mapping three types of Twitter
terms separately is that when a term is associated
with more than one UMLS concept ID, the medical entity type associated to the term may help
to determine the most suitable UMLS concept ID
that is from the same type. For example, a concept ID in UMLS is associated with two semantic
types: symptom and disorder; a Twitter term annotated with the disorder entity is mapped to this
concept ID. The medical entity type of the Twitter term helps the algorithm to determine the most
suitable concept ID for the term is the UMLS concept ID associated with the disorder semantic type.
But it could still be possible that a term is mapped

2.4

Feature Engineering

After mapping synonyms to unique terms, the
dataset contained 112,690 unique terms. A series
of feature engineering steps are conducted to improve the computational efficiency and the predictive performance of our methodology. With the
feature engineering, a set of the most important
features is selected and mathematically reduced
using Partial Least Square and Recursive Feature
Elimination with SVM. These engineered features
are the input features for the final regression model
that is trained to predict weekly disease rates.
The architecture of the feature engineering is
shown in Figure 2. We use a nested crossvalidation strategy. The outer division is two-fold
or three-fold, into a training dataset and a separate
validation set. We then apply 10-fold CV to the
training set of each outer fold.
Non frequent and irrelevant features are first
removed. Partial Least Square (PLS) regression (Abdi, 2003) is then applied to reduce the
number of dimensions. Different number of PLS
components are computed from PLS. A dimension
reduction technique of selecting the optimal number of PLS components is proposed in later subsection. With the optimal number of components
selected from PLS, each feature’s ‘Variable Importance of Project (VIP)’ (Wold and others, 1995) is
37

Figure 2: Feature Engineering Workflow.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of Selecting The Optimal Number of PLS Components
1: N = Maximum Number of Components resulted from PLS
2: MC = Maximum Validation Correlation
3: BN = Selected Optimal Number of Components
4: for n = 1, n = n+1, n <= N do
5:
Let Validation Correlation be the correlation for the outer
validation dataset
6:
Validation Correlation = Cor(Predicted Result,CDC Rates of
validation set)
7:
if MC < Validation Correlation then
8:
MC = Validation Correlation
9:
BN = n
10:
end if
11: end for
12: Return MC, BN

calculated. Wold and others (1995) suggest that
features with very low VIP are unimportant and
can be removed. A PLS VIP based feature removal technique is proposed to further remove non
important features. Recursive Feature Elimination
using Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Guyon et
al., 2002; Gunn and others, 1998) is then used to
retrieve the final set of the most important features.
2.4.1

PLS is able to deal with datasets with more features than the sample size (Li and Zeng, 2009),
therefore PLS is our first preferred algorithm to
train the dataset. It has been shown that PLSs predictive performance will be improved if the irrelevant features are removed beforehand (Li et al.,
2007). Our approach to determine irrelevant features is different to Li et al. (2007). In this paper, the PLS’s predictive performance is considered to the correlation between the predictive CDC
weekly rates and the actual CDC weekly rates. We
apply Pearson correlation to determine irrelevant
features. Pearson correlation measures linear relationship between two sets of variables. For each
input feature, the correlation between the feature’s
weekly frequency and the CDC’s weekly rates is
calculated in the training set. If the correlation is
less than 0.1, it is assumed that the linear relationship between the feature and the CDC rates is very
weak, so the feature is regarded as irrelevant and
removed. The remaining set of relevant features
are used as input features for the next step.

Non Frequent and Irrelevant Features
Removal

Non frequent unique terms tend to have zero variance in the dataset, which do not significantly impact the prediction outcome. Therefore, unique
terms were removed if they appeared in less than
30 tweets in our dataset. This threshold was selected based on the examination of a histogram
to determine the cutoff point to exclude the “long
tail” of terms while still retaining important terms
likely to be useful for our modelling process. Applying this cutoff the number of unique concept
terms is reduced from 112,690 to 8,525. However, the number of the features is still far more
than the number of samples in the reference CDC
dataset (8,525 features vs 52 weeks per year each
year in our study). Recent studies have shown that

2.4.2

PLS Components Selection

With a set of relevant features obtained from previous step, the PLS algorithm is applied to the train38

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of VIP Based Feature Removal
1: T = {T1 ,..Ti ,...Tn } as the collection of VIP Threshold
2: T1 =0.02, Tn =1
3: MaxValCor = Maximum Validation Correlation among each Ti in T
4: BestVIPThreshold = VIP threshold associated with MaxValCor
5: for Ti = 0.02, Ti = Ti + 0.02, Ti <=1 do
6:
Remove features with VIP < Ti
7:
Run PLS on the dataset, and let MC be the ’Maximum Validation
Correlation among PLS Components’
8:
MC = result of running Pseudocode of Selecting The Number of
PLS Components
9:
if MaxValCor < MC then
10:
MaxValCor = MC
11:
BestVIPThreshold = Ti
12:
end if
13: end for

Figure 3: Flu Trend Prediction Experiment Work Flow
2.4.3

ing dataset with a 10-fold cross validation (Results
of this are not shown in the paper). Different number of components are created by applying PLS.
In order to select the optimal number of components from PLS, the “outer” validation set (from
the outer CV and separate to training) is used to
validate the predictive performance of applying
different number of PLS components. The term
’outer validation set’ is used in the later sections
to refer to the validation set that is separate to the
training set. The optimal number of PLS components is selected based on the maximum correlation among all components on the validation set.

PLS VIP based Feature Removal

With the selected number of PLS components,
each input feature’s VIP is calculated. Features’
VIP values are only valid for the selected set
of PLS components; they would be different if
a different set of PLS components was selected.
Each feature’s VIP value is related to the feature’s
weights for each latent component and the variance explained by each latent component. Formula for the jth feature’s VIP calculation is shown
below (Wold and others, 1995; Mehmood et al.,
2011), where N is the number of features, m is the
number of PLS latent components, wmj is the PLS
weight of the jth feature for the mth latent component, Pm is the percentage of the response factor
(in our experiment, it is CDC weekly disease rate)
explained byvthe mth latent component:

Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode of a selection
process to determine the optimal number of PLS
components with the best predictive performance
on the validation set. A loop of calculating the correlation for the validation set by using all number
of PLS components is used in Algorithm 1.

u
u
V IPj = t PMN

m=1
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selected from previous RFE. The final prediction
is made using this SVM regression model.

Features’ VIP values are used to determine
whether the feature should be removed or not. If
a feature’s VIP is less than a particular threshold,
this feature is removed before applying PLS again
to train the dataset.
We set the VIP threshold using the following
methodology: Values from 0.02 to 1 are considered. We use 1 as the maximum possible, as
heuristically anything greater indicates that the
feature is important (Cassotti and Grisoni, 2012).
The optimal VIP threshold is determined by running a loop, in which different VIP threshold values ranging from 0.02 to 1 are all used to remove
features. Let T = T1 ,..Ti ,...Tn be a collection of
VIP thresholds, n is the number of thresholds, Ti
is the ith threshold in T . For each Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
in T , features with VIP less than Ti are removed,
then PLS is used to train on the rest of features,
which results in different number of PLS components. The optimal number of PLS components
is selected if it has the maximum value of correlation for the outer validation dataset. This outer
validation set is the same dataset used in previous
step. These components are the representation for
the best result produced by removing features with
VIP lower than Ti . The optimal VIP threshold in T
is the one that yields the maximum correlation for
the outer validation dataset. Pseudocode for VIP
Based Feature Removal is shown in Algorithm 2.
Any features with VIP less than the selected optimal VIP threshold are not included for the next
step.
2.4.4

Figure 5: Second Half Year of 2014 predicted
weekly Lyme Disease rates versus US CDC

Figure 6: Weekly frequency of spider web versus
US CDC weekly flu rate

Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE)

In terms of the computational cost, if hundreds of
features resulted from the previous step are input
features for RFE, it might take too much time for
RFE to present results. Therefore, if the number of
features is greater than 200, features with VIP less
than 0.2 are removed before applying RFE. The
reduced number of features are then used as input
features for linear SVM based RFE (Guyon et al.,
2002; Gunn and others, 1998). Five times ten fold
cross validation is used for RFE with SVM. Features selected from RFE with SVM is the final set
of features, which are the input feature for the next
step.

3

Experimental Results

In this section, we show results for flu prevalence
prediction for the year 2014, as well as Lyme disease prevalence prediction for the second half year
of 2014, based both on the current week’s data
as well as using posts from a week in advance
to evaluate the possibility of getting a signal earlier. Data from 2012 and 2013 is used as the training set, year 2014’s weekly data is used to predict
the weekly flu rates of the year 2014. For Lyme
disease prediction, only 18 months of data (from
2013 to the first half of 2014) is available as the
training set for Lyme disease prevalence prediction.
Two fold cross validation is used for feature tuning for flu prevalence. Figure 3 shows details of

2.5 Linear SVM Regression and Prediction
After feature engineering, an SVM regression
model with a linear kernel function (Gunn and others, 1998) is trained on the most important features
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Stage
Flu, current
Flu, one week
in advance
Lyme Disease,
current
Lyme Disease,
one week in
advance

1st
2nd
Final
1st
2nd
Final
1st
2nd
3rd
Final
1st
2nd
3rd
Final

Training
Set
2012
2013
2012, 2013
2012
2013
2012, 2013
2013 H1, 2013 H2
2013 H1, 2014 H1
2013 H2, 2014 H1
2013, 2014 H1
2013 H1, 2013 H2
2013 H1, 2014 H1
2013 H2, 2014 H1
2013, 2014 H1

Validation /
Test Set
2013
2012
2014
2013
2012
2014
2014 H1
2013 H2
2013 H1
2014 H2
2014 H1
2013 H2
2013 H1
2014 H2

Features
For PLS
5353
5353
–
5060
5060
–
6139
6139
6139
–
6076
6076
6076
6076

VIP Feature
Removal
412
992
–
141
78
–
693
65
627
–
63
61
167
–

VIP
> 0.2
103
154
–
–
–
–
103
–
105
–
–
–
–
–

RFE
SVM
61
74
22
141
77
21
22
35
24
41
21
36
67
54

Table 3: Number of Input Features After Each Dimension Reduction

Flu, current
Flu, one week in
advance
Lyme Disease, current
Lyme Disease, one
week in advance

Testing
Period
2014
2014 H1
2014 H2
2014
2014 H1
2014 H2
2014 H2
2014 H2

Pearson
Correlation
92.4%
96.3%
94.8%
91.3%
91.6%
96.0%
86.6%
90.32%

Spearman
Correlation
94.9%
96.6%
92.3%
93.3%
94.6%
92.3%
89.6%
86.9%

R2
85.3%
92.7%
89.8%
83.3%
84.0%
92.1%
75%
81.6%

RMSE
1.51E-05
1.06E-05
1.90E-05
1.55E-05
1.41E-05
1.69E-05
3.41E-06
3.02E-06

Table 4: Flu and Lyme Disease trend prediction results

round are all included for another round of feature
reduction by using RFE with SVM. With the final feature set determined by RFE with SVM, an
SVM with a linear kernel function is then trained
on the training set to make the final prediction for
the Lyme disease trend for the second half of 2014.

the flu trend prediction experiment. When data
from 2012 is used for training, data from 2013
is used as an outer validation set, and vice versa.
After PLS based dimension reduction, RFE with
SVM is applied to obtain the most important features from each fold. Another round of RFE with
SVM is applied to train on the year 2012 and
2013’s data with all unique input features selected
from the previous step. This results in a final input feature set, and then a regression based SVM
with linear kernel function is trained using 2012
and 2013 data. Finally, prediction of weekly flu
rates of the year 2014 is made from the trained
SVM.

3.1

Results of Flu and Lyme Disease Trend
Prediction and Detection

Table 3 shows number of features being reduced
after each step of dimension reduction. After VIP
based feature removal, if the number of features
exceeds 200, only features with VIP greater than
0.2 are selected. Otherwise, these features are the
input features for the next step.
Experimental results for flu and Lyme disease
trend prediction are presented in Table 4. Both
Pearson and Spearman correlations are included.
Pearson correlation measures the linear relationship between two sets of variables, while Spearman correlation measures correlation between two
set of ranked variables, which is used to check
whether one variable increases, the other increases
or not. Therefore, Spearman correlation is used
in this paper as an alternative measurement to ex-

For Lyme disease, we have only two years of
CDC data (2013 and 2014) which overlap with
our dataset of NER-tagged tweets. We set aside
2013 and the first 6 months of 2014 as for training
and feature tuning, keeping the final six months
for testing. We use three-fold cross-validation for
feature tuning. With each fold, six months of data
is used as an outer validation set, with the remainder used as a training set. Similar to the flu trend
experiment procedure shown in Figure 3, important features selected from each cross-validation
41

Figure 4: Year 2014 predicted weekly flu rates versus the US CDC weekly flu rates.
Flu, Current

Flu, In Advance
Lyme Disease, Current
Lyme Disease, In Advance

‘stomach flu’ ‘pneumonia’ ‘bronchitis’ ‘coughing’ ‘sick’ ‘cough medicine’ ‘cold
sore’ ‘cough syrup’ ‘sickness’ ‘cold’ ‘red nose’ ‘fever’ ‘sinus infection’ ‘ear infection’ ‘body ache’ ‘blush’ ‘spider web’ ‘throat hurt’ ‘aching’ ‘strep throat’ ‘alcide’
‘gelato’
‘stomach flu’ ‘pneumonia’ ‘bronchitis’ ‘coughing’ ‘sick’ ‘cough medicine’ ‘red
nose’ ‘cough syrup’ ‘cold sore’ ‘cold’ ‘sickness’ ‘sinus infection’ ‘aloe’ ‘ear infection’ ‘fever’ ‘spider web’ ‘sleepy’ ‘aching’ ‘body ache’ ‘sore’ ‘seeing double’
‘coughing’ ‘bronchitis’ ‘pneumonia’ ‘runny nose’ ‘stuffy nose’ ‘cold’ ‘stomach
flu’ ‘sick’ ‘throat hurt’ ‘sinus infection’
‘cold’ ‘coughing’ ‘pneumonia’ ‘bronchitis’ ‘runny nose’ ‘stuffy nose’ ‘sick’
‘stress’ ‘aloe’ ‘stomach flu’ ‘sinus infection’ ‘caffeine’ ‘shaking’ ‘snoring’ ‘fart’
‘concussion’ ‘throw up’ ‘migraine’ ‘dizzy’ ‘sore throat’

Table 5: Important Features for Flu and Lyme Disease Trend Prediction

and CDC weekly rates is 86.6%, while the Spearman correlation is higher,as 89.6%. A few weeks
at the end of the year are predicted with negative rates, contributing to a relatively low Pearson correlation; without considering the last five
weeks, the Pearson correlation increases to 93.3%.
The relatively high Spearman correlation for Lyme
disease has indicated that the upward or downward trends are well predicted. The Spearman
correlation of detecting Lyme disease trend one
week before CDC is 86.9%, which is lower than
for the current week but still shows that a useful signal is being predicted. Predicted Lyme disease prevalence and CDC-reported Lyme disease
weekly rates are shown in Figure 5.
The most important features selected by the proposed methodology for flu and Lyme disease trend
predictions are presented in Table 5. Most of
the features for flu prevalence prediction are reasonable, such as coughing, cold and fever, which
are flu symptoms. However, spider web has been
ranked as one of the features for flu prediction
which appears in our database because spider web
appears as a pharmacological substance in the
UMLS. The weekly term frequency for spider web

amine similarities among downward or upward
movements of the predicted trend and the CDC
trend.
When making flu prevalence predictions for
the first half, second half and the whole year of
2014, Spearman correlations are 96.6%, 92.3%
and 94.9% respectively. The first half year’s
Spearman correlation is higher than the second
half year. When the proposed methodology is
used to predict flu trend one week earlier, the first
half year’s Spearman correlation (with 94.6%) is
higher than the second half (with 92.3%). This
means the final set of the most important features
selected tends to represent more for the first half
year’s flu prevalence than the second half of year
2014. The Spearman correlation for predicting flu
trend one week before CDC for the year 2014 is
93.5%, which indicates that the proposed methodology has some advance predictive power ahead of
the CDC data, which is inherently less timely due
to delays in collection. Figure 4 illustrates predicted flu prevalence against current CDC data as
well as one week before.
For Lyme disease, as shown in Table 4, the Pearson correlation between the predicted prevalence
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is highly negatively correlated to CDC weekly
flu rates as shown in Figure 6, due to many spider webs being observed in the Northern hemisphere in September, close to the low point of
the flu season. Gelato is also detected as relevant for a similar reason, due to an coincidental
(negative) correlation with the flu season. Gelato
has been wrongly annotated by our system as a
pharmacological substance since in the UMLS it
refers gelato sodium fluoride instead of ice cream.
Table 5 shows the most important features for
Lyme disease prevalence prediction. Many features selected are very similar to flu symptoms, in
line with many symptoms of Lyme disease matching those of flu;2 in addition, dizzy matches a
Lyme disease symptom. However, overall the term
list for Lyme disease is less convincing than for
flu, with more symptoms of Lyme disease missed
and more terms included with no immediately obvious relationship to the disease. It seems that the
relative rarity of Lyme disease is leading to noisier
signal in tweets about its symptoms.

4

tomatically selected based on the data. We also
show that our method can predict disease prevalence with some reliability in a small time window
ahead of the reported CDC figures, which has potential utility for real-time disease monitoring and
alerts.
Our method is somewhat generalisable, with
roughly the same approach achieving good correlations against CDC data for Lyme disease. An
existing approach to track Lyme disease (Seifter et
al., 2010) requires knowledge to select key words
from Google trends, but there is no evaluation provided. To our knowledge there is relatively little
other work on Lyme disease surveillance so this
application is somewhat novel. However, accuracy for Lyme disease was weaker than for flu, in
terms of raw correlations as well as basic plausibility checks on the most important indicative terms –
canonical indicators such as the erythema migrans
rash did not make the list. An important factor is
probably the lower overall prevalence of the disease (an average of 1500 reported to the CDC per
week in our test set versus 15,000 for flu), there
are fewer instances of Twitter users experiencing
the disease and the relevant symptoms, which they
could then tweet about.
This hints a limitation of the method we have
developed. Terms showing a natural seasonal fluctuation but are not indicative of disease (such as
gelato) happen to coincide with a disease may accidentally come out as important terms in the analysis. One way to mitigate this would be to improve the accuracy of the named entity tagging in
the source data.
Future extensions may also be generalisable
to other regions with a high number of Englishlanguage tweets.

Discussion

The proposed methodology is an effective approach to predict prevalences for influenza and
Lyme disease based on social media posts. It predicts flu prevalences for 2014 with Pearson correlations range from 92.4% to 96.3%. Similar results have been reported with other existing approaches for flu prevalence prediction: Paul and
Dredze (2012) and Paul and Dredze (2011) predicted flu rate from August 2009 to May 2010
with Pearson correlations of 95.8% and 93.4% respectively; Culotta (2010a) made predictions for
flu rate from September 2009 to May 2010 with
95% Pearson correlation. However, our method
has some advantages over these, as they require
labour-intensive manual labelling of tweets and
significant computational resources to train their
system using millions of data samples, in contrast with the method proposed here, where the
only computationally-intensive step is a one-off
step (reusable for other diseases and other kinds
of analytics) of applying an NER tagger to a large
Twitter corpus. In addition, Culotta (2010a) presented a method that requires prior knowledge to
manually identify flu-related key words. Here, a
manually pre-built keyword list is not required as
the most important features related to flu are au2

5

Conclusion

We have presented an effective methodology
which produce predictions for flu and Lyme disease prevalences with strong or moderate correlations with current CDC figures for the whole of
the US, and those of a week later and we expect
the approach to be somewhat generalisable across
diseases and regions.
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Abstract
Syndromic Surveillance has been performed using machine learning and other
statistical methods to detect disease outbreaks. These methods are largely dependent on the availability of historical data to
train the machine learning-based surveillance system. However, relevant training data may differ from region to region
due to geographical and seasonal trends,
meaning that the syndromic surveillance
designed for one area may not be effective for another. We proposed and analyse
a semi-supervised method for syndromic
surveillance from emergency department
chief complaint textual notes that avoids
the need for large training data. Our new
method is based on identification of lexical shifts in the language of Chief Complaints of patients, as recorded by triage
nurses, that we believe can be used to
monitor disease distributions and possible
outbreaks over time. The results we obtained demonstrate that effective lexical
syndromic surveillance can be approached
when distinctive lexical items are available
to describe specific syndromes.

1

Introduction

The increase in new emerging pathogenic diseases
like SAARS, Ebola, and the Zika virus requires
an ongoing effective syndromic surveillance system. A syndromic surveillance system keeps track
of the frequency of patients experiencing specific
syndromes over time. Any abnormality in the normal trend of syndromes with respect to time may
imply a proximal disease outbreak.
There are many data sources that can be used
to perform syndromic surveillance, such as data
from hospital emergency departments. Chief complaints provide us with one such rich data source

to perform syndromic surveillance. A chief complaint is the set of signs and symptoms that the
triage nurse registers upon a patient’s arrival at the
emergency department of a hospital. The symptoms are usually described in a terse, ungrammatical, and abbreviated language. Once the chief
complaint is registered at the initial assessment,
the patient sees the doctor and receives a detailed
check up. This may include sending the patient’s
specimen for testing in the laboratory especially
when dealing with a potentially dangerous infectious disease. The results from the laboratory tests
may take days before the end result is available
and by then, there is a large risk of spreading the
disease to other people who may come in contact
with the infected person.
Chief complaints are readily available in a digital format and can therefore be easily processed
using natural language processing algorithms. In
the past, various work has been done to perform
syndromic surveillance using supervised machine
learning and statistical algorithms (Tsui et al.,
2003; Espino et al., 2007; Chapman et al., 2005;
Bradley et al., 2005). The major drawback of machine learning methods is the requirement of historical data that can be used to train the system,
and a sensitivity to the characteristics of specific
text types (Baldwin et al., 2013). In the case of
syndromic surveillance, there is evidence of a need
for localized training data; as Ofoghi and Verspoor (2015) found, a machine learning classifier
trained on an American data set may not be effective on an Australian data set. The authors found
that the American off-the-shelf syndromic classifier (CoCo) achieved a lower F-score on the Australian data set compared with another classifier
(SyCo) that was trained with the Australian data
set. Moreover, there may be a lack of resources
to collect ongoing data for chief complaints, especially in remote areas. Therefore, there is a need
for a surveillance system that can work without the

Hafsah Aamer, Bahadorreza Ofoghi and Karin Verspoor. 2016. Syndromic Surveillance through Measuring Lexical Shift in
Emergency Department Chief Complaint Texts. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association
Workshop, pages 45−53.

dromes in the data, we chose the top three with the
highest numbers of positive cases in the SynSurv
data, i.e., Flu-Like Illness, Diarrhea, and Acute
Respiratory.

availability of historical data for a long period of
time.
In this work, rather than using machine learning
algorithms to classify the new chief complaint of
a patient into pre-defined syndromic groups, we
explored the lexical content of chief complaints
over time, specifically the changes in the distribution of terms, that may indicate an impending
event. We hypothesise that when the probability
distribution of terms in chief complaints of consecutive time-frames exhibits a large divergence,
then there has been a measurable change in the
trend of syndromes, which can be used for detecting an outbreak. The Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) (Lin, 1991), also known as information radius, between consecutive time-frames
over a chief complaint corpus was used in combination with CUSUM (Cumulative Sum) algorithms (Fricker Jr et al., 2008) to detect any
aberrancy in the data. We also experiment with
the text segmentation algorithm Link Set Median
(LSM) (Hoey, 1991) to find segmentations in the
chief complaints texts, as a proxy for lexical shift.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first describe the SynSurv data set used
for our experiments. Then, the three different
types of time-frames necessary to perform our lexical analyses will be introduced. This is followed
by the discussion of how we modeled chief complaints for textual analysis using statistical methods. Finally, we discuss the utilization of abnormality detection algorithms and the results obtained in our experiments.

2

Chief complaints differ from the majority of
other free text that can be found in textual documents or social media posts in that they contain medical acronyms, abbreviations, as well as
numeric values representing body temperature,
blood pressure, and the like. They are notes entered by the triage nurses lacking well-defined linguistic structure. Therefore, some preprocessing
was carried out on the set of chief complaints.
We approached the chief complaint preprocessing task first by lowercasing, lemmatization using
Stanford Lemmatizer, and removing stop words
and the already assigned ICD-10 and SNOMED
disease codes from the end of the chief complaint
strings. These are the disease codes assigned to
each chief complaint upon a patient’s discharge.
We removed these codes to retain the chief complaint texts in their original format. We also removed all the non-alphanumeric symbols except
“/”, which plays a meaningful role in the medical domains. For instance, blood pressure is
recorded as two numbers, as 120/80, the first number representing systolic blood pressure and the
second number representing diastolic blood pressure. If we remove “/”, this numeric reading becomes “12080” or “120 80” which results in a
loss of information; neither choice may define a
good feature to represent a chief complaint with a
specific syndrome. In addition, the same symbol
“/” is used for shorthand notations while making
notes, for example, the chief complaint texts heavily contained “o/a” meaning “overall pale”. Other
notations included: “r/a”, “p/s”, “c/o”, and “r/t”.
We also observed that the use of such notation depended on the nurse’s own preference; while there
were many chief complaints with “o/a” there were
also many occurrences of “o a” without the symbol “/” in between the characters. This meant we
could not target all the notations consistently.

The SynSurv Data Set

The Syndromic Surveillance (SynSurv) data we
used for our analyses was collected from two of
the main hospitals in Melbourne, Australia; the
Royal Melbourne Hospital and the Alfred Hospital. The data was collected on behalf of the Victorian Department of Health, initially to enable monitoring during the 2006 Commonwealth Games
held in Melbourne. The data contains 314,630
chief complaints labeled with a syndromic group
as well as with disease codes in the ICD-10 and
SNOMED terminologies. The original SynSurv
data set contained data with respect to eight syndromes Flu-Like Illness, Diarrhea, Septic Shock,
Acute Flaccid Paralysis, Acute Respiratory, Radiation Injury, Fever with CNS, and Rash with Fever.
Due to the sparsity of data for many of the syn-

However, we did not remove any numeric values from the chief complaints because numeric
values may be relevant for diagnosing a syndrome.
For example, body temperature is one of the main
recordings that a doctor (or a nurse) takes when a
patient visits the emergency department to observe
if there is a serious illness.
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3

The Choice of Time-Frame

work here, considering chief complaints in the
consecutive time-frames as separate corpora to be
compared with each other.

The number of patients that visit emergency departments varies between weekdays and weekends
and also seasonally. To cater for such day-ofthe-week and seasonal trends, we used different
time-frames to accumulate chief complaints, some
of which normalize the frequencies of chief complaints over longer (seven-day) periods. We experimented with the following three time-frames:

4.1

The Jensen-Shannon divergence, also known as
Information Radius, is a symmetric measure that
measures the similarity between two probability
distributions P and Q over the same event space.
The JSD between the two probability distributions
P and Q is a symmetrized and smoothed version
of the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) and is
calculated using Equation 1.

Intersecting seven-day windows
The chief complaints over seven days were accumulated as one time-frame window; then, this
time-frame window was advanced by one day. The
seven-day time-frame windows cater for the varying frequency of patients visiting over weekdays
and weekends. The one-day shifting time-frame
is popular for supervised syndromic surveillance
as it allows for real-time syndromic surveillance at
the end of each day (Hutwagner et al., 2003). Note
that for lexical shift analysis with seven-day windows shifting by one day, there is a large vocabulary overlap for the six intersecting days; however, the variance would be significant enough to
be captured by aberrancy detection algorithms that
will be discussed later.

1
1
JSD(P kQ) = D(P kM ) + D(QkM ) (1)
2
2
where, M = 21 (P + Q) and D represents the KLD
distance between the two probability distributions;
on a finite set χ is calculated using Equation 2.
D(P kQ) =

X

P (x) logn

x∈χ

P (x)
Q(x)

(2)

When modeling the chief complaint corpora,
the union set of the vocabularies of two corpora
to be compared was constructed (V = Vc1 ∪
Vc2 ), where (c1 ) and (c2 ) were the chief complaint
corpora belonging to the two consecutive timeframes. P and Q represent the probability of corpus terms. Since JSD inherently performs probability smoothing, to find the probability distribution of each term tk over Vci for each corpus, the
conditional probability of term tk in each corpus
was calculated using Equation 3, based on the raw
term frequencies (tf ) of the terms in ci .

Disjoint seven-day windows
The chief complaints over seven days were accumulated as one time-frame corpus; then, the timeframe was advanced by seven days so the two consecutive windows were disjoint.
Disjoint one-day windows
In this case, all of the chief complaints in a
day formed one time-frame corpus of chief complaints. The time shift was for one day and therefore, the chief complaints in the next day formed
the next time-frame corpus. Although this timeframe does not normalize day-of-the-week variances, we incorporated this type in order to find
some daily patterns in the SynSurv data set.

4

Jensen-Shannon Divergence

tf (tk , ci )
tx ∈Vc tf (tx , ci )

P (tk |ci ) = P

(3)

i

4.2

Log-Likelihood for Term-Level Filtering

When two corpora are lexically compared with
each other, especially in the case of overlapping
time-frames, they may share a large number of
terms. Therefore, calculating probability distributions over the entire union set of terms contained
in the text of the two corpora may not be an effective method, as all the terms will have equal
importance. In this case, there is a need for filtering out the terms that do not distinguish the two
corpora well (i.e., terms that are common in both
corpora).

Textual Modeling of Chief Complaints

We examine the distribution of lexical items in
chief complaints to find the differences in the terminology used in consecutive time-frames. For
this, statistical methods were utilized, as will be
discussed in the following sections. Such statistical methods have been previously used for corpus
analysis and comparison (Verspoor et al., 2009;
Rayson and Garside, 2000). We follow that prior
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The log-likelihood score of a term represents
the relative frequency difference of that term in the
two different corpora under comparison (Rayson
and Garside, 2000). This measure is calculated
based on the expected value for term tk ∈ V using
the total frequency of all terms in the corpus and
the actual frequency (or the sum of occurrences) of
term tk in the same corpus. Equation 4 shows how
the log-likelihood score is calculated for tk ∈ V
where Nci is the total frequency of all terms in
corpus ci , and Otk ,ci represents the observed frequency of term tk in the same corpus ci .
P
Nci i Otk ,ci
P
Etk ,ci =
(4)
i Nci

took the mean of all JSD values for each possible log-likelihood threshold value. It can be seen
from Figure 1 that as the threshold increases, more
terms are filtered out and eventually, hardly any
terms remain and the divergence between consecutive time-frames approaches zero. A threshold
this high is not ideal. We therefore applied the elbow method (Kodinariya and Makwana, 2013) to
set the log-likelihood thresholds to 1.75, 3.0, and
1.25 for the one-day, disjoint seven-day, and intersecting seven-day time-frames when filtering out
the non-important terms.

The expected frequency of term tk in corpus ci
denoted by Etk ,ci is a frequency that is expected
for tk if the occurrences were evenly distributed
across the two corpora (Verspoor et al., 2009). The
log-likelihood of the term is therefore a measure
that tells us how different the actual frequency of
the term is from the expected frequency of the
same term. For this, the log-likelihood is calculated using Equation 5.
LL = 2

X
i

(Otk ,ci ln(

Otk ,ci
))
Etk ,ci

(5)

Figure 1: The analysis of the effect of different
log-likelihood threshold values on the changes in
the JSD distances between consecutive chief complaint corpora in the SynSurv data set

An alternative to the log-likelihood measure for
statistical analysis of textual corpora is Pearson’s
χ2 statistic. This measure assumes a normal distribution of terms in the corpora and has been
shown in (Dunning, 1993) to be less reliable especially in the case of small textual corpora with
rare terms. Given the relatively small size of the
chief complaint corpora for each time-frame, the
log-likelihood analysis was preferred here.
Once the log-likelihood of each term was calculated, all of the terms with the log-likelihood below a set threshold were filtered out. The texts of
the two corpora now contained only the most important terms that participated in the calculation of
probability distributions using JSD.
To estimate the best log-likelihood threshold,
we calculated the JSD between consecutive timeframes when filtering terms based on different
log-likelihood thresholds ranging from 0 to 20.
Since we were not comparing two distinct corpora (cf., (Rayson and Garside, 2000; Baldwin
et al., 2013)) but consecutive time-frames over a
single corpus, we calculated the JSD values between all of the consecutive time-frames and then

5

Lexical Shift Analysis with Link Set
Median

In a separate set of experiments from the statistical
JSD distance analysis of the SynSurv data set, we
used the Link Set Median (LSM) algorithm (Hoey,
1991) to find segments in the set of chief complaints that suggest lexical shifts in the data set.
The LSM algorithm is based on the idea that a
typical text has a cohesive format. Therefore, lexical overlaps can be used to measure the similarity between two sentences. If two sentences share
similar terms, then the sentences may be on the
same or similar topic. The LSM method identifies
lexical repetitions across sentences within a corpus to find textual segments of similar topics. The
algorithm has a technique to represent each sentence in the corpus based on its links with other
sentences in the same corpus. The lexical link is
a repetition between a pair of sentences in the corpus. The set of the links per sentence contains the
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are ideal. The algorithms have recently been used
in another study to find possible disease outbreaks
along with machine learning classification techniques (Aamer et al., 2016).
The C1 algorithm calculates the sample mean
and the sample standard deviation over rolling
windows of samples for t − 7 to t − 1 days, where
t is the current day. C2 adds a two-day lag onto
the calculation of the mean and the standard deviation, and C3 is calculated on the basis of the previous two C2 values, details to be found in (Hutwagner et al., 2003). In our work, we used the
pre-set threshold values for the C algorithms, i.e.,
the threshold for C1=3, C2=3, and for C3=2.
Note that the LSM algorithm has an internal
method to calculate a threshold based on which
textual segment boundaries are identified. Therefore, when using the LSM algorithm, we did not
apply the CUSUM algorithms.

number of times each sentence has lexical overlaps with any other sentence in the corpus. For
instance, if sentence 1 shares two terms with sentence 2 and one term with sentence 4, then “2”
is added twice in the link set of sentence 1 as
{2,2,4}. After the link sets have been created for
all sentences in the text, the median of the link sets
are calculated. This median represents the lexical span of that sentence in the text. If the sentence has a median of “5” for instance, this means
that the sentence has a lexical span from i − 5 to
i + 5 where i equals the original position of the
sentence. Once each sentence in the text has a corresponding median, an average median of the entire text is calculated. This average median is used
as a threshold to find segment boundaries. If the
median difference between two consecutive sentences is larger than the threshold, then a segment
boundary is placed between two sentences.
In our experiments, we modeled a “sentence” as
a set of chief complaints over a specific time-frame
and assume a “segment” boundary to be indicative
of a lexical shift. We applied the LSM algorithm
on the SynSurv data set to understand whether the
algorithm will place segment boundaries where
the lexical contents of chief complaints deviate
and whether such lexical shifts are tied with the
changes in the frequencies of syndromic groups.

6

7

Results and Discussion

We applied the JSD and log-likelihood filtering algorithms on the chief complaints in the SynSurv
data set with the different time-frames described
in section 3. Then, the aberrancy detection algorithms were utilized over the JSD measures of consecutive time-frames to retrospectively find any
disease outbreaks in the data set. We separately
applied the LSM method on the same data set to
find likely aberrancies.
Table 1 shows the results obtained (i.e., the
number of dates for which an aberrancy was detected) when the aberrancy detection algorithms
were applied based on the JSD lexical distribution
values, derived from the chief complaints in the
SynSurv data set over the different time-frames.
As can be seen in Table 1, the C2 and C3 algorithms with higher levels of sensitivity set off
a large number of signals. Algorithms that are
overly sensitive to fluctuations in disease frequencies are not ideal; they may alert health practitioners too frequently, resulting in alert fatigue and
mistrust of the algorithm. On the other hand, algorithms that miss viable shifts corresponding to
meaningful events are also not desirable. The C1
algorithm is the least sensitive of the three algorithms while still raising alerts; it appears to balance the two criteria most effectively.
Note that to apply the aberrancy detection algorithms on the resulting JSD values over the disjoint seven-day windows, there was a need for 7 to

Aberrancy Detection

When using the JSD values to find changes in the
term probability distributions in consecutive timeframes, there was a need for a method to detect
abnormalities in the probability deviations over
time. The Early Aberration Reporting System
(EARS) C algorithms (Hutwagner et al., 2003)
were designed to detect such changes in syndromic surveillance data. The CUSUM algorithms
are based on a statistically detectable change in
counts of relevant events over specified windows
of time. The EARS implemented three CUSUM
algorithms known as C1:mild, C2:medium, and
C3:ultra for detecting large, sudden deviations of
occurrences of specific events that significantly
depart from the norm over time. These algorithms have been named after their level of sensitivity and represent an unsupervised monitoring
approach that omits the requirement for long historical data for system training. Since syndromic
surveillance systems require real-time analysis of
chief complaints, the EARS CUSUM algorithms
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Time-frame

Method

1-day
7-day disjoint
7-day intersecting

JSD+LL
JSD+LL
JSD+LL

#Aberrancies with ADA
C1
C2
C3
64 (2.4%) 67 (4.0%) 205 (13.2%)
10 (4.6%) 14 (6.5%)
30 (13.8%)
36 (2.4%) 61 (4.0%) 201 (13.3%)

Table 1: The number of aberrancy dates detected by different algorithms in the chief complaints over
different time-frames. The total number of windows differed for each time-frame. The 1-day timeframe consisted of 1522 windows starting from July 2005 to August 2009, the 7-day intersecting timeframe had 1516 windows, and the 7-day disjoint time-frame had 217 windows. Note: ADA=Aberrancy
detection algorithm, JSD=Jensen-Shannon Divergence, and LL=Log-likelihood.
11 weeks of baseline data which would mean a 7
to 11 week wait before any aberrancy can be detected. For this reason, in practice, it may not be
useful to apply the C algorithms on the JSD values
for disjoint seven-day time-frames.

TF rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Further analysis of the C1 algorithm, however,
showed that the weeks for which C1 detected outbreaks were spread throughout the years in the
data set, indicating that LSM is highly sensitive
and produces too many noisy signals, which is not
desirable. Since the texts of chief complaints are
all in a single text corpus assigned to various syndromes, a single chief complaint may correspond
to more than one syndrome. For example, due to
the very similar set of syndromes that Flu-Like Illness and Acute Respiratory share, a single chief
complaint may be labelled Flu-Like Illness, Acute
Respiratory, and No Diarrhea at the same time.
Therefore, a large lexical shift in the SynSurv data
set may correspond to any of the syndromes (including the original set of syndromes introduced in
section 2). As a result, there was a need for a more
informed method to distinguish between the aberrancies related to each syndrome. For this, instead
of using log-likelihood of terms, we collected all
the chief complaints signaling the presence of a
syndrome into one corpus and extracted the terms
with the largest term frequency for each syndrome.
Table 2 shows the top 10 terms for the three syndromic groups. We can see is a large intersection
for Flu-Like Illness and Acute Respiratory.

Diarrhea
pain
vomiting
abdo
diarrhea
hr
nausea
nil
o/a
gastrointestinal
hx

FLI
sob
hr
cough
pain
o/a
chest
nil
hx
throat
respiratory

AR
sob
hr
cough
chest
pain
o/a
hx
respiratory
nil
phx

Table 2: The top TF ranked terms related to each
syndrome in the SynSurv data set. Note: TF=Term
frequency, FLI=Flu-Like Illness, and AR=Acute
Respiratory. The terms include many medical abbreviations such as “sob” for shortage of breath,
“hr” for heart rate, etc.

When comparing the effect of the different
time-frames, as shown in Figure 2, the results
with the one-day window time-frames seem much
noisier than those of the two other types of timeframes. It is hardly possible to detect any aberrancies in the one-day time-frame output data
whereas with the seven-day windows, both disjoint and intersecting, some clear trends of peaks
can be detected around a few dates in the data set.
More importantly, the utilisation of the top
terms significantly changed the outputs of the
aberrancy detection as indicated by the different
patterns in the diagrams in Figure 2 with the original versus top 10 terms. However, it is noticeable
that the peaks form at very similar dates for both
Flu-Like Illness and Diarrhea conditions, when
the top 10 terms are retained in the analysis. We
suspect this is largely due to the significant intersection between the list of top 10 terms for these
two syndromic groups, as seen in Table 2. Indeed,
there is a 50% overlap between the lists of top frequency terms including “pain, “hr”, “o/a”, “nil”,
and “hx”. These overlapping terms are general;

We calculated JSD values over the SynSurv data
set with the original chief complaint terms (no filtering) removing stop words only, as well as with
the top 10 terms based on term frequencies for
each syndromic group. Figure 2 shows the resulting diagrams for Flu-Like Illness and Diarrhea
over the different time-frames. The results for
Acute Respiratory were not shown since this syndromic group is most similar to Flu-Like Illness.
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Figure 2: Variation of JSD values in the SynSurv data set with different time-frames when original and
top 10 terms retained
they seem non-specific to any syndrome.
We then experimented with the top frequency
terms that were not shared between the lists of the
two syndromic groups. We took the top 3 terms
from the two lists in Table 2 and calculated the
JSD values over the disjoint one-day windows of
chief complaints. The results are shown in Figure 3 in which the patterns of peaks are different
with drastic increases of JSD values at different
and separate dates. This suggests that if effective
and descriptive sets of terms are found to represent
each syndromic group (hence semi-supervised),
the lexical shift as measured with deviating JSD
values can be utilised as an indication of possible
outbreaks of corresponding syndromes.

As a proof of concept to understand whether
JSD is in fact sensitive to the raw frequencies
of positive cases of syndromic groups, we crosschecked deviations of JSD values (over all terms)
with reference to the actual positive cases of each
syndrome in the SynSurv data set. The results are
shown in Figure 4 where JSD is demonstrated to
be sensitive especially to the cases where there are
no positive labelled chief complaints for any of the
syndromes. In such cases, as highlighted in the
diagrams of Figure 4, JSD values deviate drastically, indicating a rapid change in the frequencies
of syndromes of interest.
In the last round of experiments, we applied the
LSM algorithm over the different time-frames of
the SynSurv data set. The algorithm detected 77
segments with the disjoint seven-day time-frame,
178 with the one-day window, and 268 with the intersecting seven-day time-frame. When analysing
the dates of segmentations, it was observed that although the dates were spread throughout the years,
the segments by the disjoint seven-day and oneday time-frames were mostly in the years 2007,
2008, and 2009, similar to the times when the
peaks were observed with JSD. However, the 268
segments found using the intersecting seven-day
time-frame were distributed over the four years.
This may be due to the large vocabulary overlaps where the windows intersect over six days
of chief complaints. The intersecting seven-day
time-frame, therefore, may not facilitate an effective process of outbreak detection using lexical

Figure 3: Variation of daily JSD values in the SynSurv data set when only top 3 terms retained
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Time-frame
1-day
7-day disjoint
7-day intersecting

Method
LSM
LSM
LSM

# of Segments
178 (11.7%)
77 (35.5%)
268 (17.7%)

Table 3: The number of segments detected in the chief complaints over different time-frames. The total
number of windows differed for each time-frame. The 1-day time-frame consisted of 1522 windows
starting from July 2005 to August 2009, the 7-day intersecting time-frame had 1516 windows, and the
7-day disjoint time-frame had 217 windows. Note: LSM = LinkSetMedian

Figure 4: Analysing sensitivity of lexical shifts measured with JSD to actual deviations of the number
of daily syndromic chief complaints. Vertical lines point to the dates when drastic disease frequency
changes align with large JSD values.
shift analysis with LSM. Based on our results, the
large number of deviations/outbreaks detected by
the LSM algorithm (in its current form) seems to
be an impediment in using the algorithm for syndromic surveillance.

8

ratory, and Diarrhea. The aim was to find whether
lexical shifts are tied with possible disease outbreaks in the historical SynSurv data set. We evaluated the lexical shifts with three types of timeframes: i) one-day windows, ii) disjoint seven-day
windows, and iii) intersecting seven-day windows
advancing by one day.

Conclusion

We found that all three time-frames had some
limitations: the disjoint seven-day time-frame
when used in combination with the EARS C algorithms is not efficient, and inherently, it will result
in longer periods of wait before a likely outbreak is
signalled. The seven-day intersecting time-frame,
on the other hand, resulted in noisy and frequent
signals with the LSM algorithm, mostly as a result
of large textual overlaps in consecutive overlapping time-frames. The one-day time-frame produced interesting results but suffers from the dayof-the-week effect.

We proposed a new semi-supervised method to
perform syndromic surveillance over the SynSurv
data set containing a large number of emergency
department Chief Complaints in the Victoria State
of Australia. This new method is based on locating significant lexical divergences in the texts
of chief complaints accumulated over consecutive
periods of time. We analysed the lexical shifts using Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD); a probability distribution divergence measure; and Link Set
Median (LSM); a text segmentation algorithm; for
the three syndromes Flu-Like Illness, Acute Respi52

Our results also demonstrate that if each syndromic group (i.e., disease) is represented with
its corresponding distinguishable high-frequency
terms, then the JSD measure provides evidence for
lexical shifts that is aligned with drastic changes
in the frequency of syndromic-labelled chief complaints. The need for distinguishable terms for
each syndrome under consideration means that our
methods are semi-supervised. Based on our experiments, therefore, the JSD method with syndromespecific term sets analysed over the one-day timeframes resulted in the most promising outcomes.
In future work, we plan to expand the idea of
using high frequency terms into the utilisation of
related semantic representations, such as healthrelated synonyms. In addition, we are planning
to analyse lexical shifts in chief complaints using other natural language processing techniques,
such as textual novelty detection with Topic Tracking and Detection algorithms. TDT algorithms can
track changes in text and find event-level shifts (or
first stories) in a corpus. We would like to experiment with such unsupervised algorithms and
find whether first story boundaries match drastic
changes in the frequencies of chief complaints related to specific syndromic groups.
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Abstract
Relation extraction models based on deep
learning have been attracting a lot of attention recently. Little research is carried
out to reduce their need of labeled training
data. In this work, we propose an unsupervised pre-training method based on the
sequence-to-sequence model for deep relation extraction models. The pre-trained
models need only half or even less training
data to achieve equivalent performance as
the same models without pre-training.

1

Introduction

Relation extraction (RE) is the task of detecting and categorizing semantic relations between
named entities mentioned in a text corpus. This
is important for a wide variety of practical applications. For example, tourism planning bodies are
interested in mining social media such as tweets
to identifying which restaurants tourists eat in and
which hotels those same tourists stay in.
RE has been intensively studied for several
years (Chan and Roth, 2011; Chan and Roth,
2010). Recently, RE models based on deep neural networks (DNN) have achieved better performance than conventional RE models that rely on
handcrafted features (Xu et al., 2015). However,
these DNN models require a large amount of annotated training data, which is difficult and expensive to obtain. The data problem is not completely solved by relying on methods such as large
external knowledge bases and distant supervision
because i) models employing only large knowledge bases often still perform poorly on RE (Angeli et al., 2014); ii) the external knowledge bases
are incomplete; and iii) many important applications lack the relevant domain specific knowledge bases. This paper asks the question: can
we use unlabeled data to help training DNN RE

models? Although unsupervised pre-training is
known to be effective for training deep neural networks, it remains unclear how to apply it to the
recently proposed DNN RE models. The main
advantage of deep models (compared to the shallow counterparts) is that they automatically learn
distributed representations of the relevant components of the model (e.g., words, entities, relations,
etc.). If we can encode rich syntactic-semantic
patterns of relation expressions into the automatically learned, low-dimensional representations,
and require these representations to be similar if
they play a similar role using only unlabeled data,
it should be possible for a DNN RE system to
achieve a high level of generalization from only
small amount of labeled data.
In a relational expression, the named entities
and words around it provide useful context information. For example, in the sentence ”By
1982 the BL Cars Ltd division renamed itself
Austin Rover Group shortly before the launch of
the Maestro.” renamed itself is used much less
often than an expression such as was founded in
to indicate the relation org:foundedIn. Thus it is
likely that was founded in will be found in the
training set, even if renamed itself does not appear
in the training set. Despite this, the co-occurrence
of 1982 and Austin Rover Group, as well as keywords such as by, form a context that is similar to
that of Austin Rover Group was founded in 1982.
If such shared contextual information can require
the similarity of the representations of these expressions, a classifier can easily infer that renamed
itself is likely to indicate org:foundedIn. Inspired
by observations such as these, we seek methods that exploit context information composed of
words and named entities to learn representations
of expressions, such that semantically similar expressions tend to have similar representations.
In this paper, we propose a pre-training
method that generalizes well-known sequence-to-

Zhuang Li, Lizhen Qu, Qiongkai Xu and Mark Johnson. 2016. Unsupervised Pre-training With Seq2Seq Reconstruction
Loss for Deep Relation Extraction Models. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop,
pages 54−64.

corpora.
There is also ample of work exploring the idea
of distant supervision for knowledge base completion (Riedel et al., 2013; Weston et al., 2013; Yang
et al., 2014; Bordes et al., 2013) in order to avoid
the use of manually labeled data. Although some
of these models include a relation extraction component (Surdeanu et al., 2012; Angeli et al., 2014;
Toutanova et al., 2015), the outputs of their systems are whether a relation holds between entities
rather than entity mentions. In contrast, we aim
to classify relation mentions no matter if a target
relation exists in a knowledge base or not.
There have also been other efforts towards minimizing the use of labeled data. In (Sun, 2009),
they proposed a bootstrapping approach to extract
textual patterns for training a SVM-based relation extraction system. In (Chan and Roth, 2011),
they show that supervised models equipped with
syntactico-semantic features are capable of classifying relation mentions with a few labeled data.
However, both work are customized for supervised
models with handcrafted features and relations between nominals. In other lines of research, active learning (Fu and Grishman, 2013; Sun and
Grishman, 2012) and domain adaptation (Nguyen
and Grishman, 2014) pursued to select high quality training examples for training relation extraction models. Jiang (2009) leverages the knowledge of known relations to predict new relations
in a weakly supervised setting. These approaches
have different problem settings than ours, which
focus on the use of unlabeled data.
Since 2006, various pre-training techniques are
proposed to make the training of deep neural networks practical (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006;
Dahl et al., 2010; Bengio, 2009). They are not
universally applicable for all problems and most
of them focus on computer vision problems. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore the use of pre-training for deep RE models.

sequence model (Dai and Le, 2015) for deep RE
models. This approach formalizes unsupervised
pre-training as minimizing reconstruction errors of
input sequences. For a given DNN RE model, our
approach first pre-trains it on a large, unlabeled,
domain-general corpus, and then fine-tunes it on
target corpora. Our experiments show that, especially when the size of the labeled training data
is small, the deep relation extraction models pretrained with our unsupervised pre-training method
using half or even a quarter of the labeled data are
able to achieve similar performance as the models without pre-training. Our unsupervised approach does not need domain-specific corpora for
pre-training; in fact, they work well with 13,000
sentences randomly sampled from Wikipedia.

2

Related Work

Recent advance of relation extraction demonstrates the power of deep learning by showing that
the deep models significantly outperform the conventional approaches (Jiang and Zhai, 2007; Chan
and Roth, 2010; Chan and Roth, 2011) on the
ACE relation extraction datasets. Except for the
FCM model (Yu et al., 2015), at the core of almost all deep RE models are variants of convolutional neural networks (CNN) (Zeng et al., 2014;
Nguyen and Grishman, 2015; Wang et al., 2016;
Miwa and Bansal, 2016), recurrent neural networks (RNN) (Zhang et al., 2015; Socher et al.,
2012; Ebrahimi and Dou, 2015; Lin et al., 2016),
or both of them (Liu et al., 2015; Cai et al., 2016).
Several RE systems (Chen et al., 2006a;
GuoDong et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010; LongHua
and Qiaoming, 2008; Chen et al., 2006b; Kim
and Lee, 2012) are built upon the semi-supervised
learning algorithm label propagation to exploit the
use of unlabeled data. This family of algorithms
start with building a similarity graph between each
pair of relation mentions, and propagate relation
labels from labeled ones to unlabeled ones. However, deep RE models require substantial change
in order to use these algorithms, while our methods just need to replace the training criterion during pre-training, which is easy-to-implement by
using a standard deep learning toolkit. It is also
too expensive to involve all unlabeled data in both
training and prediction processes for each target
dataset. In contrast, our pre-training algorithms
are performed only once on a general corpus and
the resulted models are fine-tuned only on target

3

Relation Extraction Models

Suppose we are given a relation mention, which is
a pair of named entity mentions (mh , mt ) together
with its relation expression in a sentence S. Each
mention m is disambiguated into an entity e. Let
x ∈ X denote a relation mention, where X is the
space of all relation mentions, RE models assign a
binary relation y ∈ Y to x, where Y is a finite set
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Figure 1: General Architecture for deep RE models.
word into its word embedding. Herein we denote
the word embedding of a word i by ei ∈ RM ,
where M is the dimension of word embeddings.
All word embeddings are initialized with the ones
pre-trained on a large domain-general corpus (Qu
et al., 2015). As suggested in (Qu et al., 2015), we
do not update these word embeddings during training to avoid overfitting. In the next step, a feature
learning component projects the embeddings into
a hidden representation h. If it is in a supervised
setting, both h and handcrafted features are taken
as the input of a multi-class LR classifier for categorizing target relations. In case of unsupervised
pre-training, h is fed into a classifier for a designated unsupervised predictive task.
The RE models based on BiLSTM and TreeLSTM are extensions of LSTM. LSTM is a recurrent neural network capable of capturing long dependencies (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005). At
the t-th time step, the LSTM layer takes the form:

of all possible relations. As a result, an RE model
is a function g : X → Y.
Given a training set (x1 , y1 ), ..., (xn , yn ) ∈ X ×
Y, we can directly learn an RE model by minimizing a supervised loss function Ls : X × Y → R.
In absence of sufficient supervised training data,
we resort to a two-stage approach. In the first
stage, we pre-train RE models on a dataset annotated with named entity mentions and their corresponding entities by minimizing an unsupervised
loss Lu : X → R. In the second stage, we finetune the pre-trained models on the labeled dataset
by applying the supervised loss Ls . In our experiments, Ls is the cross-entropy loss, as a result
of applying multi-class logistic regression (LR) in
the supervised setting.
The deep RE models proposed recently
are variants of Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Graves and Schmidhuber,
2005) and Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). As representative examples we consider three recent RE
models: i) bidirectional LSTM that takes words
around entity mentions as input (Zhang et al.,
2015), coined BiLSTM; ii) LSTM taking shortest
paths in dependency trees as input, coined DepTreeLSTM; iii) CNN taking words sequences and
position embeddings as input (dos Santos et al.,
2015), coined PCNN.

ut , ct = LSTM(xt , ut−1 , ct−1 )

(1)

where xt is the input to LSTM at time step t, and
ut and ct are the hidden states and memory states
of LSTM at time step t, respectively.
BiLSTM reads an input word sequence in both
directions with two separate LSTM layers. As illustrated in Figure 2c, one LSTM reads the word
sequence between two entity mentions in forwards
direction, while the other with shared parameters
reads the same sequence in the reverse direction.
As a result, they generate two hidden representa→
−
←
−
tions h and h , which are further concatenated to
form the input vector h of the classifier.

All three RE models consist of four components. As illustrated in Figure 1, as input they take
either word sequences between two entity mentions or the shortest dependency path between two
entity mentions. A look up table maps each input
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(a) DepTreeLSTM

(b) PCNN

(c) BiLSTM

Figure 2: Deep relation extraction models.
DepTreeLSTM takes as input the shortest path
between two entity mention in a syntactic dependency tree. The shortest path consists of two subpaths, which starts from an entity mention and
ends at their lowest common ancestor. Since both
subpaths are word sequences, as shown in Figure
2a, the feature learning component is composed
of two LSTM layers with shared parameters to
read the two subpaths respectively. The resulted
two representations are concatenated as the input
of the classifier. This model can be viewed either as the model proposed in (Ebrahimi and Dou,
2015) by replacing the recursive neural networks
with LSTM, or as simplifying the model proposed
in (Xu et al., 2015) by removing the max-pooling
layer. The max-pooling layer leads to degraded
performance in our preliminary experiments.

specified maximal length are padded with the embedding of the padding token. Then a convolutional layer and a max pooling layer are applied in
sequel to generate the input h for the classifier.
For all three models, we augment them with
the handcrafted features used in the top conventional RE systems that do not rely on deep learning techniques. They lead to improved results according to our preliminary experiments. In particular, we include lexical, collocation, and dependency features proposed in (Chan and Roth,
2010). The other features used in (Chan and Roth,
2010) are dropped because the relevant information is not available in our target datasets. In addition, we implemented the POS features and the
base phrase chunk features introduced in (Chan
and Roth, 2011).

PCNN implements the model in (dos Santos et
al., 2015), which takes as input the word sequence
between two entity mentions. It starts with mapping each input word to its word embedding. Each
word embedding is further concatenated with its
position embedding, which encodes relative distance of the word w.r.t. each entity mention. To
cope with input word sequences of varying length,
the embedding sequences smaller than the pre-

4

Unsupervised Pre-training

Inspired by the semi-supervised sequence-tosequence model (Dai and Le, 2015), our unsupervised pre-training methods tackle the learning of
deep RE models in two steps. First, we learn entity
embeddings by using a stepwise training strategy.
Second, we train the feature learning components
h(x) of deep RE models by using sequence recon57

We draw inspiration from the semi-supervised
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model (Dai and
Le, 2015) for pre-training deep RE models. Its
underlying seq2seq (Sutskever et al., 2014) model
consists of an LSTM encoder and an LSTM decoder. The encoder reads a sequence of words
and map them into a hidden representation. Then
the decoder takes the representation as input and
predicts the most likely sequence of words. The
training objective is to minimize the discrepancy
between the predicted sequence and the input sequence.
All of the three deep RE models presented in
Sec 3 take as input word sequences, and generate a
hidden representation h for the classifier. Our key
idea of generalizing the semi-supervised seq2seq
model is to reuse the feature learning component
h(x) as the encoder and reconstruct the input sequence in each direction by using an LSTM decoder. The change of encoder is particularly interesting for PCNN , which adopts a different type of
model than the decoder.
Given an entity mention pair, the input of both
PCNN and BiLSTM is the word sequence between both mentions and the mentions themselves.
PCNN applies CNN to read the input sequence in
both forwards and backwards directions, and re→
−
←
−
sults in two hidden representations h and h respectively. Its LSTM decoder reads each representation and reconstructs the input sequence in
the corresponding direction, respectively. In the
same manner, BiLSTM applies the two LSTM
layers to read and reconstruct input sequences in
both directions. Although DepTreeLSTM takes
input from dependency trees, it follows the same
way as the other two models by reconstructing two
word sequences in their respective reading direction. Herein, each sequence is read from the entity
mention to their lowest common ancestor.
The LSTM decoder consists of an LSTM in the
form of Equation (1) and a softmax classifier. At
time step t, the LSTM layer reads the previous hidden state ut−1 and the predicted word xt−1 at time
step t − 1, followed by generating the current hidden state ut . The current hidden state ut is fed
into the softmax classifier to predict the word xt ,
where the softmax classifier is defined as:
exp(eTj ut )
P (x = j|ut ) = P|V|
T
k=1 exp(ek ut )

struction loss.
4.1 Learning Entity Embeddings
Entities often provide vital information for relation extraction (Chan and Roth, 2010). Qu et al.
(2015) show that the extraction of entity mentions
benefits significantly from distributional similarity, thus we learn entity embeddings by using the
Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013). An entity
mention such as Austin Rover Group often spans
more than one word, while the Skip-gram model
works on sequences of tokens. Therefore we retokenize text by mapping each entity mention into a
single token, and replace them with the IDs of the
referred entities.
The domain specific RE corpora are often small.
The retokenization of documents further leads to a
substantial number of infrequent entity tokens. We
can only obtain embeddings of poor quality for
these tokens if we train them from scratch (Collobert et al., 2011). To circumvent the problems,
we employ a stepwise strategy. First, we initialize all word embeddings with the pre-trained ones
on a large corpus (Qu et al., 2015). Second, we
initialize each entity embedding by averaging the
embeddings of all the words ever occurred in its
mentions, following (Socher et al., 2013). Third,
we update only entity embeddings by using the
Skip-Gram model. This allows us to update them
with an aggressive learning rate since we expect a
large change of these embeddings. And we keep
the pre-trained word embeddings intact to preserve
the knowledge of distributional similarity learned
from a large general corpus, as suggested in (Qu
et al., 2015). After training with the Skip-gram
model, we also do not update these entity embeddings while training with the deep RE models because updating these embeddings was not shown
to be useful in our preliminary experiments.
4.2 Sequence Reconstruction Loss
Given pre-trained word and entity embeddings,
the randomly initialized deep RE models still suffer from poor performance if the target training
datasets are too small compared to their vast number of model parameters. Inspired by Autoencoders (Vincent et al., 2010), our key idea is to
obtain high quality representations by reconstructing the corresponding inputs. During the process
of reconstruction, if two expressions share similar
context, we expect that they end up with having
similar representations.

where V denotes the vocabulary. When t = 1, the
LSTM initializes the initial state as u and c0 = 0.
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To investigate the influence of size of pretraining corpora, we create three corpora for pretraining:
(i) StanfordWiki: to verify if the relation
mentions from the FIGER corpus, whose entity
mention pairs also occur in target corpora, are
most relevant during pre-training, we collect all
sentences, in which there are at least one entity pair occurring also in a sentence from the
StanfordRE corpus. Then we merge them with
the StanfordRE to build a corpus, which contains 133,793 relation mentions in total.
(ii) WikiRandom: we randomly sample five
non-overlapped subsets from the FIGER corpus,
each of them contains similar number of relation
mentions as StanfordWiki.
(iii) WikiWhole: we collect all sentences in
the whole FIGER corpus, which contain at least
two entity mentions. As a result, we get 1,004,831
sentences and 3,886,998 relation mentions.
In this paper, we mainly present the pre-training
results of all models on WikiRandom, because
i) they are similar to those on StanfordWiki
and WikiWhole; ii) random sentence samples
are easy to acquire. For the experiments on
WikiRandom, we perform one run on each of
the five random samples, report averaged microF1 scores over all five runs as well as their standard deviations.

For the sake of computational efficiency, we
minimize the reconstruction loss by approximating the cross-entropy loss of the softmax function by using the negative sampling technique
in (Mikolov et al., 2013). As a result, at the t-th
time step during decoding, we minimize
− log σ(eTxt ut ) −

k
X

Exj ∼Pn (x) log σ(−eTxj ut )

j=1

where xt is the corresponding word observed in
the input sequence, σ denotes the sigmoid function, and Pn (x) is the noise distribution for drawing k negative samples. In our experiments, we
employ uniform distribution as the noise distribution. Then the loss function Lu is the sum of the
above loss over all words in input sequences.

5

Experimental Setup

5.1 Datasets and Evaluation Protocol
We use the Stanford Relation Extraction corpus
(StanfordRE) (Angeli et al., 2014) as the target corpus for evaluation. Each entity mention is
associated with a canonical name. We map each
canonical name to an entity ID in two ways. If the
canonical name can be found in Freebase, we replace the mention with its Freebase machine ID.
Otherwise we replace the mention with the ID
based on its canonical name. In addition, we filter
out the relation mentions with a annotator agreement lower than 80% as well as the ones labeled
as no relation, because they are the source of label
noise based on our manual inspection. This is beyond the scope of this work. As a result, we obtain
9150 relation mentions and 40 relations in total.
Among all relation mentions in the
StanfordRE corpus, we hold out 20% relation mentions for testing, 10% for development,
and the remaining for training. In order to test
the impact of the volume of training data for
fine-tuning, we split the training portion of the
corpus into 10 partitions based on a log scale,
and created 10 successively larger training sets
S1 , S2 , ..., S10 by merging these partitions from
smallest to largest. As a result, Si+1 is twice the
size of the Si and S10 is the full training set.
For pre-training, we use the FIGER corpus,
which is a sample of Wikipedia annotated with
millions of entity mentions (Desmet and Hoste,
2014). Because each entity mention is also linked
to a canonical name, we convert each mention to
an entity ID in the same way as for StanfordRE.

5.2

Baselines

We compared pre-trained deep RE models with
their randomly initialized counterparts, which differ in their input features.
Handcrafted: an LR classifier with the same
handcrafted features as the deep RE models.
Avg embed: deep RE models with handcrafted
features, pre-trained word embeddings, and entity embeddings generated by averaging the embeddings of the words occurred in mentions. The
model parameters of the feature learning component and the LR classifier are randomly initialized.
Random stepwise: deep RE models with handcrafted features, pre-trained word embeddings,
and entity embeddings trained by our stepwise
training strategy. Their model parameters are randomly initialized in the same way as avg embed.
We compare both LSTM based RE models in
two different settings of pre-training: i) the LSTM
in the decoder does not share parameters with the
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Both LSTM based models show that it is better
off not sharing the parameters of LSTM between
encoders and decoders. Otherwise they achieve
only similar performance as the best baselines. We
also observe that the gap between both pre-trained
LSTM variants and their competitors narrows as
the size of the in-domain training data grows more
than 1000 sentences. For them, pre-training is
only useful when training data is small.

LSTM in the feature learning component; ii) both
LSTM layers share parameters.
Given small training datasets, the performance
of neural network models often depend on randomly initialized parameters, thus we perform five
runs with different random initialization and report
the averaged micro-F1 score.
5.3 Implementation Details

In contrast, the pre-trained PCNN follows a different trend by achieving the highest improvement
over the random initialized one when there are
more than 3200 target relation mentions for training. Without pre-training, PCNN performs even
worse than the baseline with handcrafted features
unless the full training set is used. We conjecture,
the opposite trend is caused by the high variance
introduced by max-pooling and the learning of position embeddings. This model is indeed more difficult to train than the other two models, because it
obtains the highest variance among all three models when parameters are randomly initialized. Despite this, the pre-training provides significantly
better initialization of model parameters and leads
to small variance across all pre-training samples.

In our experiments, we reuse the 200-dimensional
pre-trained word embeddings based on the Skipgram model from our prior work (Qu et al., 2015).
The corresponding negative samples is 10 and the
size of local context window is 5. During stepwise training, all entity embeddings are fine-tuned
with a learning rate 0.001 for 50 epochs within
a local context window of size 5, the number of
negative samples is set to 10. For both LSTM
variants, we implemented LSTM in the same way
as in (Vinyals et al., 2014), the dimension of hidden units is fixed to 200. For PCNN , the dimension of each position embedding is 70, as in (dos
Santos et al., 2015), the size of the context window is 3, and the output of the convolutional layer
consists of 200 hidden units. During pre-training,
the number of negative samples is set to 10. In
both pre-training and fine-tuning, we adopt AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) and L2 regularizer for
optimization. We tune all hyperparameters on the
development set. As a result, the initial learning
rates  of AdaGrad is 0.1 for both LSTM variants
and 0.05 for PCNN during pre-training, and it is
fixed to 0.05 during supervised training. For all
models, the hyperparameter of L2 regularization
is fixed to 10E −6 .

6

The stepwise training strategy is helpful for improving entity embeddings regardless the type of
models, as shown in Figure 3. However, it is also
not the main power booster during pre-training as
the largest improvement is achieved always by unsupervised training losses. In case of BiLSTM ,
the improvement over the averaged word embeddings becomes clear when more than 800 training
instances are used.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the
effect of pre-training, we compare the representations generated by the pre-trained models with the
ones without pre-training. We compare them also
at the begin and the end of fine-tuning respectively.
In particular, we apply T-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) to visualize the expression representations generated by the feature learning component
h(x) of PCNN . As the Figure 4 illustrates, compare to the randomly initialized PCNN , at the begin of fine-tuning, we are more likely to find the
representations closed to each other with the one
pre-trained with the sequence reconstruction loss,
if the corresponding expressions express the same
relation. It is an evidence of our high-level intuition: our unsupervised pre-training losses are able
to build similar representations for similar relation

Results and Discussions

As illustrated in Figure 3, all deep RE models
pre-trained with the best method outperform the
baselines with a wide margin unless the full train
set is used. And the performance of these pretrained models has small variance across all five
random training samples. Among all these models, pre-trained DepTreeLSTM is the best performing model on StanfordRE on average. The
pre-trained BiLSTM achieves the largest improvement w.r.t. its randomly initialized counterpart
with the entity embeddings computed by averaging word embeddings. It needs merely 800 sentences to achieve similar performance as the randomly initialized one trained on 3200 sentences.
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(a) BiLSTM

(b) DepTreeLSTM

(c) PCNN

Figure 3: Comparison between baselines, stepwise training of entity embeddings, and the pre-trained
models. The error bars indicate standard deviation computed on all five experiments.

(a) randomly initialised, before fine-tuning

(b) randomly initialised, after fine-tuning

(c) sequence reconstruction, before fine-tuning

(d) sequence reconstruction, after fine-tuning

Figure 4: Visualization of the relation expressions of the top 5 most frequent relations sampled from the
development set. The representations of these expressions are generated by using h(x) of PCNN and
further visualized by T-SNE. The top two figures are generated by randomly initialized PCNN , while the
bottom ones are generated by PCNN pre-trained with SeqReconstruct. Different relations are marked
with different colors.
expressions. After fine-tuning, the expressions of
the same relation form more compact clusters by
the pre-trained model than by the randomly initialized one. This explains the performance improvement achieved by the pre-trained PCNN .
The size and sampling strategies of unlabeled
data have little influence on pre-training. Figure

5 shows that all models achieve similar results on
random samples as on WikiRandom. Using the
whole FIGER corpus leads to a marginal improvement up to 3% F1 score. This suggests that a few
thousand randomly selected sentences are sufficient for achieving the pre-training effect with this
sequence reconstruction loss.
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(a) BiLSTM

(b) DepTreeLSTM

(c) PCNN

Figure 5: Impact of the size of training data.

7

Conclusion

Yee Seng Chan and Dan Roth. 2010. Exploiting
background knowledge for relation extraction. In
23rd International Conference on Computational
Linguistics, Proceedings of the Conference, 23-27
August 2010, Beijing, China, pages 152–160.

In the absence of large amount of manually labeled
training data, we propose the sequence reconstruction loss as a generalization of semi-supervised
seq2seq model for pre-training deep RE models. The pre-trained models achieve competitive performance as their counterparts without pretraining while employing merely half or even a
quarter of the training data.

Yee Seng Chan and Dan Roth. 2011. Exploiting
syntactico-semantic structures for relation extraction. In Proceedings of the 49th Annual Meeting
of the Association for Computational Linguistics,
pages 551–560. Association for Computational Linguistics.
Jinxiu Chen, Donghong Ji, Chew Lim Tan, and
Zhengyu Niu. 2006a. Relation extraction using
label propagation based semi-supervised learning.
In Proceedings of the 21st International Conference
on Computational Linguistics and the 44th annual
meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics, pages 129–136. Association for Computational Linguistics.
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Abstract
Kernel methods have been widely studied in several natural language processing tasks such as relation extraction and
sentence classification. In this work, we
present a new graph kernel that is derived from a distance measure described
in prior work as Approximate Subgraph
Matching (ASM). The classical ASM distance, shown to be effective for event extraction, is not a valid kernel and was primarily designed to work with rule based
systems. We modify this distance suitably
to render it a valid kernel (ASM kernel)
and enable its use in powerful learning algorithms such as Support Vector Machine
(SVM).
We compare the ASM kernel with SVMs
to the classical ASM with a rule based approach, for two relation extraction tasks
and show an improved performance with
the kernel based approach. Compared to
other kernels such as the Subset tree kernel and the Partial tree kernel, ASM kernel outperforms in relation extraction tasks
and is of comparable performance in a
general sentence classification task. We
describe the advantages of the ASM kernel such as its flexibility and ease of modification, which offers further directions for
improvement.

1

Introduction

Many natural language processing tasks such
as relation extraction or question classification are cast as supervised classification problems (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005), with the object to classify being an entity pair or a sentence.
Traditional approaches have typically focussed on
transforming the input into a feature vector which

is then classified using learning algorithms such
as decision trees or SVM. A primary limitation of
this approach has been the manual effort required
to construct a rich set of features that can yield
a high performance classification. This effort is
evident for the construction of features from the
syntactic parse of the text, which is often represented as an ordered structure such as a tree or a
graph. Linearizing a highly expressive structure
such as a graph, by transforming it into a flat array
of features is inherently harder. This problem of
constructing explicit feature sets for complex objects is generally overcome by kernel methods for
classification. Kernel methods allow for an implicit exploration of a vast high dimensional feature space and shift the focus from feature engineering to similarity score design. Importantly,
such a kernel must be shown to be symmetric and
positive semi-definite (Burges, 1998), to be valid
for use with kernelized learning algorithms such
as SVM. Deep learning based approches (Zeng et
al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015) are other alternatives to
eliminate the manual feature engineering efforts.
However, in this work we are primarily focussed
on kernel methods.
In NLP, kernel methods have been effectively
used for relation extraction and sentence classification. Subset tree kernels (SSTK) and partial tree
kernels (PTK) were developed to work with constituency parse trees and basic dependency parse
trees. However, these kernels are not suitable for
arbitrary graph structures such as the enhanced
dependency parses (Manning et al., 2014). Secondly, tree kernels can only handle node labels
and not edge labels. As a work around, these kernels require that the original dependency graphs
be heuristically altered to translate edge labels into
special nodes to create different syntactic representations such as the grammatical relation centered tree (Croce et al., 2011). These limitations
were overcome with the Approximate Subgraph

Nagesh C Panyam, Karin Verspoor, Trevor Cohn and Rao Kotagiri. 2016. ASM Kernel: Graph Kernel using Approximate
Subgraph Matching for Relation Extraction. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop,
pages 65−73.

annotations, which are related entity pairs (metoclopramide, dyskinesia). We assume that the relation (causation) is implied by the training sentence
and then to try to infer a similar relation or its absence in the test sentence.

Matching (ASM) (Liu et al., 2013), that was designed to be a flexible distance measure to handle
arbitrary graphs with edge labels and edge directions. However, the classic ASM is not a valid
kernel and therefore cannot be used with powerful learning algorithms like SVM. It was therefore
used in a rule-based setting, where it was shown to
be effective for event extraction (Kim et al., 2011).

Preprocessing The first step in the ASM event
extraction system is to transform each sentence
to a graph, whose nodes represent tokens in the
sentence. Node labels are derived from the corresponding tokens properties, such as the word
lemma or part of speech (POS) tag or a combination of both. The node labels for entities are
usually designated as Entity1 and Entity2. This
process is referred to as entity blinding and is
known to improve generalization (Thomas et al.,
2011). Labelled edges are given by a dependency
parser (Manning et al., 2014). A graph from a test
sentence is referred to as a main graph. Given a
training sentence and its corresponding graph, we
extract the subgraph within it, that consists of only
those nodes that represent the entities or belong to
the shortest path1 between the two entities. This is
referred to as a rule subgraph (see Figure 1a).

1.1 Contributions
In this work, our primary contribution is a new
graph kernel (ASM kernel), derived from the classical approximate subgraph matching distance,
that:
• is flexible, working directly with graphs with
cycles and edge labels.
• is a valid kernel for use with powerful learning algorithms like SVM.
• outperforms classical ASM distance with rule
based method for relation extraction.
• outperforms tree kernels for relation extraction and is of comparable performance for a
sentence classification task.

2

Approximate Subgraph Isomorphism The
main idea in ASM is that a test sentence is
considered to be of same type or express the
same relation as that of a training sentence, if
we can find a subgraph isomorphism of rule
graph (training sentence) in the main graph
(test sentence). Exact subgraph isomorphism
(boolean) is considered too strict and is expected
to hurt generalization. Instead, ASM tries to
compute a measure (a real number) of subgraph
isomorphism. This measure is referred to as the
Approximate Subgraph Matching distance. If the
ASM distance between a rule graph and main
graph is within a predefined threshold, then the
test sentence is considered positive, or of the same
relation type as the rule graph.

Methods

In this section, we first describe the classical ASM
distance measure that was originally proposed in
(Liu et al., 2013). We then discuss the modifications we introduce to transform this distance measure into a symmetric, L2 norm in a valid feature
space. This step allows us to enumerate the underlying feature space and to elucidate the mapping
from a graph to a vector in a high dimensional feature space. We then define the ASM kernel as a
dot product in this high dimensional space of well
defined features. Besides establishing the validity
of the kernel, the feature map clarifies the semantics of the kernel and helps design of interpretable
models.
2.1 Classic ASM distance

ASM distance We first compute an injective
mapping M from rule graph to main graph. An
injective matching scheme essentially maps each
node of the subgraph to a node in the main graph,
with identical labels. If no matching scheme can
be found, then the ASM distance is set to a very
large quantity (∞) . Following the node matching,
we do not demand a matching of edges between

We describe the classic ASM distance in the context of a binary relation extraction task. Consider
two sample sentences drawn from the training set
and test set of such a task corpus, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Entity annotations are given for the
whole corpus, which are character spans referring
to two entities in a sentence. In the illustrated example, the entities are chemicals (metoclopramide
and pentobarbital) and diseases (dyskinesia and
amnesia). The training data also contains relation

1

Throughout this paper, shortest path refers to the path
with least number of edges in the undirected version of the
graph.
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(b) Main graph from a test sentence.

Figure 1: Sample dependency graphs from two sentences expressing a relation of type “causation” between two entities.
the two graphs, like in a typical exact isomorphism
search. Instead, we compute the difference between these edges to get an approximate subgraph
matching (ASM) distance. The ASM distance is
a weighted summation of 3 components, namely
structural distance, label distance and directionality distance. These are described below, with
the aid of notations described in Table 1. Note
that edge directions are interpreted as special directional labels of type “forward” or “backward”.
The structural distance (SD), label distance
(LD) and the directionality distance (DD) for a
r is defined as:
path Px,y

Symbol
Gm =< V m , E m >
Gr =< V r , E r >
M = {(x, x0 ), . . .} ,
∀x ∈ V r s.t ,
label(x) = label(x0 )
and x0 ∈ V m .
g
Px,y

Len(P )

r
r
SD(Px,y
, Pxm0 ,y0 ) = |Len(Px,y
) − Len(Pxm0 ,y0 )|
r
LD(Px,y
, Pxm0 ,y0 ) =

r
#EL(Px,y
)4EL(Pxm0 ,y0 )

EL(P )

r
DD(Px,y
, Pxm0 ,y0 ) =

r
#DL(Px,y
)4DL(Pxm0 ,y0 )
(1)

DL(P )

Essentially, these distances reflect the differences in the structure of the two graphs, focussed
at one vertex pair at a time. Notice that the above
distances are defined for a given shortest path between two vertices. However, there could be multiple shortest paths of equal length between two
vertices in a graph. The distances for a given vertex pair is taken to be the minimum distance over
all possible choices for a shortest path.
If SP (x, y) and SP (x0 , y 0 ) denote the set of
shortest paths for x, y in the rule graph and x0 , y 0 in
the main graph respectively, the distance measures
for the vertex pair x, y are defined as:

S1 4S2

|r1 − r2 |
#S

Meaning
Main graph
Rule graph
M is the injective
mapping scheme, i.e
M (x) = x0
Shortest path in graph
g between the vertices
x, y.
The length of the path
P.
The multiset of edge
labels on the path P .
The multiset of
directional labels on
the path P .
The set symmetric
difference of sets S1
and S2 .
The absolute
difference of real
numbers r1 and r2
The cardinality of set
S.

Table 1: Notations used in this paper
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Symbol
SD(x, y) =
LD(x, y) =
DD(x, y) =

min

∀P ∈SP (x,y),P 0 ∈SP (x0 ,y 0 )

SD(P, P 0 )

g
Px,y

0

min

LD(P, P )

min

DD(P, P 0 )

∀P ∈SP (x,y),P 0 ∈SP (x0 ,y 0 )
∀P ∈SP (x,y),P 0 ∈SP (x0 ,y 0 )

EL(P )
(2)

The (unnormalized) distance measure between
two graphs Gr and Gm is obtained from the distances between all possible vertex pairs:
X
SD(Gr , Gm ) =
SD(x, y)

DL(P )

||V1 − V2 ||2

∀x,y∈V r

LD(Gr , Gm ) =

X
∀x,y∈V

DD(Gr , Gm ) =

LD(x, y)
r

X
∀x,y∈V

(3)

L = {a, an, the, . . .}

DD(x, y)

Meaning
The representative
shortest path in graph
g between the vertices
x, y.
The bag of words
representation of edge
labels on the path P .
The bag of words
representation of
directional labels on
the path P .
The ||L2 || norm of the
vector difference
V1 − V2
The vocabulary of all
node labels (lemmas)

Table 2: Additional notations for the modified
ASM

r

The final classical ASM distance in its unnormalized form is a weighted summation of the
above 3 components:
ASM(Gr , Gm ) =w1 × SD(Gr , Gm )
+w2 × LD(Gr , Gm )
r

(4)

m

+w3 × DD(G , G )

now define the modified ASM distance over label pairs, instead of vertex pairs. Next, in the
modified ASM distance, we consider only a single
shortest path between a label pair x, y. For example, in Figure 1a the shortest path P“caused”,“by” =
(“caused”, “Entity2”, “by”). When more than one
such shortest path is available (due to cycles), we
simply choose the first of such paths as the representative shortest path. Finally, we transform
the set of edge labels in each path into a vector
representation (i.e, a bag of words representation).
For example, EL(P“caused”,“by” ) = (“nmod:by” :
1, “case” : 1). We use the euclidean distance
between these vectors, instead of the cardinality
of set symmetric difference used in the classical
ASM label distance. Directionality distance is
modified similarly.

The classic ASM distance includes a normalization process that we have not described, as it is not
central to our discussion. Notice that this distance
does not meet the conditions of a positive semidefinite kernel. Trivially, it is an asymmetric distance and undefined when an injective matching
is unavailable. In the next section, we describe a
modified form of ASM that is shown to be a ||L2 ||
norm in a valid feature space.
2.2 Modified ASM distance
Classical ASM distance measure evaluates distances between two pairs of vertices x, y ∈ Gr and
x0 , y 0 ∈ Gm where x0 = M (x) and y 0 = M (y)
and M is the injective matching scheme. Recall that the simplest injective matching scheme
maps vertices with identical labels. We assume
that node labels in a graph are all distinct. Further, for all missing labels in a graph G, we (virtually) insert a single disconnected dummy node
with that label. These steps ensure that all labels in the label vocabulary are represented in the
graph G and map to unique vertices. We can

The modified distances, namely structural distance (SD), label distance (LD) and directionality
distance (DD) are defined below, following a few
additional notations in Table 2:
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directionality distance corresponds to two sets of
features indexed by {L × L}. The first feature set
counts the number of “forward” edges and the second set counts the number of “backward” edges in
the shortest path corresponding to the feature index. Finally, the label distance can be seen as an
extension of directionality distance, obtained by
extending the set of edge labels from a limited set
of two symbols {“forward”, “backward”} to the finite set of all possible dependency edge labels.
Consider the example illustrated in Figure 1a.
The ASM kernel transforms the rule graph in
the above example, to an explicit set of features
as described below. The set of node labels for
this example is L0 = {“Entity1”, “caused”,
“by”, “Entity2”}. The set of edge labels for
this example is EL0 = {“acl”, “nmod:by”,
“case”}. The features corresponding to this
example can be indexed by the set L0 × {EL0 ∪
{“distance”, “forward”, “backward”}}.
Tuples such as (“Entity1”, “caused”, “distance”)
and
(“Entity1”, “by”, “distance”)
represent
structural distance features.
The values
for these are 1 and 3 respectively.
Tuples
such as (“Entity1”, “caused”, “forward”) and
(“Entity1”, “by”, “forward”) denote the forward
directionality features. The values for these
are 1 and 2 respectively. Similarly, features
for label distance are generated by considering the elements of EL0 . For example, the
edge label “acl” is associated with the tuples such as (“Entity1”, “caused”, “acl”) and
(“Entity1”, “by”, “acl”). The values for these
features are 1 and 1 respectively. This is because,
there is exactly one instance of the edge label
“acl” in the shortest path from “Entity1” to
“caused” and from “Entity1” to “by”.
To summarize, we note that the modified ASM
distance is a sum of squared differences of feature
counts (real numbers) and the corresponding feature space is a finite and enumerable set as shown
above. By replacing the sum of squares with sum
of products of the feature counts, we obtain the
dot product in the same valid feature space, which
forms the ASM kernel.

SD(Gr , Gm ) =
X
r
(Len(Px,y
) − Len(Pxm0 ,y0 ))2
∀l1 ,l2 ∈L×L
r
m

LD(G , G ) =
X
r
kEL(Px,y
) − EL(Pxm0 ,y0 )k2
(5)

∀l1 ,l2 ∈L×L
r
m

DD(G , G ) =
X
r
kDL(Px,y
) − DL(Pxm0 ,y0 )k2
∀l1 ,l2 ∈L×L

where

label(x) = label(x0 ) = l1

and

label(y) = label(y 0 ) = l2

The final modified ASM distance in its unnormalized form is a weighted summation of the
above 3 components:
ASM(Gr , Gm ) =w1 × SD(Gr , Gm )
+w2 × LD(Gr , Gm )
r

(6)

m

+w3 × DD(G , G )
2.3 ASM Kernel: Validity and Semantics
A valid kernel function is required to be symmetric and positive semidefinite (Burges, 1998). Also,
from Mercer’s condition (Burges, 1998), we note
that such a kernel is essentially
equivalent to a
P
dot product (K(x, y) = i φ(x)i φ(y)i ) in a euclidean (or a general RKHS) “feature” space and a
valid mapping function(φ) exists, that transforms
the input object to the feature space. Kernel validity can be directly established by deriving the underlying feature map (φ), and computing the kernel directly as a dot product of the mapped vectors (hφ(x), φ(y)i). Also, this feature map directly
relates to the semantics of the kernel and helps
to interpret the resulting model. We follow this
approach, to first derive the feature space φ underlying the modified ASM distance and show it
to be equivalent to the ||L2 || norm in this feature
space.
That is, modified ASM distance(x, y) =
P
2
(φ(x)
i − φ(y)i ) . The ASM kernel can then
i
be obtained by replacing the sum of squared differences with sum
P of products. That is, the ASM
kernel(x, y) = i φ(x)i φ(y)i .
The feature space of structural distance can be
indexed by the set {L × L} where L is the vocabulary of node labels. Each feature value is just
the length of the shortest path between a label pair
corresponding to the feature index. Similarly, the

2.4

Running times

The classical ASM distance has an exponential
time complexity, typically brought about by the
search for subgraph isomorphism. Still, it was
shown to be practical, as text with very long sen69

Kernel
Classical ASM system
PTK with LCT
SSTK with CP
ASM Kernel with DP

tences and therefore large dependency graphs are
quite rare. However, the current ASM kernel evaluation is polynomial in runtime as there is no requirement for an isomorphism test.
Consider two graphs with m and n vertices and
m ≤ n without loss of generality. We first identify the vertices with common labels across the
graph, via a sort merge of label lists. This step
takes O(n · log(m)). Next, note that there are
at most m2 label pairs that are common to two
graphs. Each label pair corresponds to a path in
the graph with at most n nodes. Enumerating the
features of this graph involves a single traversal of
each such path, which translates to a complexity
bound of O(n · m2 ) or simply O(n3 ) (a looser upper bound). Finding the shortest paths across all
node pairs can be done in O(n3 ) time using standard graph algorithms (Seidel, 1995).

F1
49.0
55.5
53.7
58.1

with ASM kernel. We extend the comparison to
two well known tree kernels, namely Subset Tree
Kernel (SSTK) and the Partial Tree Kernel (PTK)
that have been shown to be effective for relation
extraction (Zelenko et al., 2002; Moschitti, 2006;
Chowdhury et al., 2011). Note that unlike constituency parse trees, dependency trees have edge
labels which cannot be handled by these tree kernels. Therefore, the edge labels are converted into
node labels of specially inserted nodes in the original dependency graph, to get a modified structure
referred to as the Location Centered Tree (LCT)
(Lan et al., 2009).
Finally, we compare the ASM kernel with tree
kernels in a sentence classification task. This is a
straightforward application of kernels in a graph
classification problem, over the unmodified dependency graphs of the corpus.

We used the Java based Kelp framework (Filice et
al., 2015) for implementing and testing the ASM
kernel with SVM. For this paper, the weights associated with the ASM method (w1 , w2 , w3 ) are
all set to 1. The feature set for each graph can be
computed in parallel and cached. In practice, we
found that SVM train-test cycle with ASM kernel
took about a day for some of the largest datasets
described in this paper. For classic ASM distance,
we used the implementation2 made freely available by the authors.

3.1

Chemical induced Disease (CID) task

The goal of the CID shared task (Wei et al.,
2015) is to infer the “induces” relation between
Chemicals and Disease from biomedical publications. The shared task has provided a corpus of
1500 PubMed abstracts, divided equally into training, development and test datasets. The corpus
includes non-sentence relations, i.e. ChemicalDisease pairs whose relationship cannot be inferred by a single sentence and requires analyzing
the whole abstract. We omit such relations and focus on extracting sentence level relations only. We
compare ASM kernel against Subset tree kernels
(SSTK) and Partial tree kernels (PTK) and report
the results in Table 3.

Evaluation

We described the classic ASM distance in the context of a binary relation extraction task in Section 2.1. In this section, we report the performance of this approach over two relation extraction tasks, namely the Chemical-induced-Disease
(CID) task (Wei et al., 2015) and the SeedevBinary relation extraction task (Chaix et al., 2016).
Note that it is a rule based with a single parameter being the distance threshold. We determine the
optimal threshold value with a grid search over the
validation set. We compare this rule based system
with a supervised classification approach for relation extraction. The dependency graph of a sentence is made entity aware, by setting the labels
of the two nodes corresponding to entities as “Entity1” and “Entity2”. Relation extraction is cast as
the task of graph labelling using a multiclass SVM
2

R
81.1
77.3
72.8
77.7

Table 3: Results on CID test data for sentence
level relations. Key: LCT= Location Centered
Tree, CP = Constituency Parse, DP = Dependency
Parse

2.5 Implementation details

3

P
35.1
43.3
42.6
46.4

3.2

Seedev Binary

The Seedev Binary task (Chaix et al., 2016) addresses the extraction of genetic and molecular
mechanisms that regulate plant seed development
from biomedical literature. The task organizers

http://asmalgorithm.sourceforge.net
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Kernel
Classical ASM
PTK with DP
SSTK with DP
SSTK with CP
ASM Kernel

P
8.8
11.6
14.4
14.8
25.0

R
41.7
38.0
24.6
32.6
27.9

F1
14.5
17.8
18.2
20.3
26.4

Kernel
Bag of Words
Partial Tree Kernel with LCT
Subset Tree Kernel with GRCT
ASM Kernel

Table 4: Aggregate results over the development
dataset of the Seedev Binary task. Key:CP = Constituency Parse, DP = Dependency Parse

Table 5:
dataset.

Results on Question Classification

ical and syntactic information only and therefore choose SSTK and PTKs for comparison with
ASM and exclude Semantic Partial Tree Kernel
(SPTK) that incorporates semantic word similarity
(via clustering or word2vec (Goldberg and Levy,
2014) ). In Table 5, we report the accuracy of these
kernels for the question classification task.

provided paragraphs from manually selected full
text publications on seed development of Arabidopsis thaliana annotated with mentions of biological entities like proteins and genes, and binary relations like Exists In Genotype and Occurs In Genotype. The Seedev task involves extraction of 22 different binary relations over 16 entity types. The corpus provided consists of a total
of 7, 082 entities and 3, 575 binary relations, divided into training, development and test datasets.
Entity mentions within a sentence and the events
between them are provided in the gold standard
annotations. We created 22 separate classifiers for
detecting each of these relation types. A special
feature of this task is that each relation type is associated with a type signature, that specifies which
entity types are allowed for the given relation, as
its two arguments. We use this type signature, to
filter the corpus to create 22 separate training and
test sets, for each of the 22 classifiers. In Table 4
aggregate results over the 22 event types are reported for the development set (the annotations for
the test set are not available).

4

Discussion

Evaluation over the two relation extraction tasks
reveals that the ASM kernel outperforms both the
tree kernels and the classical ASM rule based system. For a more general sentence classification
task, we note that the ASM kernel performs competitively to tree kernels but not better. A study of
the final scores attained also reveals that the relation extraction tasks are more difficult than general sentence classification tasks. We infer that
the flexibility of the ASM kernel such as ability
to handle edge labels and directions, is more advantageous in a relation extraction task than a general sentence classification task. This may be due
to the fact that relation extraction is primarily focussed on the interaction between two entities in a
sentence, which is best described by the edge labels on the shortest dependency path. In contrast,
sentence classification is more general and considers the overall properties of a sentence.

3.3 Question Classification
This task deals with classifying general questions
expressed in natural language, into one of 6 categories such as HUMAN and LOCATION, a first
step in a question answering system. For example, “What is the width of a football field?” is to
be classified as a NUMBER. The corpus for this
task is the UIUC dataset (Li and Roth, 2002) that
consists of 5, 542 questions for training and 500
questions for test3 .
Tree kernels were shown to offer state of the
art classification accuracy for this dataset. More
details about tree kernels for question classification can be found in (Annesi et al., 2014). In
this work, we are concerned with exploiting lex3

Accuracy
(% age)
86.2
90.6
91.4
89.6

Feature selection A closer study of the relation
extraction tasks revealed that a simple linear classifier with bag of words and few syntactic features
(the lemmas and POS tags of the neighbors of entity nodes in the dependency graph) outperforms
any of the kernel methods discussed in this paper.
These results are presented in Table 6. This observation suggests that kernel methods are likely to
benefit by a simplification or pruning of their feature sets. The clearly defined feature space underlying the ASM kernel makes it amenable to intelligent feature selection techniques such as principal

http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/QA/QC/
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component analysis (PCA) that we plan to explore
in future.

APG kernel is the strength of connection between
a vertex pair, which is computed as the product of
edge weights along the path. Note that edge labels and not edge weights are the natural properties of a dependency graph. APG proposes modifications to the dependency graph to accommodate edge labels and heuristically driven assignment of edge weights to the dependency graph.
An other recent approach in kernel design (Saleh
et al., 2014), has been the efforts to include word
similarity such as distributional word similarity
given by word2vec (Goldberg and Levy, 2014).
Incorporating semantic word similarity in ASM is
likely to further improve its performance.

Semantic matching ASM relies on comparing
properties of paths or graph walks, that are indexed by label pairs. In the simplest case, node labels are taken to be word lemmas instead of word
tokens, to improve generalization across minute
variations in word usage (such as “cured” and
“curing”). We hypothesize that the generalizability of ASM can be further improved by choosing
node labels on word classes. Node labels may be
set to cluster ids, post word clustering. A semantic matching of lemmas (such as “cured” and “improved”), based on word semantics using distributional word similarities may allow for improved
generalization (Saleh et al., 2014).
Task
Seedev
Seedev
CID
CID

Kernel
ASM Kernel
Linear (hand
crafted
features)
ASM Kernel
Linear(hand
crafted
features)

P
25.0

R
27.9

F1
26.4

30.0

34.9

32.3

46.4

77.7

58.1

54.8

81.5

65.6

6

In this work, we defined a graph kernel from a previously studied Approximate Subgraph Matching
(ASM) distance measure. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this new kernel by experimenting
over standard datasets for question classification
and relation extraction. Results indicate that the
ASM kernel is of comparable performance to the
tree kernels for sentence classification, but outperforms tree kernels in relation extraction tasks. We
show the validity of the ASM kernel by deriving
its feature space and illuminating the semantics of
the kernel. Following on these steps, we identify
several improvements to the ASM kernel that are
likely to further boost its performance.

Table 6: Comparison of ASM kernel with a linear
classifier with hand crafted features.

5

Summary and Conclusion
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Abstract
Modern question answering and summarizing systems have motivated the need
for complex n-ary relation extraction systems where the number of related entities
(n) can be more than two. Shortest path
dependency kernels have been proven to
be effective in extracting binary relations.
In this work, we propose a method that
employs shortest path dependency based
rules to extract complex n-ary relations
without decomposing a sentence into constituent binary relations. With an aim
of extracting biographical entities and relations from manually annotated datasets
of Australian researchers and department
seminar mails, we train an information extraction system which first extracts entities using conditional random fields and
then employs the shortest path dependency
based rules along with semantic and syntactic features to extract n-ary affiliation
relations using support vector machine.
Cross validation of this method on the two
datasets provides evidence that it outperforms the state-of-the-art n-ary relation extraction system by a margin of 8% F-score.

1

Introduction

Information extraction (IE) is the process of extracting factual information from unstructured and
semi-structured data and storing it in a structured
queryable format. Two important components of
an IE system are entity extraction and relation extraction. These components are sequential and together form the backbone of a classic IE system.
Entity extraction systems have achieved a high accuracy in identifying certain entities such as mention of people, places and organizations (Finkel et

al., 2005). However, such named entity recognition (NER) systems are domain-dependent and do
not scale up well to generalize across all entities.
Relation extraction systems utilize the identified entities to extract relations among them. Past
two decades have witnessed a significant advancement in extracting binary domain-dependent relations (Kambhatla, 2004), (Zhao and Grishman,
2005) and (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005a). However, modern question answering and summarizing systems have triggered an interest in capturing detailed information in a structured and semantically coherent fashion, thus motivating the
need for complex n-ary relation extraction systems
(where the number of entities, n ≥ 2). Some notable n-ary relation extraction systems are (McDonald et al., 2005) and (Li et al., 2015). McDonald et al. (2005) factorized complex n-ary relation into binary relations, representing them in a
graph and tried to reconstruct the complex relation
by making tuples from selected maximal cliques in
the graph. While they obtained reasonable precision and recall using a maximum entropy binary
classifier on a corpus of 447 selected abstracts
from MEDLINE, they have not explored the constituency and dependency parse features which
have been proven to be efficient in relation extraction. Li et al. (2015) make use of lexical semantics
to train a model based on distant-supervision for nary relation extraction. However, the applicability
of this method on other datasets is not clear.
We design an algorithm for extracting n-ary
relations from biographical data which extracts
entities using conditional random fields (CRF)
and n-ary relations using support vector machine
(SVM) from two manually annotated datasets
which contain biography summaries of Australian
researchers. Shortest path dependency kernel
(Bunescu and Mooney, 2005a) has been proven to
be the most efficient in extracting binary relations.
In this work, we propose the use of shortest path

Gitansh Khirbat, Jianzhong Qi and Rui Zhang. 2016. N-ary Biographical Relation Extraction using Shortest Path
Dependencies. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 74−83.

Figure 1: Example sentences with their dependency parses
can be mention of a person, place, organization,
etc. The most studied relations are binary relations, which involve two entities. If more than two
entities exist in a relation, it becomes a complex
relation which is called an n-ary relation. McDonald et al. (2005) define a complex relation as any
n-ary relation among n entities which follows the
schema < t1 , . . . , tn > where ti is an entity type.
An instance of this complex relation is given by a
list of entities < e1 , e2 , . . . , en > such that either
type(ei ) = ti , or ei = ⊥ indicating that the ith element of the tuple is missing. Here, type(ei ) is a
function that returns the entity type of entity ei .
For example, assume that the entity types
are E={person (PER), degree (DEG), discipline
(DISC), position (POS), university (UNI)} and
we are interested to find a n-ary relation with
schema <PER, DEG, DISC, UNI> that provides
information of a person affiliated to a university,
studying a degree in a discipline. In example A
shown in Figure 1, the expected extracted tuple
is <Prof. John Oliver, Ph.D., statistics, Stanford
University>. In example B, the expected extracted
tuple is <Prof. John Oliver, Ph.D., ⊥, Stanford
University>, since the discipline entity is not mentioned. Thus, n-ary relation extraction systems
aim to identify all instances of a complete and partially complete relations of interest.

dependency based rules to extract complex n-ary
relations without decomposing the sentences into
binary relations. These rules are based on the hypothesis which stipulates that the contribution of
the sentence dependency graph to establish a relationship is almost exclusively concentrated in the
shortest path connecting all the entities such that
there exists a single path connecting any two entities at a given time. We present a thorough experimental evaluation and error analysis, making the
following contributions:
• We propose a new approach to handle nary relation extraction using shortest path
dependency-based rules.
• We conducted a thorough empirical error
analysis of using CRF-based entity extractor
coupled with SVM-based relation extractor.
• We present two manually annotated corpora
containing biographical entities and relation
annotations, which can be used for research
or to augment existing knowledge bases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 defines the problem. Section 3 reviews
related studies. Section 4 discusses our methodology. Section 5 introduces the corpora. Section
6 presents the experiments. Section 7 presents an
error analysis and Section 8 concludes this paper.

2

2.2

Problem Definition

Given a set of D documents containing biographical data, we classify words in a document di ∈ D
into entities < e1 , e2 , . . . , ej > and n-ary relations
given by dataset R, such that rk ∈ R is a tuple
t =< e1 , e2 , . . . , en > where n ≥ 2. In particular,
we are interested in extracting affiliation relations
such as the one mentioned in Section 2.1.

Preliminaries

2.1 N-ary Relation Extraction
We study the problem of n-ary relation extraction. A relation is defined in the form of a tuple
t =< e1 , e2 , . . . , en > where ei is an entity, which
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3

Related Work

pendency parse to compute the cartesian product of dependencies clubbed with respective POS
tags. This method has been proven to be the best
among all kernel methods to extract binary relations. However, it is yet to be confirmed if it works
for extracting complex n-ary relations.

Information extraction is a sequential confluence
of two processes - entity extraction and relation
extraction. Entity extraction refers to the task of
NER wherein the task is to correctly classify an
entity (like person, location, organization, etc.)
out of a given sentence in a textual document. Past
two decades have seen a massive body of work
which aimed to improvise the entity extraction
systems (Bikel et al., 1997), (Cunningham et al.,
2002) and (Alfonseca and Manandhar, 2002). It is
a well-explored research area which has reached
maturity (Finkel et al., 2005). Most NER systems
are domain dependent and require training with a
new annotated corpus for a new task.
Relation extraction refers to the task of finding relations among the entities which were obtained during entity extraction. A huge body of
work addresses the task of extracting binary relations wherein a relation exists between two entities only. Feature-based supervised learning methods like (Kambhatla, 2004) and (Zhao and Grishman, 2005) leverage the syntactic and semantic features. Exploration of a large feature space
in polynomial computational time motivated the
development of kernel based methods like tree
kernels (Zelenko et al., 2003) and (Culotta and
Sorensen, 2004), subsequence kernels (Bunescu
and Mooney, 2005b) and dependency tree kernel
(Bunescu and Mooney, 2005a). Open IE system
(Banko et al., 2007) gives a sound method to generalize the relation extraction process, however the
system does not give any insights to extract complex n-ary relations.
With advances in biomedical text mining and
modern question answering systems, complex nary relation extraction is gaining attention wherein
the task is to detect and extract relations existing
between two or more entities in a given sentence.
McDonald et al. (2005) attempt to solve this problem by factorizing complex relations into binary
relations which are represented as a graph. This
graph is then used to reconstruct the complex relations by constructing tuples from selected maximal cliques scored on the graph. Li et al. (2015)
make use of lexical semantics to train a model
based on distant-supervision for n-ary relation extraction. However, both these systems are computationally expensive and do not scale up efficiently.
Bunescu and Mooney (2005a) advocate the use
of shortest path between the entities in a de-

4
4.1

Methodology
Shortest path dependency: binary to
n-ary relations

We use dependency parsing (Manning et al., 2014)
to help extract n-ary relations. Dependency parse
provides information about word-word dependencies in the form of directed links. These dependencies capture the predicate-argument relations
present in the sentence. The finite verb is taken to
be the structural centre of the clause structure. All
other syntactic units (words) are connected either
directly (to the predicate) or indirectly (through a
preposition or infinitive particle) to the verb using directed links, which are called dependencies.
Each dependency consists of a head from where
the directed link originates and a dependent where
the link terminates. Dependencies can be classified into two categories - local and non-local
dependencies. Local dependencies refer to the
dependencies which occur within a sentence and
can be represented by predicate-argument structure. Non-local dependencies refer to long-range
dependencies involving two positions in a phrase
structure whose correspondence can not be captured by invoking predicate-argument structure.
Bunescu and Mooney (2005a) successfully
demonstrated the use of shortest path dependencies between two entities to extract located (at) relation. We extend this hypothesis to form shortest path dependency based rules for n-ary relation extraction. If a sentence has n entities
e1 , e2 , . . . , en such that there exists a relation r
among them, our hypothesis stipulates that dependency graph can be used to establish the relationship r(e1 , e2 , . . . , en ) by leveraging the shortest
path connecting all the entities such that there exists a single path connecting any two entities at a
given time.
Entities are considered as one unit. In order
to determine entity-level dependency of an entity
ei , the compound dependencies are discarded and
the dependency between a word ∈ ei and the surrounding word ∈
/ ei is considered. For any two
consecutive entities in a sentence,
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• If there exists a direct dependency between
the two words belonging to two entities e1
and e2 , it is represented as (N ER(e1 )–
dependency name–N ER(e2 )). This happens
mostly in the case of local dependencies. In
Example A, it can be illustrated by (Degree–
nmod–Discipline).

syntactic feature. For each word token w,
POS tags for all the tokens in a window size
of five, with two words on either side of w
are considered. The POS tags for unigrams,
bigrams and trigrams are also taken into account. In Example A, the POS tag features
spanning the first five words are:

• If there exists a common word connecting e1
and e2 but not belonging to either, it is represented by including this common word along
with its dependencies for e1 and e2 . This
is usually the case of non-local dependencies. In Example A, it can be illustrated by
(Person–nsubj–obtained–dobj–Degree).

• Unigrams: NNP, NNP, NNP, VBD, DT
• Bigrams:
(NNP, NNP), (NNP,
NNP), (NNP, VBD), (VBD, DT)
• Trigrams:
(NNP, NNP, NNP),
(NNP, NNP, VBD), (NNP, VBD,
DT)
3. Presence in word list: We have created
gazetteers of degrees, positions, disciplines
and universities by crawling the web. Presence of a word w in the respective gazetteer
indicating a potential entity mention is used
as a feature.

4.2 Entity Extraction using CRF
The first stage of IE is entity extraction. An entity
is defined as a token or a group of tokens which
belong to some predefined categories depending
on the task. Since our main goal is to extract affiliation relations, we identify six relevant entity
types namely Person, Degree, University, Discipline, Organization and Position.
Person and Organization entities were classified using Stanford’s NER software (Finkel et al.,
2005) which makes use of a CRF classifier. For
the remaining entities, we train a CRF-based classifier similar to the Stanford’s NER, making using
of features as described below.

For example: Lemmatized form of degrees
(PhD, BEng, BA, etc.),
positions
(Professor, Associate
Professor, Assistant, etc.)
and Universities with their abbreviations (University of Melbourne,
Unimelb, ANU, etc.)
We considered all the permutations of these features in an incremental fashion to train CRF models using the scikit-learn toolkit (Pedregosa et al.,
2011) as described in Section 6.

1. Surface tokens (bag of words): For each word
token w, all the words in a window size of
five, with two words on either side of w are
considered. Unigrams, bigrams and trigrams
are taken into account.

4.3

In Example A, the surface token features
spanning the first five words (“Prof.”, “John”,
“Oliver”, “obtained” and “a”) are:

Complex n-ary Relation Extraction using
SVM

• Unigrams: Prof., John, Oliver,
obtained, a
• Bigrams: (Prof., John), (John,
Oliver), (Oliver, obtained),
(obtained, a)
• Trigrams:
(Prof., John, Oliver),
(John, Oliver, obtained),
(Oliver, obtained, a)

The second stage of IE system is relation extraction. A relation links two or more entities based
on predefined rules to render meaningful information. In this work, we are interested in extracting
n-ary affiliation relations (n ≥ 2).
We classify each candidate entity pairs or a
group of entities within a sentence into three affiliation relation categories namely binary (2-ary),
ternary (3-ary) and quaternary (4-ary) as described in Section 5. We train a SVM with radial
basis function (RBF) kernel to classify groups of
entities within a sentence using these features:

2. Part of Speech (POS) Tags: The part of
speech for a token like NNP (noun), PRP
(pronoun) and IN (preposition) is a strong

1. Bag of verbs: All the verbs present in between the entities of a sentence. For example,
“obtained”, “completed”, “graduated”.
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candidate sentence is checked for the presence of these patterns. If a pattern is present,
the corresponding feature is set to 1.

2. Extracted entities: The entities extracted for
each sentence from Stage 1 are strong indicators of presence of a relation. The six entity categories correspond to six different features while training a SVM. If either of the
six entity categories is present in a candidate
sentence, the corresponding feature is set to
1. Since our entity extraction system is not
100% accurate, there might be some entities
in a few sentences which might not be identified correctly. For such instances, we just use
the entities which are identified correctly and
leave the ones which are not.

For Example A, some of the patterns are:
(Person–nsubj–obtained–dobj–Degree),
(Person–nsubj–obtained–dobj–Degree–
nmod–Discipline)
and
(Person–nsubj–
obtained–dobj–Degree–nmod–Discipline–
nmod–University).
For Example B, some of the patterns are:
(Person–nsubj–completed–dobj–Degree),
(Person–nsubj–completed–dobj–Degree–
nmod–University)

For example: In example A, the entities identified in stage 1 are: (e1, Prof. John Oliver),
(e2, Ph.D.), (e3, statistics) and (e4, Stanford
University). The entity features corresponding to Person, Degree, Discipline and University are set to 1, while the features corresponding to other entity categories remain 0.

We considered all the permutations of these features in an incremental fashion to train SVM models using RBF kernel. The predicted tags are compared against the manually annotated gold relation
data from AuRes and AuSem datasets described in
Section 5. Depending on the number of identified
entities (n) within a sentence and the association
of these n entities, the relation for a given sentence
is categorized into binary, ternary or quaternary relation. We adopted a grid search on C and γ using
10-fold cross validation to prevent overfitting. The
experiments are described in Section 6.

3. Part of Speech (POS) sequence: The part of
speech sequence connecting the entity type
acts as a pattern, the presence of which is
used as a feature for the SVM classifier. This
feature is important as it makes use of the
syntactic structure coupled with the entity information. We observe that many of the POS
sequence patterns occur frequently for many
documents in our dataset, which rules out the
possibility of pattern sparsity.

5

AuRes and AuSem Corpora

The standard datasets like ACE do not provide annotations for complex n-ary relations where n >
2. The general affiliation relation category in
ACE 2005 dataset contains annotations for only
binary relations between entities like Organization
and Location, e.g., <Microsoft, Redmond>. This
makes it hard for complex n-ary relation extraction where the number of related entities is more
than two, which gave rise to the development of
two new datasets 1 with annotations for complex
relations.

In Example A, the POS sequence is
(Person-VBD-DT-Degree-IN-Discipline-DTUniversity).
In cases where an entity is not identified by
our entity extractor, we consider the POS tag
sequence of the missed entity in lieu of the
actual entity type.
In Example B with Discipline not being identified, the POS sequence is (Person-VBD-DTDegree-IN-NN-DT-University).

1. AuRes - A collection of 400 documents containing biographical information retrieved
from the webpages of researchers and faculty
of Australian universities, contains 4092 entities and 1152 relations.

4. Shortest path dependency information:
The shortest path dependency based rules are
essentially patterns, which act as features for
the SVM. This feature is used as described
in Section 4.1. The shortest path dependency
based rules for each candidate group of entities identified in a given sentence are represented as patterns across all the documents
in the corpus. The dependency parse of each

2. AuSem - A collection of 300 seminar announcement mails containing speaker’s biography from the department mailing list of the
University of Melbourne, contains 2864 entities and 983 relations.
1
https://github.com/gittykhirbat/nary_
datasets
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5.1 Label Description

Oliver obtained a Ph.D. in statistics from
Stanford University under the supervision of
Prof. Henkel”, four entities satisfy the affiliation relation, <Prof. John Oliver, Ph.D.,
statistics, Stanford University>

Both AuRes and AuSem are manually annotated
with entities and relations following the same annotation guidelines as described below.
5.1.1 Entities
We have identified six different entities which describe the biographical information of a person.
We make use of Stanford NER system (Finkel et
al., 2005) to classify entities like Person and Organization as the classification accuracy is very high.
For the remaining four entities, we annotate the
documents using the following guidelines.

5.2

Annotation

We used Brat annotation tool (Stenetorp et al.,
2012) to annotate the document for entities and
relations. The annotation task was carried out by
two annotators with high proficiency in English.
The gold standard was created by detecting annotation overlaps by the two annotators. Legitimate disagreements were resolved by adding an
extra attribute to the annotation guidelines which
seeks the confidence of annotation on a categorical scale consisting of three values - high, medium
and low. The inter-annotator agreement, as computed by Cohen’s Kappa measure (Cohen, 1960),
was 0.86 for entity annotations and 0.81 for relation annotations.

• Degree: Token having information related to
a degree like B.Sc, PhD, masters or identifiers like undergrad, postrgad, doctoral.
• University: Token indicating name of a university or its abbreviation, like “University of
Melbourne”, “Unimelb”, “USyd”
• Discipline: Token containing information
about a subject or discipline, e.g., Computer
Science, Mathematics, Economics.

6
6.1

• Position: Token indicating the position of a
person in the university of an organization,
e.g., Software Engineer, Lecturer, Teacher.

Experiments
Entity Extraction

For both AuRes and AuSem datasets, we split the
data into 70% training and 30% testing datasets.
The training data is further split into 90% training
and 10% development datasets. The features mentioned in Section 4.2 are employed to train a CRF
model using 10-fold cross validation. We train
the model in an incremental fashion. Model M1
makes use of surface tokens which forms baseline for entity extraction. Model M2 adds POS
tag information to M1. Model M3 adds word list
presence feature to M1 and finally model M4 combines all the features to train the CRF.
These models are used for predictions on the
testing dataset, results (F-score in %) for which are
shown in Table 1. The best result is obtained when
surface tokens, POS tags and presence in word list
features are used together. The F-scores for Person and Organization which are identified using
Stanford’s NER system are 83.31% and 86.79%
respectively.

5.1.2 Relations
The documents are annotated for affiliation relations spanning the six entities. The affiliation relation types can be categorized into three classes:
1. Binary: When only two entities out of all the
identified entities within a sentence are related. For example, in the sentence “Prof.
John Oliver did his Ph.D. under the supervision of Prof. Henkel”, there are only two
entities which satisfy the affiliation relation,
<Prof. John Oliver, Ph.D.>.
2. Ternary: When three out of all the identified
entities within a sentence are related. For example, in the sentence “Prof. John Oliver obtained his Ph.D. in statistics under the supervision of Prof. Henkel”, only three entities
satisfy the affiliation relation, <Prof. John
Oliver, Ph.D., statistics>

6.2

N-ary Relation Extraction using SVM

We conduct two experiments for relation extraction. First, we run the relation extractor on gold
standard entity annotations. This is followed by
running the relation extractor on the entities identified by our system in the Stage 1. For both the

3. Quaternary: When four out of all the identified entities within a sentence are related.
For example, in the sentence “Prof. John
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Entity
Degree
University
Discipline
Position

M1
84.85
79.02
83.14
59.44

Table 1: Entity Extraction Results
AuRes
AuSem
M2
M3
M4
M1
M2
M3
83.88 85.37 95.63 80.31 82.97 84.48
81.27 81.38 93.88 78.53 79.92 80.69
91.65 92.22 92.41 80.78 86.32 87.18
61.51 61.02 93.27 59.18 60.86 61.19

“Wai-Kong”, which majorly happened because of uncommon names.

experiments, we split the data into 70% training
and 30% testing datasets. The training dataset is
further split into 90% training and 10% testing
datasets. We adopted a grid search on C and γ using 10-fold cross validation to prevent overfitting.
Pairs of (C, γ) were tried and the one with the
best cross-validation accuracy was picked, which
in our case turned to be (22 , 2−3.5 ).
The features mentioned in Section 4.3 are employed incrementally to train a SVM classifier
with RBF kernel. The model using bag of words
and entity presence features is our baseline system
for this task. The SVM models are used for predictions on the testing dataset. Table 2 shows results
for both sets of experiments for both the datasets.
The columns Gold and Identified show the results
of performing relation extraction using gold standard entity annotations and the system-identified
entities respectively. Table 3 gives an account of
the performance for extracting binary, ternary and
quaternary relations.

7

M4
92.16
93.33
88.43
89.27

2. Degree: We used our CRF model to classify Degree entities, which performed well
mainly due to an extensive gazetteer of most
of the degrees which we used as a feature
to train the CRF. It can classify degrees and
their abbreviations like “Bachelor of Engineering”, “B.E.”, “BA (Hons.)”, “PhD”.
3. University: Our CRF model performs well
in classifying University entities. This is
because of a gazetteer of the university
names which contains full names of the universities as well as their abbreviations and
aliases. e.g., “The University of Melbourne”,
“Unimelb”, “Melbourne Uni”. Some of the
false negatives arise in documents where
the university name is not mentioned conventionally. e.g., “University of WA” (instead of “University of Western Australia” or
“UWA”).

Discussion
4. Organization: Stanford’s NER system is used
for this entity. It did well in classifying
most of the Organization entities. However,
we witnessed some false negatives. It was
not able to classify some not so well-known
organizations (like “Action Supermarkets”,
“Freja Hairstyling”, “Strategic Wines”) and
new companies and startups (like “Tesla Motors”, “SpaceX”).

7.1 Error Analysis for Entity Extraction
An account of the entity-wise performance is provided here:
1. Person: We used Stanford’s NER system
for this entity. It was able to classify
most of the English names correctly, did
well on classifying some non-English names
like “Katerina”, “Yassaf”, “Amit”. However, it gave false positives like “Dahab”,
“Vic” (which are location names); “Rio
Tinto”, “Leightons” (which are Organization names); “Curtin” (which is a University
name); “Dean” (which is a position name)
and “Geojournal”, “J.J.Immunol.” (which are
Journal names). These false positives appeared to be a result of the context in which
they were being classified. It also resulted in
some false negatives like “Cherryl”, “Long”,

5. Position: A gazetteer of academic positions
like “Professor”, “Lecturer” was used to classify such positions. However, more specific
positions like “Bankwest Professor”, “Inaugural Director” and “Founding member” got
missed.
6. Discipline: Our CRF model was able to classify most of the higher-level disciplines like
“Engineering”, “Computer Science”, “History” based on our gazetteer. However, it
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Table 2: Relation Extraction: Comparison of gold standard with system identified entities
AuRes
AuSem
Features
Gold
Identified
Gold
Identified
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
Bag of words
.64 .59 .62 .57 .53 .55 .59 .54 .56 .54 .48 .51
+ Entity presence (Baseline) .73 .65 .69 .66 .60 .63 .67 .62 .64 .62 .57 .59
+ POS Tag sequence
.78 .74 .76 .73 .65 .69 .76 .72 .74 .72 .68 .70
+ Shortest path dependency .86 .82 .83 .82 .73 .77 .87 .82 .85 .84 .73 .78
UPenn System
.76 .71 .73 .66 .73 .69 .76 .73 .74 .65 .74 .69
Table 3: Relation Extraction: Performance across n-ary relations
2-ary
3-ary
4-ary
Features
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
Bag of words
0.61 0.59 0.60 0.58 0.57 0.56 0.52 0.46 0.49
+ Entity presence (Baseline)
0.68 0.64 0.66 0.67 0.61 0.64 0.61 0.55 0.58
+ POS Tag sequence
0.75 0.73 0.74 0.71 0.69 0.70 0.65 0.63 0.64
+ Shortest path dependency
0.83 0.79 0.81 0.81 0.75 0.78 0.76 0.70 0.73
State-of-the-art (UPenn System) 0.74 0.70 0.72 0.71 0.68 0.69 0.69 0.63 0.66
• Multiple relations spanning multiple entities: Our system can extract multiple relations from sentences. For example, in
the sentence “Angeline is the President of
the Lane Cove Bushland and Convener of
the better Planning Network”, our system
can extract <Person, Position, Organization> = <Angeline, President, Lane Cove
Bushland> and <Person, Position, Organization> = <Angeline, Convener, Better
Planning Network>.

could not classify granular domains within
major disciplines like “Equity and Tax”,
“Shakespearean Literature”.
7.2 Error Analysis for Relation Extraction
An account of the n-ary relation extraction system
is provided here. Shortest path dependency-based
rules prove to be the most effective feature for the
trained SVM.
7.2.1

What Worked Well

• Multiple relations spanning same entities:
For example, in the sentence “Dr. John Oliver
is an Assoc. Prof. and Head in the Department of Finance”, our system can extract <Person, Position, Organization> =
<John Oliver, Assoc. Prof., Department of
Finance> and <Person, Position, Organization> = <John Oliver, Head, Department of
Finance>.

• Simple relations: Sentences in which the entities are present in a non-complex way. For
example, in the sentence “Corinne Fagueret
has a Master of Environmental studies completed at Macquarie University”, our system
extracts <Person, Degree, University, Discipline> = <Corinne Fagueret, Master, Macquarie University, Environmental Studies>.
• Complex relations: Sentences in which the
entities are present in a non-conventional
way. For example, in the sentence “After getting the University of Sydney Science Achievement Prize in 2000 for getting the best weighted average mark for a
BSc student, Peter graduated with first class
honours and a medal in 2001”, our system
can extract <Person, Degree, University> =
<Peter, BSc, University of Sydney>.

7.2.2 What Did Not Work Well
• Limitation of entity extractor: One bottleneck for our system is the entity extractor
sub-system. Even though we have managed
to achieve high F-scores for entity extraction,
there are cases in which a few entities are
missed due to data sparsity. This prohibits the
relation extraction. For a given sentence containing n entities, if x entities are identified
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7.3

by our entity extraction sub-system then our
relation extraction sub-system makes use of
the features to learn valid subset of relations
occurring among the n − x entities.

Comparison with other state-of-the-art
IE systems

A comparison with the UPenn system (McDonald et al., 2005) is provided in Table 2 and 3.
We re-implement this system and train it on our
training and development datasets using 10-fold
cross validation. The learnt system is used to predict the relations for testing dataset. At the time
of this work, this system is the state-of-the-art
in complex n-ary relation extraction, with an F1score of 69.42% on a dataset of 447 abstracts selected from MEDLINE. On our datasets of AuRes
and AuSem, their technique achieved F1-Score
of 69.44% and 69.22% respectively as compared
to 77.49% and 78.38% respectively using shortest path dependency based rules, which shows an
improvement of 8% F1-score. Our technique obtained far less false positives and a comparable recall.

• Limitation of parser: Our system faces ambiguity in cases where an appositive dependency occurs between two entities. For example, in the sentence “Associate Professor
Christoff Pforr (PhD) is Course Coordinator for Tourism and Hospitality and Group
Leader of the Research Focus Area Sustainable and Health Tourism with the School of
Marketing, Curtin Business School”, School
of Marketing and Curtin Business School are
both classified as University entities with an
appositive relation between the two because
of the common word “School”. While extracting relation, it is not clear which entity
should be considered.

8

• Ambiguity in choosing correct entity: Sentences containing multiple entities with the
same context cause an ambiguity. For example, in the sentence “Sarah is currently coinvestigator with Professor Fiona Haslam for
a study commissioned by Rio Tinto through
the University of Adelaide”. In this sentence,
there are two associations for Sarah - Rio
Tinto and University of Adelaide. The system renders both, giving us a false positive
<Sarah, co-investigator, Rio Tinto>.

Conclusions and Future Work

Through this paper, we show a new approach to
n-ary relation extraction using shortest path dependency based rules which provides an improvement of 8% F1-score over the state-of-the-art. Two
stage extraction procedure involving CRF-based
entity extraction and SVM-based relation extraction is proposed to extract affiliation relations. An
empirical analysis is conducted over two manually
annotated datasets to validate this method. The
manually annotated datasets could be used for the
advancement of natural language processing research in the future.
For future work, it would be interesting to investigate the usage of shortest path parse tree for nary relation extraction since sentence parsing provides a semantically rich information about a sentence. It would also be interesting to explore n-ary
relation extraction spanning across multiple sentences. Finally, future use of the introduced corpora in research to augment existing knowledge
bases could yield interesting insights.

• Unknown words from other language: For
example, in the sentence “Marios holds a
PhD in Political Science from Northern Territory University and a Staatsexamen in Geography and Political Science as well as
a Teaching Certificate from the University
of Tübingen (Germany). Staatsexamen and
Tübingen are not detected, thereby causing
errors.
• Inference-based relations: Inference of relation from previous sentences in the paragraph
can not be done as our system lacks long distance dependency information. For example,
in the sentence “Ruhul words as a tutor for
Biotechnology at RMIT University. He also
worked in a similar position at the University
of Melbourne.”, we are unable to infer what
“similar position” mean. This would be explored in the future.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach to
low resource language modeling. Here
we propose a model for word prediction
which is based on multi-variant ngram abstraction with weighted confidence level.
We demonstrate a significant improvement
in word recall over ”traditional” KneserNey back-off model for most of the examined low resource languages.

1

Introduction

For a dictionary in the course of being created, a
problem for the linguist/lexicographer is how to
find words that are not already recorded in the
dictionary. Linguists working on small languages
may extract as many lexemes as they can from
texts they record, and then add to that with elicitation of items unlikely to appear in texts, especially paradigmatic information (like verb inflections, pronouns, kin terms and so on), place
names, and biological names. They are now also
using experimental stimuli to get at more nuanced
meanings. However, once they have exhausted
these sources, they need some way to discover
other possible forms in the language. In this paper we discuss a method for creating possible word
forms that can be confirmed by speakers (or not) as
being words in the language. A general approach
that has been used before is to apply the phonotactics to generate other possible forms (Prince and
Tesar, 2004; Dell et al., 2000; Goldrick, 2004;
Heinz, 2007). This was done with flip charts of
possible sequences of phonemes, and then computationally, generating forms on the basis of known
permissible combinations.1
This task could also be viewed from the perspective of machine learning, representing a particular case of language modeling. We can state
1
See e.g. http://billposer.org/Software/
WordGenerator.html

the task as follows. The model gets an initially
collected vocabulary of a given language as an input and has to predict likely undiscovered words
as accurately as possible. There are many approaches to this task. The most powerful ones
known today are based on neural networks, including deep learning techniques (Sundermeyer et al.,
2012; Kim et al., 2015; Sundermeyer et al., 2015;
Hwang and Sung, 2016; Oparin et al., 2012). Unfortunately, the ability of such algorithms to capture knowledge depends heavily on the amount
of training data, and generally they aren’t usable
for a real language unless one provides at least
several thousand training instances to them. Although, theoretically, such algorithms are able to
learn many sophisticated rules not obvious even
for a human analyst, the rules are hard to validate.
Typically, for low resource languages we are not
able to obtain a training vocabulary of sufficient
size. In the current research, we consider a practical task where an initial vocabulary of 300+ basic
words has to be extended with more or less proper
candidate words. For an optimal likelihood of hitting new words, we need to produce more diverse
word forms while keeping compliance to phonotactical rules of word formation. Many researchers
(Onishi et al., 2002; Blevins, 2003; Warker and
Dell, 2006; Edwards et al., 2004; Chambers et al.,
2003; Luce and Large, 2001; Vitevitch and Luce,
2005) have identified the importance of phonotactics in the process of word prediction.
Fortunately, pattern-based language modeling
is a well explored topic in NLP. A pattern,
e.g. an ngram, here may mean a sequence of
some language units (phrases, words, characters,
phonemes); these approaches mainly rely on probabilistic evaluation of various sequence likelihood
based on training set statistics. A text corpus or
vocabulary may be used for pattern distribution
evaluation. However, as we will see in our experiments, such algorithms are too simplistic for really

Andrei Shcherbakov, Ekaterina Vylomova and Nick Thieberger. 2016. Phonotactic Modeling of Extremely Low Resource
Languages. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 84−93.

ngram. The length N of a gram is limited by a parameter M axN G. In our experiments M axN G
is chosen to be 5 since it yields the best results for
the majority of tested languages.
We then augment the list of concrete ngrams
with k-abstracted ones, where k is set of abstracted positions.3 Each position p ∈ k should
satisfy the following two conditions. First, the
pth phoneme in the original concrete ngram
should be abstractable. Abstractable here means
that it’s known either as a vowel or a consonant
phoneme; quasi-phonemes and specials, such as
pauses or phoneme modifiers, are not abstractable.
Second, the tail phoneme in a ngram is exempt
of abstraction always being treated as concrete;
thus, the following inequality should be true:
1 ≤ p ≤ N − 1. We will further refer to the
final list of concrete and abstracted ngrams as
V + . As an example, suppose we observed a
5-gram ‘ˆbats’ in the training vocabulary.
The system generates the following abstracted 5grams: ‘ˆ C ats’, ‘ˆb V ts’, ‘ˆba C s’,
‘ˆ C V ts’, ‘ˆb V C s’, ‘ˆ C a C s’,
and ‘ˆ C V C s’ where V and C are abstract
vowel and consonant, respectively. Again, note
the first pseudo-phoneme is not abstracted here as
it’s neither vowel nor a consonant.
At the next step ngrams that differ by the last
phoneme only, are grouped into a structure referred to as selector over some prefix (n−1)-gram.
Then the algorithm builds a candidate word
starting with a single ‘ˆ’ and adds phonemes
one by one. A word is complete once a ‘$’ is
appended. This assumption is based on the observation that word boundaries are tied to some
phonotactical patterns as well (McQueen, 1998;
Brent and Cartwright, 1996; Friederici and Wessels, 1993). We now take a closer look at the process of a word formation. Let w be a word prefix that has been generated up to this point, and L
be its length. The algorithm takes into consideration a (n − 1)-gram consisting of N − 1 trailing
phonemes of w, where N = max(L, M axN G).
The next phoneme is actually produced in two
steps. Firstly, we randomly choose a single selector from V + which prefix (n − 1)-gram matches
w. The probability of each candidate is proportional to its abstraction confidence level (see below) as well as a direct function of its vocabu-

small vocabularies.
A recurrent back-off to an (n − 1)-gram suffix
of a given n-gram is the most common strategy.
In the context of smoothing for language models,
back-off n-gram models have been well studied
(Chen and Goodman, 1999). Among the myriad of
proposed approaches, the Kneser-Ney approach is
widely considered to be the best approach. Therefore, we consider Kneser-Ney smoothing as a
baseline for evaluating the proposed algorithm.
We demonstrate that suffix gram-based back-off
approaches may lack predictive power for small
vocabularies, and go on to propose two major
new methods: (1) multi-variant abstraction in ngrams, and (2) a distributional confidence metric
for abstracted n-gram likelihood estimation. The
algorithm based on these methods has been successfully realized in the Word Generator application2 that is being currently used in field linguistics
studies of endangered languages.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section
2 we provide a description of the system’s architecture. Then in Section 3 we describe the languages we used and the corresponding vocabularies. In Section 4 we provide our experiments settings. And, finally, we discuss the results and observations in Section 5.

2

Architecture

2.1 Multi-Variant abstraction
In the context of our work, a word is considered
as a sequence of phonemes that is expected to
obey latent phonotactical rules. The rules are estimated based on the training data. The choice of
phonemes (vs. characters) is primarily based on
the fact that many low resource languages simply
didn’t have any script system during active phases
of their evolution, and modern scripts merely follow their phonetic representation. We also note
that our experiments with English have shown that
phonetic representation enables better prediction
results than orthographic one.
We now describe the process of generating abstracted forms in more detail. First, we add beginning (ˆ) and finishing ($) quasi-phonemes to
each word. Then the system parses the source vocabulary and records frequency of each observed
2
http://paradisec.org.au/
wordgen/wg.php,
https://github.
com/andreas-softwareengineer-pro/
word-generator

3
Adriaans and Kager (2010) also noted the utility of
adding abstraction of phonemes
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Figure 1: An example of phoneme generation. A prefix ‘ˆgugar’ is assumed to be already generated
at this point. The next phoneme choice is based on a fraction of our toy vocabulary relevant to the
‘ugar’ trailing (n − 1)-gram, n = 5
lary frequency. Secondly, we choose an n-gram
from the given selector content with the probability proportional to its frequency. The trailing
phoneme of chosen n-gram is nominated to be the
next phoneme of the generated word. Indeed, this
procedure assigns smoothed conditional probability of y phoneme addition to a given (n − 1)-gram
w̃ as follows:

x gram:
x+ = {x0 ∈ V + : x0 |= x}

(2)

Equation 1 generally looks like a ”traditional”
back-off probability but with more potentially
contributing terms and with confidence levels introduced. Figure 1 illustrates candidate phoneme
selection process in a toy vocabulary example.
2.2

X  c(g, y) F (g)fs (c(g)) 
p(y|w̃) =
·
(1)
c(g)
S
+

Confidence level

As shown above, we apply various abstracted
ngrams in order to predict the next phoneme.
Although such an approach has an advantage of multiple pattern usage, it’s pretty clear
that soundness of each abstraction may differ.
For example, consider ‘xxoxx’, ‘xxaxx’,
‘xxexx’, ‘xxixx’ grams that occur uniformly in the vocabulary. Here it’s likely that any
vowel is suitable to appear in the middle position
of these grams. However, if we observe just a
single pattern ‘xxaxx’ then we consider ‘a’

g∈w̃

where c(x) is a count of x gram occurrences in
the training vocabulary; S is a normalizing constant; fs is a frequency squashing function; in our
experiments, fs (n) = log2 (1+n); F(g) is the confidence level of g gram which is discussed in more
detail in 2.2; x+ is abstract closure of x gram,
i.e. set of concrete or/and abstract grams known
in training vocabulary statistics (V + ) that satisfy
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as an immutable phoneme at its position. Taking
into account such considerations, we attempt to
evaluate the ‘appropriateness’ of each abstracted
ngram and avoid over-generalization. We used an
entropy-like metric representing the uniformity of
more concrete sequences distribution over an embracing abstracted ngram. For an n-gram g containing a(g) > 0 abstracted phonemes, the following formula denotes a confidence level:
F (g) = αa(g)−1 · z(F 0 (g))

The number of speakers varies from as low as
35 (Gamilaraay, 2006) up to 6,000 (South Efate,
2005).
Table 1 summarizes the basic sizes of language
vocabularies used in our experiments.
Language
Gamilaraay
Kukatja
South Efate
Tamambo
Vurës
Wambaya
Wik-Mungkan

(3)

Here α is a constant found to have the optimum
value α ≈ 0.9; z is a simple piece-wise function
which setting is considered in 4.2 ; F 0 (g) is a confidence metric itself calculated as follows.



c(hi )F 0 (hi )
0
0
F (g) = F (hi ) log2 1 +
hc(hj )F 0 (hj )i
(4)
Averages h. . . i here are taken over all satisfying
ngrams hk having one less abstracted phonemes,
i.e over

4
4.1

#Cons.
15
12
15
15
16
17
17

Experiments
Method and Measure

In our experiments we randomly split the data into
the training and the test parts. We run crossvalidation several times, each time shuffling the
data. In each run the model generates a fixed size
set of samples (words). To evaluate the model’s
quality, we measure the recall over the test vocabulary, i.e. the ratio of generated word hits out of
the test vocabulary. We suppose that such an evaluation procedure would model adequately an exploration of unknown words as well, projecting a
train set and a test set into a today’s known part
of a language vocabulary and its yet undiscovered
part, respectively. In order to emphasize the dictionary incompleteness and the extrapolation intent,
we’ll use the Recall rate term in place of mere Recall. Note that the maximum theoretically reachable recall value is below one in most of the reported experiments, due to a relatively low number of generated words; nevertheless, we do use
such a convenient metric unless that limitation really affects the result.

For concrete ngrams, we assume that confidence
levels equal to one:

3

#Vowels
5
5
5
5
9
3
10

Table 1: Explored low resource languages vocabulary summary

∀hk : g |= hk ∧ a(hk ) = a(g) − 1

a(g) = 0 =⇒ F (g) = F 0 (g) = 1

#Words
2423
8632
2575
2067
2166
1195
3884

(5)

Data set

In our study we consider two language families: Oceanic (Austronesian) and Pama-Nyungan.
For the first group we take three languages spoken in Vanuatu: South Efate (Central Vanuatu),
Vurës (Northern Vanuatu), and Tamambo (Northern Vanuatu). Phonologically they are quite different to those spoken in Australia. Their sound system consists of around 15 consonants and 5 vowels
([a], [i], [u], [o], [e]).
Languages of the second group are spoken
in Australia. Pama-Nyungan presents the most
widely spread language group in Australia and
covers 7/8 of its territory. Most Australian languages present quite similar phonology comprising 15-17 consonants and 3 vowels with variative length ([i], [i:], [u], [u:], [a], [a:]) (Baker,
2014; Hamilton, 1996; Busby, 1980). Gamilaraay (northern New South Wales), Kukatja (Western Desert), and Wik-Mungkan (Cape York Peninsula) belongs to Pama-Nyungan family.

4.2

A study on confidence level

We use a simplex optimization method to find the
best approximation of z function in Equation (3)
that maps confidence into the likelihood. We approximate it as a piece-wise linear function. The
objective is to achieve the best mean recall rate
for low resources languages we examined; we repeated measurements with various sizes of training vocabularies taken in a uniform proportion.
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Figure 2: Recall rate vs. training vocabulary size (300 . . . 1500 words) for low resource languages
4.3

Surprisingly, the optimal function was (almost)
linear at the middle range of its domain; after
validating a series of solving results and some
non-affecting rounding of digits we have chosen
the following two options for further experiments.
The first one, referred to as C ONF0.3+ , yields the
best mean result as well as best results for most of
languages explored:

0,



0.6,
z(x) =
0.8,



1,

iff x < 0.3
iff 0.3 ≤ x < 0.4
iff 0.4 ≤ x < 0.5
iff x ≥ 0.5






Options

In our contrastive experiments we use the following algorithms and options (the identifiers correspond to those found in graph legends).
C ONC - concrete ngrams only used for word
generation, i.e. no vowel or consonant abstraction
is allowed at all.
KN - Kneser-Ney back-off, δ = 1

(6)





A BS 50%, A BS 30% denote multi-variant abstractions with fixed uniform confidence (F 0 ≡
0.5 and F 0 ≡ 0.3 in Equation 3, respectively.)

The second one, C ONF0.2+ , was preferable in
some cases:


0,
iff x < 0.2
z(x) =
(7)
min( 100x−2
45 , 1), iff x ≥ 0.2

C ONF 0.3+, C ONF 0.2+ represent multi-variant
abstraction with variable confidence computed according to Equation 6 or Equation 7, respectively.
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Figure 3: Recall rate vs. training vocabulary size (300 . . . 2500 words) for low resource languages
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Figure 4: Recall rate vs. training vocabulary size (300 . . . 4000 words) for high resource languages
4.4 Recall & Precision vs. Training word
count

pov, 2015), restricting the total vocabulary used in
experiments to 5000 most frequently used words
of each languages. In such a way we were simulating a low resource environment. The results
are presented at Figure 4. Also, in order to catch a
picture of models’ predictive power in a large resource vocabulary context, we attempted predicting words of a large vocabulary having the models
trained on a given number of most frequently used
words. We generated 1000 non-learned words
each time and measured precision5 of vocable pre-

In each trial we generate 1000 words for each language and measure the recall rate as described in
4.1. Figure 2 shows how the recall rate depends
on the training vocabulary size at various options
for South Efate, Gamilaraay, Tamambo and Vurës
languages. We tried training vocabularies of 300,
500, 700 and 1500 words. For Kukatja and WikMungan, we also examined a larger training word
list, of 2500 words (see Figure 3)
For the comparison, we built similar graphs for
two very high resource languages, Russian and
English4 (Tabain et al., 2004; Kipyatkova and Kar-

5
At fixed counts of generated and test words, the precision
is proportional to the recall. Thus, these two metrics are of
similar sense for comparing the algorithms quality. We prefer
the precision here just because the test vocabulary is vastly
larger in volume than a generated word set, which fact lowers
the maximum recall value terribly.

4
English words were broken into phoneme-representing
character sequences before the training.
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Figure 5: Precision against a large vocabulary vs. count of (most frequent) training words for high
resource languages
diction (see Figure 5). We used Wiktionary top
100,000 most frequently-used English words and
the frequency dictionary of modern Russian language (Lyashevskaya and Sharov, 2009) as large
dictionaries.
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4.5 Recall vs. Generated word count

South Efate - inflected words
0.09

In this experiment we evaluate the recall value
achieved upon k words has been generated, k ∈
[1 . . . 10, 000]. We use training vocabularies of
1500 words each. The idea here is to check the
ability of each method to hit less easily derivable
‘fractions’ of vocabulary content.
Some of the graphs are shown on Figure 7.
As we see, the proposed multi-variant abstraction
methods keep hitting new words pretty well even
when thousands of test dictionary words are nailed
and excluded of further targeting; in contrast, concrete ngram approach and even Kneser-Ney backoff tend to decline yielding an equally high hit rate
at some point (and sometimes nearly stop hitting
at all), despite any possible advantage they may
possess at the start.
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Figure 6: Recall rate of inflected words found in
”Stories from South Efate” vs. generated word
count
in 4.5. The recall curves displayed at Figure 6 appear to be similar to ones at Figure 7 (for South
Efate), demonstrating an approximately constant
ratio of about 3.6 between lemmas and inflected
forms over generated words.6

4.6 Inflected words Recall

5

We roughly estimated the recall of inflected word
forms for South Efate language. To get a collection of inflected words, we extracted all words
of stories collected in (Thieberger, 2011). Then
we filtered out known lemmas as well as proper
nouns. The rest has been used a test set for the inflected word hit detection. We used random 1500
vocable samples to train the generator and varied
the number of generated words, exactly as we did

Discussion

Unsurprisingly, the increase of the training vocabulary yields more chances to produce meaningful words merely attempting to reuse concrete sequences, and power of abstraction gradually decreases with training vocabulary size increase.
6
This should be respected as an overestimation since not
all possible inflected forms are present in the text corpus
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Figure 7: Recall rate as a function of generated word count for training vocabularies of 1500 words
than Kneser-Ney smoothing (which one indeed reproduces continues concrete grams); still, in such
cases increasing the weight of concrete ngrams
may more directly address the issue than merely
adjusting the smoothing and abstraction mode.

The level of necessary concreteness may essentially vary over languages. Most languages
demonstrate strong preference towards the abstracted approach. This feature doesn’t quite correlate to a language family, it’s more related to
each language’s own phonotactics instead. For
example, two of three examined Austronesian
languages follow that rule, but the third one
doesn’t. For such languages, the proposed multivariant abstraction algorithm works fine, and with
Conf0.3+ option it outperforms the Kneser-Ney
approach significantly, especially for very small
vocabularies: its recall is higher in about 1.3 to
8 times.
However, some language vocabularies still tend
to be much more predictable by following concrete ngrams, except for cases of really tiny training sets. At those ”phonotactically concrete” languages the proposed technique may play either
around the the same or somewhat less efficient

In hunting more unusual words (at the cost of
precision), when one generates large number of
candidate words, the proposed algorithm demonstrates its advantages almost regardless of language and training set size.
During the experiments with word generator it
was reported that the generator rather frequently
produces inflected forms of known words. In this
view, usage of existing text corpora for filtering
out such forms, as well as learning of inflection
rule patterns may effectively increase the precision
of word prediction algorithm w.r.t. vocabularies.
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6

Conclusions

Jan Edwards, Mary E Beckman, and Benjamin Munson. 2004. The interaction between vocabulary
size and phonotactic probability effects on children’s
production accuracy and fluency in nonword repetition. Journal of speech, language, and hearing research, 47(2):421–436.

We proposed a novel abstraction technique and
confidence metric in probabilistic language modeling and demonstrated its advantage for different families of low resource languages. We also
outlined two primary areas for further research.
They include finding a self-adjustable balance between concrete and abstracted consideration, and
improving vocable prediction by filtering out inflection patterns (Tesar and Prince, 2003).

Angela D Friederici and Jeanine MI Wessels. 1993.
Phonotactic knowledge of word boundaries and its
use in infant speech perception. Perception & psychophysics, 54(3):287–295.
Matthew Goldrick. 2004. Phonological features and
phonotactic constraints in speech production. Journal of Memory and Language, 51(4):586–603.
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Abstract
Most languages have no formal writing
system and at best a limited written record.
However, textual data is critical to natural
language processing and particularly important for the training of language models that would facilitate speech recognition of such languages. Bilingual phonetic dictionaries are often available in
some form, since lexicon creation is a fundamental task of documentary linguistics.
We investigate the use of such dictionaries to improve language models when textual training data is limited to as few as 1k
sentences. The method involves learning
cross-lingual word embeddings as a pretraining step in the training of monolingual
language models. Results across a number
of languages show that language models
are improved by such pre-training.

1

Introduction

Most languages have no standard orthography and
are not actively written, limiting the availability of
textual data to the phonemic transcriptions made
by a trained linguist. Since phonemic transcription is a time-consuming process, such data is
scarce. This makes language modeling, which is
a key tool for facilitating speech recognition of
these languages, a very difficult challenge. One
of the touted advantages of neural network language models (NNLMs) is their ability to model
sparse data (Bengio et al., 2003; Gandhe et al.,
2014). However, despite the success of NNLMs
on large datasets (Mikolov et al., 2010; Sutskever
et al., 2011; Graves, 2013), it remains unclear
whether their advantages transfer to scenarios with
extremely limited amounts of data.

Appropriate initialization of parameters in neural network frameworks has been shown to be beneficial across a wide variety of domains, including speech recognition, where unsupervised pretraining of deep belief networks was instrumental in attaining breakthrough performance (Hinton et al., 2012). Neural network approaches to
a range of NLP problems have also been aided
by initialization with word embeddings trained on
large amounts of unannotated text (Frome et al.,
2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Lau and Baldwin, 2016).
However, in the case of extremely low-resource
languages, we don’t even have the luxury of this
annotated text.
As a remedy to this problem, we focus on crosslingual word embeddings (CLWEs), which learn
word embeddings by utilizing information in multiple languages. Recent advances in CLWEs have
shown that high quality embeddings can be learnt
even in the absence of bilingual corpora by harnessing bilingual lexicons (Gouws and Sogaard,
2015; Duong et al., 2016). This is useful as some
threatened and endangered languages have been
subject to significant linguistic investigation, leading to the creation of high-quality lexicons, despite the dearth of transcribed data. For example,
the training of a quality speech recognition system
for Yongning Na, a Sino-Tibetan language spoken
by approximately 40k people, is hindered by this
lack of data (Do et al., 2014), despite significant
linguistic investigation of the language (Michaud,
2008; Michaud, 2015).
In this paper we address two research questions.
Firstly, is the good performance of CLWEs dependent on having large amounts of data in multiple
languages, or can large amounts of data in one
source language inform embeddings trained with
very little target language data? Secondly, can
such CLWEs improve language modeling in lowresource contexts by initializing the parameters of
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neural network architectures for a wide variety of
NLP tasks with limited annotated data (Frome et
al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Zoph et al., 2016;
Lau and Baldwin, 2016).

an NNLM?
To answer these questions, we scale down the
available monolingual data of the target language
to as few as 1k sentences, while maintaining a
large source language dataset. We assess intrinsic embedding quality by considering correlation
with human judgment on the WordSim353 test set
(Finkelstein et al., 2001). We perform language
modeling experiments where we initialize the parameters of a long short-term memory (LSTM)
language model for low-resource language model
training across a variety of language pairs.
Simulated results indicate that CLWEs remain
resilient when target language training data is
drastically reduced, and that initializing the embedding layer of an NNLM with these CLWEs
consistently leads to better performance of the language model. In light of these results, we explore
the method’s application to Na, an actual lowresource language with realistic manually created
lexicons and transcribed data, and discuss results,
challenges, and future opportunities.

2

Low-resource language modeling and language
model adaptation Bellegarda (2004) review
language model adaptation, and argue that small
amounts of in-domain data are often more valuable than large amounts of out-of-domain data, but
that adapting background models using in-domain
data can be even better. Kurimo et al. (2016)
present more recent work on improving large vocabulary continuous speech recognition using language model adaptation for low-resourced FinnoUgric languages.
Cross-lingual language modeling has also been
explored with work on interpolation of a sparse
language model with one trained on a large
amount of translated data (Jensson et al., 2008),
and integrated speech recognition and translation
(Jensson et al., 2009; Xu and Fung, 2013).
Gandhe et al. (2014) investigate NNLMs for
low-resource languages, comparing NNLMs with
count-based language models, and find that
NNLMs interpolated with count-based methods
outperform standard n-gram models even with
small quantities of training data. In contrast, our
contribution is an investigation into harnessing
CLWEs learnt using bilingual dictionaries in order
to improve language modeling in a similar lowresource setting.

Related Work

This paper draws on work in three general areas,
which we briefly describe in this section.
Neural network language models and word embeddings Bengio et al. (2003) and Goodman
(2001) introduce word embeddings in the context of an investigation of neural language modeling. One argued advantage of such language
models is the ability to cope with sparse data
by sharing information among words with similar characteristics. Neural language modeling has
since become an active area of research, which
has demonstrated powerful capabilities at the word
level (Mikolov et al., 2010) and character level
(Sutskever et al., 2011). Notably, the use of LSTM
models of Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) to
model long-ranging statistical influences has been
shown to be effective (Graves, 2013; Zaremba et
al., 2014).
Word embeddings have became even more popular through the application of shallow neural network architectures that allow for training on large
quantities of data (Mnih et al., 2009; Bengio et
al., 2009; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Mikolov
et al., 2013a), spurring much investigation (Chen
et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014; Shazeer et
al., 2016; Bhatia et al., 2016). A key application
of word embeddings has been in the initializing of

Cross-lingual word embeddings Cross-lingual
word embeddings have also been the subject of
significant investigation. Many methods require
parallel corpora or comparable corpora to connect
the languages (Klementiev et al., 2012; Zou et al.,
2013; Hermann and Blunsom, 2013; Chandar A
P et al., 2014; Kociský et al., 2014; Coulmance
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016), while others use
bilingual dictionaries (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Xiao
and Guo, 2014; Faruqui and Dyer, 2014; Gouws
and Sogaard, 2015; Duong et al., 2016; Ammar et
al., 2016), or neither (Valerio and Barone, 2016).
In particular, we build on the work of Duong et
al. (2016). Their method harnesses monolingual
corpora in two languages along with a bilingual
lexicon to connect the languages and represent the
words in a common vector space. The model
builds on the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW)
model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) which learns em95

lingual baselines, we use the skip-gram (SG) and
CBOW) methods of Mikolov et al. (2013a) as implemented in the Gensim package (Řehůřek and
Sojka, 2010). We additionally used off-the-shelf
CBOW Google News Corpus (GNC) embeddings
with 300 dimensions, trained on 100 billion words.
The CLWEs were trained using the method of
Duong et al. (2016) since their method addresses
polysemy, which is rampant in dictionaries. The
same 1k-128k sentence English Wikipedia data
was used, but with an additional 5 million sentences of Wikipedia data in a source language. The
source languages include Japanese, German, Russian, Finnish, and Spanish, which represent languages of varying similarity with English, some
with great morphological and syntactic differences. To relate the languages, we used the Panlex
dictionary (Kamholz et al., 2014). We used the
default window size of 48 as used by Duong et al.
(2016), so that the whole sentences context is almost always taken into account. This is to mitigate
the effect of word re-ordering between languages.
We trained with an embedding dimension of 200
for all data sizes as that large dimension was helpful in capturing information of the source side.1

beddings by predicting words given their contexts.
The key difference is that the word to be predicted
is a target language translation of the a source language word centered in a source language context.
Since dictionaries tend to include a number of
translations for words, the model uses an iterative
expectation-maximization style training algorithm
in order to best select translations given the context. This process thus allows for polysemy to be
addressed which is desirable given the polysemous
nature of bilingual dictionaries.

3

Resilience of Cross-Lingual Word
Embeddings

Previous work using CLWEs typically assumes a
similar amount of training data of each available
language, often in the form of parallel corpora.
Recent work has shown that monolingual corpora
of two different languages can be tied together
with bilingual dictionaries in order to learn embeddings for words in both languages in a common
vector space (Gouws and Sogaard, 2015; Duong et
al., 2016). In this section we relax the assumption
of the availability of large monolingual corpora on
the source and target sides, and report an experiment on the resilience of such CLWEs when data
is scarce in the target language, but plentiful in a
source language.

3.2

Results

Figure 1 shows correlations with human judgment
in the WordSim353 task. The x-axis represents the
number of English training sentences. Coloured
lines represent CLWEs trained on different languages: Japanese, German, Spanish, Russian and
Finnish.2
With around 128k sentences of training data,
most methods perform quite well, with German
being the best performing. Interestingly the
CLWE methods all outperform GNC which was
trained on a far larger corpus of 100 billion words.
With only 1k sentences of target training data, all
the CLWEs have a correlation around .5 with the
exception of Finnish. Interestingly, no consistent
benefit was gained by using source languages for
which translation with English is simpler. For example, Spanish often underperformed Russian and
Japanese as a source language, as well as the very
morphologically rich Finnish.

3.1 Experimental Setup
Word embedding quality is commonly assessed
by evaluating the correlation of the cosine similarity of the embeddings with human judgements
of word similarity. Here we follow the same
evaluation procedure, except where we simulate a
low-resource language by reducing the availability
of target English monolingual text but preserve a
large quantity of source language text from other
languages. This allows us to evaluate the CLWEs
intrinsically using the WordSim353 task (Finkelstein et al., 2001) before progressing to downstream language modeling, where we additionally
consider other target languages.
We trained a variety of embeddings on English Wikipedia data of between 1k and 128k sentences of training data from (Al-Rfou et al., 2013).
In terms of transcribed speech data, this roughly
equates to between 1 and 128 hours of speech. For
the training data, we randomly chose sentences
that include words in the WordSim353 task proportionally to their frequency in the set. As mono-

1
Hyperparameters for both mono and cross-lingual word
embeddings: iters=15, negative=25, size=200, window=48,
otherwise default. Smaller window sizes led to similar results
for monolingual methods.
2
We also tried Italian, Dutch, German and Serbian, yielding similar results but omitted for presentation.
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Figure 1: Performance of different embeddings on
the WordSim353 task with different amounts of
training data. GNC is the Google News Corpus
embeddings, which are constant. CBOW and SG
are the monolingual word2vec embeddings. The
other, coloured, lines are all cross-lingual word
embeddings harnessing the information of 5m sentences of various source languages.
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Figure 2: Perplexity of language models on the
validation set. Numbers in the legend indicate
long short-term memory language models with
different hidden layer sizes, as opposed to Modified Kneser-Ney language models of order 3, 4
and 5.
for the practical advantage of having better language models for low-resource languages. Language modeling is a very syntax-oriented task, yet
syntax varies greatly between the languages we
train the CLWEs on. This experiment thus yields
some additional information about how effectively
bilingual information can be used for the task of
language modeling.

Notably, all the CLWEs perform far better than
their monolingual counterparts on small amounts
of data. This resilience of the target English word
embeddings suggests that CLWEs can serve as a
method of transferring semantic information from
resource-rich languages to the resource-poor, even
when the languages are quite different. However, the WordSim353 task is a constrained environment, and so in the next section we turn to
language modeling, a natural language processing
task of much practical importance for resourcepoor languages.

4

10,000

4.1

Experimental Setup

We experiment with a similar data setup as in
Section 3. However, target training sentences are
not constrained to include words observed in the
WordSim353 set, and are random sentences from
the aforementioned 5 million sentence corpus. For
each language, the validation and test sets consist
of 3k randomly selected sentences. The large vocabulary of Wikipedia and the small amounts of
training data used make this a particularly challenging language modeling task.
For our NNLMs, we use the LSTM language
model of Zaremba et al. (2014). As a countbased baseline, we use Modified Kneser-Ney
(MKN) (Kneser and Ney, 1995; Chen and Goodman, 1999) as implemented in KenLM (Heafield,
2011). Figure 2 presents some results of tuning
the dimensions of the hidden layer in the LSTM
with respect to perplexity on the validation set,3

Pre-training Language Models

Language models are an important tool with
particular application to machine translation and
speech recognition. For resource-poor languages
and unwritten languages, language models are
also a significant bottleneck for such technologies
as they rely on large quantities of data. In this section, we assess the performance of language models on varying quantities of data, across a number
of different source–target language pairs. In particular, we use CLWEs to initialize the first layer
in an LSTM recurrent neural network language
model and assess how this affects language model
performance. This is an interesting task not only

3
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We used 1 hidden layer but otherwise the same as the

1,000

as well as tuning the order of n-grams used by
the MKN language model. A dimension of 100
yielded a good compromise between the smaller
and larger training data sizes, while an order 5
MKN model performed slightly better than its
lower-order brethren.4
Interestingly, MKN strongly outperforms the
LSTM on low quantities of data, with the LSTM
language model not reaching parity until between
16k and 32k sentences of data. This is consistent
with the results of Chen et al. (2015) and Neubig
and Dyer (2016) that show that n-gram models are
typically better for rare words, and here our vocabulary is large but training data small since the
data are random Wikipedia sentences. However
these findings are inconsistent with the belief that
NNLMs have the ability to cope well with sparse
data conditions because of the smooth distributions that arise from using dense vector representations of words (Bengio et al., 2003). Traditional
smoothing stands strong.

Perplexity

800
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Figure 3: Perplexity of LSTMs when pre-trained
with cross-lingual word embeddings trained on the
same data. MKN is an order 5 Modified KneserNey baseline. LSTM is a neural network language
model with no pretrained embeddings. mono
is pretrained with monolingual word2vec embeddings. GNC is pretrained with Google News Corpus embeddings of dimension 300. The rest are
pretrained with CLWEs using information transfer
from different source languages.

4.2 English Results
With the parameters tuned on the English validation set as above, we then evaluated the LSTM language model when the embedding layer is initialized with various monolingual and cross-lingual
word embeddings. Figure 3 compares the performance of a number of language models on the
test set. In every case except for that of no pretraining (LSTM) the embedding layer was held
fixed during training, though we observed similar results when allowing them deviate from their
initial state. For the CLWEs, the same language
set was used as in Section 3. The curves for the
shown source languages (Dutch, Greek, Finnish,
and Japanese) are remarkably similar, as were
those for the languages omitted from the figure
(German, Russian, Serbian, Italian, and Spanish),
which suggests that the English target embeddings
are gleaning similar information from each of the
languages: likely less syntactic and more semantic
since the languages have very different syntax.
We compare these language models pre-trained
with CLWEs with pre-training using other embeddings. Pre-training with the Google News Corpus embeddings of the method of Mikolov et al.
(2013c) unsurprisingly performs the best due to

the large amount of English data not available
to the other methods, making it a sort of oracle.
Monolingual pre-training of word embeddings on
the same English data (mono) used by the CLWEs
yields poorer performance.
The language models initialized with pretrained CLWEs are significantly better than their
un-pre-trained counterpart on small amounts of
data, reaching par performance with MKN at
somewhere just past 4k sentences of training data.
In contrast, it takes more than 16k sentences of
training data before the plain LSTM language
model began to outperform MKN.
4.3

Other Target Languages

In Table 1 we present results of language model
experiments run with other languages used as the
low-resource target. In this table English is used in
each case as the large source language with which
to help train the CLWEs. The observation that the
CLWE-pre-trained language model tended to perform best relative to alternatives at around 8k or
16k sentences in the English case prompted us to
choose these slices of data when assessing other
languages as targets.

SmallConfig of models/rnn/ptb/ptb word lm.py available in
Tensorflow.
4
Note that all perplexities in this paper include out-ofvocabulary words, of which there are many.
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Lang
Greek
Serbian
Russian
Italian
German
Finnish
Dutch
Japanese
Spanish

8k sentences
MKN LSTM CLWE
827.3
920.3
780.4
492.8
586.3
521.3
1656.8 2054.5 1920.4
777.0
794.9
688.3
997.4 1026.0 1000.9
1896.4 2438.8 2165.5
492.1
491.3
456.2
1902.8 2662.4 2475.6
496.3
481.8
445.6

16k sentences
MKN LSTM CLWE
749.8
687.9
634.4
468.8
485.3
447.8
1609.5 1757.3 1648.3
686.2
627.7
559.7
980.0
908.8
874.1
1963.3 2233.2 2109.9
447.9
412.8
378.0
1816.8 2462.8 2279.6
445.9
412.9
369.6

Table 1: Perplexity of language models trained on 8k and 16k sentences for different languages. MKN
is an order 5 Modified Kneser-Ney language model. LSTM is a long short-term memory neural network
language model with no pre-training. CLWE is an LSTM language model pre-trained with cross-lingual
word embeddings, using English as the source language.
Yongning Na is a Sino-Tibetan language spoken
by approximately 40k people in an area in Yunnan,
China, near the border with Sichuan. It has no orthography, and is tonal with a rich morphophonology. Given the small quantity of manually transcribed phonemic data available in the language,
Na provides an ideal test bed for investigating the
potential and difficulties this method faces in a realistic setting. In this section we report results in
Na language modeling and discuss hurdles to be
overcome.

For each language, the pre-trained LSTM
language model outperforms its non-pre-trained
counterpart, making it a competition between
MKN and the CLWE-pre-trained language models. The languages for which MKN tends to do
better are typically those further from English or
those with rich morphology, making cross-lingual
transfer of information more challenging. Interestingly, there seems to be a degree of asymmetry here: while all languages helped English language modeling similarly, English helps the other
languages to varying degrees.
Neural language modeling sparse data can be
improved by initializing parameters with crosslingual word embeddings. But if modified KneserNey is still often better than both, what is the
point? Firstly, there is promise in getting the
best of both worlds by perhaps using a hybrid
count-based language model (MKN) and LSTM
language model with interpolation (Gandhe et
al., 2014) or the framework of Neubig and Dyer
(2016). Secondly, the consistent performance improvements gained by an LSTM using CLWEinitialization is a promising sign for CLWEsinitialization of neural networks for other tasks
given limited target language data.

5

5.1

Experimental Setup

The phonemically transcribed corpus5 consists of
3,039 phonemically transcribed sentences which
are a subset of a larger spoken corpus. These
sentences are segmented at the level of the word,
morpheme and phonological process, and have
been translated into French, with smaller amounts
translated into Chinese and English. The corpus
also includes word-level glosses in French and English. The dictionary of Michaud (2015) contains
example sentences for entries, as well as translations into French, English and Chinese.
The dictionary consists of around 2k Na entries,
with example sentences and translations into English, French and Chinese. To choose an appropriate segmentation of the corpus, we used a hierarchical segmentation method where words were
queried in the dictionary. If a given word was
present then it was kept as a token, otherwise the
word was split into its constituent morphemes.
We took 2,039 sentences to be used as train-

First Steps in a Real Under-Resourced
Language

Having demonstrated the effectiveness of CLWEpre-training of language models using simulation in a variety of well-resourced written languages, we proceed to a preliminary investigation
of this method to a very low-resource unwritten
language, Na.

5
Available as part of the Pangloss collection at
http://lacito.vjf.cnrs.fr/pangloss.
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Tones
No tones

Types
2,045
1,192

Tokens
45,044
45,989

Table 2: Counts of types and tokens across the
whole Na corpus, given our segmentation method.

MKN
LSTM
CLWE
Lem
En-split

Tones
59.4
74.8.
76.6
76.8
76.4

No tones
38.0
46.0
46.2
44.7
47.0

Table 3: Perplexities on the Na test set using English as the source language. MKN is an order 5
Modified Kneser-Ney language model. LSTM is a
neural network language model without pretraining. CLWE is the same LM with pre-trained Na–
English CLWEs. Lem is the same as CLWE except
with English lemmatization. En-split extends this
by preprocessing the dictionary such that entries
with multiple English words are converted to multiple entries of one English word.
ing data, with the remaining 1k sentences split
equally between validation and test sets. The
phonemic transcriptions include tones, so we created two preprocessed versions of the corpus: with
and without tones. Table 2 exhibits type and token counts for these two variations. In addition
to the CLWE approach used in Sections 3 and
4, we additionally tried lemmatizing the English
Wikipedia corpus so that it each token was more
likely to be present in the Na–English dictionary.

surface form the tone a syllable takes. Thus, semantically identical words may take different surface tones than is present in the relevant dictionary
entry, resulting in mismatches with the dictionary.
If tones are left present, the percentage of Na
tokens present in the dictionary is 62%. Removing tones yields a higher dictionary hit rate of
88% and allows tone mismatches between surface forms and dictionary entries to be overcome.
This benefit is gained in exchange for higher polysemy, with an average of 4.1 English translations
per Na entry when tones are removed, as opposed
to 1.9 when tones are present. Though this situation of polysemy is what the method of Duong
et al. (2016) is designed to address, it means the
language model fails to model tones and doesn’t
significantly help CLWE-pre-training in any case.
Future work should investigate morphophonological processing for Na, since there is regularity behind these tonal changes (Michaud, 2008) which
could mitigate these issues if addressed.
Polysemy We considered the polysemy of the
tokens of other languages’ corpora in the Panlex
dictionaries. Interestingly they were higher than
the Na dictionary with tones removed, ranging
from 2.7 for Greek–English to 19.5 for German–
English. It seems the more important factor is the
amount of tokens in the English corpus that were
present in the dictionary. For the Na–English dictionary, this was only 18% and 20% when lemmatized and unlemmatized, respectively. However it
was 67% for the Panlex dictionary. Low dictionary hit rates of both the Na and English corpora
must damage the CLWEs modeling capacity.

5.2 Results and Discussion
Table 3 shows the Na language modeling results.
Pre-trained CLWEs do not significantly outperform that of the non-pre-trained, and MKN outperforms both. Given the size of the training data,
and the results of Section 4, it is no surprise that
MKN outperforms the NNLM approaches. But the
lack of benefit in CLWE-pre-training the NNLMs
requires some reflection. We now proceed to discuss the challenges of this data to explore why
the positive results of language model pre-training
that were seen in Section 4 were not seen in this
experiment.
Tones A key challenge arises because of Na’s
tonal system. Na has rich tonal morphology. Syntactic relationships between words influence the
100

Dictionary word forms Not all the forms of
many English word groups are represented. For
example, only the infinitive ‘to run’ is present,
while ‘running’, ‘ran’ and ‘runs’ are not. The
limited scope of this lexicon motivates lemmatization on the English side as a normalization step,
which may be of some benefit (see Table 3). Furthermore, such lemmatization can be expected to
reduce the syntactic information present in embeddings which does not transfer between languages
as effectively as semantics.
Some common words, such as ‘reading’ are
not present in the dictionary, but ‘to read aloud’
is. Additionally, there are frequently entries such
as ‘way over there’ and ‘masculine given name’
that are challenging to process. As an attempt

Perplexity

800

Domain Another difference that may contribute
to the results is that the domain of the text is very
different. The Na corpus is a collection of spoken narratives transcribed, while the Wikipedia articles are encyclopaedic entries, which makes the
registers very different.
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1,000

10,000 100,000 1,000,000

5.3

Entries
LSTM

full-dict

sub-dict

Figure 4: Perplexities of an English–German
CLWE-pretrained language model trained on 2k
English sentences as the dictionary size available
in CLWE training increases to its full size (subdict). As points of comparison, LSTM is a long
short-term memory language model with no pretraining and full-dict is a CLWE-pretrained language model with the full dictionary available.
to mitigate this issue, we segmented such English
entries, creating multiple Na–English entries for
each. However, results in Table 3 show that this
failed to show improvements. More sophisticated
processing of the dictionary is required.
Dictionary size There about 2,115 Na entries
in the dictionary and 2,947 Na–English entries.
Which makes the dictionary very small in comparison to the Panlex dictionary used in the previous
experiments. Duong et al. (2016) report large reductions in performance of CLWEs on some tasks
when dictionary size is scaled down to 10k.
To better understand how limited dictionary size
could be affecting language model performance,
we performed an ablation experiment where random entries in the Panlex English–German dictionary were removed in order to restrict its size.
Figure 4 shows the performance of English language modeling when training data is restricted to
2k sentences (to emulate the Na case) and the size
of the dictionary afforded to the CLWE training is
adjusted. This can only serve as a rough comparison, since Panlex is very large and so a 1k entry
subset may contain many obscure terms and few
useful ones. Nevertheless, results suggest that a
critical point occurs somewhere in the order of 10k
entries. But since improvements are demonstrated
even with smaller dictionaries, this is further evidence that more sophisticated preprocessing of the
Na dictionary is required.
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Future Work on Na Language Modeling

Though the technique doesn’t work out of the box,
this sets a difficult and compelling challenge of
harnessing the available Na data more effectively.
The dictionary is a rich source of other information, including part-of-speech tags, example sentences and multilingual translations. In addition to
better preprocessing of the dictionary information
we have already used, harnessing this additional
information is an important next step to improving
Na language modeling. The corpus includes translations into French, Chinese and English, as well
as glosses. Some CLWE methods can additionally
utilize such parallel data (Coulmance et al., 2015;
Ammar et al., 2016) and we leave to future work
incorporation of this information as well.
The tonal system is well described (Michaud,
2008), and so further Na-specific work should allow differences between surface form tones and
tones in the dictionary to be bridged.
Our work corroborates the observation that
MKN performs well on rare words (Chen et al.,
2015). Though we MKN performs the best with
such sparse training data, there is promise that
hybrid count-based and NNLMs (Gandhe et al.,
2014; Neubig and Dyer, 2016) can achieve the best
of both worlds for language modeling of Na and
other low-resource languages.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have demonstrated that CLWEs
can remain resilient, even when training data in
the target language is scaled down drastically.
Such CLWEs continue to perform well on the
WordSim353 task, as well as demonstrating downstream efficacy across a number of languages
through initialization of NNLMs. This work supports CLWEs as a method of transfer of information to resource-poor languages by harnessing
distributional information in a large source language. We can expect parameter initialization with
CLWEs trained on such asymmetric data condititions to aid in other NLP tasks too, though this
should be empirically assessed.
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Abstract
There is a growing body of work studying suicide ideation, expressions of intentions to kill oneself, on social media.
We explore the problem of detecting such
ideation on Twitter, focusing on the impact
of a set of features drawn from the literature and on the role of discussion context for this task. Our experiments show
a significant improvement upon the previously published results for the O’Dea
et al. (2015) dataset on suicide ideation.
Interestingly, we found that stylistic features helped while social media metadata
features did not. Furthermore, discussion
context was useful. To further understand
the contributions of these different features and of discussion context, we present
a discussion of our experiments in varying
the feature representations, and examining
their effects on suicide ideation detection
on Twitter.

1

Introduction

According to World Health Organisation, a suicide
occurs every 40 seconds worldwide (WHO, 2014).
Suicidal death has destructive effect on both family (Cerel et al., 2008) and community (Levine,
2008) level. Tragically, many suicide cases can
be prevented (Bailey et al., 2011). As social media platforms, such as Twitter1 , are often used as
channels to discuss mental health topics, there is a
need for new technologies to deliver online mental health support (Daine et al., 2013). Such services may be particular important for the youth,
well represented on social media, for whom suicide is the second leading cause of death (WHO,
2014).
∗
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Consequently, there is a growing body of work
that studies suicide ideation, expressions of intentions to kill oneself, on platforms such as Twitter. For example, O’Dea et al. (2015) describe a
data set of Twitter posts that has been annotated
by mental health and social media experts for (i)
the presence of suicide ideation, and (ii) the level
of severity of the ideation. In that text classification work, lexical features alone were used. However, intuitively, one might expect that information, such as the discussion context, might each
provide valuable information to detect cases of
suicide ideation.
For example, information from the surrounding
discussion context, perhaps by friends, might indicate the presence of genuine suicide ideation. Two
examples, Post A and Post B and their respective
replies, are shown below.2
Post-A: Okay goodbye, im going to kill myself
tomorrow @ the retreat thing.
Reply-A: @ANON No plz dont.
Post-B: Listening to ultra live stream rn in
ANON’s car da gonna kill myself
Reply-B: @ANON I was watching it at work!!
Although both cases contain the key phrase “kill
myself”, the replies indicate that Post-A is a more
concerning post than Post-B, as the respondent
answers sympathetically and supportively. However, the reply to Post-B focuses on the topic of
the “live stream”, seemingly dismissing the phrase
“kill myself” as a colloquialism.
In this paper, we describe our exploration of
these different feature sets for suicide ideation detection. We perform this study using the data
set of O’Dea et al. (2015) as it contains annotations of suicide ideation and also of the severity
of that ideation. That is, it also includes cases
of non-genuine suicide ideation (based on uses of
2

Examples have been modified to remove Twitter handles.
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the word “suicide” for metaphorical or humorous
purposes). In addition, the data set also includes
metadata for each Twitter post and the discussion
context following each annotated post.
Our contributions are as follows.
1. We improve on the results published in
O’Dea et al. (2015);
2. We describe a unified feature set drawn from
the literature of mental health and suicide
ideation analytics; and
3. We present a novel analysis on the impact of
discussion level features for suicide ideation
detection on Twitter.
Interestingly, we find that the literature-inspired
feature sets only marginally improved upon the
classification results. Specifically, for this work,
stylistic features helped but social media features
did not. Furthermore, discussion context was useful but only provided a small gain in performance.
This is a surprising outcome, and so we investigate
the roles of these features and of the discussion
context further.
In the remainder of this paper, we describe the
O’Dea et al. (2015) dataset and the previously
published results in Section 2. We survey the related work from which our feature set was inspired
in Section 3. Section 4 outlines the stylistic and
social media metadata features used in this work,
as well as providing an analysis about the contributions of these feature types. We examine the
role of discussion context in Section 5. Finally,
we present concluding remarks in Section 6.

2

The O’Dea et al. (2015) Dataset and
Classification Results

In this work, we base our study of features relevant
in suicide ideation detection on an existing Twitter
dataset that contains judgements on the severity of
the suicide ideation and also a rich collection of
supplementary data for the post in question, such
as the following discussion and the Twitter metadata (O’Dea et al., 2015). In this section, we will
briefly describe the dataset, along with the machine learning features and algorithm used to obtain published performance results.
2.1 The Dataset
Twitter data was collected by O’Dea et al. (2015)
using queries based on words relating to general
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Attribute
Num. Twitter posts
Num. Unique words
Avg. Num. words

SI
534
2545
17.5

PC
1029
3016
14.9

SC
258
694
10.9

All
1821
4750
15.1

Table 1: Descriptive summary statistics about each
class label.
English words about suicide ideation (Jashinsky et
al., 2014), such as: suicidal; suicide; kill myself;
my suicide note; never wake up; better off dead;
suicide plan; tired of living; die alone; go to sleep
forever.
Of these, 2000 Twitter posts occurring between
February and April 2014 were randomly sampled and annotated using three categories of severity listed here from least to most severe: “Safe
to Ignore”(SI), “Possibly Concerning”(PC) and
“Strongly Concerning”(SC) according to their suicide risk (O’Dea et al., 2015). Table 1 presents
summary statistics about each class.
2.2

Prior classification results

The best performing system found by O’Dea et
al. (2015) was a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(Joachims, 1999) with a feature set of unigrams
weighted by TF-IDF scores. For these features,
casing was ignored. To focus on the impact of
using different feature types, we continue using
SVM as the classifier and TF-IDF for lower-cased
unigram features.
We successfully replicated the previous result
reported by O’Dea et al. (2015), built using the
Python Scikit-learn package3 . We achieved a
10-fold cross-validation accuracy of 66% that is
slightly better than the reported result of 63% in
O’Dea et al. (2015).
We suspect this difference is due to variations
in the text preprocessing. We thus experimented
with different text preprocessing variants for ngram lexical features. These are as follows:
• N-gram We extended the feature set to include uni-, bi- and tri-gram, where longer
n-grams potentially captures phasal information.
• Text Preprocessing We tokenised the text
using the Twokenize tool from Carnegie
Melon University (CMU), which provides a
3

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/index.html

Features
Baseline
1-3 NGrams
CMU

Accuracy
66.4%
66.0%
66.6%

Macro-F1 (p-value)
58.6 (-)
57.7 (p = 0.275)
59.0 (p = 0.432)

3
3.1

Table 2: Accuracy and macro-F1 scores for different variants of our baseline.

treatment of social media conventions such as
emoji.4 .

We summarise thse results in Table 2 Given
our multi-class scenario, a more informative metric than accuracy is the macro-F1 score, which
we present here (scaled to lie from 0 to 100) and
use in the remainder of this paper. For this experiment and in the remainder of this paper, we
consistently report on 10-fold cross-validation results, using the same fold splits each time. For
significance tests, we use the Wilcoxon Signed
Ranks (Wilcoxon, 1945) test. Following the evaluation procedure of the 2016 CL Psych shared task,
(Milne et al., 2016), we use macro-F1 as it gives
“more weight to infrequent yet more critical labels”, noting that the shared task and the classification task described in this paper shared much
in common, albeit for different data sets. In this
paper, significant results are in bold font.
We found that using a larger n-gram size did not
help, decreasing the macro-F1 score to 57.7. We
suspect this is due to the short nature of Twitter.
Using the CMU tool provided a small improvement in macro-F1 (59.0), which we attribute to
Twokenise’s more comprehensive treatment of social media text conventions.
We note that character n-grams have also been
explored in the literature, as a means to abstract
beyond the noisy nature of social media. This has
been experimented in the past by Coppersmith et
al. (2016) and Malmasi et al. (2016). We focus on
unigram features here to allow a straightforward
comparison with the previously published results
for the dataset.
In the remainder of this paper, as our baseline,
we use our re-implementation of the O’Dea et al.
(2015) classifier, using the Twokenise tool to create unigram features.
4

Features used in Suicide-related
Research

One recent focus of computational linguistics research community has been on natural language
processing tools to facilitate mental health research. This has been coordinated as shared tasks
in the 2011 i2b2 Medical NLP Challenge5 as well
as the recent 2015 and 2016 shared tasks in the
Computational Linguistics and Clinical Psychology (CL Psych) series (Coppersmith et al. (2015b)
and Milne et al. (2016), respectively).
In this short survey, we focus on related work
that examines different facets of text studied that
help to characterise mental illness, with a particular focus on work on detecting suicide ideation.
We can characterise features used as being: (i)
stylistic, or (ii) social media metadata:
The stylistic features for analysing suiciderelated text often uses features from the Linguistics Inquirer Word Count (LIWC) (Tausczik
and Pennebaker, 2010). LIWC provides features
such as articles, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, adverbs, personal pronouns, prepositions, functional
words, assent, negation, certainty and quantifier
and have been used by Coppersmith et al. (2014)
and De Choudhury et al. (2013) to study mental health signals in Twitter. Coppersmith et al.
(2015a) employ the features to characterise mental
illness, such Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and Seasonal Affective Disorder
(SAD).
These have also been applied to other data
sources besides Twitter. For analyses of text on
suicide ideation, Matykiewicz et al. (2009), uses
LIWC to study suicide notes of suicide completers. Kumar et al. (2015) look at Reddit discussions following a celebrity suicide. Cohan et al.
(2016) use the features to categorise mental health
forum data in the 2016 CL Psych shared task.
In addition to LIWC, other stylistic features are
possible. For example, Pestian et al. (2010) examines the use of readability metrices, such as the
Flesch and Kincaid readability scores. Liakata
et al. (2012) describe the role of features such
as grammatical subject and object, grammatical
triples, and negation in detecting emotion in the
i2b2 dataset.
Social media metadata features have also pre5

https://github.com/myleott/ark-twokenize-py
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viously been explored in the analysis of mental
health related content. For example, metadata
such as the time of post has previously been studied by Huang et al. (2015) and De Choudhury et al.
(2013). Interestingly, De Choudhury et al. (2013)
link time of posting to an insomnia index.
De Choudhury et al. (2013) also examines Twitter discussions, looking at the proportion of reply
posts and the fraction of retweets as features. Related features are possible with other data sources
besides Twitter. For example, Cohan et al. (2016)
examine the role of discussion thread length for
forum data.
A more complex set of features derived from
the social media platform are network-related features. Colombo et al. (2016) perform social network analysis and examine the friend vs follower
distributions in their analysis of Twitter networks
and suicide ideation.

4

• Orthographic This feature group includes
the number of all-upper-letter word, alllower-letter word, words starting with upper letter, words containing continuously repeated letters and ratio of all uppercase to all
lowercase words in one tweet.
• Sympathy Response Words The number
of words associated with a sympathetic response. We use the following categories:
– please: please, pls, plz
– no: no, not, none, nope
• Punctuation The number of question marks,
exclamation marks and colons in the tweet.
• Personal Pronoun Three Boolean features to
indicate the presence of 1st, 2nd and 3rd person pronouns. We define these as:
– 1st: I, me, myself, im, I’m
– 2nd: u, you, yourself
– 3rd: she, he, hers, his, her, him, herself,
himself

Evaluating Literature-Inspired
Features

In this section, we describe our literature-inspired
feature set covering (i) stylistic features and (ii)
social media features. Our focus is on Twitter data
which differs from other text given its short length,
its informality in style, spelling and grammaticality. Consequently, instead of LIWC, we use a
range of tools that are optimised for Twitter analytics, such as the CMU preprocessing tools, which
provides Part-of-Speech tags for Twitter, and our
own Twitter specific versions of the stylistic features listed above.
4.1 Stylistic Features
Following related work in examining stylistic linguistic features in analysing the language of mental health discussions (for example, Kumar et al.
(2015) and Coppersmith et al. (2015a)), we examine a set of features that capture the linguistics attributes associated with the style of writing, such as orthography or words that have a
strong syntactic element like pronouns. Similar
features have been proven successful in sentiment
analysis domain (for example, Mohammad et al.
(2013) look at part-of-speech features and Brody
and Diakopoulos (2011) examines orthographic
features).
The features we explored are as follows:
• Generic Text Attributes The number of
chars, tokens in the Twitter message.
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• Question Words The number of question
words, such as: why, what, whats, what’s,
when, where, and how.
• Time References The number of time references, searching keywords including: tomorrow, today, yesterday, now, and the names of
days (including abbreviations).
• Auxiliary Verbs The number of auxiliary
and modal verbs, including: am, is, are, do,
does, have, has, going, gonna, was, were,
did, had, gone, shall, can, may, might, could,
would, should, will, must.
• Part-of-Speech (POS) features The counts
for POS tags provided by the CMU Twitter
NLP tool (Gimpel et al., 2011).
4.2

Social Media Features

The Twitter Application Programming Interface
(API)6 provides additional metadata in addition
to the message content. Some of these features
capture elements of the social environment of the
Twitter user posting the message, such as the size
of their Twitter community (through the follower
6
For full documentation, please view the Twitter Developer documentation: http://dev.twitter.com

and followee counts), and the level of conversational interaction for the current discussion, as
given by the number of replies or retweets (Boyd
et al., 2010).
The features we examined and our intuitions for
using them were as follows:
• Number of replies The number of replies
could indicate if the content was concerning
enough to evoke one or more responses.
• The timestamp of the post Tweets posted at
certain hours, for example late in the night,
may be potentially more concerning.

Model
Baseline (1-gram TFIDF)
+ Stylistic
+ Social Media

Macro-F1 (P-value)
58.6 (-)
60.2 (p = 0.084)
58.5 (p = 1.000)

Table 3: Classification performance for different
feature types.
Features
All
All - Style. Ling.
All - POS
All - Social Media

Macro-F1 (P-Value)
38.7 (-)
27.7 (p = 0.002)
36.6 (p = 0.010)
38.7 (p = 1.000)

Table 4: Metadata Features Performance
• Account features These features capture the
extent to which the Twitter user has personalised their Twitter account. The degree of
personalisation could indicate the presence of
spam accounts. We use 5 types of features:
(i) whether the author has changed the default
profile, (ii) whether author uses the default
image, (iii) whether the author has provided
a personal web URL; (iv) the number of followers; and (v) the number of friends (where
both parties follow each other).
• Tweet Special Elements The count of
special elements in a tweet, including:
retweet flags, favourite flags, hashtags, URLs
present, user mentions. This could indicate
the style of communication.
• Message Truncation If the message is truncated, this could indicate that the content has
been copied or reposted, potentially indicating that the content did not originate with the
author.
4.3 Feature Normalization
So far, we introduced features with different units
and scaling. In a linear model, such as the SVM,
features with larger scale will be assigned higher
weight during training stage. To avoid this, we
normalised each feature independently by removing mean and scaling them to unit variance, as
shown in following equation:
Xnorm =

X −µ
σ

4.4 Results
In Table 3, we present 10-fold cross validation results for the dataset using the baseline features, as
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well as variants of the classifier that combine the
stylistic and social media metadata features outlined above with the baseline features. The results
show that performance is relatively unchanged
when using social media features and stylistic features seem to help marginally. However, these results are not statistically significant.
The lack of improvement was surprising, given
the prevalence of these features in the literature.
We thus performed a feature ablation study for social media features and the stylistic linguistic features. To gain insights on the contribution of these
features types, this study was done without unigram features.
The results are presented in Table 4. The lower
overall score indicates that the baseline classifier
heavily relies on the unigram features, indicating
that this is a strongly lexical task. We note that
stylistic features capture textual cues, such as auxiliary verbs and pronouns, that may overlap somewhat with the unigram features. This is why we
see so little benefit when they are added to the unigram features, as shown earlier in Table 3.
Removing POS features, as a subcategory of
the stylistic features, only drops performance
marginally, We infer that features to do with content, such as pronouns and sympathetic features
are thus more useful cues in detecting suicide
ideation.
Again, we find that social media features do
not contribute greatly. One reason why this result may differ from related work is the nature of
the data set, which may differ substantially from
other data studied in related work. For example,
it may be the case that timestamps do not matter
for this Twitter dataset, which was collected under

different conditions than the work of De Choudhury et al. (2013), where Twitter content is much
more strongly aligned to suicide attempts.
In addition, although the number of replies was
useful in related work, in this data set most posts
only had a single response, as shown in Figure 1.
Furthermore Figure 2 shows that there is little difference in the length of discussion across different
class labels.

Figure 1: Distribution of Discussion Length

for labelled data acquisition. For example, if responses turn out to be strongly correlated with the
level of concerns for suicide ideation, perhaps by
virtue of containing sympathetic content, we can
explore methods that capitalise on this. Our aim
here is to understand the feasibility of data acquisition approaches based on responses.
In exploring the role of the text in responses for
suicide ideation detection, our work is similar to
the recent 2016 CL Psych shared task, where forum discussions were the main source data. As
a result, many participants explored the discussion
as extra text context from which to derive features.
For example, Malmasi et al. (2016) used the discussion structure to look at the posts preceding and
following the discussion post in question. Pink et
al. (2016) look at concatenations of discussion reply chains as a source of features. We used a similar approach in this work, except that we focus on
the much shorter Twitter discussions.
We incorporate information about the discussion context by examining the responses to the
Twitter post in question, or the “triggering post”.
When using the additional context of discussion
responses, the feature representation of the triggering post can be augmented with feature representations based on the text of the responses. Given
the results of the preceding section, we focus on
unigram features for responses.
The two methods we explored are:
• Merge Text In the simplest approach, the text
of original Twitter post and all responses are
merged together into one text. Unigram features are extracted from this combined text.
The length of this feature |V | where V is the
vocabulary size.

Figure 2: Averaged discussion length for each
class label.

5

Discussion Context

• Split Text In this representation, we keep the
text of the triggering post and the text of the
responses separate, resulting in two sets of
unigram features. The size of this feature
vector is 2|V |.
5.1

One facet of the O’Dea et al. (2015) dataset is
that it contains the responses to the annotated post.
Although in a real-world intervention system that
classifies a newly created Twitter post, responses
may not be available, it may still be useful to gauge
their role in suicide ideation detection.
Our motivation here in examining the responses
is that these could lead to alternative methods
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Results

In Table 5, we present the results for the discussion features, showing that performance increases
when maintaining some discussion structure (using the split text variant). Indeed, by collapsing the
discussion, the triggering post and the responses,
into a single text block, which one might want to
do for the purposes of simplifying the model, the
results are negatively affected.

Model
Baseline (1-gram TFIDF)
+ Disc. (Merge Text)
+ Disc. (Split Text)
Disc. Split Text + Stylistic
All

Macro-F1 (P-value)
58.6 (-)
57.1 (p = 0.375)
60.7 (p = 0.084)
61.7 (p = 0.010)
62.3 (p = 0.193)

Table 5: Classification performance for different
feature types. All means “Disc. Split Text +
Stylistic + Social media”
If we combine this with the stylistic features
for the triggering post and for the responses, the
gains are culminative with performance increasing
to 61.7 (+3.1 macro-F1 points), a significant improvement above the baseline (α = 0.05). We also
conduct experiment including both stylistic features and social media features with results shown
in All in Table 5. As we expected, by incorporating social media features, we only gain mild
0.6% F1 score improvement which is not statistical significant (α = 0.193 > 0.05) compared with
“Disc. Split Text + Stylistic”.
5.2 The Role of the First Response
We observed a statistically significant positive improvement of 3.1 macro-F1 points. Although this
is a positive improvement, it is slight. This is a
surprise given the motivating example above. In
particular, we expected that content-based features
from the responses would help more in labelling
the triggering post.
We performed subsequent experiments to see
whether additional features that capture more of
the discussion structure would help. For the results reported in Table 5, responses were treated
as single amalgamated unit. However, one might
expect that it is the first response that potentially
sheds the most light as to whether there is a severe
suicide ideation in the triggering post, since the
subsequent responses may contain divergent topics.
Approach
Baseline
All Responses
First Response

Macro-F1 (P-Value)
58.6 (-)
60.7 (p = 0.084)
60.5 (p = 0.105)

Table 6: Investigating the role of the first response
We investigated this by creating variants of the
system that would use just the first response, com111

Chars
Words

Resp.
FR
OR
FR
OR

SC
55.8
69.8
10.8
13.2

PC
62.0
57.7
12.0
10.5

SI
69.1
69.2
13.4
12.4

All
63.2
62.1
12.2
11.31

Table 7: Average lengths of the first response (FR)
vs. other responses (OR) in terms of characters
and words.
Class
SC
PC
SI

Words
you, i, don’t, to, no, it, do, me, that,
please
you, i, to, that, it, the, me, a, and,
don’t
you, i, to, the, a, it, that, is, and, me

Table 8: Top 10 most frequent words in the first
response (ordered by rank).
pared to the system described above, which uses
all responses. The results are presented in Table 6.
We observe that the performance is almost identical, if not marginally worse. We believe that this
is because, while the first response may indicate
the severity of the ideation, sympathetic responses
tend to be shorter. Thus segmenting the discussion after the first response means that the feature
representations is less rich.
To explore this negative result further, we
checked to see if indeed the first responses were
shorter. Table 7 presents the average length of
the first responses (compared to other responses)
in terms of characters and words. Interestingly,
for the SC class, the length of the first response is
indeed shorter than the other responses. Furthermore, this is not the case for the other class labels.
This shorter length was associated with sympathetic responses. Table 8 provides a summary view
of these responses by showing the top 10 words for
the first response for each class label, with sympathetic terms bolded (terms that correspond to responses like “no, don’t do it please”). The SC case
has more of these words in its top 10 list, compared to the other class labels.
As the SVM was not able to utilise this information, we checked to see if a partially heuristic
approach would work. We implemented a variant of the suicide ideation detection system that
would first check the length of the first response.
If this was less than a certain threshold, it would
be deemed to be of the SC class. Otherwise, we

Thres.
F1

6
38

8
33

10
29

12
27

14
25
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Table 9: A partially heuristic approach based on
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stands for threshold.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we explored a range of literatureinspired features that for the task of detecting suicide ideation on Twitter. We focused on stylistic linguistic and social media metadata features
for use in addition to unigram features, finding
that it was the stylistic features that helped for
our dataset. We described a number of further investigations on the role of discussion context for
this classification task, finding that discussion context helps. Furthermore, both discussion context
and stylistic features can be combined to achieve
a significant improvement in performance, compared with the previously published performance
on this dataset. We also explored the contributions of different feature types and variations in
representing the discussion context. We found that
a simple representation that does not make a distinction between the first and following responses
worked best. From these results, we conclude that
unigram features still represent a strong baseline,
reflecting perhaps that suicide ideation detection is
a task that is heavily influenced by lexical cues.
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Abstract
Supervised domain-specific term extraction often suffers from two common problems, namely labourious manual feature
selection, and the lack of labelled data. In
this paper, we introduce a weakly supervised bootstrapping approach using two
deep learning classifiers. Each classifier
learns the representations of terms separately by taking word embedding vectors as inputs, thus no manually selected
feature is required. The two classifiers
are firstly trained on a small set of labelled data, then independently make predictions on a subset of the unlabeled data.
The most confident predictions are subsequently added to the training set to retrain
the classifiers. This co-training process
minimises the reliance on labelled data.
Evaluations on two datasets demonstrate
that the proposed co-training approach
achieves a competitive performance with
limited training data as compared to standard supervised learning baseline.

1

Introduction

Domain-specific terms are essential for many
knowledge management applications, such as
clinical text processing, risk management, and
equipment maintenance. Domain-specific term
extraction aims to automatically identify domain
relevant technical terms that can be either unigram words or multi-word phrases. Supervised
domain-specific term extraction often relies on the
training of a binary classifier to identify whether
or not a candidate term is relevant to the domain (da Silva Conrado et al., 2013; Foo and
Merkel, 2010; Nazar and Cabré, 2012). In such
approaches, term extraction models are built upon
∗
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manually selected features including the local statistical and linguistic information (e.g. frequency,
co-occurrence frequency, or linguistic patterns),
and external information form third-party knowledge bases (e.g. WordNet, DBpedia). Designing
and evaluating different feature combinations turn
the development of term extraction models into a
time-consuming and labor-intensive exercise. In
addition, these approaches require a large amount
of labelled training data to generalise the learning.
However, labelled data is often hard or impractical
to obtain.
In this paper, our first objective is to minimise
the usage of labelled data by training two classifiers in a co-training fashion. Co-training is
a weakly supervised learning mechanism introduced by Blum and Mitchell (1998), which tackles the problem of building a classification model
from a dataset with limited labelled data among
the majority of unlabelled ones. It requires two
classifiers, each built upon separate views of the
data. Each view represents a separate set of manually selected features that must be sufficient to
learn a classifier. For example, Blum and Mitchell
classify web pages based on words appearing in
the content of a web page, and words in hyperlinks pointing to the web page. Co-training starts
with training each classifier on a small labelled
dataset, then each classifier is used to predict a
subset of the unlabelled data. The most confident
predictions are subsequently added to the training
set to re-train each classifier. This process is iterated a fixed number of times. Co-training algorithms have been applied to many NLP tasks
where labelled data are in scarce, including statistical parsing (Sarkar, 2001), word sense disambiguation (Mihalcea, 2004), and coreference resolution (Ng and Cardie, 2003), which demonstrate
that it generally improves the performance without
requiring additional labelled data.
Our second objective is to eliminate the ef-
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fort of feature engineering by using deep learning
models. Applying deep neural networks directly
to NLP tasks without feature engineering is also
described as NLP from scratch (Collobert et al.,
2011). As a result of such training, words are represented as low dimensional and real-valued vectors, encoding both semantic and syntactic features (Mikolov et al., 2013). In our model, word
embeddings are pre-trained over the corpora to encode word features that are used as inputs to two
deep neural networks to learn different term representations (corresponding to the concept of views)
over the same dataset. One is a convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn term representations
through a single convolutional layer with multiple
filters followed by a max pooling layer. Each filter
is associated with a region that essentially corresponds to a sub-gram of a term. The underlying
intuition is that the meaning of a term can be learnt
from its sub-grams by analysing different combinations of words. The other is a Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) network which learns the representation of a term by recursively composing the
embeddings of an input word and the composed
value from its precedent, hypothesising that the
meaning of a term can be learnt from the sequential combination of each constituent word. Each
network connects to a logistic regression layer to
perform classifications.

Our model is evaluated on two benchmark
domain-specific corpora, namely GENIA (biology domain) (Kim et al., 2003), and ACL RDTEC (computer science domain) (Handschuh and
QasemiZadeh, 2014). The evaluation shows
that our model outperforms the C-value algorithm (Frantzi et al., 2000) that is often treated
as the benchmark in term extraction. We also
trained two classifiers using the standard supervised learning approach, and demonstrate that cotraining deep neural networks is an effective approach to reduce the usage of labelled data while
maintaining a competitive performance.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly review the related work. Section 3 introduces our proposed model, and in Section 4 we
describe our evaluation datasets and discuss the
experimental results. Section 5 summarises our
study with an outlook to the future work.
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2
2.1

Related Work
Supervised Term Extraction

Supervised machine learning approaches for
domain-specific term extraction start with candidate identification, usually by employing a phrase
chunker based on pre-identified part-of-speech
(POS) patterns, then uses manually selected features to train a classifier. The feature may include linguistic, statistical, and semantic features (Foo and Merkel, 2010; Nazar and Cabré,
2012; da Silva Conrado et al., 2013). The work
closely related to ours is Fault-Tolerant Learning (FTL) (Yang et al., 2010) inspired by Transfer Learning (Ando and Zhang, 2005) and Cotraining (Blum and Mitchell, 1998). FTL builds
two support vector machine (SVM) classifiers using manually selected features, whereas our model
uses deep neural networks taking pre-trained word
embeddings as inputs, without using any manually
selected feature.
2.2

Learning Representations of Words and
Semantic Compositionality

Word embeddings are proposed to overcome the
curse of dimensionality problem by Bengio et
al. (2006), who developed a probabilistic neural
language model using a feed-forward multi-layer
neural network, which demonstrates how word
embeddings can be induced. Recently, Mikolov
et al. (2013) presented a shallow network architecture that is specifically for learning word embeddings, known as the word2vec model. Their work
reveals that word embeddings are capable of representing the meaning of words to a certain degree
through analogy test.
Semantic composition is to understand the
meaning of a multi-word expression by composing the meanings of each constituent word. For
example, given the word embeddings of pet and
doctor, the compositional representation of pet
doctor is expected to have the high cosine similarity or small Euclidian distance to the vector
of veterinarian. Such characteristics help classifiers to recognise the semantically related expressions or equivalent counterparts of a term, which
offers significant advantages for term extraction.
Popular deep neural networks for modelling semantic compositionality include convolutional, recurrent, recursive, and hybrid networks. Kim
(2014) reported a number of experiments of applying a convolutional network with one single
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Figure 1: Co-training Network Architecture
Overview: Solid lines indicate the training process, dashed lines indicate prediction and labelling
processes.
convolutional and 1-Max pooling layer for Sentiment Analysis and Topic Categorisation tasks producing the state-of-the-art performance on 4 out
of 7 datasets, which shows the power of the convolutional architecture. Recurrent neural network
is efficient on encoding sequential combinations
of data with various lengths, which naturally offers an advantage for capturing semantic compositionality of multi-word terms. Using recurrent
neural networks modelling natural languages and
their long-term dependencies was attempted by
Mikolov et al. (2010). More recently, Sutskever
et al. (2014) use LSTM network, and Cho et al.
(2014) use Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) network
to encode and decode the semantic compositionality of sentences for machine translation. Chung
et al. (2015) propose an even deeper architecture
named Gated Feedback Recurrent network that
stacks multiple recurrent layers for character-level
language modelling. Other network architectures
for learning semantic compositionality include recursive networks (Socher et al., 2010; Socher et
al., 2012), which require using POS tagging texts
to produce syntactical tree structures as a prior.
Hybrid networks, such as recurrent-convolutional
network (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Lai et
al., 2015), are designed for capturing documentlevel semantics.

3

Proposed Model

The model consists of two classifiers, as shown in
Figure 1. The left classifier is a CNN network,
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and the right one is a LSTM network. Both networks take pre-trained word embedding vectors as
inputs to learn the representations of terms independently. The output layer is a logistic regression
layer for both networks. Two neural networks are
trained using the Co-training algorithm.
The Co-training algorithm requires two separate
views of the data, which traditionally are two sets
of manually selected features. In our model, however, there is no manually selected features. Thus,
two views of the data are carried by our two hypotheses of learning the meaning of terms. The
meaning of a term can be learnt by 1) analysing
different sub-gram compositions, and 2) sequential combination of each constituent word. The hypotheses are implemented via the CNN and LSTM
network. We expect that the rules of composing
words can be captured by the networks. The CNN
network analyses different regions of a input matrix that is constructed by stacking word embedding vectors, as shown in Figure 2, where the size
of regions reflect different n-grams of a term. By
scanning the embedding matrix with different region sizes, we expect that the CNN network can
learn the meaning of a term by capturing the most
representative sub-gram. The LSTM network, on
the other hand, learns the compositionality by recursively composing an input embedding vector
with the precedent or previously composed value,
as shown in Figure3. We expect the LSTM network to capture the meaning of a term through its
gates that govern the information flow – how much
information (or meaning) of an input word can be
added in to the overall meaning, and how much information should be dismissed from the previous
composition.
3.1

Term Representation Learning

The objective is to learn a mapping function f that
outputs the compositional representation of a term
given its word embeddings. Concretely, let V be
the vocabulary of a corpus with the size of v. For
each word w ∈ V , there is a corresponding d dimensional embedding vector. The collection of
all embedding vectors in the vocabulary is a matrix, denoted as C, where C ∈ Rd×v . C can be
thought of as a look-up table, where C(wi ) represents the embedding vectors of word wi . Given
a term s = (w1 , w2 , ..., wn ), the goal is to learn
a mapping function f (C(s)) that takes the individual vector representation of each word as in-
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Figure 2: Convolutional Model

Figure 3: LSTM Model

puts, and output a composed value that represent
the compositional meaning of s.

use the 1-Max pooling as suggested by Zhang and
Wallace (2015) who conduct a sensitivity analysis on one-layer convolutional network showing
that 1-Max pooling consistently outperforms other
pooling strategies in sentence classification task.
The total number of feature maps in the network
is m = r × n, so the output from the max pooling
layer y ∈ Rm is computed as:

3.1.1

Convolutional Model

We adopt the CNN network used by Kim (2014),
and Zhang and Wallace (2015), which has only
one convolutional layer, shown in Figure 2. The
inputs C(s) to the network are vertically stacked
into a matrix M , where the rows are word embeddings of each w ∈ s. Let d be the length of
word embedding vectors, and l be the length of a
term, then M has the dimension of d × l where d
and l are fixed. We pad zero vectors to the matrix if the number of tokens of an input term is
less than l. The convolutional layer has r predefined regions, and each region has n filters. All
regions have the same width d, because each row
in the input matrix M represents a word and the
goal is to learn the composition of them. However,
the regions have various heights h, which can be
thought of as different n-gram models. For example, when h = 2, the region is to represent bigram features. Let W be the weights of a filter,
where W ∈ Rd×h . The filter outputs a feature
map c = [c1 , c2 , ..., cl−h+1 ], and ci is computed
as:
ci = f (W · M [i : i + h − 1] + b)
(1)
where M [i : i + h − 1] is a sub-matrix of M from
row i to row i + h − 1, f is an activation function – we use hyperbolic tangent in this work, and
b is a bias unit. A pooling function is then applied to extract values from the feature map. We
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m

y = max(ci )
i=1

(2)

3.1.2 LSTM Model
We use a LSTM network that is similar to the
vanilla LSTM (Greff et al., 2015) without peephole connections, shown in Figure 3. The LSTM
network features memory cells at each timestamp.
A memory cell is to store, read and write information passing through the network at a timestamp t,
which consists of four elements, an input gate i,
a forget gate f , a candidate g for the current cell
state value, and an output gate o. At t, the inputs to
the network are the previous cell state value ct−1 ,
the previous hidden state value ht−1 , and the input
value xt . The outputs are current cell state ct and
the current hidden state value ht , which will pass
to the next timestamp t + 1. At time t, the candidate g for the current cell state value compose the
newly input xt and the previously composed value
ht−1 to generate a new state value as:
gt = tanh(Wg · xt + Ug · ht−1 + bg )

(3)

where Wg and Ug are shared weights, and bi is the
bias unit.

The input gate i in the LSTM network decides
how much information can pass through from gt
to the actual computation of the memory cell state
1
using a sigmoid function σ =
that out1 + e−x
puts a value between 0 and 1 indicating the percentage, as:
it = σ(Wi · xt + Ui · ht−1 + bi )

(4)

where Wi and Ui are shared weights, and bi is the
bias unit. Likewise, the forget gate f governs how
much information to be filtered out from the previous state ct−1 :
ft = σ(Wf · xt + Uf · ht−1 + bf )

(5)

The new cell state value is computed as taking a
part of information from the current inputs and the
previous cell state value:
ct = it ⊗ gt + ft ⊗ ct−1

(6)

where ⊗ is the element-wise vector multiplication.
ct will be passed to the next timestamp t+1, which
remains constant from one timestamp to another,
representing the long-short term memory.
The output gate o can be thought of as the filter
that prevents any irrelevant information that may
be passed to the next state. The output gate ot and
the hidden state value ht are computed as:
ot = σ(Wo · xt + Uo · ht−1 + bo )
ht = ot ⊗ tanh(ct )

(7)

where ht is the composed representation of a word
sequence from time 0 to t.
3.2 Training Classifier
To build the classifiers, each network is connected
to a logistic regression layer for the binary classification task – we are only concerned whether
a term is domain relevant or not. The logistic regression layer, however, can be simply replaced by
a softmax layer for multi-class classification tasks,
such as Ontology Categorisation.
Overall, the probability that a term s is relevant
to the domain is:
p(s) = σ(W · f (C(s)) + b)

(8)

where σ is the sigmoid function, W is the weights
for logistic regression layer, b is the bias unit, and
f is the mapping function that is implemented by
the CNN or the LSTM network.
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The parameters of convolutional classifier are
θ = (C, W conv , bconv , W convlogist , bconvlogist )
where W conv are weights for all m filters, and
bconv is the bias vectors. For LSTM classifier, θ =
(C, W lstm , blstm , W lstmlogist , blstmlogist ) where
W lstm = (Wi , Wg , Wf , Wo , Ui , Ug , Uf , Uo ), and
blstm = (bi , bg , bf , bo ). Given a training set D, the
learning objective for both of the classifiers is to
maximise the log probability of correct labels for
s ∈ D by looking for parameters θ:
X
argmax
log p(slabel |s; θ)
(9)
θ

s∈D

θ is updated using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) to minimise the negative log likelihood error:
∂ log p(slabel |s; θ)
θ := θ − ε
(10)
∂θ
where ε is the learning rate.
3.3

Pre-training Word Embedding

We use the SkipGram model (Mikolov et al.,
2013) to learn word embeddings. Given a word
w, the SkipGram model predicts the context (surrounding) words S(w) within a pre-defined window size. Using the softmax function, the probability of a context word s ∈ S is:
0

ev w

p(s|w) = PV

>

·vs

v 0 t > ·vs
t=1 e

(11)

0 is the output vector
where V is the vocabulary, vw
representations for w, vs is the input vector representations for contexts s, respectively. The learning objective is to maximise the conditional probability distribution over vocabulary V in a training
corpus D by looking for parameters θ:
X X
argmax
log p(s|w; θ)
(12)
θ

3.4

w∈D s∈S(w)

Co-training Algorithm

Given the unlabelled data U , a pool U 0 of size
p, and a small set of labelled data L, firstly each
classifier c ∈ C are trained over L. After training, the classifiers make predictions on U 0 , then
choose the most confident g predictions from each
classifier and add them to L. The size of U 0 now
becomes p − 2g, and L := L + 2g. U 0 then is refilled by randomly selecting 2g examples from U .
This process iterates k times. Algorithm 1 documents the details.

Algorithm 1 Co-training
Input: L, U, C, p, k, g
create U 0 by randomly choosing p example
from U
while iteration < k do
for c ∈ C do
use L to train C
end for
for c ∈ C do
use c to posit label in U 0
add most confident g example to L
end for
refill U 0 by randomly choosing 2×g example
from U
end while

4

Experiments

4.1 Datasets
We evaluate our model on two datasets. The first
dataset is the GENIA corpus1 . The current Version
3.02 is a collection of 1,999 article abstracts in the
field of molecular biology including 451,562 tokens and 30,893 ground truth terms. The second
dataset is the ACL RD-TEC corpus2 , which consists of 10,922 articles published between 1965 to
2006 in the domain of computer science. The ACL
RD-TEC corpus classifies terms into three categories, invalid terms, general terms, and computational terms. We only treat computational terms
as ground truth in our evaluation. The dataset has
36,729,513 tokens and 13,832 ground truth terms.
4.2 Preprocessing
We firstly clean the datasets by extracting text
content and ground truth terms, removing plurals
of nouns, and converting all tokens into lowercases. The ACL RD-TEC corpus provides a preidentified candidate list, so we only need to identify candidate terms from the GENIA corpus. We
build two candidate identifiers. The first identifier uses noun phrase chunking with pre-defined
POS patterns, we call it POS identifier. We use
a common POS pattern <JJ>*<NN.*>+, that is,
a number of adjectives followed by a number of
nouns. The second identifier uses n-gram based
chunking, so called N-gram identifier, which decomposes a sequence of words into all possible n-

grams. However, there would be too many candidates if we simply decompose every sentence into
all possible n-grams. Thus, we use stop-words as
delimiters to decompose any expression between
two stop-words into all possible n-grams as candidates. For example, novel antitumor antibiotic
produces 6 candidates, novel antitumor antibiotic,
novel antitumor, antitumor antibiotic, novel, antitumor, and antibiotic.
4.3

Experiment Settings

The co-training requires a few parameters. We set
the small set of labelled data L = 200 and the
size for the pool U 0 500 for all evaluations. The
number of iterations k is 800 for POS identified
candidates, 500 for N-grams identified candidates
in the GENIA dataset, 500 for the ACL RD-TED
dataset. The growth size is 20 for POS, 50 for Ngrams, and 20 for ACL RD-TED. The evaluation
data is randomly selected from candidate sets. For
each e in the evaluation set E, e ∈
/ L. Table 1
show the class distributions and statistics.
All word embeddings are pre-trained with 300
dimensions on each corpus. The maximum length
of terms is 13 on GENIA and 5 on ACL RD-TED,
therefore the CNN classifier has 5 different region
size , {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} for GENIA and 3 region size
{2, 3, 4} for ACL RD-TED. Each region has 100
filters. There are no specific hyper-parameters required for training the LSTM model. The learning
rate for SGD is 0.01.
The model was trained in an online fashion.
We trained our model on a NVIDIA GeForce 980
TI GPU. The training time linearly increases at
each iteration, since the model incrementally adds
training examples into the training set. At the beginning, it only took less than a second for one
iteration. After 100 iterations, the training set was
increased by 1,820 examples that took a few seconds to train. Thus the training time is not critical
– even the standard supervised training only took
a few hours to converge.
4.4

Evaluation Methodology

P
TP
We use precision = T PT+F
P , recall = T P +F N ,
precision×recall
F = 2 × precision+recall
and accuracy =
T P +T N
T P +F P +F N +T N for our evaluation. We illustrate
the
set relationships of true postive (TP) , true neg1
publicly available at http://www.geniaproject.org/
2
publicly available at https://github.com/languagerecipes/the- ative (TN), false postive (FP), and false negative
acl-rd-tec
(FN) in Figure 4.
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Table 1: Evaluation Dataset Statistics

GENIA POS
GENIA N-gram
ACL RD-TEC

FP

Classified
Positive

TP
Classified
Negative

TN

FN

All Possible
Grams

Test Examples

Positive

Negative

5,000
15,000
15,000

2558 (51.0%)
1,926 (12.8%)
2,416 (16.1%)

2442 (49.0%)
13,074 (87.2%)
12,584 (83.9%)

Evaluation
Set
Ground
Truth Set
Candidate
Set
Unidentified
Ground Truth

Figure 4: Relationships in TP, TN, FP, and FN for
Term Extraction.
4.5 Result and Discussion
We use C-value (Frantzi et al., 2000) as our baseline algorithm. C-value is an unsupervised ranking algorithm for term extraction, where each candidate term is assigned a score indicating the degree of domain relevance. We list the performance
of C-value by extracting top scored terms. Since
we treat the task as a binary classification task, we
also list random guessing scores for each dataset,
where recall and accuracy scores are always 50%
and precisions correspond to the distribution of
positive class of each evaluation set. As a comparison to the Co-training model, we also trained
each classifier individually using the standard supervised machine learning approach. The training is conducted by dividing the candidate set into
40% for training, 20% for validation, and 40% for
evaluation. For Co-training model, we found that
the CNN classifier outperforms the LSTM classifier in all the evaluation, so we only present the
performance of the CNN classifier, as shown in
Table 2.
The supervised approach unsurprisingly produces the best results on all evaluation sets. However, it uses much more labelled data than the Cotraining model, while delivering only 2 percent
better performance (F-score) on the GENIA corpus, and 6 percent on the ACL RD-TEC corpus. In
comparison to standard supervised machine learning approach, Co-training is more “cost-effective”
since it only requires 200 labelled data as seed
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terms.
On the GENIA corpus, all algorithms produce
much better F-score for the POS evaluation set.
This is because of different class distributions –
on the POS evaluation set, the proportion of positive (ground truth) terms is 50.5% whereas only
12.8% positive terms in the N-gram evaluation set.
Therefore, we consider that the results from POS
and N-gram evaluation sets are not directly comparable. However, the actual improvements on
F-score over random guessing on both evaluation
sets are quite similar, suggesting that evaluating
performance of a classifier should not only consider the F-score, but should also analyse the actual improvement over random guessing.
It is also interesting to note that the GENIA
N-gram evaluation set has 12.8% positive examples, which has similar unbalanced class distribution as ACL RD-TED, 16.1% positives. However, all algorithms produce much better performance on the ACL RD-TEC corpus. We found
that in the ACL RD-TEC corpus, the negative
terms contain a large number of invalid characters (e.g.˜), mistakes made by the tokeniser (e.g.
evenunseeneventsare), and none contentbearing words (e.g. many). The classifiers can
easily spot these noisy data. Another reason might
be that the ACL RD-TEC corpus is bigger than
GENIA, which not only allows C-value to produce
better performance, but also enables the word2vec
algorithm to deliver more precise word embedding vectors which are required inputs to our deep
learning model.
Although the accuracy measure is commonly
used in classification tasks, it does not reflect the
true performance of a model when classes are not
evenly distributed in an evaluation set. For example, on the N-gram evaluation set, the positive
examples are about 12.8% whereas the negative
examples are about 87.2%. At the beginning of
the training, both models tend to classify most of
the examples as negative thus the accuracy score is
close to 87%. While the training progress, the accuracy starts dropping. However, it is still difficult

Table 2: Evaluation Results
Labelled Data

Precision

Recall

F-score

Accuracy

–
–
–
16,400
200

51%
62.4%
53.7%
64.7%
64.1%

50%
24.4%
52.5%
78.0%
76.0%

50.5%
35.1%
53.1%
70.7%
69.5%

50%
–
–
67.1%
65.5%

–
–
–
91,924
200

12.8%
12.9%
11.4%
35.0%
34.3%

50%
16.7%
44.3%
59.1%
56.6%

20.4%
14.6%
18.1%
44.0%
42.7%

50%
–
–
81.4%
75.5%

–
–
–
33,538
200

16.1%
14%
21.8%
70.8%
66%

50%
14.6%
68.2%
67.7%
60.5%

24.4%
14.3%
33.3%
69.2%
63.1%

50%
–
–
85.2%
79.7%

GENIA POS
Random Guessing
C-value (Top 1000)
C-value (Top 2500)
Supervised
Co-training
GENIA N-gram
Random Guessing
C-value (Top 2500)
C-value (Top 7500)
Supervised
Co-training
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Random Guessing
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Supervised
Co-training
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Figure 5: Performance on Ngram evaluation set

Figure 6: Performance on POS evaluation set

to understand how exactly the model performs according to the accuracy score. On the other hand,
because the classes are evenly distributed on POS
evaluation set, we can clearly identify how the accuracy measure corresponds to F-scores.
The CNN classifier outperforms the LSTM on
all evaluation sets. It also requires much fewer
iterations to reach the best F-score. We plot Fscore for both classifiers over a few hundreds iterations on the GENIA corpus, shown in Figure 5
and 6. Both classifiers reach their best performance within 100 iterations. For example, the
CNN classifier on POS evaluation set, produced
a good F-score around 62% at just about 30 iterations, then reached its best F-score 69.5% after 91
iterations. However, the size of the training set is

still quite small – by 91 iterations, the training set
only grows by 1,820 examples. This phenomenon
leads us to consider two more questions 1) what
is the exact performance boosted by Co-training?
2) How different numbers of training examples affect the performance of a deep learning model, and
do deep learning models still need large amount of
labelled training examples to produce the best performance? In the rest of the paper, we will answer
the first question, and leave the second question
for our future work.
To investigate how Co-training boosts the performance of classifiers, we trained our model using only 200 seed terms over 800 iterations, results
are shown in Figure 7. The best F-score is from
the convolutional model, about 53%, just slightly
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Training on 200 Examples GENIA POS Dataset

ple tasks and unlabeled data. Journal of Machine
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Figure 7: Convolutional and LSTM Classifier
Training on 200 Examples on POS Evaluation set
higher than random guessing. On the other, by applying Co-training we obtain the best F-score of
69.5% which is a 16.5% improvement. In fact,
the improvement achieved by just adding a small
number of training examples to the training set
was also report by (Clark et al., 2003). Consequently, it is clear that our co-training model
is an effective approach to boost the performance
of deep learning models without requiring much
training data.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown a deep learning
model using Co-training – a weakly supervised
bootstrapping paradigm, for automatic domainspecific term extraction. Experiments show that
our model is a “cost-effective” way to boost the
performance of deep learning models with very
few training examples. The study also leads to
further questions such as how the number of training examples affects the performance of a deep
learning model, and whether deep learning models still need as many labelled training examples as
required in other machine learning algorithms to
reach their best performance. We will keep working on these question in the near future.
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Abstract
This is a Monte Carlo simulation-based study
that explores the effect of the sample size of
the background database on a likelihood ratio
(LR)-based forensic text comparison (FTC)
system built on multivariate authorship attribution features. The text messages written by
240 authors who were randomly selected from
an archive of chatlog messages were used in
this study. The strength of evidence (= LR)
was estimated using the multivariate kernel
density likelihood ratio (MVKD) formula with
a logistic-regression calibration. The results
are reported along two points: the system performance (= accuracy) and the stability of performance based on the standard metric for
LR-based systems; namely the log-likelihoodratio cost (Cllr). It was found in this study that
the system performance and its stability improve as a function of the sample size (= author count) in the background database in a
non-linear manner, and that the more features
used for modelling, the more background data
the system generally requires for optimal results. The implications of the findings to the
real casework are also discussed.

1 Introduction
1.1

Forensic text comparison and the likelihood-ratio framework

The conceptual framework of likelihood ratio (LR)
has received or has started receiving wide support
from various areas of forensic comparative sciences as the logically and legally correct framework
for assessing forensic evidence, and presenting the
strength of the evidence (Balding, 2005; Evett et
al., 1998; Marquis et al., 2011; Morrison, 2009;
Neumann et al., 2007). Although forensic text

comparison (FTC) is lagging behind other areas of
forensic comparative sciences, studies in which the
LR framework was applied to authorship attribution have started emerging (Ishihara, 2012, 2014b).
As expressed in equation (1), the LR, the quantified strength of evidence, is a ratio of two conditional probabilities: one is the probability (p) of
observed evidence (E) assuming that the prosecution hypothesis is true (Hp) and the other is the
probability of the same observed evidence assuming that the defence hypothesis (Hd) is true
(Robertson & Vignaux, 1995).
LR=

p(E|Hp )
p(E|Hd )

(1)

For FTC, for instance, it will be the probability
of observing the difference (referred to as the evidence, E) between the offender’s and the suspect’s
text messages if they had been produced by the
same author (Hp) relative to the probability of observing the same evidence (E) if they had come
from different authors (Hd).
In practice, an LR is estimated as a ratio of two
terms: similarity and typicality, which correspond
to the numerator and denominator of equation (1).
Similarity means the similarity (or difference) between the offender and the suspect samples (e.g.
text messages). Typicality means, in general terms,
the typicality (or atypicality) of the offender sample against the relevant population. If the offender
and the suspect samples are more similar or more
atypical, the LRs will be greater than when the
same samples are more different or more typical.
It is important to emphasise that for example,
LR = 100 does not mean that it is 100 times more
likely that the offender and the suspect are the
same person, but it means that the evidence is 100
times more likely to arise if the offender and the s-
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uspect samples had been Features
Two Four
Six Eight
produced by the same Unusual word ratio
√
√
√
√
individual, than by differ- Punctuation character ratio
√
√
√
√
ent individuals.
√
√
Type-token ratio (TTR)
√
As can be well under√
√
√
Average word count per message line
stood from the concept of
√
√
Honoré’s R
typicality, besides the
√
√
offender and the suspect Digit character ratio
√
samples, it is an essential Average character count per message line
√
Special
character
ratio
(,
.
?
!
;
:
’
”)
part of the LR framework
to have samples from a Table 1: List of eight features and four different feature vectors. √ = feature used.
relevant population for
typicality. It goes without saying that an appropri- 2 Research Design
ate amount of data is required as relevant population data (= background data) to build an accurate 2.1 Database
model for typicality. Yet, how much do we need?
An archive of chatlog messages1, which is a collection of real pieces of chatlog evidence used to
1.2 Research question
prosecute paedophiles, was employed in this study.
Having briefly outlined the key concepts of the LR From the archive, 240 authors were randomly seframework, the present study investigates how the lected. Two non-overlapping fragments (in other
sample size of the background data influences the words, two message groups) of 500 words were
extracted from each author’s messages so that one
performance of the LR-based FTC system.
For this, a series of experiments was repeatedly fragment can represent the offender and the other
carried out with the synthetic background data the suspect. The same was repeated for 1000 and
generated by the Monte Carlo technique, which are 1500 words. As a result, there are altogether 480
different in sample size (= different numbers of message groups (= 240 authors × 2 message
authors). The performance of the FTC system was groups). The chatlog messages were tokenised into
assessed by the log likelihood ratio cost (Cllr) word tokens using WhitespaceTokenizer() stored
(Brümmer & du Preez, 2006). Three different in the Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) (version
2
lengths: 500, 1000 and 1500 words and four fea- 2.0) .
The 240 authors were further divided into mututure vectors: two, four, six and eight features were
ally-exclusive
test (50 authors), background (140
used in the experiments to see how these factors
authors)
and
development
(50 authors) databases.
also contribute to the performance.
The test database is used to assess the performance
1.3 Previous studies
of the FTC system by comparing the message
It can be considered that the greater the amount of groups with the derived LRs. A more detailed exrepresentative data, the more accurate the model of planation for testing is given in §2.4. The backthe reference population, leading to a more accu- ground database is used as the reference database
rate estimate of strength of evidence. A small (in terms of typicality) for calculating LRs. The
number of studies have investigated the effect of development database is to calculate weights for
sample size in the background database on the sys- calibrating the derived LRs from the test database.
tem performance, in particular, in the field of fo- §2.5 explains calibrations in detail.
rensic voice comparison (Hughes et al., 2013;
2.2 Features
Ishihara & Kinoshita, 2008), and reported a similar
outcome that the performance of a system becomes In this study, the four different feature vectors givstable with greater than 20 reference individuals. en in Table 1 were used for modelling each mesHowever, those studies are voice/speech as evi- sage group. These four vectors consist of either
dence and did not consider the number of features two, four, six or eight features. These were selectin vectors.
1
2
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Figure 1: Panel a = the distribution of the two features: ‘Honoré’s R’ and ‘Average character count
per message line’; Panel b = A GMM (four components) of the distribution; Panels c and d = two
sets of randomly generated feature values (20 samples) based on the GMM.

ed from 11 features, which were previously reported as carrying good authorial information (De Vel
et al., 2001; Iqbal et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2006).
They are: 1) Yule’s I (the inverse of Yule’s K), 2)
Type-token ratio (TTR), 3) Honoré’s R, 4) Average word count per message line, 5) Unusual word
ratio, 6) Average character count per message line,
7) Upper case character ratio, 8) Digit character
ratio, 9) Average character count per word, 10)
Punctuation character ratio and 11) Special character ratio (, . ? ! ; : ’ ”). Based on these, a series of
FTC experiments was carried out with all possible
combinations of two, four, six and eight features in
order to identify which combinations perform best.
The combinations listed in Table 1 returned the

best Cllr values, respectively for the sets of two,
four, six and eight features.
Many of the features given in Table 1 are selfexplanatory. The unusual_words() function3 of the
NLTK was used to obtain “Unusual word ratio”
(e.g. unusual and misspelt words). TTR and
Honoré’s R are so-called vocabulary richness features.

2.3

Repeated experiments using Monte Carlo
techniques

If the current study had been conducted with natural data, sufficiently large amounts of text messag3
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es written by a substantial number of authors
would have been required. However, due to a lack
of such a database of extensively large natural data, the Monte Carlo simulations were employed for
this study (Fishman, 1995). The Monte Carlo
simulations enable us to generate synthetic values
from the specified statistical properties of a distribution. It is common to use a single Gaussian
component to model a distribution in the Monte
Carlo simulations. However, the Gaussian mixture
model (number of components = 4) was utilised in
this study. This is because the distributional patterns of the features concerned in the current study
do not always conform to a normal distribution as
can be seen in Panel a of Figure 1, in which the
sampled values of ‘Honoré’s R’ and ‘Average
character count per message line’ are plotted.
The process of the Monte Carlo simulation is illustrated in Figure 1, using the feature values of
‘Honoré’s R’ and ‘Average character count per
message line’, as an example. First of all, the distributional pattern of the two features are modelled
using four Gaussian components as shown in Figure 1b. Figure 1c and Figure 1d are two examples
of synthetic data, each of which contains randomly
generated 20 values of the two features based on
the model given in Figure 1b. The number of
Gaussian components was set as four because the
log likelihood value remains relatively stable with
four components. Thus, in this study, the feature
values of the X number of authors (X = (10, 20, 30,
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140))
were randomly generated 200 times for building
the background model using the necessary statistics (the mean vectors, covariance matrices and
mixture weights from all component densities) obtained from the original background database of
140 authors. A single GMM (a dimension of eight)
was used in all experiments (even when features of
less than eight are evaluated). The mixtools and
mixAK libraries of R statistical package were used
for the Monte Carlo simulations.

2.4

Testing

In order to assess the performance of an FVC system, two types of comparisons, namely sameauthor (SA) and different-author (DA) comparisons, are necessary. In SA comparisons, the two
groups of messages produced by the same individuals are compared and evaluated with the derived

LRs. Given their same origin, it is expected that
the derived LRs are higher than 1, to the extent that
the features are valid. In DA comparisons, mutatis
mutandis, they are expected to receive LRs lower
than 1.
Out of the 50 authors in the test database, in total, 50 SA comparisons and 2450 (= 50C2 × 2) DA
comparisons are possible. The LRs were calculated
for these comparisons with the synthetic background databases which are different in the author
count. Following the common practice, a logarithmic scale (base 10) was used in this study, in
which case unity is log10LR = 0.

2.5

Likelihood ratio calculation and calibration

LRs were estimated using the Multivariate Kernel
Density Likelihood Ratio (MVKD) formula, which
is one of the methods that can be used in FTC
(Ishihara, 2012, 2014d). A full mathematical exposition of the MVKD formula is given in Aitken &
Lucy (2004). One of the advantages of this formula
is that an LR can be estimated from multiple variables (e.g. the eight features given in Table 1), considering the correlation between them. The MVKD
formula assumes normality for within-group (within-author) variance while it uses a kernel-density
model for between-group (between-author) variance.

2.6

Logistic-regression calibration

The outputs of the MVKD formula explained in
§2.5 are actually scores (not LRs) (Rose, 2013).
Scores are logLRs in that their values indicate degrees of similarity between two samples in comparison having taken into account their typicality
against a background population (Morrison, 2013,
p. 2). A logistic-regression calibration (Brümmer
& du Preez, 2006) was applied to the outputs
(scores) of the MVKD formula in order to convert
them to interpretable logLRs. The conversion is
carried out by linearly shifting and scaling the
scores in the logged odd space, relative to a decision boundary. The FoCal toolkit4 was used for the
logistic-regression calibration in this study
(Brümmer & du Preez, 2006). The logisticregression weight was obtained from the development database.
4
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2.7

Performance evaluation

It is common to use metrics based on the accuracy
or error rate in order to assess the systems which
carry identification or classification tasks. However, accuracy or error rate is binary and categorical
(e.g. correct or not correct), and it is not suited for
the nature of LR, which is gradient and continuous.
It has been argued that a more appropriate metric
for assessing LR-based systems is the loglikelihood-ratio cost (henceforth Cllr) (Brümmer &
du Preez, 2006). Cllr can be calculated using (2).
𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑟

𝑁𝐻𝑝
1
1
∑
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (1 +
)
𝐿𝑅𝑖
1 𝑁𝐻𝑝
𝑖 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐻𝑝 =𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
(2)
=
𝑁𝐻𝑑
1
2
+
∑
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (1 + 𝐿𝑅𝑗 )
𝑗 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐻𝑑 =𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
( 𝑁𝐻𝑑
)

𝑁𝐻𝑝 and 𝑁𝐻𝑑 refer to the numbers of SA and DA
comparisons. LRi and LRj refer to the LRs derived
from these SA and DA comparisons, respectively.
In this approach, LRs are given penalties in proportion to their magnitudes, and, in particular, the
LRs which support the counter-factual hypotheses
are more severely penalised. The Cllr is based on
information theory, and if the Cllr value is higher
than 1, the system is performing worse than not
utilising the evidence at all. The FoCal toolkit4 was
used for calculating Cllr values in this study.

3

Pre-analysis

Before presenting the results of the Monte Carlo
simulations, it is useful to see how the system performs with the original raw data (test database = 50
authors; development database = 50 authors and
the background database = 140 authors). As described in §2.2, four different feature vectors: two,
four, six or eight features, were trialled. Furthermore, each message group was modelled using
three different amounts of data: 500, 1000 and
1500 words. The results of the pre-analysis are
given in Table 2 in terms of Cllr.
As can be well expected, the performance improves as the sample size increases; for example,
Cllr = 0.6765 (500 words) → 0.5992 (1000 words)
→ 0.5448 (1500 words) for the two features. More
data in the background database will naturally lead
to building a better and more accurate background
model for typicality; consequently the experi-

mental result improves. This result aligns with the
general rule of thumb in statistics: “more is better”.
two

four

six

eight

500 0.6765

0.5774

0.5812

0.7590

1000 0.5992

0.4690

0.4694

0.4835

1500 0.5448

0.3697

0.3817

0.3619

Table 2: Cllr values of the experiments with the original
raw data, but differing in the sample size (500, 1000 or
1500 words) for modelling each message group and the
number of features (two, four, six or eight). The underlined figures = the best Cllr values for the sample sizes.

The results given in Table 2 also show that having more features does not necessarily lead to an
improvement in performance. For example, the
system performed best with four features for 500
and 1000 words.

4

Results and discussions

The experimental results of the Monte Carlo simulations are given in Figure 2. In the left column of
Figure 2 (Panels a, b, c and d), the mean Cllr values
(of the 200 repeated experiments) are plotted as a
function of the author count in the background database (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110,
120, 130 and 140 authors), but separately for the
sample size (word lengths) of either 500, 1000 or
1500 words. Panels a, b, c and d of Figure 2 are for
the two, four, six and eight features, respectively.
The panels on the left-hand side of Figure 2 show
how the performance of the system changes as a
function of the author count in the background database.
In the right column of Figure 2 (Panels e, f, g
and h), the standard deviation (sd) values of the
pooled Cllr values are plotted against the number of
authors in the background database, but separately
for the different word counts. Panels e, f, g and h
of Figure 2 are again for two, four, six and eight
features, respectively. Panels e, f, g and h show
how the stability of the system performance fluctuates as the author count increases in the background database.
First of all, conforming to the results of the preanalysis given in §3, as can be seen from the left
panels of Figure 2, the results of the simulated experiments also show that the performance of the
system improves as the word count increases. The
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Figure 2: Mean Cllr (Panels a, b, c and d) and standard deviation values of the pooled Cllr values (Panels e, f, g and h) are
plotted as the function of the author count in the background database (10 ~ 140 authors) (x-axis), separately for the word
counts: 500 (solid), 1000 (dashed) and 1500 (dotted). Note that some values are missing in Panels c, d, g and h. ×, ○, ▲ =
the Cllr values with the raw original data (background database = 140 authors).
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above observation is not surprising, but it is novel
to see that the three curves included in each of
Panels a, b, c and d are more or less parallel to
each other within the same feature number. This
means that the degree of improvement which resulted from the increase in word count is there or
thereabouts constant, regardless of the author count
in the background database.
Further relating to the left panels of Figure 2,
although there are some minor ups and downs, the
system performance improves, regardless of the
number of words and features, as the author count
increases in the background database. More precisely speaking, the improvement is in a decelerating manner; there is a large improvement at the
beginning, after which the performance starts converging or continues to improve to a (far) less degree. In the case of the feature number of two
(Panel b), for example, there is a minor improvement from the author count of 10 to that of 20-30,
after which the Cllr values almost remain unchanged. Whereas for the feature number of four
(Panel b), there is a large drop in Cllr value between the author counts of 10 and 50-60, but with
60 authors or more, the degree of improvement is
small and linear. That is to say, the more features
used for modelling, the more data is required in the
background database for the system performance
to start converging. However, if the discriminating
potential of each feature differs significantly, the
above point may not be valid. Thus, the variance
ratio (between-speaker sd2/mean within-speaker
sd2) (Rose et al., 2006); the greater the ratio is, the
higher the discriminating potential of the feature,
was calculated for each feature, and given in Table
3.
Features
Unusual word ratio
Punctuation character ratio
Type-token ratio (TTR)
Average word count per message line
Honoré’s R
Digit character ratio
Average character count per message line
Special character ratio (, . ? ! ; : ’ ”)

Ratios
7.01
63.06
13.38
11.40
9.51
4.00
11.87
1.71

Table 3: Variance ratios.

As can be seen from Table 3, the features of
“Digit character ratio” and “Special character ratio” are relatively low in variance ratio in compari-

son to the other features. These poor-performing
features (variance ratio: 4.00 and 1.71, respectively) may have functioned as noise features in the six
and eight features, and the inclusion of them may
not have contributed to the improvement of the
system performance; thus consequently the system
may have required more samples to continue to
improve in the six and eight features. This entails
further study.
Some values are missing in Panels c (six features) and d (eight features) – and consequently in
Panels g and h – with the author counts of 10 and
20. This is because all of the relevant 200 repeated
experiments returned one or more log10LR = inf or
–inf, which is an ill-condition for the calculation of
Cllr. It is well known that for the higher the dimension of the feature vector, the more data is required
to appropriately model the multi-dimensional density (Silverman, 1986, pp. 93-94). The occurrence
of log10LR = inf or –inf indicates that having only
10-20 authors in the background database is not
large enough to accurately model the multidimensional density of the background population
with the feature numbers of six and eight.
As for the stability of the system, an unexpected
observation can be made from the right-hand side
panels of Figure 2 in that the system does not necessarily become more stable in performance (=
smaller sd values) with more words in each message group. This somehow disagrees with the earlier observation regarding the system performance
and the word count in each message group. For
example, the three curves included in Panel f overlap with each other to a reasonable extent, which
means that the system shares a similar degree of
stability in performance across the three different
word counts, whereas in Panel h, the system with
500 words exhibits smaller sd values (better stability) on the whole than the systems with 1000 and
1500 words.
These results are counter-intuitive as one would
ideally expect that the performance will be more
stable with more samples. However, Morrison
(2011) notes that in practice this is not often the
case. There seems to be some degree of trade-off
between the performance in accuracy (which can
be represented by Cllr) and the stability of the system.
In light of the background population size, it is
evident from the downward-trend of the curves
included in the right-hand panels of Figure 2 that
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the system performance becomes more stable as
the sample size in the background database increases; a large improvement in stability at the beginning, but the degree of improvement in stability
becomes less and less with more authors included
in the background database. Additionally, similar
to the system performance, it appears in many cases that for the stability to start converging, the system needs more authors in the background
database with more features. This point can be
seen in Panels e, f and g (1000 and 1500 words), in
which the degree of falling in sd values becomes
sharper as the feature number increases.
Although the usefulness of the GMM-based
Monte Carlo simulation was discussed for the purpose of the current study, there is always the possibility that the GMM model did not accurately
approximate the true nature of the original raw data. In particular, it needs to be pointed out that the
system with the synthesised data, on average, underperformed the system with the original raw data
(refer to Figure 2). However, it is not clear at this
stage to what extent and how this possible inaccuracy of the GMM model influenced the results.

5

Conclusion

By generating synthetic data for the background
database by means of the Monte Carlo technique,
this study looked into how the performance of the
system and its stability are subject to the sample
size (= the number of authors) in the background
database. The effect of the background sample size
on the system performance and stability may differ
with the dimensions of the feature vector and the
number of words used for modelling. Thus, four
different vectors consisting of two, four, six and
eight features were tested in this study. Furthermore, the number of words used for modelling
each message group was also altered as 500, 1000
and 1500 words.
Regardless of the number of features (two, four,
six and eight) and words (500, 1000 and 1500), the
performance of the system improved in a decelerating manner as the sample size (the number of
authors) increases in the background database.
This result conforms to previous studies on other
types of evidence (Hughes et al., 2013; Ishihara &
Kinoshita, 2008). Moreover, in general terms, it
was found that the more features included in the
vector, the more authors the system needs in the

background database for the performance to start
converging. However, other potential factors
which may have contributed to the outcomes of the
current study have also been discussed.
Although there are a large number of potential
features that can be used in casework – according
to Abbasi and Chen (2008), the total number of
features tested in previous studies exceeds 1000,
the results of the current study indicate that more
features may only deteriorate the performance of
the system unless an appropriate amount of background data is available for the dimension of the
feature vector, and that the number of features
should be determined according to the size of the
available background data. These two points are
important, in particular, as data scarcity is a common issue in FTC casework. Some drawbacks arising from the use of the GMM-based approximation
were also discussed.
It was also pointed out that the model is likely to
be inaccurately built only with 10 or 20 authors
when the feature number is six or more, resulting
in the system returning erroneous LR values. Together with other observations, it can be judged
that a system with 20 or less authors in the background database is not admissible in court in terms
of performance.
In terms of the stability of the system performance, it is interesting to know that having more
words in each message group does not necessarily
lead to an improvement in stability. This point was
in fact reported in previous studies (Frost, 2013;
Ishihara, 2014a; Morrison, 2011). On the other
hand, like the case of system performance, regardless of the number of features and words, it was
shown that the system becomes more stable along
with the number of authors in the background database.
The MVKD formula was used in this study.
However, there are other methods for estimating
LRs (e.g. word or character N-grams) (cf. Ishihara,
2014a; Ishihara, 2014c). This warrants further
studies on the same topic as the current study with
other methods for LR estimations.
This study focused on the performance (= accuracy) and stability of the system in order to investigate the effect of the background sample size.
However, it is equally important to investigate to
what extent the LR value fluctuates depending on
the sample size in the background database. This
also entails a future study.
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Abstract
Sarcasm and irony, although similar, differ in
that sarcasm has an impact on sentiment (because it is used to ridicule a target) while irony
does not. Past work treats the two interchangeably. In this paper, we wish to validate if
sarcasm versus irony classification is indeed a
challenging task. To this end, we use a dataset
of quotes from English literature, and conduct
experiments from two perspectives: the human
perspective and the computational perspective.
For the former, we show that three human
annotators have lower agreement for sarcasm
versus irony as compared to sarcasm versus
philosophy. Similarly, sarcasm versus irony
classification performs with a lower F-score as
compared to another classification task where
labels are not related: sarcasm versus philosophy classification. Another key point that our
paper makes is that features designed for sarcasm versus non-sarcasm classification do not
work well for sarcasm versus irony classification.

1

Introduction

Irony is a situation in which something which was intended to have a particular result has the opposite or a
very different result1 . On the other hand, sarcasm is
a form of verbal irony that is intended to express contempt or ridicule. In other words, sarcasm has an element of ridicule and a target of ridicule, which is absent in irony (Lee and Katz, 1998). For example, ‘He
invented a new cure for a heart disease but later, died
of the same disease himself ’ is ironic but not sarcastic.
However, ‘I didn’t make it big in Hollywood because I
don’t write bad enough’ is sarcastic where the target of
ridicule is Hollywood.
Past work in sarcasm detection considers it as a sarcastic versus non-sarcastic classification (Kreuz and
Caucci, 2007; Davidov et al., 2010; González-Ibáñez
et al., 2011). Alternately, Reyes et al. (2012) consider
classification of irony/sarcasm versus humor. In many
past approaches, sarcasm and irony are treated interchangeably (Buschmeier et al., 2014; Joshi et al., 2015;
1

Source: The Cambridge Dictionary

Maynard and Greenwood, 2014). However, since sarcasm has a target that is being ridiculed, it is crucial
that sarcasm be distinguished from mere irony. This is
because when the target is identified, the sentiment of
the target can be appropriately assigned. Owing to the
two above reasons, sarcasm versus irony detection is a
useful task.
In this paper, we investigate sarcasm versus irony
classification. To do so, we compare sarcasm versus irony classification with sarcasm versus philosophy
classification. In case of former, the two classes are
similar (where sarcasm is hurtful/contemptuous). In
case of sarcasm versus philosophy, the two classes are
likely to be diverse. Thus, the goal of this paper is to
to establish the challenging nature of sarcasm versus
irony detection. The novelty of this paper is that we
present our findings from two perspectives: human and
computational perspectives. We first describe agreement statistics and challenges faced by human annotators to classify between sarcasm and irony. Then, to
validate computational challenges of the task, we compare sarcasm versus irony classification with sarcasm
versus philosophy classification. Our dataset consists
of book snippets, annotated with one among three labels: sarcasm, irony and philosophy. The dataset is
available on request. Our results show that for both humans and computers, detecting sarcasm versus irony in
literature is more challenging than detecting sarcasm
versus philosophy. Our experiments also suggest that
the set of features generated in past works for sarcasm
versus non-sarcasm tasks work well for sarcasm versus
philosophy but not as much for sarcasm versus irony.

2

Related Work

Several approaches have been proposed for sarcasm detection, with context incongruity as the basis of sarcasm detection. Joshi et al. (2015) present features
based on explicit and implicit incongruity for sarcasm
detection. Maynard and Greenwood (2014) use contrasting sentiment between hashtag and text of a tweet
as an indicator of sarcasm. Davidov et al. (2010) rely
on Wallace and Do Kook Choe (2014) use properties of
reddit comments to add contextual information. Recent
work uses deep learning-based techniques for sarcasm
detection (Poria et al., 2016; Joshi et al., 2016).
The work closest to ours is by Ling and Klinger

Aditya Joshi, Vaibhav Tripathi, Pushpak Bhattacharyya, Mark Carman, Meghna Singh, Jaya Saraswati and Rajita Shukla.
2016. How Challenging is Sarcasm versus Irony Classification?: A Study With a Dataset from English Literature. In
Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 134−138.

Original Labels

A1

Sarcasm
Philosophy
Irony
Cannot say

Original Labels

Sarcasm

Philosophy

Irony

27
5
2
13

18
222
7
24

6
17
12
14

A3

Table 1: Confusion matrix for Annotator 1

A2

Sarcasm
Philosophy
Irony
Cannot say

Philosophy

Irony

30
9
4
3

20
227
16
7

9
18
16
6

Philosophy

Irony

16
6
4
22

13
180
33
44

6
17
11
15

Table 3: Confusion matrix for Annotator 3

Original Labels
Sarcasm

Sarcasm
Philosophy
Irony
Cannot say

Sarcasm

A1
A2
A3

All Three

Sarcasm-Irony

SarcasmPhilosophy

0.532
0.479
0.323

0.624
0.537
0.451

0.654
0.615
0.578

Table 4: Cohen’s Kappa Values for the three annotators

Table 2: Confusion matrix for Annotator 2

3

(2016). They present an empirical analysis of difficulty
of understanding sarcasm and irony. They use a wide
set of features for the classification task, and show that
word-based features are good candidate features for the
task. However, our analysis from both human and computational perspectives is novel, along with our observations.
Another novelty of this work is the domain of our
dataset. Majority of the past works in sarcasm detection use tweets. Riloff et al. (2013a) and Maynard and Greenwood (2014) label these tweets manually whereas Bamman and Smith (2015) and Davidov
et al. (2010) rely on hashtags to produce annotations.
Some works in the past also explore long text for the
task of sarcasm detection. Wallace and Do Kook Choe
(2014) download posts from Reddit 2 for irony detection, whereas Lukin and Walker (2013) work with reviews. One past work by Tepperman et al. (2006) performs sarcasm detection on spoken dialogues as well.
There are past works using literary quotes corpora for
a variety of other NLP problems. Elson and McKeown
(2010) extract quotes from popular literary work, for
the task of quote attribution3 . Søgaard (2012) perform
the task of detecting famous quotes in literary works,
gathered from the Gutenberg Corpus. Skabar and Abdalgader (2010) cluster famous quotations by improving sentence similarity measurements. This dataset
consists of quotes from a quotes website. In terms of
a dataset of literary snippets for sarcasm detection, we
use the approach by Joshi et al. (2016) by using userdefined tags as labels.

2
Reddit (www.reddit.com) is an entertainment, social news networking service, and news website.
3
Quote Attribution is the computational task of attributing
a quote to the most likely speaker.
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Our Dataset of Quotes from English
Literature

Goodreads4 is a book recommendation website that allows users to track their friends’ reads and obtain recommendations. We use a specific section of the website. The website has a section containing quotes from
books added by the users of the website. These quotes
are accompanied with user-assigned tags such as philosophy, experience, crying, etc. We download a set of
4306 quotes with three tags: philosophy, irony and sarcasm. These tags are assigned as the labels. The labelwise distribution is: (a) Sarcasm: 753, (b) Irony: 677,
(c) Philosophy: 2876. We ensure that quotes marked
with one of the three labels are not marked with another label. The dataset is available on request. Some
examples in our dataset are:
1. Sarcasm: A woman needs a man like a fish needs
a bicycle.
2. Irony: You can put anything into words, except
your own life.
3. Philosophy: The best way to transform a society
is to empower the women of that society.
The first quote is sarcastic towards a man, and implies
that women do not need men. The victim of sarcasm
in this case is ‘a man’. On the other hand, the second
quote is ironic because the speaker thinks that a person’s own life cannot be put in words. It, however, does
not express contempt or ridicule towards life or another
entity. Finally, the last quote is philosophical and talks
about transforming a society.
It is interesting to note that a sarcastic quote can be
converted to a philosophical quote by word replacement. For example, converting the first quote to ‘A
woman needs a man like a fish needs water’ makes it
4

www.goodreads.com

non-sarcastic (and arguably philosophical). The converse is also true. A philosophical quote can be converted to a sarcastic quote by word replacement. For
example, converting the third (i.e., philosophical) quote
to ‘The best way to transform a society is to empower
the criminals of that society’ makes it sarcastic.

4

The Human Perspective

This section describes the human perspective of sarcasm versus irony classification. In the forthcoming
subsections, we describe our annotation experiments
followed by the quantitative and qualitative observations from these experiments.
4.1

Precision Recall
(%)
(%)

FScore
(%)

Sarcasm versus irony
Average
65.4
65.4
65.4
Weighted Average 65.2
65.3
65.2
(b) Sarcasm versus philosophy
Average
Weighted Average

85
76.5

84.8
77.7

84.6
77

(c) Sarcasm versus philosophy (class-balanced)
Average
Weighted Average

80.2
80.2

80
80.1

80
80.1

Annotation Experiment

Three annotators, with annotation experience of 8k+
hours each, participate in our annotation experiment.
We refer to them as A1, A2, and A3.
For a subset of 501 quotes as described in the previous subsection5 , we obtain exactly one label out of four
labels: sarcasm, irony, philosophy and ‘cannot say’.
The last label ‘cannot say’ is a fall-back label that indicates that the annotator could not determine the label as
one among sarcasm, philosophy and irony. The three
annotators annotate the dataset separately. The annotators are provided definitions of the three classes as
from the Free Dictionary. They are aware that sarcasm
has an element of ridicule which irony lacks. In addition to these definitions, the annotators are instructed
that a statement ‘about’ sarcasm/irony/philosophy (e.g.
‘People use sarcasm when they are tired’) must not be
marked as sarcastic/ironic/philosophical.
4.2

Evaluation

The confusion matrices for the three annotators are
shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The rows indicate labels
assigned by an annotator, whereas columns indicate the
‘gold’ label i.e., the label as extracted from the source
website.
Table 4 compares Cohen’s Kappa values for the three
annotators with the gold label. In case of annotator
A1, the agreement of the annotator with the gold labels
for the three-label task is 0.532. The agreement of A1
with the gold labels for the Sarcasm-Irony task is 0.624.
The corresponding value for sarcasm-philosophy task
is higher: 0.654. This trend holds for the two other
annotators as well. In general, an annotator agrees
with the gold label in case of sarcasm versus philosophy classification, as compared to sarcasm versus irony
classification.
4.3

Error Analysis

The following situations are where our annotators did
not agree with the gold label, for each of the two pairs.
These categories highlight the difficulties they faced
during annotation.
5

This subset was selected randomly.
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Table 5: Average and weighted average values for three
configurations: sarcasm versus philosophy, sarcasm
versus philosophy (class-balanced) and sarcasm versus
irony; Weighted average indicates that the values were
weighted according to class label skews.

1. Confusion between sarcasm and irony: Consider the example ‘... And I wondered if we had
disappointed God so much, that he wrote us off as
pets, just alive to entertain.’ Annotator A1 labeled
this quote as sarcastic whereas the gold label was
ironic. The annotators felt that the quote was a
self-deprecating post where the speaker was being
sarcastic towards themselves.

2. Confusion between sarcasm and philosophy:
Consider another example ‘Business people - Your
business - is your greatest prejudice: it ties you to
your locality, to the company you keep, to the inclinations you feel. Diligent in business - but indolent in spirit, content with your inadequacy, and
with the cloak of duty hung over this contentment:
that is how you live, that is how you want your
children to live!’. This example was labeled as
philosophical according to the gold labels. However, Annotator A2 labeled it as sarcastic towards
business people. Although the quote expresses
contempt towards business people, it does not use
positive words to express this contempt.

Config.

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F-Score (%)

(a)
(b)
(c)

67.2
62.2
80.2

66.6
65.8
80.2

67.2
63.8
80.2

Table 6: Average Precision, Recall, and F-score values
for the label ‘sarcasm’ for the three configurations

5

The Computational Perspective

In this section, we describe our results from training
automatic classifiers to perform the two classification
tasks: sarcasm versus irony and sarcasm versus philosophy.
5.1

Classifier & Features

We use LibSVM6 to train our classifier. We use default parameters, and report five-fold cross-validation
values. For features, we use features given in Joshi et
al. (2015). These features were used to distinguish between sarcastic and non-sarcastic text. It is interesting
to note that in our case, sarcasm versus philosophy is
likely to indicate the ‘sarcastic versus non-sarcastic’ divide, but sarcasm versus irony is not as distant.
The features proposed by Joshi et al. (2015) are:
1. Unigrams
2. Pragmatic features: Capitalization, emoticons,
punctuation marks
3. Implicit sentiment phrases: These are phrases that
are indicative of sarcasm. They are extracted from
a separate dataset of sarcastic tweets based on algorithm given in Riloff et al. (2013b).
4. Explicit sentiment features: # positive and
negative words, largest positive/negative subsequences, lexical polarity
We consider three classification tasks: (a) Sarcasm
versus irony, (b) Sarcasm versus philosophy, and (c)
Sarcasm versus philosophy (data-balanced). The configuration in (c) neutralizes the effects of data skew
on performance of classification since it is known that
the performance on skewed datasets may not be reliable (Akbani et al., 2004). This configuration is motivated by the fact that (a) does not contain substantial
skew. In case of (c), we undersample from philosophy
class by randomly eliminating some training instances,
as given in (Tang et al., 2009). This ensures that there
are equal number of training and test instances from
both classes for all folds.
5.2

Evaluation

Table 5 shows average and weighted average Precision, Recall, and F-score values for three sets of experiments. Weighted average indicates that the average is
computed by weighting according to the class imbalance. On the other hand, average indicates that class
imbalance is not taken into consideration.
The average F-score for sarcasm versus philosophy
is 84.6%. In the class-balanced configuration as well,
the F-score reduces to 80%. This F-score is 15% higher
than that for sarcasm versus irony, where it is 65.4%.
Also, the weighted average is 77% in case of sarcasm
versus philosophy and 80.1% in case of sarcasm versus
philosophy (class-balanced). The value is 12% higher
6

https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/
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than that for sarcasm versus irony, where it is 65.2%.
The trend is common for both precision and recall.
It must be noted that the features used in the classifier were generated initially for sarcasm versus nonsarcasm task. The results show that these features can
be used for sarcasm versus philosophy as well, but not
for sarcasm versus irony task. This points to the fact
that for sarcasm versus irony classification, a new set
of features will be required in the future.
To understand how the three configurations compare,
it is also important to compare their performance for
the sarcasm label. We, therefore, show the average values for the three configurations for the sarcasm class
in Table 6. For the class-balanced sarcasm versus philosophy configuration, the F-score for sarcasm class is
80.2%. The corresponding value for sarcasm versus
irony is 67.2%. This highlights that sarcasm versus
irony proves to be challenging in general and specifically for sarcastic quotes.

6

Conclusion & Future Work

The focus of this paper is to highlight challenges of
the sarcasm versus irony classification task, because
sarcasm and irony are closely related to one another.
We compare this classification formulation with sarcasm versus philosophy. To describe the challenging
nature of the sarcasm versus irony classification task,
we present our findings from two perspectives: human
and computational perspective.
In terms of the human perspective, our three annotators have a lower Kappa score for sarcasmirony as compared to sarcasm-philosophy and sarcasmphilosophy-irony classification. In the computational
perspective, we observe that for the features reported
for sarcasm versus non-sarcasm classification, sarcasm
versus irony classification performs 12-15% lower than
sarcasm versus philosophy. Even in case of the sarcasm
class, the difference is 13%. Our findings show that
although these features work well for sarcasm versus
philosophy classification, they do not work well for sarcasm versus irony classification. This means that novel
features are imperative for the task of sarcasm versus
irony classification.
Our findings show the non-triviality and challenges
underlying sarcasm versus irony classification. Since a
key distinction between sarcasm and irony is a target of
ridicule, having techniques for the detection of sarcasm
targets, like in the case of sentiment target identification, may be helpful. Our results will also act as a baseline for future work in sarcasm versus irony classification. Additionally, features that distinguish between the
two will be useful.
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Abstract
In this paper, we develop a weakly supervised version of logistic regression to
help to improve biomedical text classification performance when there is limited annotated data. We learn cascaded
latent variable models for the classification tasks. First, with a large number of
unlabelled but limited amount of labelled
biomedical text, we will bootstrap and
semi-automate the annotation task with
partially and weakly annotated data. Second, both coarse-grained (document) and
fine-grained (sentence) levels of each individual biomedical report will be taken
into consideration. Our experimental work
shows this achieves higher classification
results.

1

Introduction

In recent years, large amounts of biomedical text
have become available with the development of
electronic medical record (EMR) systems. The
type of biomedical text ranges from reports of CT
scans to doctoral notes and discharge summaries.
Based on these biomedical text, there are medical tasks such as disease identification, diagnostic
surveillance and evaluation and other clinical support services. Manual extraction and classification
for these medical tasks from biomedical text is a
time-consuming and often costly effort.
Biomedical text classification systems which
consider both manual effort (e.g. annotation) and
predictive performance are more appropriate in
the medical context than those which only consider classification predictive performance. Early
biomedical classification methods are rule-based
(Tinoco et al., 2011; Matheny et al., 2012), which
requires medical experts to develop logical rules
to identify reports consistent with some diseases.

The main advantages of such rule-based systems is
that high precision can be achieved, but the weakness lies in the fact that the process is not easily
transferable to similar tasks, because medical experts have to carefully develop specific types of
rules and formulas for different kinds of diseases.
In recent years, machine learning methods have
been widely used in disease identification from
biomedical text(Ehrentraut et al., 2012; Bejan et
al., 2012; Martinez et al., 2015; Hassanpour and
Langlotz, 2015), which also ask medical experts
to do some annotation work for building training
data. Unlabelled free biomedical text in hospitals
and other clinical organizations is abundant but
manual annotation is very expensive.
Exploiting fine-grained sentence level properties for coarse-grained document level classification has attracted large amounts of attention.
Pang(Pang and Lee, 2004) first explored subjectivity extraction methods based on a minimum cut
formulation, in which they performed subjectivity detection on individual sentences and implemented document level polarity classification by
leveraging those extracted subjective sentences.
McDonald(Täckström and McDonald, 2011) proposed a structured model for jointly classifying
the sentiment of text at varying levels of granularity, they showed that this task can be reduced
to sequential classification with constrained inference. Yessenalina(Yessenalina et al., 2010)
described a joint two-level approach for document level sentiment classification that simultaneously extracts useful sentences, and Fang(Fang
and Huang, 2012) extended it by incorporating aspect information to the structured model to aspect
level sentiment analysis.
In this paper, we propose a cascaded latent variable model for biomedical text classification that
combines logistic regression and EM, which is
trained with a large number of unlabelled but limited amount of labelled biomedical text. Exper-

Ming Liu, Gholamreza Haffari and Wray Buntine. 2016. Learning cascaded latent variable models for biomedical text
classification. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 139−143.

imental results show that the combined cascaded
model is efficient in biomedical text classification
tasks.

2

Methodology

In this section, we propose variants developed
from a cascaded logistic regression model: the
partially supervised model called as logistic regression with hard EM (LREM) and the weakly
supervised model named as weak logistic regression with hard EM (WLREM). LREM is trained
with part of the fully-annotated data and all of the
partially-annotated data. WLREM is trained with
the same part of the fully-annotated data and all of
the weakly annotated data.

Figure 1: A partially supervised model.
timated by maximizing the joint conditional likelihood function

2.1 Preliminaries

α, β = arg max

N
X

α,β

Let d be a document consisting of n sentences, X = (Xi )ni=1 , with a document-sentencesequence pair denoted d = (d, X). Let y d denote the document level polarity and Z = (Zi )ni=1
be the sequence of sentence level polarity. In
what follows, we assume that there are three types
of training sets: a small set of fully labeled instances DF which are annotated at both sentence
and document levels, another small set of partially labeled instances DP which are annotated
only at the document level, and a large set of
weakly annotated instances DU (explained later).
Besides, we assume that all Zi take values in
{P OS(+1), N EG(−1), N EU (0)} while y d is in
{P OS(+1), N EG(−1)}.
The following three cascaded models are based
on logistic regression, with the following standard
parametrization

 X
Pα (y d |Z)Pβ (Z|X)
Pθ y d |X =

(1)

Z

where θ = {α, β}, and α and β are the parameters
of document and sentence level classifiers respectively.
2.2 The partially supervised model
The partially supervised model (LREM) is trained
from the sets of fully labeled data DF and partially labelled data DP . Since the sentence polarity is unknown in DP , a hard EM algorithm is
used to iteratively estimate Z and maximize the
cascaded goal function. Figure 1 outlines LREM.
The parameters, α and β, of this model can be es140


log Pθ (y d |X)

(2)

d=1

where N = |DF ∪ DP |.
2.3

The weakly supervised model

The weakly supervised model (WLREM) is
trained from the sets of fully labeled data DF and
weakly labelled data DU . In our case, the document polarity is unknown from DU , while U represents the patient level diagnostic result in the
treating hospital. Generally, if a patient is diagnosed with positive infection in the hospital, the
reports of this patient are more likely to be positive. We get this estimated probability from a
confusion matrix of DF as shown in table 1. We
Table 1: Confusion matrix of fully-annotated
dataset
DF
y=POS y=NEG
U=POS
U=NEG

167
41

68
82

notice that P (U = P OS|y = P OS) = 0.803,
which is a trustful prior information for guessing
y, thus we can extend the previous partially supervised model into a weakly one. Figure 2 shows
WLREM. The parameters, α and β, of this model
can be estimated by maximizing the joint conditional likelihood function
P
Pθ (U d |X) = y,Z Pβ (Z|X)Pα (y d |Z)P (U d |y d )
Q

M
d |X) (3)
α, β
= arg maxα,β
P
(U
θ
d=1
where M = |DF ∪ DU |.

Table 2: Feature representation
Feature level
Sentence-level

Reportlevel

Figure 2: A weakly supervised model.

3

Combining partial and weak
supervision

3.2

The partially and weakly supervised models both
have their merits. The former requires document
level annotation, while the latter can be used directly with available documents except for an initial guess of the document level polarity. In order to achieve the best predictive performance, we
propose to combine the merits of these two models.
3.1 A combined cascaded latent variable
model
Given in Algorithm 1, ComLREM is an integration of the above two models (LREM+WLREM),
which can make full use of the partially and
weakly annotated data.
Algorithm 1 ComLREM
α, β ← update for data DF via Eqn (2)
Zi ← 0 for all the sentences in DP ∪ DU
y ← 1 for all the documents in DU
while the convergence condition is meet do
for every document d ∈ DP do
nd ←number of sentences of d
for k = 1 to nd in d do

Zkd = arg maxZ d Pθ y d |X
k
. from Equation (1)
for every document d ∈ DU do
nd ←number of sentences in d
for k = 1 to nd in d do
Zkd , Y d = arg maxZ d ,Y d

Discription
Uni-gram tokens + MetaMap concepts
Pos sentence exists or not
Neg sentence exists or not
No. of pos sentences
No. of neg sentences
No. of other sentences
Polarity of the first sentence
Polarity of the last sentence
Percentage of pos sentences
Percentage of neg sentences
Pos sentence exists in the beginning
Pos sentence exists in the end
Neg sentence exists in the beginning
Neg sentence exists in the end

Feature representation

Two main types of features are explored: Bag
and Structural. Bag features are applied to the
sentence-level classification, while structural features are built on the results of sentence-level classification.
Dates, time and numbers are normalised into
DATE, TIME, and NUM symbols. Reports
are segmented into sentences using the JulieLab
(Tomanek et al., 2007) automatic sentence segmentor. Stop words are terms and phrases which
are regarded as not conveying any significant semantics to the sentences and reports, NLTK stop
word list was chosen to do the filtering. The Genia Tagger (Tsuruoka et al., 2005) is used to do tokenization and lemmatization. The MetaMap concepts (Aronson, 2001) come from the mappings of
biomedical knowledge representation. Table 1 illustrates the feature representation at the sentence
and report levels.

4

Experiment

As shown in (Martinez et al., 2015), CT reports
for fungal disease detection were collected from
three hospitals. For each report, only the free text
section were used, which contains the radiologist’s
understanding of the scan and the reason for the
requested scan as written by clinicians. Every report was de-identified: any potentially identifying
information such as name, address, age/birthday,
gender were removed. Table 2 shows the number of distribution of reports over fully-annotated,
partially-annotated and verified data sets.

k

Pβ (Z|X)Pα (y d |Z)P (U d |y d )

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
and Precision recall (PR) curve are used for the
model evaluation. Area under ROC curve and

α, β ← update for all data via Eqns (2), (3)
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Table 3: Fully-annotated, partially-annotated and
weakly annotated datasets
Datasets
Pos fungal
Neg fungal

DF
150
208

DP
51
53

DU
431
816

PR curve is an estimated measure of the test accuracy.The results presented here are 5-fold cross
validation outcomes on the fully-annotated data.
Fig. 3 and 4 show the ROC curves and PR
curves of the four models: LR is the baseline algorithm, LREM is trained based on part of the fullyannotated data and all of the partially-annotated
data, WLREM is trained based on part of the fullyannotated data and all of the unannotated data,
and ComLREM is an integration of the above two
models.

Figure 3: ROC curve of LR, LREM, WLREM and
ComLREM.

We can see from Fig. 3 that WLREM obtained
higher ROC score than LR, the area under LREM
and WLREM ROC curve is 0.774 and 0.861,
which shows that the involvement of weakly annotated data contributes higher than that of partially
annotated data to the improvement of classification performance. It is noticed WLREM achieved
greater improvement than LREM, because the DU
contains big volume and trustful prior information.
The highest ROC score (0.870) was achieved with
a combination of the above two models, which
is within our expectation. Fig. 4 shows the PR
curves of the four models, there is a trade-off between precision and recall with recall as the most
important metric. When the threshold is set to obtain a high recall (> 0.9), ComLREM obtained
higher precision than other models. Overall, with
true positive rate or recall as the first priority,
the combined model ComLREM achieved the best
classification performance.
We also compared our model with Martinez’s system (Martinez et al., 2015), in which
they applied conservative rules over sentenceclassification output. Their sentence-level classifier used SVMs with Bag-of-words and Bag-ofconcepts features. Since the conservative rules indicate that a report is labeled as positive if any
sentence in it is labeled positive, the report-level
prediction is not probabilistic and the PR curve
can not be drawn accordingly. In order to make
some comparison, we adjusted the threshold of our
report-level logistic regression classifier to make
our recall the same as theirs (0.930), and see
whether the precision improves. Table 3 shows
the compared results, we noticed that both WLREM and ComLREM outperforms the Conservative SVM approach, which indicates that the estimation we made from the unlabelled data is trustful and can be used to improve classification performance.
Table 4: Comparison of the experimental results
Models
Conservative SVM
LR
LREM
WLREM
ComLREM

5
Figure 4: PR curve of LR, LREM, WLREM and
ComLREM.
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Recall
0.930
0.930
0.930
0.930
0.930

Precision
0.694
0.646
0.656
0.703
0.707

F score
0.795
0.762
0.769
0.801
0.802

Conclusion

Learning classification models in a fully supervised manner is expensive in the biomedical do-

main. We therefore proposed a combined cascaded latent variable model, which effectively
combines both partial and weak supervision for
biomedical text classification. Sentence label is
regarded as a latent variable in this model, and
both fine-grained and coarse-grained features are
considered in the learning process. In the future,
we consider to develop active learning methods towards our cascaded latent variable model and further reduce manual annotation cost.
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Abstract
Twitter text-based geotagging often uses
geospatial words to determine locations.
While much work has been done in word
geospatiality analysis, there has been little
work on temporal variations in the geospatial spread of word usage. In this paper,
we investigate geospatial words relative to
their temporal locality patterns by fitting
periodical models over time. The model
jointly captures inherent geospatial locality and periodical factor for a word. The
resultant factorisation enables better understanding of word temporal trends and
improves geotagging accuracy by only using inherent geospatial local words.

1

Introduction

Automatically inferring geographical location of
social media data has become increasingly popular, as geospatial information plays a vital role
in applications such as advertising, influenza detection and disaster management. Due to a
lack of abundant reliable geospatial information
(Cheng et al., 2010), various text-based geotagging methods have been proposed (Cheng et al.,
2010; Eisenstein et al., 2010; Wing and Baldridge,
2014).1 The main idea is to leverage geospatial
words such as dialects and location names embedded in Twitter text to infer geographic locations. For instance, yinz is primarily used in Pittsburgh, #auspol is a popular hashtag in Australia,
and @TransLink is frequently mentioned by Vancouver users.
Social media data often comes as a stream, and
its contents and topics change over time. This implies geospatial words in social media can be fur1
Indeed there is a way that a user can turn on their location
sharing options which offers accurate location information,
however, the ratio of such users are pretty low (Cheng et al.,
2010).

ther distinguished based on their temporal patterns
of locality (i.e. how location-indicative a word
is). Some time-invariant geospatial words (e.g.
CalTech) are consistently associated with a location, while other words like #ALTA216 are only
transiently associated with a location (e.g. during
the conference).
In this paper, we investigate the word locality pattern over time. First, we bin streaming
tweet data into a series of sliding time windows
and calculate the locality estimators in each window. The time-indexed locality estimators are then
fed into periodical models which jointly capture
the inherent geospatial locality and periodical factor. We show that by removing the periodical factor, we can obtain improved geotagging accuracy.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the utility of fitted
model parameters in explaining some intuitive observations for reoccurring words.

2

Background

Text-based geotagging is often formulated as a
classification task (Cheng et al., 2010) which involves predicting a location from a set of predefined geographical partitions. It exploits words
in tweets on the grounds that some of them carry
geographical information. The accuracy is often measured by the agreement of the predicted
locations with true oracle locations (Wing and
Baldridge, 2011).
Earlier work in geotagging exploits language
models identified from textual data from different
locations (Cheng et al., 2010; Wing and Baldridge,
2011; Kinsella et al., 2011). It selects the location
with the most similar language model relative to
the input tweet text. However, these methods also
include irrelevant words such as stop words (e.g.
the) and common hashtags (e.g. #iphone), meaning they capture imperfect geospatial signals.
Cheng et al. (2010) improved language modelbased methods by augmenting local words for

Bo Han, Antonio Jimeno Yepes, Andrew MacKinlay and Lianhua Chi. 2016. Temporal Modelling of Geospatial Words in
Twitter. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 144−148.

geotagging. Words with sharply-peaked frequency
distributions with respect to location are categorised as local words, and only local words are
used in geotagging. Furthermore, ranking geospatial words by their locality in the decreasing order
has been proposed (Chang et al., 2012; Laere et
al., 2013; Han et al., 2014), however the categorisation of local and non-local words is still binary.
Hierarchical models and regularisation have also
shown to be effective in geotagging (Ahmed et al.,
2013; Wing and Baldridge, 2014).
With much progress in identifying and utilising
geospatial words, the temporal variance of geospatial words has not been under studied. In this paper, we study the impact of this temporal aspect
for geospatial words.

3

Temporal Geospatial Word Modelling

To analyse the temporal pattern of geospatial
words, we first define a fixed-length sliding time
window. The collected data within a time window
is then aggregated for computing locality variances for each word. The same calculations are
performed for each consecutive time window and
the location scores are collectively incorporated in
a periodical model, and the geospatial words are
then ranked and categorised based on this model.
Top ranked words are assumed to be consistently
location-indicative over time and should therefore
be preferred when building geotagging models.
3.1 Measurement of Word Locality
The locality variances of a word are computed on
basis of time windows (e.g. one week). For each
word found in a time window, we obtain a list
of locations (i.e. GPS coordinates) from tweets
containing the word. Then we draw random samples of paired locations without replacement (nonexhaustive to improve tractability), and compute
the distances between paired locations following
Cook et al. (2014), yielding a list of paired location distances. The mean and median of these
distances serve as locality variances and are used
in subsequent experiments. Permanent locationindicative words should have consistently low locality variances as they are likely to occur in geographically close regions in most time windows.
The metric of median distance reduces the influence of outlier locations (e.g. caused by people
mentioning their home city while travelling).
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3.2

Sinusoidal Modelling

We assume that a word’s observed geospatial pattern is jointly influenced by its inherent locality
and periodical factor. A general sinusoidal model
is applied to capture both factors in Equation 1.

f (t) =

C
|{z}

Inherent locality

+ α sin(ωt + φ)
|
{z
}

(1)

Periodical factor

f (t) denotes the geospatial locality variance
over time and t is the time window index. C,
which is constant with respect to time, models
the inherent permanent locality, while the periodic factor is captured by the time-dependent
α sin(ωt + φ) in Equation 1.
A smaller C suggests the corresponding word is
more inherently location-indicative since the periodic effects are factored out into the other term.
The time component α sin(ωt+φ) is dependent
on the time window index t and parameterised by
the amplitude α, angular frequency ω and phase
φ. α represents the maximum impact of periodic
component on a word’s locality, with a larger value
suggesting the word is strongly time-dependent.
ω denotes the frequency of this periodic component. It is inversely proportional to the period,
which is important for categorising the geospatial
patterns of a word. Ideally, for transient geospatial words, lower locality variances will occur in
a tight cluster of time windows giving a large period (and hence low ω), while recurring geospatial
words will have a smaller period corresponding to
lower locality variances appearing at more regular
intervals.
φ is the phase of the wave and reflects the point,
such as a day of the week, within a time window
and it is crucial for curve fitting.

4

Experiments and Discussion

4.1

Datasets

We collected 10% 2014 Twitter stream data from
Gnip.2 Tweets are lowercased and non-English
data is removed according to Gnip-provided language code. We use APR-DEC geotagged tweets
as the training data and JAN-MAR users (by aggregating all their tweets) for test.3 To ensure the
2

https://gnip.com/
Because we had a major data collection interruptions between March and April, we chose the larger of two datasets
for training and the other for test.
3

quality of test data, we only include users who
have more than 10 English tweets that are within
150 km of a city centre according to the geotag
coordinates of the tweets, with at least 80% of
these tweets having the same closest city. The
closest city is stored as the user’s true location.4
The datasets after applying the above process are
shown in Table 1.5
Datasets
Train(APR-DEC)
Test(JAN-MAR)

Data size
45.4M tweets
373K users

Table 1: Filtered Twitter dataset

4.2 Fitting Sinusoidal Models

following settings to test the impact.7
• W HOLE: This baseline uses the whole training data collection period to calculate the
locality median score in training without
specifying time windows, which is roughly
equivalent to conventional word-based nontemporal geotagging model.
• S IN - MEAN: This setting uses a fourteen-day
sliding time window with one day as the sliding step.8 Random location pairs are generated three times with each sample size equal
to 20. Mean numbers are used to fit the sinusoidal model and the initial parameters are
estimated as described in Section 4.2.
• S IN - MEDIAN: Similar to S IN - MEAN, but we
use medians as locality variances to reduce
the negative impact of outliers.

We estimate parameters for Equation 1 using Nonlinear Least Square for each word. The initial values for important factors are set as follows:6
• C is set to the mean of the “10%-trimmed”
(5th-95th percentile) locality variance numbers.
• α is determined by taking the root mean
square of the 10%-trimmed
√ locality variance
numbers and dividing by 2.
• ω is set to the dominant frequency in
Discrete-Time Fourier Transformation.
We further check the model validity by checking p-values for each C, and only keeping geospatial words with models that are significant at p <
0.05. We also only keep words that occur at least
20 times in at least 20 time windows due to efficiency considerations and because rare words have
less impact in terms of analysis and building statistical models.

We then rank words by the C value from (3.2)
and evaluate the accuracy of the geotagging models produced by using the top n words. The
experiment range starts from the top 5K with a
next 5K increment up to 40K.9 As shown in Figure 1, we found (1) As expected, the more features, the better the performance of the geotagger; (2) With the same number of features, both
SIN - MEAN and SIN - MEDIAN outperform WHOLE
consistently by 2.0-4.7% error reduction (with an
absolute accuracy 5.3-9.3%); (3) The differences
between WHOLE and each of the SIN methods are
all statistically significant (p < 0.0001). In contrast, the difference between SIN methods is indistinguishable. Overall this indicates that using
only permanent location indicative words (as determined by C) allows us to build more accurate
models for text-based geotagging.

4.3 Impact on Geotagging

4.4

One advantage of temporal modelling of geospatial words is that the geotagging accuracy is expected to improve by teasing out transient and recurring location-indicative words. We set a benchmark multinomial naive Bayes classifier with the

The fitted model parameters also imply some interesting patterns for geospatial words. As explained in Section 3.2, C provides an indication of inherent locality (as shown in Table 2).

4

We adopted the 3709 city partitions of Han et al. (2014)
Pavalanathan and Eisenstein (2015) mentioned geotagging results are influenced by demographics and where the
true location source being used. These influencing factors
are less of our concern when analysing the impact of temporal factors.
6
The remaining parameters for data fitting are set as follows: φ = 1, maxIter = 500.
5
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7

Post Analysis and Discussions

The objective is to analyse the impact of temporal
geospatial word modelling instead of building state-of-theart geotagging systems. Advanced models including a
regularised logistic regression as discussed by Wing and
Baldridge (2014) are preferred in building geotaggers for better accuracy.
8
In theory, we can choose other window sizes, however
shorter time windows would produce sparse location distributions and unreliable samples.
9
The total feature number is around 43K.

Comparison w/o Periodical Factor
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Figure 2: Locality comparison: locations versus
location hashtags

Figure 1: Geotagging performance comparisons
(over 373K test users)
C ≥ 105
siya
#thankyoulord
@armorogod
@aquariusquotez
@shainedawson

C ≤ 10−3
@zeling97
@seandasheepdog
#xiomaraforugirlperu
@parazetsalive
@mishecollins

Table 2: Examples of large and small C values
Figure 3: Recurring pattern for local sports

We found words with lower C values are often
user names and hashtags which are used in specific regions. For instance, #telpadmovienight and
#xiomaraforugirlperu are popular in Philippines
and Peru. Large C values are associated with popular people (e.g. siya and @shainedawson) or
common expressions (e.g. #thankyoulord).
Metropolitan city names are often not consistent local words over time, as they might be mentioned across the world. In contrast, the hashtag
versions seem to be more permanent location indicative (e.g. Figure 2).10 Some local sport terms
(e.g. Figure 3) share (modest) recurring locality patterns over time as captured by the temporal
modelling. Theoretically, it is possible to have location indicative words that are local to one location at certain times, while local to other locations
at other times, however, we have not found such
examples in our selected features.
The current modelling approach also has several
limitations. Some infrequent location-indicative
words may be missed due to the minimum frequency threshold in Section 4.2 and the relatively
small datasets we used for experiments. Further10
All figures are smoothed using “loess” with span =
0.06 (Cleveland and Devlin, 1988).
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more, we may obtain unreliable fitted parameters
due to insufficient data points, because as few as
20 locality variances may be available. Using a
training data set which covers a longer time span
would partially mitigate this problem and help
learn parameters for words with longer periods.
We could also increase the time window size (e.g.
to a month) to incorporate more words, however
this may make it difficult to capture monthly recurring words.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we investigated the temporal variance of geospatial words over time. Specifically,
a sinusoidal model is applied to jointly capture
the inherent permanent locality along with timedependent component representing changes which
occur in word usage with respect to particular locations over time. This model factors out permanent location indicative words which are shown to
be able to improve geotagging accuracy. The fitted
parameters also confirm intuitive geospatial locality patterns. In general, we believe such temporal
modelling of geospatial words benefits both predictive tasks and geospatial data analysis.
Sinusoidal models are effective in capturing
strict recurring patterns, however, this assumption

is often not satisfied due to the nature of periodical patterns and noise in the data. In future work,
we plan to experiment with more advanced periodical models for data fitting, e.g. employ a number of superposed periodical models, instead of using only the dominant frequency model. Inspired
by Dredze et al. (2016) that periodical patterns
have impacts on geotagging results, we also plan
to compare test results based on datasets collected
over different periods.
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Abstract
Social media sites such as Twitter are
attractive sources of information due to
their combination of accessibility, timeliness and large data volumes. Identification of medical entities in Twitter can support tasks such public health surveillance.
We propose an approach to perform annotation of medical entities using a sequence
to sequence neural network. Results show
that our approach improves over previous
work based on CRF in the annotation of
two medical entities types in Twitter.

1

Introduction

Public health surveillance (Nsubuga et al., 2006)
is the systematic collection, analysis and monitoring of population health for the public good using
a variety of tools. Governments rely mostly on
aggregated health data from health care centres,
which cannot be used in real-time scenarios such
as syndromic surveillance.
Twitter is a promising source of information due
to its availability and the large quantity of information published, with more than 500 million posts
published each day. It can be potentially used to
mine information about the status of the population (Jimeno Yepes et al., 2015a), and can then
be used in combination with other sources to empower government decision makers.
Natural language processing can leverage the
short messages in Twitter by extracting pieces of
structured information from them which can be
aggregated for data analysis. Identifying entities
of interest in tweets is relevant for several tasks,
including public health surveillance. Several approaches have been used to perform named entity recognition in Twitter, which range from dictionary matching approaches to machine learning methods. Named entity recognition (NER) in

Twitter has unique challenges compared to many
other sources of text. Tweets are short (with at
most 140 characters), and often contain highly informal language, idioms, humour, typos and grammatical errors (Baldwin et al., 2013; Jimeno Yepes
et al., 2015b).
Effective biomedical NER methods for Twitter
rely on machine learning methods such as conditional random fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001).
Learning algorithms like CRF typically consider a
limited span of one token before and/or after the
token being annotated, which may omit valuable
contextual information in order to work within the
limitations of the learning algorithms.
We use a recurrent neural network under the assumption that it can manage dependencies in language better than traditional methods such as CRF.
The proposed approach uses a sequence to sequence network (Sutskever et al., 2014) to analyse
text in a tweet producing an encoding vector which
is then used to perform the annotation by a second
LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) node. Word
embeddings generated from several million tweets
are used to represent the tokens in text, which is
the only feature engineering required in this neural network approach.
This approach improves over previous work
based on CRF in the annotation of two medical
entity types in Twitter. It also takes advantage
of word embeddings, thus reducing the domainspecificity of the NE recogniser, i.e. no domainspecific lexicon is used by the LSTM approach.

2

Methods

In this section, we describe the generation of word
embeddings and the recurrent network structure
used. We describe the data set used and the CRF
baseline method.

Antonio Jimeno Yepes and Andrew MacKinlay. 2016. NER for Medical Entities in Twitter using Sequence to Sequence
Neural Networks. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 149−153.

2.1 Word embeddings
Bag-of-words representations for natural language
processing are typically high-dimensional (with
dimension equal to the vocabulary size) and very
sparse, since just the words in the represented document will have non-zero values. This representation is a problem for deep neural networks and
recently word embeddings have been used. Word
embeddings map this high dimensional space into
a lower dimensionality space which is dense rather
than sparse and has some interesting properties
that allow, for instance, identifying words with a
similar meaning (Mikolov et al., 2013).
The data set used in this work to generate the
word embeddings consists of 148 million tweets
randomly selected from years 2012 and 2013.
We used word2vec1 to generate word vectors using the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) approach (Mikolov et al., 2013) with 200 dimensions
and other parameters set to default values.
Tweet text was lowercased and then tokenised
using the TweetNLP package2 .

We adopt the definition of LSTM memory cell
introduced in (Graves, 2013), which follows the
diagram in Figure 1. Equations 1 to 5 show how
the values in different LSTM components get calculated. Weights matrices W have subscripts that
indicate the components being related. For instance Whi is the weight matrix between the hidden output and the input gate.
it = σ(Wxi xt + Whi ht−1 + Wci ct−1 + bi )
ft = σ(Wxf xt + Whf ht−1 + Wcf ct−1 + bf )
ct = ft ct−1 + it tanh(Wxc xt + Whc ht−1 + bc )
ot = σ(Wxo xt + Who ht−1 + Wco ct + bo )
ht = ot tanh(ct )

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

2.2 Sequence to sequence neural network
Typically recurrent neural networks suffer from
the vanishing gradient problem (Bengio et al.,
1994; Pascanu et al., 2013) when trained on long
dependencies. These networks rely on gradient descent methods and backpropagation through
time, thus gradients after long dependencies might
be very small. As an effect, the time needed
to train a network might be quite large. It
can even make a problem difficult to learn since
the signal for important events might be missed.
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) memory cells were developed to overcome the vanishing gradient limitation and it can learn to retain
information for a long period of time.
LSTM memory cells introduce mechanisms to
avoid the vanishing gradient problem using, for a
given time t, an input gate it , an output gate ot ,
a forget gate ft and a cell ct . The weights for
these three gates and memory cell are trained using backpropagation using training data. The input
to the LSTM cell is the vector xt and the hidden
output is ht . The ability of LSTM to effectively
deal with long-range dependencies (such as syntactic dependencies) may be useful for NLP tasks
such as disambiguation.
1
2

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec
www.cs.cmu.edu/ ark/TweetNLP
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Figure 1:
LSTM memory cell unit diagram (Graves, 2013)
Our network design is inspired by the
previously-mentioned sequence to sequence
learning network for machine translation of
Sutskever et al. (2014).
In our network, we have two LSTM nodes with
n units each. The first one (LSTMe) is used encoded to encode the text into a vector representation. The second one (LSTMa) takes as input
an input vector and the current token and generates an annotation. The output of LSTMa is processed by a linear classifier trained using multiclass hinge loss. In this stage, one of three categories is predicted, corresponding to IOB tags
common in NER: B(eginning), I(nside entity) and
O(ut of entity).
Training relies on AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011),
and the learning rate has been set to 0.01 for all
iterations, with the number of iterations set to 300.
A lookup table was used to translate each token
into a vector representation. Word embedding vec-

Figure 2: Recurrent network layout. LSTMe performs encoding of tweets while LSTMa performs
B(eginning), I(n entity) and O(ut of entity) annotation.
tors of 200 dimensions for each token were generated. The LSTM memory cells have been configured to use 200 units each, which matches the dimensions of the vectors generated with word2vec.
The vocabulary for word embeddings is finite,
as it is dependent on the training data we supply
to word2vec training data; in addition, words with
less than 20 occurrences in the training set are removed to reduce the size of the vocabulary. This
means that some tokens in the NER training and
test sets might not be found in the word embedding lookup table. In these cases, a vector with all
dimensions equal to zero is provided to the LSTM
nodes for both training and evaluation.
2.3 Micromed data set
We have used the Micromed3 data set described
in Jimeno Yepes et al. (2015b), which contains
1300 tweets from May 2014 manually annotated
with mentions of diseases, pharmacological substances and symptoms. In addition, the annotations include parts-of-speech for some of the entities, since adjectives have been considered for
symptoms and it includes references to either figurative terms or entities that look as medical terms
but are used in a figurative meaning (e.g. mentions
of heart attack when someone is anxious).
Non medical entities were removed and the
JSON format was converted into IOB format for
training the recurrent network system based on
Torch4 and then converted into BRAT format5 for
evaluation. As in the generation of word embeddings, Tweet text was lowercased and then tokenized using the TweetNLP package.

2.4

CRF baseline method

As an informed comparative baseline, we used
previously published work (Jimeno Yepes et al.,
2015a) based on a linear-chain CRF system with
the following features: part-of-speech, token surface form and window relative position, token prefix and suffix character n-grams of all lengths up to
eight, whether the token appears in a list of terms
extracted from the UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) (Bodenreider, 2004) corresponding
to the entity type. This is currently the method
with best performance on this data set.

3

Results

The Micromed data set is split in 13 subsets of 100
tweets each, which are used to train and test the
machine learning methods using 13-fold cross validation.
Results are presented in tables 1 and 2. Previous results published on Micromed (Jimeno Yepes
et al., 2015a) are compared to the proposed LSTM
approach with word embeddings as features. We
report precision, recall and F1 results for each
method, for both exact match (boundaries exactly
match the gold standard) and partial match (the
postulated entity overlaps at all with the gold standard). Statistical significance was determined using a randomisation version of the paired sample
t-test (Cohen, 1996).
Our approach improves the performance for
both pharmacological substance and symptom entity types against the CRF comparison method.
However, the performance on the disease entity
type is decreased, particularly with exact match.

4

Discussion

The proposed method improves the F-score in the
annotation of pharmacological substances due to
a boost in recall. It improves the accuracy on the

3

https://github.com/IBMMRL/medinfo2015
4
http://torch.ch
5
http://brat.nlplab.org/standoff.html
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Method
Baseline
LSTMe+LSTMa

Prec
0.796
0.600

Disease
Rec
F1
0.527 0.634†
0.439 0.507

Pharm.Substance
Prec
Rec
F1
0.821 0.396 0.535
0.694 0.476 0.565

Prec
0.720
0.744

Symptom
Rec
F1
0.608 0.659
0.619 0.676

Table 1: Exact match NER results. Precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and F1 are used for evaluation. Baseline
tagger and the proposed approach (LSTMe+LSTMa) are trained and evaluated for the three entity types:
disease, pharmacological substance (Pharm.Substance) and symptom. † denotes statistically significant
different of p < 0.05 against the alternate method.

Method
Baseline
LSTMe+LSTMa

Prec
0.845
0.795

Disease
Rec
F1
0.562 0.675
0.572 0.665

Pharm.Substance
Prec
Rec
F1
0.854 0.415 0.558
0.838 0.575 0.682†

Prec
0.746
0.793

Symptom
Rec
F1
0.630 0.683
0.656 0.718†

Table 2: Partial match Named entity recognition results. Precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and F1 are used for
evaluation. Baseline tagger and the proposed approach (LSTMe+LSTMa) are trained and evaluated for
the three entity types: disease, pharmacological substance (Pharm.Substance) and symptom. † denotes
statistically significant difference of p < 0.05 against the alternate method.
annotation of symptoms to a lesser extent. On the
other hand, the accuracy decreases for the annotation of diseases, mostly in the exact match evaluation.
A manual examination of the neural network
annotation shows that for entities with multiple tokens, annotations are sometimes incorrect for one
of the tokens in the entity.
The recall is typically higher in our NER system, even though the CRF baseline uses external
domain-specific terminological resources such as
the UMLS. In fact, the CRF baseline heavily relies on the term lists extracted from the UMLS,
which represent extensive domain-specific customisation, while our LSTM approach does not
depend on anything specific to the medical domain apart from the relatively small training corpus. The external knowledge comes solely from
word embeddings derived from a general Twitter
corpus, which would only contain a very small
amount of domain-specific information, suggesting that the LSTM approach is more robust and
domain-agnostic.
Even with higher recall, there are some terms
that are missed by the neural network tagger and
a larger data set or domain knowledge based on
the UMLS could provide a boost in the recall. Infrequent terms might cause problems – for example, valerian did not appear in the word embeddings generated using word2vec. A larger Twitter
corpus and/or a domain corpus based on MEDLINE might be considered to generate the word
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embeddings to make them more robust and encode
more relevant domain knowledge including rarer
phenomena such as these.

5

Related work

CRF has become the standard tool for NER, including for Twitter (Ritter et al., 2011; Ritter et
al., 2012). Previous work in biomedical natural language processing (NLP) has explored using
CRF methods to several manually annotated data
sets (Jimeno Yepes et al., 2015b; Nikfarjam et al.,
2015).
Initial work using convolutional neural networks (Collobert et al., 2011) showed state-of-theart performance on standard general English data
sets. There is recent work on named entity recognition using bidirectional LSTM based recurrent
networks that are enhanced using CRFs (Lample
et al., 2016) and complemented with CNNs (Ma
and Hovy, 2016), which show state-of-the-art performance in standard data sets. These works use
word-based features as we do here but also features at the character level.

6

Conclusions and Future work

The proposed method improves the annotation of
biomedical entities in Twitter based on a previously state-of-the-art method based on CRF. For
future work, we may consider additional neural
network designs. For example, to alleviate the
aforementioned problem of tokens only partially

aligning with ground truth, we could use methods discussed in a preprint (Lample et al., 2016)
to combine the output of a bigraph neural network
with CRF to improve the annotation of the beginning of the entity (B). We may also consider additional neural network designs inspired by other
work on deep learning for NER, and combining
external domain knowledge from a terminology
such as the UMLS, which may improve accuracy
while making it more targeted to the medical domain and this particular corpus.
NER over medical entities is a potentially useful
part of a public health surveillance system; further
normalisation of these terms, and detecting figurative or non-medical uses would further enhance
their utility and could also benefit from a deep neural network approach.

Antonio Jimeno Yepes, Andrew MacKinlay, Bo Han,
and Qiang Chen. 2015b. Identifying diseases,
drugs, and symptoms in twitter. In MEDINFO 2015:
eHealth-enabled Health - Proceedings of the 15th
World Congress on Health and Biomedical Informatics, São Paulo, Brazil, 19-23 August 2015, pages
643–647.
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Abstract
This paper presents an empirical comparison of different dependency parsers
for Vietnamese, which has some unusual
characteristics such as copula drop and
verb serialization. Experimental results
show that the neural network-based parsers
perform significantly better than the traditional parsers. We report the highest
parsing scores published to date for Vietnamese with the labeled attachment score
(LAS) at 73.53% and the unlabeled attachment score (UAS) at 80.66%.

1

Introduction

Dependency parsing has become a key research
topic in natural language processing in the last
decade, boosted by the success of the CoNLL
2006 and 2007 shared tasks on multilingual dependency parsing (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006; Nivre
et al., 2007a). McDonald and Nivre (2011) identify two types of approaches for dependency parsing: graph-based approaches (McDonald et al.,
2005) and transition-based approaches (Nivre et
al., 2007b). Most traditional graph- or transitionbased dependency parsers (McDonald et al., 2005;
Nivre et al., 2007b; Bohnet, 2010; Zhang and
Nivre, 2011; Martins et al., 2013; Choi and McCallum, 2013) manually define a set of core and
combined features associated with one-hot representations.
Recent work shows that neural network-based
parsers obtain the state-of-the-art parsing results
across many languages. Chen and Manning
(2014), Weiss et al. (2015), Pei et al. (2015),
and Andor et al. (2016) represent the core features with dense vector embeddings and then feed
them as inputs to neural network-based classifiers, while Dyer et al. (2015), Kiperwasser and
Goldberg (2016a), and Kiperwasser and Goldberg

(2016b) propose novel neural network architectures to solve the feature-engineering problem.
Dependency parsing for Vietnamese has not
been actively explored. One main reason is because there is no manually labeled dependency
treebank available. Thi et al. (2013) and Nguyen
et al. (2014b) propose constituent-to-dependency
conversion approaches to automatically translate
the manually built constituent treebank for Vietnamese (Nguyen et al., 2009) to dependency treebanks. The converted dependency treebanks are
then used in later works on Vietnamese dependency parsing, including Vu-Manh et al. (2015),
Le-Hong et al. (2015) and Nguyen and Nguyen
(2015). All of the previous research works use either the MSTparser (McDonald et al., 2005) or the
Maltparser (Nivre et al., 2007b) for their parsing
experiments. Among them, Nguyen et al. (2014b)
report the highest results with LAS at 71.66% and
UAS at 79.08% obtained by MSTparser. However,
MSTparser and Maltparser are no longer considered state-of-the-art parsers.
In this paper, we present an empirical study of
Vietnamese dependency parsing. We make comparisons between neural network-based parsers
and traditional parsers, and also between graphbased parsers and transition-based parsers. We
show that the neural network-based parsers obtain significantly higher scores than the traditional
parsers. Specifically, we report the highest up-todate scores for Vietnamese with LAS at 73.53%
and UAS at 80.66%. We also examine potential problems specific to parsing Vietnamese, and
point out potential solutions for improving the
parsing performance.

2

Experimental setup

Dataset: There are two Vietnamese dependency
treebanks which are automatically converted from
the manually-annotated Vietnamese constituent

Dat Quoc Nguyen, Mark Dras and Mark Johnson. 2016. An empirical study for Vietnamese dependency parsing. In
Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 154−160.

Dep. labels
POS tags
Sent. length
Type Rate Type Rate Length Rate
adv
5.9
A
6.0
1 − 10
19.0
amod 2.4
C
3.7
11 − 20 35.4
conj
1.9
E
6.5
21 − 30 25.6
coord 1.9
M
3.6
31 − 40 12.2
dep
3.1
N
24.6 41 − 50 4.9
det
6.2
Nc
2.4
> 50
2.9
6.0
Np
4.2
_
_
dob
loc
2.3
P
4.0
_
_
nmod 19.0 R
7.4
_
_
pob
5.6
V
19.4 _
_
punct 13.9 _
_
_
_
root
4.7
_
_
_
_
6.8
_
_
_
_
sub
tmp
2.2
_
_
_
_
vmod 14.8 _
_
_
_
Table 1: VnDT statistics by most frequent dependency and part-of-speech (POS) labels, and sentence length (i.e. number of words). “Rate” denotes the percentage occurrence in VnDT. Dependency labels: adv (adverbial), amod (adjectival
modifier), conj (conjunct), coord (coordinating
conjunction), dep (unspecified dependency), det
(determiner), dob (direct object), loc (location),
nmod (noun modifier), pob (object of a preposition), punct (punctuation), sub (subject), tmp (temporal), vmod (verb modifier). POS tags: A (Adjective), C (Conjunction), E (Preposition), M (Quantity), N (Noun), Nc (Classifier noun), Np (Proper
noun), P (Pronoun), R (Adjunct), V (Verb).
treebank (Nguyen et al., 2009), using conversion
approaches proposed by Thi et al. (2013) and
Nguyen et al. (2014b). In Thi et al. (2013)’s conversion approach, it is not clear how the dependency labels are inferred; also, it ignores grammatical information encoded in grammatical function
tags. In addition, Thi et al. (2013)’s approach is
unable to handle cases of coordination and empty
category mappings, which frequently appear in the
Vietnamese constituent treebank. Nguyen et al.
(2014b) later proposed a new conversion approach
to handle those cases, with a better use of existing
information in the Vietnamese constituent treebank. So we conduct experiments using VnDT,
the high quality Vietnamese dependency treebank
produced by Nguyen et al. (2014b). The VnDT
treebank consists of 10,200 sentences (about 219K
words). Table 1 gives some basic statistics of
VnDT. We use the last 1020 sentences of VnDT
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for testing while the remaining sentences are used
for training, resulting in an out-of-vocabulary rate
of 3.3%.
Dependency parsers: We experiment with
four parsers: the graph-based parsers BISTbmstparser1 (BistG) and MSTparser2 (MST),
and the transition-based parsers BIST-barchybrid3
(BistT) and Maltparser4 (Malt). The state-ofthe-art BistG and BistT parsers (Kiperwasser
and Goldberg, 2016b) employ a bidirectional
LSTM RNN architecture (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to
automatically learn the feature representation. In
contrast, the traditional parsers MST (McDonald
et al., 2005) and Malt (Nivre et al., 2007b) use
a set of predefined features. For training these
parsers, we used the default settings.
Evaluation metrics: The metrics are the labeled attachment score (LAS), unlabeled attachment score (UAS) and label accuracy score (LS).
LAS is the percentage of words which are correctly assigned both dependency arc and label
while UAS is the percentage of words for which
the dependency arc is assigned correctly, and LS is
the percentage of words for which the dependency
label is assigned correctly.

3

Main results

3.1

Overall accuracy

Table 2 compares the parsing results obtained by
the four parsers. The first four rows report the
scores with gold part-of-speech (POS) tags while
the last four rows present the scores with automatically predicted POS tags.5
As expected the neural network-based parsers
BistG and BistT perform significantly better than
the traditional parsers MST and Malt.6 Specifically, we find 2+ % absolute improvements in LAS
and UAS scores in both graph- and transitionbased types. In most cases, there are no significant
differences between the LAS and UAS scores of
BistG and BistT, except LAS scored on gold POS
1
2
3
4
5

https://github.com/elikip/bist-parser/tree/master/bmstparser
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~strctlrn/MSTParser/MSTParser.html
https://github.com/elikip/bist-parser/tree/master/barchybrid
http://www.maltparser.org

We adapted the RDRPOSTagger toolkit (Nguyen et al.,
2014a; Nguyen et al., 2016) to automatically assign POS tags
to words in the test set with an accuracy of 94.58%.
6
Using McNemar’s test, the differences are statistically
significant at p < 0.001.

Auto POS

Gold POS

System
BistG
BistT
MST
Malt
BistG
BistT
MST
Malt

LAS
73.17
72.53
70.29
69.10
68.40
68.22
65.99
64.94

With punctuation
Overall
Exact match
UAS LS
LAS UAS LS
79.39 84.22 11.27 19.71 15.20
79.33 83.71 11.27 19.41 16.18
76.47 83.23 8.43
12.94 14.02
74.91 81.72 9.22
14.80 13.92
76.28 80.56 9.12
16.18 11.76
76.56 80.22 9.80
16.27 13.24
73.94 79.78 6.86
10.78 10.88
72.32 78.43 7.35
12.25 10.20

LAS
73.53
72.91
71.61
70.39
68.50
68.31
66.99
65.88

Without punctuation
Overall
Exact match
UAS LS
LAS UAS LS
80.66 81.86 11.96 20.88 15.20
80.73 81.29 11.67 20.29 16.18
78.71 80.72 9.80
16.37 14.02
77.08 79.33 9.71
17.16 13.92
77.55 77.65 9.71
17.25 11.76
77.91 77.27 10.00 17.06 13.24
76.12 76.75 7.84
13.33 10.88
74.36 75.56 7.55
14.02 10.20

Table 2: Parsing results. “Without punctuation” denotes parsing results where the punctuation and other
symbols are excluded from evaluation. “Exact match” denotes the proportion of sentences whose predicted dependency trees are entirely correct.
tags (73.17% against 72.53%, and 73.53% against
72.91%).7 Compared to the previous highest results (LAS at 71.66% and UAS at 79.08%) scored
without punctuation on gold POS tags in Nguyen
et al. (2014b), we obtain better scores (LAS at
73.53% and UAS at 80.66%) with BistG.
Next, Section 3.2 gives a detailed accuracy analysis on gold POS tags without punctuation, and
Section 3.3 discusses the source of some errors
and possible improvements.

Figure 1: LAS by sentence length.

3.2 Accuracy analysis
Sentence length: Figures 1 and 2 detail LAS
and UAS scores by sentence length in bins of
length 10. It is not surprising that all parsers produce better results for shorter sentences. For sentences shorter than 10 words, all LAS and UAS
scores are around 80% and 85%, respectively.
However, the scores drop by 10+ % for sentences
longer than 50 words. The Malt parser obtains the
lowest LAS and UAS scores across all sentence
bins. BistG obtains the highest scores for sentences shorter than 20 words while BistT obtains
highest scores for sentences longer than 40 words.
BistG, BistT and MST perform similarly on 30to-40-word sentences. For shorter sentences from
20 to 30 words, BistG and BistT produce similar
results but higher than obtained by MST.
Dependency distance: Figures 3 and 4 show F1
scores in terms of the distance from each dependent word to its head. Similar to English (Choi
et al., 2015), we find better predictions for the
left dependencies than for the right dependencies.
Unlike in English where the lower scores are associated with longer distances, we find a different pattern when predicting the left dependencies
7

The differences are statistically significant at p < 0.02.
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Figure 2: UAS by sentence length
in Vietnamese. In a distance bin of 3, 4 and 5
words with respect to the left dependencies, three
over four parsers including BistG, BistT and Malt
generally obtain better predictions for longer distances. Compared to English, Vietnamese is headinitial, so finding a difference with respect to left
dependencies is not completely unexpected. In addition, for this distance bin, the transition-based
parser does better than the graph-based parser in
both neural net-based and traditional categories
(i.e. BistT > BistG and Malt > MST). In both
those categories, however, the graph-based parser
does better than the transition-based parser for 5word-longer distances (i.e. BistG > BistT and
MST > Malt), while they produce similar results
on dependency distances of 1 or 2 words.

Figure 3: F1 scores by dependency distance for
labeled attachment

Type
adv
amod
conj
coord
dep
det
dob
loc
nmod
pob
root
sub
tmp
vmod

BistG
92.09
77.30
74.82
57.49
47.83
94.15
73.01
52.54
79.34
94.35
85.69
73.34
60.68
61.51

BistT
92.40
73.89
73.11
49.52
46 .00
94.30
70.81
53.86
79.51
95.27
82.55
72.61
57.05
62.02

MST
92.40
76.11
78 .00
46.14
32.54
95.27
78.62
51.43
78.10
96.18
82.06
66.49
44.66
60.79

Malt
92.33
73.21
71.64
52.66
42.08
94.52
76.35
50.77
76.67
95.85
74.41
62.67
41.45
60.23

Avg.
92.31
75.13
74.39
51.45
42.11
94.56
74.70
52.15
78.41
95.41
81.18
68.78
50.96
61.14

Table 3: LAS by most frequent dependency labels.
“Avg.” denotes the averaged score of four parsers.
POS

Figure 4: F1 scores by dependency distance for
unlabeled attachment
Because the dependency distance of 3, 4 or 5
occurs quite frequently in long sentences, so the
results here are consistent with the results shown
in Figures 1 and 2 where BistT obtains the highest
scores for long sentences.
Dependency labels: Table 3 presents LAS
scores for the most frequent dependency labels.
The labels with higher than 90% accuracy are adv,
det and pob in which surprisingly MST obtains the
best results on all these labels and even on both
conj and dob labels. BistT obtains the best scores
on the two most frequent labels nmod and vmod,
and also on the loc label. BistG performs best on
the remaining labels. Biggest ranges (> 10%) of
obtained scores across parsers associate to labels
coord, dep, sub and tmp.
Table 3 also shows that the label with the lowest LAS scores (< 50%) across all parsers is dep
which is a very general label. Those with LAS
scores ranging from 50% to about 60% are coord,
loc, tmp and vmod in which coord, loc and tmp are
among the least frequent labels, while vmod is the
second most frequent label.
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A
C
E
M
N
Nc
Np
P
R
V

BistG
68.32
55.90
55.47
92.11
74.37
69.86
84.69
79.34
91.94
68.01

LAS
BistT MST
70.31 69.89
50.00 44.94
53.87 50.91
91.05 93.03
73.58 73.77
72.02 68.49
84.47 84.80
80.16 79.69
93.08 92.42
66.49 63.78

Malt
66.83
50.00
49.96
91.18
71.30
67.12
82.84
77.23
92.60
63.13

BistG
73.01
61.33
72.27
93.42
83.95
78.47
88.49
85.45
92.90
75.05

UAS
BistT MST
75.50 74.86
56.87 50.60
71.54 68.86
93.16 94.21
83.86 82.58
79.26 76.13
88.49 88.06
85.92 84.62
93.87 92.96
74.95 71.83

Malt
70.88
54.94
64.45
91.71
80.48
74.17
86.43
82.39
93.27
70.49

Table 4: Results by most frequent POS tags.
POS tags: In Table 4 we analyze the results by
the POS tag of the dependent. BistG achieves the
highest results on the two most frequent POS tags
N and V and also on C and E. BistT achieves the
highest scores on the remaining POS tags except
M for which MST produces the highest score.
3.3

Discussions

Linguistic aspects: One surprising characteristic of the results is the poor performance of verbrelated dependencies: vmod accuracy is low, as
are scores associated with the second most frequent POS tag V (Verb). For the latter, we find
significantly lower scores for verbs in Vietnamese
(around 65% as shown in Table 4) against scores
for verbs (about 80+ %) obtained by MST and Malt
parsers on 13 other languages reported in McDonald and Nivre (2011), and also much worse performance in terms of rank relative to other POS.
This may be related to syntactic characteristics
of Vietnamese (Thompson, 1987). First, Vietnamese is described as a copula-drop language.
Consider Cô Hà có nhà đẹp “Miss Hà has a beautiful house”, where the attributive adjective đẹp

Figure 5: An example of a Vietnamese sentence
with copula-drop. The first parsed tree is the gold
one while the second parsed tree is the same output produced by all parsers. This sentence is translated to English as “the land#1 is revived#2 .”, in
which the copula “is” is dropped in Vietnamese.
The subscripts in the English-translated sentence
refer to alignments with the word indexes in the
Vietnamese sentence.
“beautiful” postmodifies the noun nhà “house”.
Adjectives can also be predicative, where they are
conventionally labelled V (Verb), and a copula is
absent: with Vietnamese’s SVO word order, this
is also nhà đẹp “the house is beautiful.” Figure 5
presents an example from the treebank: all four
parsers produce the incorrect structure, which is
what would be expected for the attributive adjectival use in an NP. This construction is quite common in Vietnamese.
Second, Vietnamese permits verb serialization,
as in Figure 6: giật_mình “accuses” should be
a vmod dependent of có “excuses”; such a construction is analogous to the more familiar nmod
in other languages. Verb dependencies in Vietnamese might thus be less predictable than in other
languages, with a more varied distribution of dependents.
Other aspects: Generally, one reason for low
overall scores on Vietnamese dependency parsing
when compared to the scores obtained on the other
languages (McDonald and Nivre, 2011) is probably because of the complex structures of many
long sentences in the VnDT treebank (e.g. 45%
of the sentences in VnDT consist of more than 20
words). So we can only obtain 60% and 50% for
left and right dependency distances larger than 5
as shown in Figure 4, respectively, while for English both left and right dependencies with distances larger than 5 have greater than 70% accuracy (Choi et al., 2015).
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Figure 6: An example of a Vietnamese sentence
with verb serialization (and pronoun-dropping),
parsed by BistT. The gold parsed tree is when the
indexed-3 word is attached to the indexed-1 word
by vmod, instead of the indexed-2 word. For this
sentence, BistG, MST and Malt attach the indexed3 word to be dependent to the indexed-2 word by
the label nmod. This sentence is translated to English as “He who excuses#1 himself#2 , accuses#3
himself .”
Oracle
Tree
Arc

With punct.
LAS UAS LS
79.20 85.22 88.38
85.98 90.50 92.67

Without punct.
LAS UAS LS
79.33 86.24 86.66
85.96 91.14 91.57

Table 5: Upper bound of ensemble performance.
One simple approach to improve parsing performance for Vietnamese is to separately use the
graph-based parser BistG for short sentences and
the transition-based parser BistT for longer sentences. Another approach is to use system combination (Nivre and McDonald, 2008; Zhang and
Clark, 2008), e.g. building ensemble systems
(Sagae and Tsujii, 2007; Surdeanu and Manning,
2010; Haffari et al., 2011). Table 5 presents an
upper bound of oracle ensemble performance, using the DEPENDABLE toolkit (Choi et al., 2015).
DEPENDABLE assumes that either the best tree or
the best arc can be determined by an oracle.

4

Conclusions

We have presented an empirical comparison for
Vietnamese dependency parsing. Experimental
results on the Vietnamese dependency treebank
VnDT (Nguyen et al., 2014b) show that the neural network-based parsers (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016b) obtain significantly higher scores
than the traditional parsers (McDonald et al.,
2005; Nivre et al., 2007b). More specifically, in
each graph- or transition-based type, we find a 2%
absolute improvement of the neural network-based
parser over the traditional one.
We report the highest performance up to date
for Vietnamese dependency parsing with LAS at
73.53% and UAS at 80.66%.
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Abstract

We report on an exploratory analysis
of Emoji Dick, a project that leverages crowdsourcing to translate Melville’s
Moby Dick into emoji. This distinctive
use of emoji removes textual context, and
leads to a varying translation quality. In
this paper, we use statistical word alignment and part-of-speech tagging to explore how people use emoji. Despite these
simple methods, we observed differences
in token and part-of-speech distributions.
Experiments also suggest that semantics
are preserved in the translation, and repetition is more common in emoji.

1

Introduction

Emoji are pictographic characters commonly used
in informal written communication, originally in
SMS messages, but increasingly in all social media. Emoji represents a range of faces, animals,
weather, emotions and activities, compensating
for a lack of verbal and non-verbal cues in faceto-face communication (Davis and Edberg, 2016;
Dresner and Herring, 2010). Widespread support
for emoji input on desktops and mobile devices
has led to a rapid adoption of emoji as a communication tool and a part of popular culture, spawning a Word of the Year in 2015 (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015) and, somewhat dubiously, a feature
film slated for a 2017 release (IMDb, 2016). Davis
and Edberg (2016) also suggest that the limited
coverage and a lack of formal grammar in emoji
lead to multiple ambiguous messages, and point
out the playful aspect of composing and decoding
emoji. At its tersest, this can result in a film plot
encoded into a single tweet (MacLachlan, 2016):
“
. . . . . . #dune”. Despite heavy constraints
of its form, emoji are used in some surprising linguistic contexts that merit further study.

TEXT

EMOJI

MOBY DICK; OR THE WHALE
CHAPTER 1.
Loomings.
Call me Ishmael.
Figure 1: The title and first lines of Emoji Dick.
Most analysis of emoji considers its usual context amongst regular text, focusing on geographic
preferences (Swiftkey, 2015; Ljubešić and Fišer,
2016), single-word translations (Dimson, 2015)
and sentiment (Kralj Novak et al., 2015). Other
work has focused on emoticons (e.g. “:)”), uncovering stylistic variation (Schnoebelen, 2012) and
demographic factors associated with usage (Hovy
et al., 2015). Different types of ambiguity have
also been identified: subjective interpretations of
symbols, as well as different renderings of what
should be the same symbol (Miller et al., 2016).
Mitchell et al. (2015) observe that emoji are less
likely to occur in the language of schizophrenics,
possibly related to a “flat affect” symptom of the
mental disorder.
This paper analyses a specific instance where
emoji have been used in a context usually reserved for fully-fledged languages. Emoji Dick
(Benenson, 2010) is a fascinating project that used
Amazon Mechanical Turk to translate the novel
“Moby-Dick; or, The Whale” (Melville, 1851)
into emoji (e.g. Figure 1). Three turkers were
paid $0.05 to translate each sentence, and a second round of turkers paid $0.02 to vote for the best
translation. Funded entirely by donations through
the crowdsourcing platform Kickstarter, soft- and
hard-bound copies are available for sale. The idiosyncratic nature of the task raises several key
questions: how does one translate a work from the
English literary canon into emojis? And, what can
statistical analysis techniques from natural language processing tell us about it?

Will Radford, Ben Hachey, Bo Han and Andy Chisholm. 2016. :telephone::person::sailboat::whale::okhand: ; or âĂĲCall
me IshmaelâĂİ âĂŞ How do you translate emoji? In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association
Workshop, pages 161−165.
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Figure 2: Log-counts of emoji and tokens at different ranks.

2

Corpus Analysis

The dataset contains 9,971 pairs of text and emoji
translations. We tokenise the text using the default
tokeniser from NLTK (Bird et al., 2009). Digits
and stopwords are removed and all tokens are lowercased.
The descriptive statistics of the two corpora,
TEXT and EMOJI , show a few differences. TEXT
has a larger and sparser vocabulary than EMOJI
when constructing sentences. There are 207,194
text tokens (16,454 types) and 93,342 emoji tokens (470 types). Furthermore, emoji sentences
are roughly half the length of textual sentences
with respective means of 9.4 to 20.8. Figure
2 plots the log-counts of two corpora token or
emoji frequencies against their ranks. As is common in Zipfian distributions, the TEXT frequencies
quickly reduce with rank, but EMOJI has a heavier
tail and no approach to low frequencies.
Table 1 shows the 20 most common tokens and
emoji. Unsurprisingly, “whale” is the most common non-stopword token, while other thematic tokens (e.g. “man”, “ship”, “sea”, “boat”) and character names (e.g. “ahab”, “captain”’) are also
common. The three most common emoji reference
characters: people (e.g.
), and, of course, .
Less obvious emoji include references to objects
) and places (e.g. ), though not
(e.g.
or
as found in the common tokens. Symbols
(e.g.
) are also present, as are other nonfacial body parts (e.g.
).

3

Aligning emoji to tokens

The analysis above makes no attempt to characterise how TEXT was translated to EMOJI. To explore this, we learn an IBM translation model one
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Token
whale
one
like
upon
ahab
man
ship
old
ye
would
though
sea
yet
time
captain
long
still
said
great
boat

n
1029
898
572
561
511
497
464
435
433
429
380
367
344
325
323
315
312
299
288
286

Emoji

n
743
724
669
637
626
607
598
574
556
537
511
496
442
439
438
419
415
407
399
379

Table 1: The top 20 tokens and emoji by individual
frequency.

(Brown et al., 1993) using NLTK’s implementation
with default parameters. We prepare the parallel
text by removing English stopwords and punctuation and filtering pairs missing input or output,
leaving 9,734 pairs. We opt for the simplest model
with the fewest assumptions about the “language
pair”, but with the caveat that it does not account
well for token phrases aligning to a single emoji,
as a phrase-based translation model might allow.
We did explore some of the more advanced IBM
models and sequence-to-sequence neural models
(Sutskever et al., 2014), but these did not seem
to yield readily-interpretable results. Recall that
despite turkers vote for the best translations, the
translations are expected to be extremely noisy,
due to the high subjectivity of human emoji comprehension, and the scarcity of native speakers.
Having trained the model over 100 iterations,
we examine the translation table and find the most
probable alignment from token to emoji. Table 2
shows the top-20 emoji ranked by their strongest
individual alignment with the tokens that they
align to. The most commonly-aligned emoji,
aligns to “whale”, “sperm” and “whales”, as does
. Rather less satisfying is the strong alignments
of “whale” to , and  where a token aligned to

e



t
whale
chapter
one
chapter
captain
sun
chapter
see
boat
hand

p
.23
.15
.11
.10
.08
.08
.08
.08
.07
.07

t
sperm
book
whale
two
sir
sunrise
straight
eyes
ship
say

p
.06
.05
.11
.02
.06
.03
.02
.05
.03
.03

t
whales
read
like
one
know
air
beheld
seen
boats
stop

p
.05
.03
.06
.02
.02
.03
.01
.03
.03
.03

e

t
man
ship
bed
whale
good
water
death
whales
oh
whales

p
.07
.07
.06
.06
.06
.06
.05
.05
.05
.05

t
men
lay
good
among
things
sea
life
sperm
aye
starbuck

p
.05
.02
.03
.03
.03
.05
.03
.03
.02
.02

t
ahab
vessel
sleeping
sperm
man
round
dead
ancient
old
fossil

p
.02
.02
.02
.03
.03
.02
.03
.02
.02
.02

Table 2: The top-20 emoji by alignment probability (p(e|t)), and the top 3 tokens they align to. We also
list  as some tokens (i.e. “one, whale, like”) align away with relatively high probability.

1
We attempt to reduce noise by considering the only the
first two characters of the POS tag. NNP and NNS as NN.
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EMOJI

0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

RP

WD

WR

''

PO

``

CD

MD

:

.

RB

PR

,

JJ

IN

DT

VB

TO

TOKEN

0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

CC

Emoji parts-of-speech

We apply the BookNLP pipeline (Bamman et al.,
2014) to the original text, which predicts part-ofspeech (POS) tags, character clusters and many
other linguistic metadata. Again, we expect this
to be noisy, as the models are not adapted to 19th
century literature. Nonetheless, we are able to create a distribution of noisy POS tags1 for each token, then induce a distribution of POS for each
emoji, by applying the chain rule and alignment
probabilities above. Most emoji are NN, with the
highest probability . Only 5 emoji have a different majority POS prefix – VB – including (i.e.
“see” or “seen” from Table 2). Although the low
probabilities and compounded noise of the model
mean the results are hardly compelling, it is interesting that some emoji seem to align more strongly
to verbs, suggesting their consistent use as actions.
This preponderence of NN and VB alignments supports the observation made elsewhere that emoji
have features in common with pidgin languages
(Rosefield, 2014; Stockton, 2015).
Accumulating the POS probabilities for ac-

p(N N |e)
.70
.56
.55
.53
.52

Emoji

Table 3: The top-5 emoji for VB and NN POS.

NN

4

p(V B|e)
.37
.36
.30
.29
.29

Emoji

nothing, showing the extent of the noise and the
tendency of the model to align away tokens. Plural forms align well, as do synonyms (e.g. “boat”,
“ship” and “boats” align to ). Other alignments cover formal elements such as chapter headings ( ) and characters (
), natural phenomena (
), actions (
) and sentiments ( ).
Overall, most high-probability alignments seem
reasonable, suggesting some consistency between
translations.

POS

Figure 3: POS probability distributions.
tual occurrence of tokens or emojis, we are able
to characterise the whole distribution. Figure 3
shows that emoji concentrate mass into fewer categories: NN, JJ, RB and VB.

5

Modelling repeats in emoji

As emoji are often used to convey extra layers of
emotion or context, we examine how emoji are repeated. Counting common bigrams of emoji, the
folmost frequently emoji repeat-bigrams are
lowed by
,
and
. The probability of
repeat-bigrams is much higher in emoji at 3.2% as
opposed to 0.4% in text, indicating that there is a

7

systematic difference in usage, although it is not
clear whether they are used as intensifiers (“very
strong”) or counting mechanisms (“many boys”).

6

This paper presents a pilot study on how emoji
are used in an unusual setting – verbatim translation. We use NLP techniques to compare the
statistical properties of the two corpora (EMOJI
and TEXT), showing that emoji operate in a far
smaller space. Statistical alignment models from
machine translation allow us to explore how translators mapped emoji onto tokens, including plural and synonymous forms. We also considered
a noisily-induced POS distribution, showing that
most emoji are nouns, with a few operating most
frequently as verbs, and that the emoji POS distribution places weights on nouns and verbs, a phenomenon that bears some similarity to pidgins. Finally, we briefly explore how emoji are repeated,
finding a much higher rate of repetition in emoji
than text. Emoji offer a rare opportunity to study a
rapidly evolving and increasingly important mode
of communication that is complementary to text
and speech and has parallels to human languages
like pidgins.

Discussion

As intriguing as the dataset is, there are substantial challenges to working with it and drawing
strong conclusions. Firstly, the setting is idiosyncratic and unlike standard current emoji usage,
as it lacks the textual context in which emoji are
usually found. Thus, findings in these contexts
may not necessarily hold when applied to emoji
found in informal discourse on the web. Indeed,
a promising direction seems to be to learn embedding models that allow an elegant fusion of textual
and emoji content (Barbieri et al., 2016; Eisner et
al., 2016). The constraints of the limited vocabulary foster a creativity that, combined with the
desire of the translator to produce a witty translation, only serves to increase the subjectivity of the
dataset. This is exacerbated by the small size of
the dataset, and while there are ordinal constraints
in emoji (Schnoebelen, 2012), whether they hold
for longer sequences is not clear.
The next issue to examine in future work is the
failure of phrase-based translation models in this
context, as this might uncover more interesting
translations, as well as shed light on strange alignments (e.g. “whale” to ). Data collection is also
important, as lack of data could prohibit more sophisticated models. Moreover, collecting a dataset
in a more natural context, such as chat or social
message data, might lead to more immediatelyapplicable conclusions. Exploring whether there
is strong evidence for a consistent interpretation of
emoji repeats using analysis of the textual corpus
would be interesting. Multi-lingual differences
in emoji usage are compelling – do certain languages exhibit features that correlate with different emoji usage? Moreover, emoji may be a productive pivot upon which to align web-scale bitext,
which may drive other semantic resources such as
paraphrase databases (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013).
The overarching direction of this work are to characterise broader temporal trends about how people
use emoji, how a community of users settles on
specific interpretations of emoji and, perhaps, uncover more evidence for or against the hypothesis
that emoji is a pidgin.

Conclusion
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Abstract
The timeline generation task summarises
an entity’s biography by selecting stories
representing key events from a large pool
of relevant documents. This paper addresses the lack of a standard dataset and
evaluative methodology for the problem.
We present and make publicly available a
new dataset of 18,793 news articles covering 39 entities. For each entity, we provide
a gold standard timeline and a set of entityrelated articles. We propose ROUGE as an
evaluation metric and validate our dataset
by showing that top Google results outperform straw-man baselines.

1

Introduction

Information is more readily available in greater
quantities than ever before. Timeline generation
is a recent method for summarising data – taking a large pool of entity-related documents as input and selecting a small set that best describe the
key events in the entity’s life. There are several
challenges in evaluation: (1) finding gold-standard
timelines, (2) finding corpora from which to draw
documents to build timelines, and (3) evaluating
system timelines.
Standard practice for the first challenge is to
make use of existing timelines produced by news
agencies (Chieu and Lee, 2004; Yan et al., 2011a),
but these are constrained by the tight editorial focus on prominent entities and depends on wellfunded news agencies. Another approach is to annotate new timelines from the web for domains
of choice. Wang (2013) do this, but do not make
their data available for direct comparison. Regarding the second challenge, access to the document
pool used during the annotation process is also important, as any system must have a reasonable set
from which to choose.

Ben Hachey
University of Sydney
ben.hachey@
sydney.edu.au

Previous approaches have used drawn on working in document summarisation, using ROUGE
(Lin, 2004) to evaluate timeline generation (Chieu
and Lee, 2004; Yan et al., 2011a; Yan et al., 2011b;
Ahmed and Xing, 2012; Wang, 2013). This is convenient as each element in a timeline can represent a story which can be equivalently described
by many different documents. However, previous
work has not validated the use of ROUGE for evaluating timeline generation.
We present a general framework for creating
a crowd-sourced datasets for evaluating timeline
generation, including choosing a set of entities,
deriving articles for annotation from Wikipedia,
and annotating these articles to generate a gold
standard.
The dataset covers a broad range of entities
with different levels of news-coverage or publicity. We provide gold-standard timelines for each
entity, as well as a larger pool of topically-linked
documents for further development. We analyse the dataset, showing some interesting artifacts of crowd-worker importance judgements and
use ROUGE evaluation to verify that the crowdannotations correlate well with Google News1
rankings. This reflects favourably on Google
News, suggesting that it is a strong baseline for
timeline generation. We release the dataset generated through this process in the hope that it will be
useful in providing common benchmarks for future work on the timeline generation task.2

2

Data Collection

We now detail how we choose entities and collect a corpus for annotating gold-standard timelines and evaluating models. We have taken care to
design a general experimental protocol that can be
used to generate entities from a range of domains.
1

https://news.google.com
https://github.com/xavi-ai/
tlg-dataset
2

Xavier Holt, Will Radford and Ben Hachey. 2016. Presenting a New Dataset for the Timeline Generation Problem. In
Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 166−170.

We begin by choosing a domain (politics) and
two regions (The USA/Australia). We motivate
this choice of domain by noting its large media interest, polarising entities and diverse range of topics. We choose several entities from each region
a priori – 39 in total. The rest of our entity-set
is then generated through a process of bootstrapping. At each iteration, we use our current entities as seeds. For each seed-entity, we performed a
Google News query. An entity name was defined
as either the title of the entity’s Wikipedia page
or {#Firstname #Lastname} if they did not have a
Wiki. We choose five articles from the first page
of results. For each article we manually identify
all other previously unseen entities and add them
to our set. We continue this process of bootstrapping, using our newly included entities as seeds
for the next iteration. Once we have a sufficient
number of entities, we terminate the process.
This process can be viewed as bootstrap sampling, weighted by the probability an entity occurs
in one of the articles we retrieve. By doing so we
provide a realistic set of entities with varying levels of popularity and coverage. In Section 4 we
show that this process results in a wide distribution of mentions and reference-timeline sizes.
As well as relevant entities, we also provide a
corpus of relevant documents from which we can
construct their timelines. Each document in the
corpus includes URL, publishing date and other
metadata. These were obtained by performing
Google News queries on our entities, and retrieving the resulting URLs. As our timelines should
cover a wide range of time, we set the time-range
on the query to ‘archives’. This has the effect of
returning articles from a broader period of time,
mitigating the default recency bias.
In total, there are 15,596 articles. The minimum, median and maximum number of articles
per entity was 54, 464 and 985 respectively. By
including this corpus with our gold-standards we
aim to provide a complete dataset for the timeline
generation task.

3

Data Annotation and Gold-Standards

We present a general framework for formulating
gold-standard timeline generation as an annotation task. This involves two components – using
Wikipedia to generate a minimal set of sufficient
links, and the formulation of the problem as an annotation task.
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3.1

Article Selection

Annotation is cost-sensitive to the size of the task.
As such, attempting to annotate the whole corpus
of over 15,000 articles is infeasible. We propose a
method to reduce the size of our task while maintaining the quality of the underlying timeline. For
our article selection process, we need to fulfil the
following criteria:
• Coverage: Our set of articles should have
good coverage. Timelines should cover a
broad range of time-periods and events. As
such, the dataset we derive our reference
timelines from must also share this property.
• Manageability: Each entity-article pair will
be subject to a number of crowd-judgments.
As such, it’s important to balance coverage
with total data-set size.
• Informativeness: Ideally we desire the articles to be of a high quality.
To meet these criteria, we scrape the external (non-Wiki) links from an entity’s Wikipedia
page. We motivate this decision by first noting the
Wikipedia guidelines on verifiability3 :
Attribute all quotations and any material challenged or likely to be challenged to a reliable, published source
using an inline citation. The cited source
must clearly support the material as presented in the article.
These standards of verifiability are not universally followed. Nevertheless, where they are we
expect reasonable entity coverage and informativeness. After removing invalid URLS, we identify 3,197 articles for annotation.
3.2

Crowd-task Formulation

We formulate timeline generation as an annotation task by reducing it to a simple classification
problem. A single judgment is on the level of an
entity-article pair. An annotator is given the first
paragraph of, and a link to, the entity’s Wikipedia
page. They then follow a given link, and perform
a two-stage classification task.
The annotators first determine whether a link is
valid. A valid article is one that covers a single
3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Verifiability

event in the target entity’s life. They then indicate the importance of an article’s when considering the story of the entity. There was a choice of
three labels:
• Very important: key events which would be
included in a one-page summary or brief of
the entity.
• Somewhat important: newsworthy events
that might make it into a broader Biography,
but not of critical relevance.
• Not important: events which are mundane or
unimportant.
For our annotations, we use the CrowdFlower4
platform. On average, three judgments by a
trusted user were made per row. A trusted user
was one whose annotations agreed with our expert’s across a validation set (n = 48) at least
80% of the time. This was then aggregated into a
classification label. In addition, CrowdFlower also
provides a confidence measure on each judgment
– a score of agreement, weighted by trust of the
crowd-worker. Gold standard timelines comprise
the articles that are judged to be both ‘valid’ and
‘very important’. There were 2,601 ‘valid articles’
and 217 ‘very important’.

4

Figure 1: Number of different articles by entity. A
small number of entities are responsible for a large
number of articles.

Analysis of Gold-Standards

We see that particularly prominent entities are
responsible for a large portion of the articles.
‘Barack Obama’ and ‘Donald Trump’ each have
over four hundred articles each. In fact, the six
most prominent entities account for over half of
all total articles (Figure 1).
Very Important Articles The ‘very important’
articles make up our gold-standard timelines. The
mean and median number of articles per entity is
5.56 and 2 respectively.
There are some interesting properties that
emerge. ‘Barack Obama’ and ‘Donald Trump’
each have around the same number of articles. The
former has 14.6% articles deemed ‘very important’ – the latter only 1.5% (Figure 2). It is a given
that certain entity’s will be involved in more newsworthy events than others. However, to have such
a large5 discrepancy – considering to that all articles were deemed necessary to reference in an entity’s Wiki – is curious. We believe the proportion
4
5

https://www.crowdflower.com
Or tremendous?
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Figure 2: Percentage of very important articles by
entity.

of ‘very important’ articles for a given entity is an
interesting avenue of future research.

Confidence ‘Very important’ articles have a
mean confidence of 0.60. Only 4.6% of articles
received a unanimous 1.00 confidence score (Figure 3). However, three-quarter of the ‘very important articles’ had a confidence over 0.50 (Figure 4). ‘Somewhat important’ articles have the
highest overall confidence, with a mean value of
0.76. Over a third of these articles had a confidence score of 1.00 (Figure 3). This is somewhat
understandable. Intuitively, ‘somewhat important’
is the default prior – we would expect most articles
to fall in this category.

Figure 3: Distribution of confidence for three different levels of article importance. Mean-values
are indicated by a dashed line.

Figure 5: Google search rank for a given article
vs. ROUGE score. Each point is an average across
entities. The intensity of the point is a measure of
confidence
Figure 4: Percentage of ‘very important’ articles
meeting a given confidence threshold.

grams (n = 1, 2).

6
5

Evaluation

For our evaluation pipeline, we adopt the approach
of a number of papers in the field (Wang, 2013;
Yan et al., 2011a; Yan et al., 2011b) in using the
ROUGE metric (Lin, 2004). ROUGE was first
used in automatic summarisation evaluation. It is
similar to the BLEU measure for machine translation (Papineni et al., 2002). In terms of timeline
evaluation, quality is measured by the amount of
overlapping units (e.g. word n-grams) between articles in a system timeline and articles in a reference timeline. For details on how ROUGE scores
are calculated, please refer to the original paper
(Lin, 2004). For our purposes, articles annotated
as ‘valid’ and ‘very important’ are taken to be
components of an entity’s reference timeline. We
use the ROUGE-F measure over unigrams and bi169

Benchmarks and System Validation

In this section we use our supplemental dataset of
articles generated by Google News to validate and
benchmark the task.
ROUGE vs. Search Rank For a given news
query, an article’s rank is a signal of its important
and centrality. It is reasonable to expect then that
the better an article’s search-rank, the more likely
it is to appear in an entity’s timeline. This appears
to be the case. For both the ROUGE-1 and -2 measures, there is a clear negative correlation between
an article’s average score and index (Figure 5).
Benchmarks For a given entity timeline, we include the following three benchmarks – Random
(R): 15 articles are sampled from the entire corpus. Random+Linked (RL): 15 articles linked to
the entity are sampled. Ordered+Linked (OL): the

OL
RL
R

ROUGE-1
0.290
0.248
0.2052

ROUGE-2
0.051
0.041
0.027

Hai Leong Chieu and Yoong Keok Lee. 2004. Query
based event extraction along a timeline. ACM, New
York, New York, USA, July.
Chin-Yew Lin. 2004. Rouge: A package for automatic evaluation of summaries. In Stan Szpakowicz
Marie-Francine Moens, editor, Text Summarization
Branches Out: Proceedings of the ACL-04 Workshop, pages 74–81, Barcelona, Spain, July. Association for Computational Linguistics.

Table 1: F-Scores for Benchmark Systems

Kishore Papineni, Salim Roukos, Todd Ward, and WeiJing Zhu. 2002. Bleu: a method for automatic
evaluation of machine translation. In Proceedings
of 40th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics, pages 311–318, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, USA, July. Association for Computational Linguistics.
Tao Wang. 2013. Time-dependent Hierarchical
Dirichlet Model for Timeline Generation. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1312.2244.

Figure 6: Benchmark performance. As expected,
OL outperforms RL which in turn outperforms R
for both ROUGE-1 and -2.
15 highest ranked articles for an entity are chosen. Reassuringly, we see that OL outperforms
RL which outperforms R for both ROUGE-1 and
ROUGE-2 scores (Figure 6). OL received scores
of 0.290 (ROUGE-1) and 0.051 (ROUGE-2) (Table 1). This can be taken as a strong benchmark
for future timeline generation models trained and
evaluated using this dataset.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have developed, analysed and
justified a new dataset for the timeline generation problem. There are several interesting avenues for future work. The most obvious is the
development of new timeline-generation systems
using this dataset. There are also still problems to
be solved with the process of evaluating timeline
models, but we hope that the framework described
above allow researchers to easily generate evaluation datasets for timeline generation.
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Abstract
This paper presents an overview of the 7th
ALTA shared task that ran in 2016. The
task was to disambiguate endpoints by determining whether two URLs were referring to the same entity. We present the
motivation for the task, the description of
the data and the results of the participating
teams.

1

Introduction

Entity endpoints are URLs which reliably disambiguate named entity mentions on the web. For
example, the URL en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Barack_Obama may be used in reference to US
president Barack Obama. Inlinks to this page are
unlikely to refer to some other entity, so we should
consider this a disambiguating endpoint.
While Wikipedia has been used extensively
for automated entity recognition and disambiguation, many other endpoints may exist for an entity on the web. For example, nytimes.com/
topic/person/barack-obama and twitter.
com/BarackObama may be used equivalently. This
style of systematic entity indexing is characteristic of social sources (e.g. facebook.com/* ),
news aggregation endpoints (e.g. nytimes.com/
topic/person/* ) and organisation directories
(e.g. gtlaw.com/People/* ). These resources
present a valuable and largely untapped source of
entity information, both in the content they host
and semantic resources that may be extracted from
inbound links.
The ALTA 2016 Shared task addresses the problem of Cross-KB coreference resolution. Given
two candidate endpoint URLs, systems must determine whether they refer to the same underlying entity. This pairwise version of the task serves
as an important precursor to the general problem
of clustering web endpoints into coreferent sets.

These clusters act as aggregation points for information about entities, and may used for entity centric information extraction which is not limited by
the coverage constraints of any single structured
KB.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2
describes the shared task. Section 3 gives a short
survey of related research. Section 4 describes the
data set that was used. Section 5 details the evaluation process. Section 6 briefly describes the participating systems. Section 7 presents and discusses
the results. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper.

2

The 2016 ALTA Shared Task

The 2016 ALTA Shared Task is the 7th of the
shared tasks organised by the Australasian Language Technology Association (ALTA). Like the
previous ALTA shared tasks, it is targeted at university students with programming experience.
The general objective of these shared tasks is to introduce university students to the sort of problems
that are the subject of active research in a field of
natural language processing.
There are no limitations on the size of the teams
or the means that they can use to solve the problem, as long as the processing is fully automatic
— there should be no human intervention.
There are two categories: a student category and
an open category.
• All the members of teams from the student
category must be university students. The
teams cannot have members that are full-time
employed or that have completed a PhD.
• Any other teams fall into the open category.
The prize is awarded to the team that performs
best on the private test set — a subset of the evaluation data for which participant scores are only
revealed at the end of the evaluation period (see
Section 5).

Andrew Chisholm, Ben Hachey and Diego Mollá. 2016. Overview of the 2016 ALTA Shared Task: Cross-KB Coreference.
In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 172−175.

3

4

Related Work

Entity disambiguation work has traditionally focused on the reconciliation of textual mentions
to records in a centralised KB like Wikipedia
(Cucerzan, 2007) or Freebase (Zheng et al., 2012).
In this case, the domain of linkable entities is
limited by the coverage of the target knowledge
base and those which fall outside this domain are
classified as NILs. NIL mention clustering is often addressed separately, and has been the focus
of Text Analysis Conference (TAC) Knowledge
Base Population shared tasks since 2011 (Ji et al.,
2011).
A more generalised approach to resolving mention ambiguity is that of cross-document coreference resolution — where systems cluster mentions of the same entity together without reference to a central KB (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998;
Singh et al., 2011). Both NIL clustering and crossdocument coreference deal with ambiguity at the
mention level. In contrast, the task of cross-KB
coreference resolution deals with entity coreference at the KB level, by attempting to cluster entity records across distinct KBs.
This task is similarly structured to that of record
linkage (Fellegi and Sunter, 1969; Xu et al., 2013).
But, where record linkage commonly operates
over structured databases, cross-KB coreference
relies primarily on unstructured nodes as input.
Cross-KB coreference can draw on the content of
the entity endpoint, including the URL, the text
and any structured or semi-structured data inside
the endpoint page. It can also draw on the web’s
hyperlink graph, e.g., collecting mentions in context from pages that link to an entity endpoint.
In the web domain, work on finding links associated with existing KB entities (Hachenberg and
Gottron, 2012) and web person search (WePS)
(Artiles et al., 2007) is also closely related. WePS
takes the output of a web search for some entity
name and attempts to cluster the results that refer to the same underlying entity. The ultimate
aim of cross-KB coreference is also to cluster web
pages. By contrast, however, it focuses on clustering entity endpoint pages instead of entity mention
pages.
The task builds in part on the Knowledge
Base Discovery (KBD) system of Chisholm et al.
(2016), where the existence of web endpoints may
be inferred from their usage on the web. Shared
task data and evaluation are described below.
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Data

Constructing a balanced corpus of endpoint URL
pairs which present non-trivial cases of entity ambiguity is a challenging task. Randomly sampling
from a corpus of web links is insufficient as any
two URLs are unlikely to refer to the same entity,
leading to a highly imbalanced dataset of negative
samples. Conversely, if we constrain our sampling
to pairs linked from similar anchor text, almost all
pairs will be coreferent since entity mentions follow a Zipf-like distribution corresponding to notability.
To address these challenges, we target entity
names at the low end of the notability distribution where the ratio of URLs per entity is
small in comparison to the general corpus. We
train the KBD system of Chisholm et al. (2016)
over a corpus of 14.5 million news article outlinks and extract high-confidence endpoints where
P (entity|url) ≥ 0.825. We construct a bipartite anchor-endpoint graph and keep only those anchors that link to only one endpoint URL. These
anchors constitute a corpus of long-tail entities
names.
We sample 1,000 names from this collection
and use the Bing Web Search API1 to search the
web for links corresponding to each anchor span.
From each search, we take the first two result
URLs which are classified by KBD as entity endpoints and use this as a candidate entity URL pair
for the shared task. We also record the page title and search engine snippet returned by the Bing
Search API for each instance. Next, we filter out
instances of result pairs which both come from
the same domain, as these samples typically represent trivial cases of non-coreference. Finally,
URL pairs are manually annotated to filter out erroneous endpoint classifications and judge coreference. We randomly sample 200 positive and 200
negative pairs from this set and shuffle them into
equal train and test splits.
We observe most endpoints originate from social sources linkedin.com and twitter.com
, while a moderate amount come from more
traditional KB-style sites like imdb.com and
tripadvisor.com . The remainder come from a
variety of news sources (e.g. sports.yahoo.com
, forbes.com ) and small online directories (e.g.
psychology.nova.edu ).
1
http://www.bing.com/toolbox/
bingsearchapi

5

Evaluation

6

The shared task was managed and evaluated using the Kaggle in Class framework, with the name
“ALTA 2016 Challenge”2 . The Kaggle in Class
site was created as an invitation-only competition,
where the participants could post questions and
comments, and submit trial runs and the final submission.
As is standard in Kaggle-in-class competitions,
the data set was partitioned into a training set, a
public test set, and a private test set. The training
set contained 200 pairs of URLs and their labels,
and was made available to the participants. The
public and private test sets contained 100 new unlabeled pairs of URLs each and were combined
into a single test file. The participants were asked
to submit the labels of the combined test set. The
evaluation results of the public test set were available as soon as the results were submitted, and the
evaluation results of the private test set were not
made available until after the final deadline. This
way, the participants could obtain instant feedback
with the public test set, and the risk of overfitting
to the final results was diminished.
Evaluation uses the F1 score for the positive
class. This is similar to pairwise F1 sometimes
used for evaluation of entity resolution (Winkler,
2006), except calculated here over pairs listed in
the data only. Precision is the ratio of true positives tp (the number of pairs of endpoints that were
correctly labelled as coreferring) to all predicted
positives (the total number of pairs of endpoints
that the system labelled as coreferring, computed
as the sum of true positives and false positives f p).
Recall is the ratio of true positives to all actual positives (the number of pairs of endpoints that are
coreferring according to the test data, computed as
the sum of true positives and false negatives f p).
The formula of the F1 score is:
p·r
F1 = 2
p+r
where
p=

tp
,
tp + f p

r=

tp
tp + f n

This section presents short descriptions of some of
the participating systems. For further details, refer
to the shared task section of the proceedings of the
2016 ALTA workshop.
6.1

2
https://inclass.kaggle.com/c/
alta-2016-challenge
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EOF

The system by team EOF (Khirbat et al., 2016) follows a two-stage approach. First, in the entity endpoint determination stage, the system determines
the most likely underlying entities being referred
to by each URL. Second, in the entity disambiguation stage, the two endpoints are disambiguated.
Entity endpoint determination is achieved by extracting the named entities of the text pointed by
the URL using the Stanford NER, and ranking the
entities using logistic regression. The top 3 entities
are passed to the entity disambiguation stage, together with additional features based on the URLs,
anchor texts of the URLs, and the text pointed by
the URLs. This information is processed by a tree
ensemble classifier.
6.2

NLPCruise

The system by team NLPCruise (Shivashankar et
al., 2016) also follows a two-stage approach but in
a different manner. The first stage is a filtering step
that rules out cases of dissimilar entities. Those
URL pairs which pass the filter pass through to
the second stage for more sophisticated processing. The filtering step uses the Stanford NER for
detecting the named entities of the titles and the
URL pairs. The second stage uses an ensemble
of 3 classifiers: one based on Bing search results
of the named entities, another classifier based on
short-text semantic similarity, and a third classifier that uses additional features extracted from the
text pointed to by the URL. An interesting aspect
of their system is the use of machine translation as
a means to compute semantic similarity, by computing the probability that one text translates into
the other.
6.3

The product p · r in the numerator of the formula
will tend to reward systems that are moderately
good in both recall and precision, whereas systems
that do extremely well in one and poorly in the
other would achieve a lower F1 score.

Systems

BCJR

The systen by team BCJR (Yu et al., 2016) uses
a statistical classifier that takes as input features
from the pair of URLs. The features are based on
the word, character and character bigram embeddings of the text pointed by the URLs. The team
has also made available an expanded training data
set with about 1700 training pairs.

System

Category

EOF
NLP-Cruise
LookForward
BCJR
ZZ
(Baseline 1)
STEM

Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Open

Public

Private

0.91
0.86
0.89
0.75
0.81
0.67
0.79

0.86
0.78
0.78
0.69
0.67
0.66
0.64
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Table 1: F1 on the public and private test sets.
6.4 Baseline 1
This is a trivial baseline system provided by the organisers of the shared task. This system returned 1
(the URLs are co-referring) for every instance.

7

Results

Table 1 shows the results of the public and the private test sets. The results are sorted by the outcome of the private test set.
Results from the top three systems in the
range [0.78, 0.86] are encouraging, suggesting that
cross-KB coreference can be performed with good
accuracy even for long-tail entities. Overfitting
is a particular challenge with the small data set
here and we observe changes from −0.05 to −0.15
F1. Some changes affect system ordering between
public and private data, indicating that good generalisation is important to success on this task.

8

Conclusions

The 2016 ALTA Shared Task was the 7th of the
series of shared tasks organised by ALTA. This
year’s shared task focused on cross-KB coreference, and the participants were asked to determine
whether two URLs were referring to the same entity. Teams used an array of techniques including
logistic regression, ensemble classifiers, and training set aggregation.
The training data set was small, with only 200
pairs of URLs. The small training and test sizes
might have caused some of the systems to overfit
to the public test set, but overall very good results
were achieved. The winning team EOF achieved
an F1 score of 0.91 in the public test set, and 0.86
in the private test set, while the second and third
teams achieved 0.78 in the private test set.
For full details on participating systems, refer
to the shared task section of the 2016 ALTA workshop proceedings.
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Abstract
This paper describes system details and
results of team “EOF” from the University of Melbourne in the shared task of
ALTA 2016, which addresses the use of
cross document coreference resolution to
determine whether two URLs refer to the
same underlying entity. In our submission, we develop a two stage system which
first identifies the underlying entity for a
given URL using entity-level features by
ranking the entity mentions present in the
crawled text with the help of logistic regression. This is followed by disambiguating entities present in the given pair of
URLs using a tree ensemble model to classify if both URLs refer to the same underlying entity. Our system achieved a final
F1-score of 86.02% on the private leaderboard1 , which is the best score among all
the participating systems.

1

Introduction

The exponential expansion of the World Wide
Web has resulted in a large data repository, the majority of which is in the form of unstructured natural language text containing ambiguous name entities. A name entity mention may relate to multiple
known entities. For example, the entity mention
“New York” may refer to the city of New York or
the movie New York which was released in 2009.
Entity linking (EL) is the process of resolving disambiguity between textual entity mentions and the correct entity node in the knowledge base (KB). EL systems usually rely on
semantic resources like Wikipedia as endpoints
for disambiguation (Shen et al., 2015), however,
1
https://inclass.kaggle.com/c/alta-2016challenge/leaderboard

Chisholm et al. (2016) provide a relaxed definition of a KB as any uniform resource locator (URL) which reliably disambiguates linked
mentions on the web (Chisholm et al., 2016a).
This relaxed definition has motivated the shared
task of ALTA 2016 (Chisholm et al., 2016b).
The task organizers provided manually selected
URL pairs from a heterogenous collection of websites including popular social networking websites
like LinkedIn, Twitter, ResearchGate; knowledge
bases like Wikipedia, IMDB and news websites
like NDTV and Economic Times. The participants
are asked to classify whether a given pair of URLs
refer to the same underlying entity. For example,
in Figure 1, URLs in the pair < UA1 , UA2 > refer
to the same entity “Barack Obama” whereas URLs
in the pair < UB1 , UB2 > refer to two different
entities “Donald Trump” and “Ivanka Trump”.

Figure 1: Example of URL pairs
Considerable research has been done in the field
of EL using existing KB like DBpedia (Auer et al.,
2007), YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2007), Freebase
(Bollacker et al., 2008) and KnowItAll (Etzioni et
al., 2004). Wikipedia has proven to be a great
resource in solving EL tasks (Cucerzan, 2007);
(Milne and Witten, 2008) where dictionary-based
techniques, contextual features and entity references have been used to train classifiers. Chisholm
et al. (2016) study link behaviour and propose a
KB discovery method using URL path features by
inferring endpoints via logistic regression.
We adopt a two stage approach to solve this
problem. First, our system determines the possible
underlying entities for a given URL using entity
features obtained from the crawled text with the

Gitansh Khirbat, Jianzhong Qi and Rui Zhang. 2016. Disambiguating Entities Referred by Web Endpoints using Tree
Ensembles. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 176−180.

help of logistic regression. Next, entities are disambiguated between the given URL pair to classify if both URLs refer to the same underlying entity. Contextual features in and around the entities
are exploited and a tree ensemble model is trained
for this task.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the methodology in detail.
Section 3 describes the experiments and results.
Section 4 discusses the error analysis of the obtained results and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2.1.2 Named Entity Recognition
The next step is to make use of a named entity
recognition (NER) system to identify all the entities present in the crawled text. We make use
of Stanford’s NER system (Finkel et al., 2005)
which uses a model trained on MUC6, MUC7 and
ACE 2002 datasets to classify words into three categories namely Location, Person and Organization. The details about this NER system is beyond
the scope of this paper and can be obtained from
Finkel et al. (2005).

2

2.1.3 Entity Ranking
Entity ranking is the key step in Stage 1. It trains
a logistic regression model using the features obtained in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 to assign a score
for each entity identified in the crawled text. We
consider four main features:

Methodology

The goal of ALTA 2016 shared task is to determine if a given pair of URLs refer to the same underlying entity. This is essentially a problem of
cross-document coreference resolution. We tackle
this task as an EL or named entity disambiguation
(NED) problem. As compared to the traditional
NED problem, where entity mention in the text is
disambiguated to the entities present in a KB, the
difference in this task lies in disambiguating the
entities identified from two given URLs without
an existing KB.
We treat this task as a supervised classification
problem which involves two sequential subproblems, i.e., entity endpoint determination and entity
disambiguation. The complete solution pipeline
is show in Figure 2. First, the given URLs
are crawled using Scrapy (Myers and McGuffee,
2015) to obtain textual content from the webpage.
The next steps are described below.
2.1 Entity Endpoint Determination
The first stage of our system is to identify the underlying entity for a given URL. It involves three
components as described below.
2.1.1 Preprocessing
The preprocessing module consists of tokenization of a given URL and the page title of the
webpage corresponding to that URL. We define
regex patterns which split a given URL on forward slash characters and hyphens. Research has
shown that the path tokens are good indicators
of entity mentions. We leverage the observation made by Chisholm et al. (2016a) that the
URLs which contain terms like “profile”, “wiki”,
“name”, “people” provide a positive evidence to
refer to entity pages, whereas URLs containing
terms like “news”, “topic” or date patterns like
“YYYY/MM/DD” provide a negative evidence.
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1. Comparison of entity mention with the text
obtained from URL - Hamming distance is
measured for a partial and exact match.
2. Comparison of entity mention with the text
obtained from webpage title of the given
URL - Hamming distance is measured for a
partial and exact match.
3. Frequency of occurrence of entity mention We observe that in most cases, the most frequent entity is the most probably endpoint.
4. Position of entity mention in the crawled text
- We observe that in most cases, the most
probable endpoint is an entity mention which
is located within the first five tokens in the
crawled text.
Using these features, we train a logistic regression model which gives us the probability of an
entity being a possible webpage endpoint. This
probability score is used to shortlist top-3 entity
mentions as the most likely endpoints for a given
URL. We observe that an entity endpoint is usually
characterized by some related entities. This motivates us to retain the top-3 entities which prove to
be useful in the next stage.
2.2

Entity Disambiguation

The second stage of our system solves the problem
of determining whether a given pair of URLs refer
to the same underlying entity. It makes use of the
output of Stage 1 and involves two components as
described below.

Figure 2: System pipeline
2.2.1 Feature Extraction
This module makes use of contextual features in
and around the identified entities. A concept vector is created to represent the semantic content of
the crawled text from the URL. This concept vector contains TF-IDF of URL path, page title and
top-3 entity mentions obtained from Stage 1 and
adds features of bag of words (Guo et al., 2013);
(Ratinov et al., 2011) and anchor texts (Kulkarni
et al., 2009) as described below.
• Bag of words - TF-IDF summary of the entire
crawled text is generated and top-20 words
after removal of stopwords are chosen as the
representative bag of words.
• Anchor texts - The URLs referred in all the
anchor texts are preprocessed according to
Section 2.1.1 to obtain the URL endpoint. A
vector containing all such endpoints and anchor texts is used to define a TF-IDF vector
for the given URL pair.
2.2.2 XGBoost
The features defined in Section 2.2.1 are used to
train a supervised tree ensemble classifier called
extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) (Chen and
Guestrin, 2016). The intuition behind XGBoost is
that since it is not easy to train all the trees at once,
an additive strategy is employed to fix what has
been learnt which adds one new tree at a time. XGBoost tackles regularization very carefully, which
improves the overall score. Detailed working of
XGBoost is beyond the scope of this paper and we
refer the readers to Chen et al. (2016) for details.
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3

Experiments and Results

The ALTA shared task is to classify whether a
given pair of URLs refer to the same underlying
entity. We first describe the given dataset briefly,
followed by the experimental setup and results.
3.1

Dataset

The shared task organizers provide a corpus of
URLs from a heterogenous collection of websites including popular social networking websites, knowledge bases and news websites. The
training data consists of these URLs in the form
of a pair along with their annotations, i.e., 0 if the
URLs in a pair refer to different entities or 1 if they
refer to the same entity. In addition to this, information about the webpage title and a small snippet
is provided for both URLs. The training and test
data consist of 200 pairs of URLs each. Data details are given by Chisholm et al. (2016b).
3.2

Experimental Setup and Results

In the Stage 1 sub-problem of entity endpoint determination, we leverage the output of NER to
manually annotate the given 200 URL pairs of
training data with the top-3 possible entity endpoints, which become the gold standard annotations for this sub-problem. We split this data
equally into training and development datasets.
We train a logistic regression model on this training data to learn the regression parameters. Using the learnt parameters, we run the model on development data and obtain a F1-score of 89% in
classifying if an identified entity mention is one of
the top-3 manually annotated entity endpoints for

Table 1: Results on public and private leaderboards
Features
Precision Recall Public F1 Private F1
{URL, Title}
68.63
87.5
76.92
80.85
+{Bag of Words}
80.39
85.42
82.82
83.49
+{Entity Features} 78.43
97.56
86.96
81.82
+{Anchor Texts}
86.27
95.65
90.72
86.02
the given URL. This gives us a positive confidence
to proceed with combining the training and development datasets (i.e. the given original full training dataset consisting of 200 URL pairs) on which
we train the logistic regression model, thus obtaining the final regression parameter values. This regression model is used to calculate the probability score for all the entity mentions in the crawled
text obtained from the URL pairs in the given test
dataset.
For the Stage 2 sub-problem of entity disambiguation, we split the given training data into
training and development datasets to perform 5fold cross validation using XGBoost tree ensemble method. First, we made use of the TF-IDF
feature vector obtained from the given URL and
its page title. In the second attempt, we added the
bag of words TF-IDF feature vector as described
in Section 2.2.1. Next, we added the feature vector containing TF-IDF of the top-3 entity mentions
for both URLs. Finally, we added the anchor text
feature vector.
The trained model is used for predictions corresponding to the public leaderboard which contains
50% of the total data. Finally, at the end of the
competition, the predictions are measured against
the remaining 50% of data which corresponds to
the private leaderboard. The results obtained by
using the aforementioned features is shown in Table 1. Standard precision, recall and F1-score metrics are used to report the prediction results.

4

Discussion

Our system performs well on both public and private leaderboards. Table 1 shows that a collective use of contextual features in and around the
entities leads to an increase in the F1-score. In
our system, we make use of TF-IDF of top-20
words and a bag of words approach to train the
system. As compared to using just the URL and
page title features, the bag of words led to an increment of 5.69% F1-score on the public leaderboard. Next, we identify top-3 entity mentions as
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the most probable endpoints for a given URL. This
gives us a high confidence in disambiguation as
most of the URLs are characterized by their top3 entity mentions. An incorporation of this entity
feature has led to an increment of 4.14% F1-score
on the public leaderboard. Additionally, it has increased the system recall by a significant 12.14%.
Finally, anchor texts prove to be informative features and provide another 3.74% improvement on
F1-score. Our system does well in classifying
most of the URL pairs as referring to the same underlying entity. However, it does not perform well
in certain cases:
• Lack of identified entities - There are
cases in which the crawled URL text contains just one entity which is usually the
name of a person or organization. With
no further information about that entity
mention, our system fails to leverage the
strength of contextual features and is unable
to disambiguate the entities, e.g., the URL
www.imdb.com/name/nm5513294
refers to a person named “Johnny Dwyer“.
There is no more information about that
person on this URL. Its corresponding URL
in the given pair is a LinkedIn profile and
refers to a person named “Johnny Dwyer”
who is an author based in New York. The
gold annotations indicate that our system
scores a false negative on such URLs.
• Website search results - Some URLs refer
to search results within a website, which
provides a listing of all articles containing an entity mention. While we tackle
this problem by avoiding the URLs for
news websites in a way so as to prune
them for terms like “news” and “topic” as
described in Section 2.1.1, there are few
cases which were missed, e.g., the URL
deadline.com/tag/secrets-lies
refers to all the articles with a tag of secretslies. Our system gives a false positive for the

disambiguation of this URL with the Twitter
URL of the TV show “Secrets and Lies”.
• Dynamic URLs - There are some dynamic
URLs in the given dataset. A dynamic URL
changes with time, i.e., either the contents
of that URL change over time or the URL
becomes void after some time. Since such
URLs do not contain any information, our
system is not able to disambiguate them to
their valid static URL counterparts.

5

Conclusion

Disambiguating entities referred by web endpoints
is an important and challenging problem which
gives us insights to an important concept of knowledge base discovery and creation. In this paper,
we described our system, which ranked the best
with an F1-score of 86.02% in the official private leaderboard of the ALTA 2016 shared task.
Our solution was based on a supervised classification method using gradient boosted trees which
exploited contextual entity-level features.
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Abstract
This paper describes the method and results of our approach, submitted as team
‘NLPCruise’ at ALTA shared task 2016.
The goal of the shared task is to predict
whether two given web Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs) correspond to the same
entity or not. Retrieving the URI content in addition to the dataset provided, we
built a two stage filter and match technique
that utilises search engine scores, semantic similarity and machine translation features. Our model achieved an F 1 score of
0.85714 on the public test-set and ranked
second finally on the private leaderboard.

1

Introduction

In general, establishing a mapping from entities
in a knowledge base to URI end-points is a useful task both to collate information about entities
and to disambiguate them. Typically, semantic
sources such as Wikipedia, DBPedia are used as
end-points. Although they provide a rich context for entities, they do not achieve sufficient
recall over different domains and entities. On
the other hand, domain-specific sources such as
DBLP, IMDb or MusicBrainz cover only a single target domain (e.g. movies, music) well but
aren’t useful in other domains. To benefit from
both general purpose and domain-specific knowledge bases, one could use WebKB (URIs) as endpoints. In-order to do that one must infer its existence on the web. For every entity endpoint we
discover, we may recover thousands of entity mentions via inlinks. While the effectiveness of inlinkdriven entity disambiguation is known for a single
KB setting, this can be extended to leverage inlinks across a collection of automatically discovered web KBs (Chisholm et al., 2016). Thus in
this task, we classify whether a pair of URIs correspond to the same entity or not.

Similar tasks were addressed in other shared
tasks/challenges, such as Web People Search task
(WePS 1 ), defined as the problem of organizing
web search results for a given person name. At
a more generic level, TREC relevance feedback
track2 had multiple tasks related to relevance classification for a set of documents given a query,
which we can treat as similar problems to ours
when formulated as pair-wise binary document
classification.
The goal of ALTA shared task 2016 is
to determine whether two URLs refer to
the same underlying entity or not. For example,
http://www.nytimes.com/
topic/person/barack-obama
and
https://twitter.com/BarackObama
refer to the same person, but https:
//twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
and
https://www.instagram.com/
ivankatrump refer to different entities.

2

Data preparation

The original data includes URLs of entities which
link to the HTML pages, titles of the HTML pages,
and snippets or brief descriptions of pages. Titles and snippets were obtained using BING search
API, where the input query was the named entity.
The top two URLs from BING search are the URL
pairs given for classification. Instances containing non-representative web-pages were removed,
more details can be found here 3 . In addition to
the given data, we automatically fetched the whole
HTML page content using xdotool4 . We removed
HTML tags and Java scripts to clean the downloaded HTML documents. Now we have two lev1

http://nlp.uned.es/weps/weps-3
http://trec.nist.gov/data/relevance.feedback.html
3
https://inclass.kaggle.com/c/alta-2016challenge/forums/t/23480/how-was-the-data-obtained
4
http://www.semicomplete.com/projects/
xdotool/
2

S. Shivashankar, Yitong Li and Afshin Rahimi. 2016. Filter and Match Approach to Pair-wise Web URI Linking. In
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els of data: title & snippets at the sentence-level
and cleaned HTML text at document-level.

3

Proposed Approach

Our proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. We
employ filtering at the first step which includes
pattern matching heuristics for both named entity
and URL pairs. Pairs of URLs that are not disproved to be the same entities in the filtering step
are considered for further analysis. The next step
involves three different classification models: (a)
based on Bing search results obtained by querying named entity from U RLa and domain name
of U RLb and vice versa (b) building a semantic similarity based classifier using short-text (title and/or snippet) (c) using complete HTML content, we compute distributed representation based
similarity scores, MT scores, Inverse Document
Frequency (IDF) based scores, simple word-count
and document length based measures and use them
as features in a RandomForest binary classifier.

Figure 1: Proposed Approach
3.1 Filtering Step: Named Entity and URL
matching
We leverage the title text for getting the named entity by considering words before delimiters such
as 0 |0 , ’-’ and extracting the capitalized words from
the beginning until any special character. If there
are no 0 |0 or ’-’ then we use Stanford NER tagger to
annotate PER, ORG and LOC entities. Then if the
names from both the URLs match by a minimum
length of 2 and a match score of n−1
n , the pair is
considered as a ’pass’ for further analysis.
For URL match, we consider only pairs from
the same domain. We compare path length of URL
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(number of sub-directories), and match names
which can be either of the last two strings (non numeric) after 0 /0 . If a URL pair doesn’t pass through
either of the criteria: named entity or URL matching (if both length and name match fails), then it is
disapproved for further processing. Over the test
set, we observed that 20% of the records were filtered out (classified as not correspond to the same
entities) in this step.
3.2

Bing Search based Classification

3.2.1

Query Construction

We construct queries for Bing Search5 by
using named entities from U RLa and domain name of U RLb . We repeat the same
with named entities from U RLb and domain
name of U RLa . For instance, for URL pairs
www.imperial.ac.uk/people/f.allen
(U RLa ) and https://www.linkedin.
com/in/franklin-allen-0557906
(U RLb ), we create queries as ”Franklin Allen
LinkedIn”, ”Franklin Allen Brevan Howard
Centre at Imperial College London LinkedIn”
and ”Franklin Allen Finance and Economics
LinkedIn”. Here, the name ”Franklin Allen” is
obtained from title & snippet of U RLa . Similarly
other context phrases such as Howard Centre at
Imperial College London and Finance and Economics are extracted from U RLa . We combine
name and context words from U RLa with domain
(in this case LinkedIn) of U RLb for constructing
queries. We repeat the same with name and
context from U RLb and domain name of U RLa .
Named entities are fetched as given in 3.1 - using
heuristics (for name) and Stanford NER output
(for PER, ORG, LOC). If there are no named
entities for querying, we use capitalized chunks of
words. For example, ”Shark Tank”, ”America’s
Most Wanted” and ”America Fights Back” are
obtained as capitalized chunks from title & snippet of www.imdb.com/name/nm5507573,
since there were no context words such as ORG,
LOC obtained using Stanford NER. Note, for
capitalized chunks of text we break the chunks if
there are any special characters such as ”,”,”:”,”!”,
and so on. Shorter context words are preferred
and any common words are removed from longer
phrases. Also, for URLs from Twitter, we fetch
location information using Twitter API6 .
5
6

https://datamarket.azure.com/dataset/bing/search
http://twitter4j.org/en/

3.2.2

Match Score Computation

After querying on Bing Search engine with name
and context words from U RLa and domain name
from U RLb , we check if U RLb is present among
top 10 search results (we refer to this as a ’hit’).
We repeat similar querying with name and context words from U RLb and domain name from
U RLa . We compute P (match|U RL P air)
as the ratio between number of hits and numnumber of hits
ber of queries ( number
We refer
of queries ).
to above probability score as P , and Q =
P (mismatch|U RLP air) = 1 − P . If P = Q, we
consider length of queries to weigh the hits. In the
following formulation length(q) is the length of
query q (number of words in a query), HIT S(q)
is a Boolean value that indicates if that query was
a hit or not,

Evaluation Understudy) (Papineni et al., 2002),
METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation
with Explicit ORdering) (Banerjee and Lavie,
2005), TER (Translation Error Rate) (Snover et
al., 2006), at token-level. In general, MT evaluation metrics are designed to assess whether the
output of a MT system is semantically equivalent to a set of reference translations. MT scores
are combined
√ using geometric mean (combined
score = 3 BLEU ∗ M ET EOR ∗ T ER).
3.4
3.4.1

Document-level similarity
Machine Translation based Similarity

We also compute MT scores between two documents. Similar to short text setup, we calculate
BLEU, METEOR and TER metrics and use them
together with distributed representations similarity
Σq length(q) × HIT S(q) scores (3.4.2 and 3.4.3) and vector space models
P (match|U RL P air) =
.(3.4.4).
Σ length(q)
q

If there is a tie still, then it is broken by using
the prior for a given pair of domains, for instance
P (match|IM Db, LinkedIn).
3.3 Short-text similarity
We set a threshold for classification at 50%, assuming the data is balanced, using semantic similarity and MT based similarity scores (after geometric mean). The predictions are combined by
complete consensus for class 0 (mismatch) and atleast one vote for class 1 (match). The intuition
is that we expect the filtering step would have removed a good number of mismatches in the previous step.
3.3.1

Semantic Similarity

We use combined title & snippet short text to compute the semantic similarity of pairs using Dandelion API 7 . It is claimed to work well for short text.
Here the words are mapped to a Wikipedia like
knowledge base and similarity is computed using
the mapped vectors.
3.3.2

Machine Translation based Similarity

We compute Machine Translation (MT) evaluation
metrics between two short texts. If two URLs refer
to the same entity, intuitively, the scores should indicate one text being a paraphrase of another. We
score the similarity for both snippets using MT
evaluation metrics, including BLEU (BiLingual
7

https://dandelion.eu/semantic-text/text-similarity-demo/
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3.4.2

Distributed Similarity (Word2Vec)
based Scores

We calculate the document representation by averaging the pre-trained word embeddings, which
are generated by Word2Vec. And then, we compute the cosine similarity between document representations for both training and test pairs as the
feature.
3.4.3

Job Descriptions Similarity

Intuition behind using job similarity is that we expect it could uncover profession based similarity
that can be effective for web KB instances such as
LinkedIn, Avvo, IMDb, etc. To find the job similarity of two pieces of text from a pair, we first find
the similarity of each piece of text with each of the
1000 job descriptions existing in Occupational Information Network (ONET) (Peterson et al., 2001)
resulting in a 1000d vector for each text. Then we
use the similarity of the 1000d vectors of the two
pieces of text together and use it as a feature for
training the classifier. To find the similarity of a
piece of text with one of the job descriptions we
use the similarity of the average word vectors using Cosine measure.
3.4.4

Similarity Scores with Inverse
Document Frequency (IDF)

The cleaned HTML text is still noisy with many
web-page items and unimportant context. Aim to
reduce the influence of unrelated tokens, we use

basic idf scores to quantify the importance of tokens (Wu et al., 2008). The inverse document frequency, defined as
idf (t, D) = log

common words in all the Title & snippets,
for example LinkedIn, then short-text based
classification would be unreliable. So we set
a threshold empirically using training set, to
decide if predictions based on short-text similarity can be used or not.

N
|{d ∈ D : t ∈ d}|

with N = |D| and training corpus D. The idf is
a measure of how much information the word provides, that is, whether the term is common or rare
across all documents. Considering the web-page
tokens could be repeated more times than entity
information, we omit the term frequency score in
our method.
First, we build a dictionary mapped with idf
scores based on English Europarl corpus (Koehn,
2005). Then, empirically we build two kinds of
idf features of the documents:

• Similarly, only confident predictions using
RandomForest classifier on document level
data are considered reliable.
• With this we consider a URL pair to be
’match’ (or 1) if any one of the classifiers
predict ’match, and ’not-match’ (or 0) if all
the classifiers predict ’not-match’. The intuition is that, since we consider a variety of information: short-text, document level information and collaborative information through
search engine, we label it as a positive instance, if any of the information/views classifies it as positive, and negative otherwise.

f1 = Σt∈(DA ∩DB ) idf (t)
f2 = |{d : d ∈ (DA ∩ DB ), idf (d) ≥ idfm }|
Where, DA and DB are documents of entity A and
B, idfm is the mean of all the idf scores in the dictionary. Furthermore, we normalize
pf1 and f2 by
the average document length l = |DA | · |DB |.
Last, we use both normalized and un-normalized
features (4 totally) in our method.
3.5 RandomForest Classifier
We build a RandomForest classifier using 16 document level similarity features computed using MT
based techniques - 3 types of scores (BLEU, METEOR, TER) for translating both ways (text ’A’
to ’B and vice versa), that gives 6 scores totally;
distributed word similarity (word2vec) & job similarity based scores - 2 totally; IDF based scores
- 4 totally; word count and document length for
both URLs using complete HTML text - 4 totally.
Since the document level text can be noisy, we
consider only high confident (> 0.7) predictions
of this model in the next stage for overall prediction.

4

Overall Prediction

The overall prediction is done by combining three
classifiers: Bing search, short-text based classification and document level classification. The
heuristic used to combine the predictions is given
as follows:
• For a given URL pair, if domain specific IDF
scores for short-text are high, i.e., it contains
184

5

Discussion

Combining multiple approaches (lexicon & corpus based) to compute semantic relatedness is an
important research topic (Lee et al., 2016). We
have employed an approach where the similarity between two pages are obtained by a combination of semantic, machine translation scores
(para-phrase) and corpus driven measures such as
word2vec. On the test data, we observed the performance of individual models as follows: shorttext based semantic similarity (threshold for classification is set at 0.37) gave an F-measure of
0.62, short-text MT features gave a score of 0.53,
RandomForest classifier with document level features (distributed similarity, IDF features and MT
similarity) gave an F-measure of 0.63. Apart
from that, similarity measures based only on distributed models such as averaged word2vec score,
job descriptions similarity were not discriminative. Though they are potential directions, it might
require more data to re-train the embeddings for
this problem. Finally, combined with filtering
and Bing Search, we obtained an F-measure of
0.85714 on the public test-set. We believe that
this can be more effective if the proposed models
are combined together (on a larger dataset) using
a stronger ensemble method such as Boosting.
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Abstract
For the Australasian Language Technology
Association (ALTA) 2016 Shared Task, we
devised Pairwise FastText Classifier (PFC),
an efficient embedding-based text classifier,
and used it for entity disambiguation. Compared with a few baseline algorithms, PFC
achieved a higher F1 score at 0.72 (under the
team name BCJR). To generalise the model,
we also created a method to bootstrap the
training set deterministically without human
labelling and at no financial cost. By releasing
PFC and the dataset augmentation software to
the public1, we hope to invite more collaboration.

1

Introduction

The goal of the ALTA 2016 Shared Task was to
disambiguate two person or organisation entities
(Chisholm et al., 2016). The real-world motivation for the Task includes gathering information
about potential clients, and law enforcement.
We designed a Pairwise FastText Classifier
(PFC) to disambiguate the entities (Chisholm et
al., 2016). The major source of inspiration for
PFC came from FastText 2 algorithm which
achieved quick and accurate text classification
(Joulin et al., 2016). We also devised a method to
augment our training examples deterministically,
and released all source code to the public.
The rest of the paper will start with PFC and a
mixture model based on PFC, and proceeds to present our solution to augment the labelled dataset
1

All source code can be downloaded from:
https://github.com/projectcleopatra/PFC

deterministically. Then we will evaluate PFC’s
performance against a few baseline methods, including SVC3 with hand-crafted text features. Finally, we will discuss ways to improve disambiguation performance using PFC.

2

Pairwise Fast-Text Classifier (PFC)

Our Pairwise FastText Classifier is inspired by
the FastText. Thus this section starts with a brief
description of FastText, and proceeds to demonstrate PFC.
2.1

FastText

FastText maps each vocabulary to a real-valued
vector, with unknown words having a special vocabulary ID. A document can be represented as
the average of all these vectors. Then FastText
will train a maximum entropy multi-class classifier on the vectors and the output labels. Fast Text
has been shown to train quickly and achieve prediction performance comparable to Recurrent
Neural Network embedding model for text classification (Joulin et al., 2016).
2.2

PFC

PFC is similar to FastText except that PFC takes
two inputs in the form of a list of vocabulary IDs,
because disambiguation requires two URL inputs.
We specify that each of them is passed into the
same embedding matrix. If each entity is represented by a d dimensional vector, then we can
concatenate them, and represent the two entities

2

The original paper of FastText used the typography
fastText
3
SVC: Support vector classification

Cheng Yu, Bing Chu, Rohit Ram, James Aichinger, Lizhen Qu and Hanna Suominen. 2016. Pairwise FastText Classifier for
Entity Disambiguation. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 186−190.

by a 2d dimensional vector. Then we train a maximum entropy classifier based on the concatenated
vector. The diagram of the model is in Figure 1.

Figure 1: PFC model. W1 and W2 are trainable
weights.
2.3

Figure 2: The PFC Mixture Model.

The PFC Mixture Model

3

The previous section introduces word-embedding-based PFC. In order to improve disambiguation performance, we built a mixture model based
on various PFC sub-models: Besides word-embedding-based PFC, we also trained characterembedding-based PFC, which includes one unicharacter PFC, and one bi-character PFC. In the
following subsections, we will first briefly explain
character-embedding-based PFC, and then show
the Mixture model.
2.3.1

Embedding-models tend to have a large number
of parameters. Our word-embedding matrix has
over 3700 rows, and thus it is natural to brainstorm ways to augment the training set to prevent
overfitting.
We created a method to harvest additional
training examples deterministically without the
need for human labelling, and the data can be acquired at no additional cost.

Character-Embedding-Based PFCs

Character-embedding-based PFC models typically have fewer parameters than word-embedding-based PFC, and thus reducing the probability
of overfitting.
Uni-character embedding maps each character
in the URL and search engine snippet into a 13dimensional vector, take the average of an input
document, concatenate the two documents, and
then train a maximum entropy classification on
top of the concatenated vectors.
Bi-character embedding model has a moving
window of two characters and mapped every such
two characters into a 16-dimensional vector.
Our implementation of the character-embedding based PFC model includes only lowercase
English letters and space. After converting all letters to lowercase, other characters are simply
skipped and ignored.
2.3.2

Augmenting More Training Examples
Deterministically

3.1

Acquiring Training Examples for the
Negative Class4

To acquire URL pairs that refer to different people, we wrote a scraping bot that visits LinkedIn,
and grabs hyperlinks in a section called “People
that are similar to the person”, where LinkedIn
recommends professionals that have similar to the
current profile that we are browsing. LinkedIn restricts the number of profiles we can browse in a
given month unless the user is a Premium user, so
we upgraded our LinkedIn account for scraping
purpose. We used the LinkedIn URLs provided to
us in the training samples, and grabbed similar
LinkedIn profiles, which ended up with about 850
profiles, with some of the LinkedIn URLs no
longer up to date.
3.2

Mixing PFC Sub-models

Acquiring Training Examples for the
Positive Class

To acquire training examples of different social
media profiles that belong to the same person, we
used examples from about.me. About.me is a
platform where people could create a personal
page showing their professional portfolios and
links to various social media sites. We wrote a
scraping bot that visits about.me/discover, where
the site showcases their users, and clicks open

The mixture model has two phases. In phase one,
we train each sub-model independently. In phase
2, we train a simple binary classifier based on the
probability output of each individual PFC. The diagram of the PFC mixture model is shown in Figure 2.

4

In the Shared Task, if a pair of URL entities refer to different persons or organisations, the pair belongs to the negative

class. if a pair of URL entities refer to the same persons or
organisations, the pair belongs to the positive class.
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each user, acquires their social media links, and
randomly selects two as a training example. For
example, for someone with 5 social media profiles, including Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and Google+, the bot can generate (5, 2) =
10 training examples.

4

manually selected the following text features. Explanation of these features is available in Appendix-A.
LSTM Word-Embedding: We passed each
document token sequentially using word embedding into an LSTM layer with 50 LSTM units
(Brownlee, 2016) (Goodfellow et al., 2016), concatenated the two output vectors, and trained a
maximum entropy classifier on top of it. To reduce overfitting, we added dropout layers with the
dropout parameter set to 0.2 (Zaremba, Sutskever,
& Vinyals, 2014).
Neural Tensor Network: Inspired by Socher
et al., by passing a pair of documents represented
in vector form into a tensor, we built a relationship
classifier based on the architecture in the paper
(Socher et al., 2013). Document vectors are calculated from pre-trained Google embedding word
vectors.

Experimental Setup

Using the training data provided by the Organiser and data acquired using the method mentioned in Section 3, we evaluated the performance of our PFC and PFC Mixture against a
few baseline models.
4.1

Datasets

The organiser prepared 200 labelled pairs of training samples and 200 unlabelled test samples
(Hachey, 2016). All baseline methods and PFC
methods are trained using the original 200 URL
pairs. The only exception is “PFC with augmented
dataset”, which uses the method in the previous
section to acquire 807 negative class URL pairs,
and 891 positive class URL pairs.
4.2

5

The experimental results from the setup is summarised in the table.
Method
F1
F1
F1

Pre-Processing

Public

Text content for the PFC comes from the search
engine snippet file provided by the Organiser and
text scraped from the URLs provided by the training examples. Unknown words in the test set are
represented by a special symbol.
4.3

Results and Discussion

PFCbased

Baselines

The reason we choose a few baseline models is
that there is no gold-standard baseline model for
URL entity disambiguation. Baseline models are
explained as followed.
Word-Embedding with Pre-Trained Vectors: The training corpus Google comes from
News Articles (Mikolov et al., 2013). For each
URL entity, we calculated the mean vector of the
search result snippet text by using pre-trained
word embedding vectors from Google. Unknown
words were ignored. Then we concatenated the
vectors and trained a maximum entropy classifier
on top of it.
SVC with Hand-Selected Text Features: Our
Support Vector Classifier is built on top of handselected text features. For each pair of URLs, we

Baseline

PFC with
Word-Embedding
PFC Mixture
Model
PFC with
augmented
dataset
Neural tensor
network
SVC using
hand-selected
features
LSTM wordembedding

Private

To5
tal

0.75

0.64

0.69

0.74

0.71

0.72

0.65

0.69

0.67

0.67

0.6

0.64

0.75

0.69

0.72

0.51

0.53

0.52

Table 1: Result comparison.
5.1

Issues with Augmented Dataset

Adding more training data seems to hurt the F1
score for the Shared Task. However, if we allow
the newly acquired training examples to be part of
the validation set, the validation set accuracy
could reach 0.92. Due to time constraint, we were
only able to acquire about 1700 training examples,

5

F1 total is the simple average of F1 Public (calculated
from half of half of the test data) and F1 Private (from the
second half of the data)
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with approximately equal number in each category. Whether adding more training data can improve disambiguation performance remains to be
experimented.
5.2

4

isEntertainment(url_a)

5

isProfessional(url_a)

6

isNonProfitOrGov(url_a)

7

isSportsStar(url_a)

812

Features for url_b

Compare PFC with Baseline SVC

In our experiments, the PFC mixture model
achieves the best performance, comparable to
SVC with hand-selected features. Uni-character
model by itself tends to under fit because the training data themselves cannot be separated by the
model alone. PFC is robust because allows text
features to be learnt automatically.

6

isEducation(url_a)

Improve PFC

The performance of the PFC might improve if we
use a similarity scoring function 𝑠 𝑣# , 𝑣% =
𝑣#( 𝒟𝑣% , where 𝒟 is a diagonal matrix. The binary
classifier becomes 𝑦 = 𝜎(𝑠 𝑣# , 𝑣% ) , while the
original PFC classifier is 𝑦 = 𝜎(𝒲 ( [𝑣# , 𝑣% ]) .
Both 𝒟 and 𝒲 are learnable weights.
5.3

3

Conclusion

A.2 Title Features

We introduced Pairwise FastText Classifier to
disambiguate URL entities. It uses embeddingbased vector representation for text, can be trained
quickly, and performs better than most of the alternative baseline models in our experiments. PFC
has the potential to generalise towards a wide
range of disambiguation tasks. In order to generalise the application of the model, we created a
method to deterministically harvest more training
examples, which does not require manual labelling. By releasing all of them to the public, we
hope for the continual advancement in the field of
disambiguation, which could be applied to identity verification, anti-terrorism, and online general
knowledge-base creation.

ID

Feature
Name

Description

13

Edit distance of
the first
part of the
title for the
two URLs

14

Cosine
distance of
the embedded
matrices

Due to the differences of length
between different titles, only
the first part of the titles is preserved for calculating the Levenshtein distance. This feature
is chosen because the first part
of the title usually contains the
first and last name of the person
or the name of the company.
The vector representation of the
text is same as FastText except
that the embedding matrix is
pre-trained from Google. Any
token not trained by Google
will be ignored (Weston,
Chopra, & Bordes, 2015).

Appendix A
Appendix A includes manually selected text features
for the SVC baseline model.

A.3 Snippet Features

A.1

URL Features

ID

Feature Name

Description

1

Country code difference

If one URL has “au”
and another one has
“uk”, then the value is
1, otherwise 0.
Simply the Levenshtein
distance between the
string tokens of the two
URLs (Jurafsky &
Martin, 2007).

2

Edit distance between the two
URLs

Below are a list of URL
features specific to one
URL.
If the first URL contains domain names
such as “.ac.uk” or
“.edu”, then the value is
1. Otherwise 0.
If the url includes imdb,
allmusic, artnet,
mtv.com, or band, it returns 1. Otherwise 0.
If the url contains
linkedin.com or researchgate.com, it returns 1. Otherwise 0.
If the url contains
“.org” or “.gov”, then it
returns 1.
If the url contains
“espn”, “ufc.com”, or
“sports”, then the feature is 1. Otherwise 0.
Analogous to Feature 3
-7

This refers to features made from fields “ASnippet” and “BSnippet” of the search result file provided by the Organiser.
ID Feature Name
Description
15
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Word Mover Distance between the nouns and
named entities between
“ASnippet” and “BSnippet” (Pele & Werman, A
linear time histogram
metric for improved sift

Using pretrained Google
word-embedding vectors

16

matching, 2008) (Pele &
Werman, Fast and robust
earth mover’s distances,
2009).
Word Mover Distance between the nouns and
named entities between
“ASnippet” and “BSnippet”

Pennington, J., Socher, R., & Manning, C. D. (2014).
GloVe: Global Vectors for Word
Representation. Empirical Methods in
Natural Language Processing, pages 1532 –
1543.

Using the pretrained Stanford
GloVe vectors
(Pennington et
al., 2014).

Socher, R., Chen, D., Manning, C., & Ng, A. (2013).
Completion, Reasoning With Neural Tensor
Networks for Knowledge Base. In Advances
in Neural Information Processing Systems,
2013a.
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